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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In this thesis I explore the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities,
particularly the sex trade, and the impact of rapidly evolving information and
communication technologies (ICTs) on this trade. I focus on the policies and policy
developments in both areas, and how they intersect and develop through global and
local processes and connections.
The first part of the book (Chapters 2-5) introduces the multidisciplinary theoretical
approaches of the work. It sets the framework for the analysis of the empirical
material and (re)contextualises the processes of the commercialisation of bodies, sex
and sexualities. The main empirical material of the study consists of 30 interviews of
managers and professionals in Finnish key organisations responsible for policies on
the sex trade (Chapters 7-9). The second source of the data consists of policy
documents (see 5.1.3. and Chapters 8 and 9).

1.1. Why study this?
Since the very beginning of this research project, I have been frequently asked by
various people why on earth I study this strange subject. There are three main reasons
why I have chosen to spend, or why I have drifted into spending, many years
addressing a theme which can be described as interesting and important, but also as
disturbing and depressing, even abusive. These three reasons are connected to my
concern with the economic factors that power the sex trade, the need for a more
multidisciplinary approach to this field, and the need for understanding and
contributing to policy-making processes and research and theorising on gender,
management and organisations in relation to the sex trade.
(1) First of all, I want to respond to this question by referring to the economic aspects
of the sex trade. During the last two decades, the sex trade has become one of the
largest grey-zone business activities worldwide, which effectively and increasingly
uses new and older forms of technologies for running and marketing its businesses,
and creating new forms of products and services (Group of Specialists … 2003;
Hughes 1999, 2002). The extent and expansion of the commercialisation of sex can be
described, for instance, with the following figures:
Worldwide trafficking in human beings is a USD 5 to 7 billion operation
annually, involving nearly one million people moved from one country to
another (Galiana 2000; Raymond 2001). Altogether as many as 4 million
people are trafficked every year between and inside countries (ibid.). About
half a million women and children are trafficked to Western Europe every year,
mainly for the purposes of the sex trade (Hughes 2000; Trafficking in … 2004).
Websites with free-of-charge pornographic content are rapidly increasing: in
1997 their number was about 22,000, and in 2000 it was approximately
280,000 (Hughes 2002).
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In 2000, there were around 70,000 adult pay websites. Earnings from
pornography are estimated to be between USD 10 and 14 billion annually in
the United States, and USD 34 to 56 billion worldwide (LaRue 2002).
In the beginning of the year 2000, nearly 70 % of all Internet online-sales
consisted of various sex products and services (Månsson and Söderlind 2004).

The sex trade has also become a multifaceted and profitable business activity in
Finland1. For instance, the money flows in prostitution alone are between EUR 100
and 200 million per year (Lith 2002). According to the police, there are approximately
4,000 to 5,000 prostitutes selling sex in Finland; at the lowest estimate 10,000 to
15,000 foreign prostitutes visit Finland every year (Leskinen 2003, p. 14). During
1999, 21 of the 35 main daily papers in Finland published 180,000 sex
advertisements, from which the earnings were EUR 8 million (Laukkanen 2000)2.
Approximately 25,000-30,000 pornographic film items are registered annually in
Finland, which is 98 % of all movies registered; the amount of normal [nonpornography] film items registered annually is approximately 400-500 (Hänninen
2002, p. 9). And so forth. This kind of business activities are increasing in volume and
in their forms.
Therefore, my interest to focus on the commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities lies, first of all, on the fact that the sex trade has become a huge and
rapidly growing form of economic activity with high profits both locally and globally,
which is, however, seldom paid attention to in research contexts, and specifically in
organisation and management research.
(2) Questions concerning the sex trade and policies around it which have become
topical in Finland particularly during the last few years, and in many of these
questions, for instance, the question of possible sanctioning of buying of sex, the
opinions of citizens and policy-makers are divided. In spite of lively public debate on
and obvious impacts and volume of the expanding sex industries, only very little
academic research is available in Finland on this topic. The rapid increase and
expansion of commercial sex in Finland in the beginning of the 1990s came as much
of a surprise for many in society which was not prepared for such changes. This has
highlighted the necessity of studying the field (Turunen 1996; Ronkainen 1998,
2001).
The most essential empirical academic studies on prostitution have dealt with the
period before 1987, when the Vagrancy Act3 was abolished from the Finnish
legislation (Järvinen 1990; Häkkinen 1995). A common trend in research on
prostitution both in Finland and internationally has been and still is that the focus is
directed particularly towards women who sell sex, and much less emphasis is laid on
1

In doing research on a sensitive and difficult topic (for example, which is at least partly illegal and
grey area activity, such as the sex trade), there is a need to be aware of the potential problems that are
connected to statistics regarding the phenomena. Sometimes the figures reported across earlier studies
and investigations differ very greatly from each other or are even contradictory. However, numbers are
often interpreted as much more convincing than anything else when defining a phenomenon as a social
problem and drafting of appropriate policies. See more in Chapter 6.
2
In 2002, many Finnish newspapers decided to end publishing of sex advertisements after a campaign
by women’s organisations (see more on this in Chapter 3). Much of the sex advertising has moved onto
the Internet (Kaaja 2002).
3
In Finnish ’Irtolaislaki’ (See Irtolaislain kumoamisen … 1986).
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the other significant partners of the trade, namely the buyers of sex and the procurers
and profiteers of such trade (Varsa 1986; Keeler and Jyrkinen 1999a; Lammi-Taskula
1999; Marttila 2004). There is no research in Finland on those who have escaped or
left prostitution (see Månsson and Hedin 1998), which seems to be connected to the
fact that there has been very little specific policies or outreach work geared towards
this end. Significant research during the last 10 years on the sex trade have included,
for instance, studies on money-flows in sex advertisement (Laukkanen 2000), sex bars
and their clients and the public debate on pornography and brothels (Lähteenmaa and
Näre 1994, 1995; Näre 1995, 1998, 1999), male prostitution (Laukkanen 1998), and
the impact of street prostitution on women living in the area (Koskela et al. 2000).
Theoretical analysis of the discourses on pornography and prostitution is represented
by Sari Näre’s research (1995; see also Näre 1994).
In Finland there is a quite limited amount of research on the organising of the sex
trade and its links to (other) forms of criminal activity (Bäckman 1999; Junninen and
Aromaa 1999; Leskinen 2003). Existing knowledge on links between the sex trade
and organised crime is largely based on investigations by police authorities. The
biggest interest area for both researchers and activists which has been raised on both
the international and Finnish national agenda is trafficking in women (Hollmén and
Jyrkinen 1999; Nurmi 1999a, 1999b, 2002; Kauppinen 2000; Lehti and Aromaa
2002). Despite the existing research, there are still plenty of gaps in knowledge on
how the sex trade functions and the consequences of such activities. For example,
exact figures on the total volume of money involved in the sex trade are difficult to
present because of the partly legal or semi-legal, grey-zone nature of such businesses,
along with related but totally illegal activities run by organised crime4. Another major
reason for the lack of precise figures on the sex trade is that much of the earlier
research has focused on more specific issues in the domain, such as prostitution or
pornography, which are already per se vast businesses. There has been, however,
academic work done internationally on sex industries in the context of globalisation,
for instance in sociology, social policy, and especially in feminist studies (see Barry
1995; Jeffreys 1997, 2002; Truong 1999; Hughes 2000; 2002; Altman 2001;
Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2003).
My study concentrates on the globalising sex trade from a multidisciplinary
perspective which crosses the borders of distinct academic research traditions and
fields. It focuses on the functioning of the trade and emphasises the main premises for
sex-trade based businesses, namely the money and other benefits gained by direct and
indirect profiteers. However, my main interest is not to address the financial aspects
as such, but instead to build up a more multifaceted picture of the functioning and
organising of the sex trade in the markets of consumption of sex and sexualities by
emphasising the links within and behind such activities.
Thus the second reason and motivation for doing this research is to contribute to the
field of research on the sex trade from a multidimensional and multidisciplinary
perspective. Among the various disciplines relevant here are political science,
women’s studies, management and organisation studies, sociology, and studies on
organised crime and law.
4

This is discussed especially in Chapters 2 and 4.
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(3) In addition to these two reasons for studying this topic, there are further, more
specific reasons in relation to question(s) on gender in both theory and practice. Being
a feminist I consider the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities to pose a
particular, and indeed increasing, threat to women’s rights and to efforts to achieve
equality between women and men in Finland and globally. The commercialisation and
commodification of sex is a process where particularly women and children and their
bodies and sexualities have come to be understood as assets, as products, which can
be (ab)used for economic gain by direct and indirect beneficiaries. At the same time,
these processes of commercialisation and commodification not only affect women and
children locally and globally, but have more subtler, wider impacts. For instance, the
sex industries’ constant need for new and fresh bodies for their markets increases the
temptations of poor families in developing areas to sell their children, especially girl
children, to sex traffickers, instead of schooling and educating them. This results in
deficient education and skills of girls and women especially in developing areas and
decreases their possibilities to find work in the official sectors of societies. Through
the processes of the feminisation of poverty and its linkages to the commercialisation
of the bodies, sex and sexualitites of (mainly) women and children the effects of the
sex trade are extended to whole societies.
Finland, as a country in northern Europe between ‘the East and the West’, is also
encountering the impacts of the sex trade through becoming not only a country of
destination, but a transit country for trafficking in women for the purposes of sexual
exploitation. Poverty in the former Soviet areas is the major push factor for women to
get involved in trafficking over the borders, which is mainly for the purpose of
feeding the global sex markets (Nurmi 1999a, 1999b; Hughes 2000). Therefore, the
situation of and in Finland requires effective policies for combating sexploitation of
women and minors and the normalisation of such practices as ‘business as usual’.
Thus the third reason for studying this topic is that this work will contribute to (a)
practical policy-making processes on this clearly gendered phenomenon of the sex
trade, and, (b) research and theorising on gender, management and organisations in
state and business institutions.

1.2. Setting the scene
Over half of [Finnish] men oppose a ban on the buying of sex (Helsingin
Sanomat, 20th February 2004)5.
Criminalisation of the buying of sex services is needed (Johannes Koskinen,
Minister of Justice, in Helsingin Sanomat, 7th March 2004).

These two contradictory headlines above from Helsingin Sanomat6 from the
beginning of the year 2004 are elucidatory examples of the conflicted territory of the
sex trade and policies on it. The variety of views on the essence and meanings of
commercial sex, and particularly, of prostitution is vast, and the extreme poles are
5

‘Yli puolet miehistä … 2004’. The result referred to here is based on a poll of 456 adult Finns carried
out by Taloustutkimus and financed by Anna magazine in 2004, cited in Halmekoski (2004).
6
Helsingin Sanomat is the largest selling Finnish newspaper with a daily circulation of nearly half a
million copies.
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represented by the two opposing frontiers of pro-prostitution and anti-prostitution
ideologies and policies (Barry 1995), as illustrated by the headlines above. In
addition, these two headlines reflect changes in attitudes and policies by many
ordinary citizens, politicians and organisations, from acceptance and tolerance
towards more critical and interventionist approaches called for on the sex trade during
the last decade in Finland. On the other hand, efforts made by activists and
organisations with a libertarian ethos – which direct the policies towards legalisation
of the sex trade – have also increased in Finnish society (Näre 1995, 1999; see
particularly Korppi 2002; Iron 2004; Åsvik and Åsvik 2004). An example of such is
one written opinion on the possible criminalisation of buying of sex in Helsingin
Sanomat entitled ‘Sex Work Is a Human Right’7.
The headlines implicitly show how gender is both relevant and visible, but also taken
for granted and as well as embedded in its obviousness in this context: the sale of sex
is (still) much an issue of men as buyers and women as sellers of sex, and an issue of
which men in general have much more ‘acceptance’ than women. In fact, the opinion
poll referred to by the first headline showed that women are much more eager than
men to restrict and prevent prostitution through criminalisation of the buying of sex,
which corresponds to other research results on gender differences in opinions on the
sex trade (Lammi-Taskula 1999; Haavio-Mannila et al. 2001). Thus, what is new and
interesting here is that the focus of the public debate on prostitution is no longer
purely on women in prostitution, which is the traditional way to ‘deal with’
prostitution, and that also the buyers of sex have become recognised as relevant actors
in this context. At the same time, the sex trade is still often treated as a question of
individuals and their preferences, rather than of patriarchal (re)construction of
monolithic male and female sexualities, the latter of which is increasingly
commodified and commercialised in an organised way.

1.2.1. Research objectives, data and methodology
The objective of this research is to analyse the intersection of policies, policy
practices and discourses on the sex trade and on information and communication
technologies (ICTs) in Finland. Such policies have not, however, developed only in a
national environment, but instead have developed in a sphere of influences of other
countries and international organisations, especially the neighbouring areas and the
European Union. In order to consider this wider, even global environment, I have
formulated a framework of relevant linkages of and in the commercial sex businesses
which (re)constructs the research topic and its analysis. In other words, the research
framework is elaborated by mirroring the web of global and local linkages of the sex
trade (Chapters 2-5), in order to construct a multifaceted and multidisciplinary
analysis of the interview data and of the policies on the sex trade and ICTs in Finland
(Chapters 7-10). Figure 1.2.1. emphasises on the relationships of the analysis of
linkages and the empirical material of the thesis8.

7

A written comment by Teresa Lilius, ‘M.A., sex worker, sexual-political prisoner’, published in
Helsingin Sanomat, 14th March 2004. Interestingly, it was reported that she was convicted in Sweden
for gross procurement in April 2004 and sentenced to four years in prison (‘Bordellmammans
fängelsestraff …’ 2004).
8
‘Chapter 6 Methodologies’ in the Figure 1.2.1. refers and is in relation to the whole thesis.
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Figure 1.2.1. Relationships of linkages and empirical data
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The main empirical data of this study consists of 30 interviews with managers and
professionals together with over 80 policy practices, instruments and documents,
which construct the secondary data. The interviewees represent professional elites in
key organisational sectors in the defining of policies on commercial sex in Finland.
The five key sectors represented are: 1) international affairs; 2) law and law
enforcement; 3) social and health affairs and gender issues; 4) technologies,
communication and trade; and 5) co- and self-regulating organisations and businesses.
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The face-to-face, semi-structured interviews9 were rich sources of information about
policies on the sex trade, in line with the original assumption made in drafting the
structure of the research. In addition, the interviews proved to be very interesting in
various other respects and offered a possibility to focus more deeply than anticipated
on the discourses and argumentations on commercial sex and ICTs. Thus, during the
research process, which started officially in January 2001, the focus of the research
has evolved, and my main interest has shifted slightly from the analysis of written and
codified policy documents, for instance, laws and organisational rules, towards the
explicit and implicit manifestations of existing, absent and proposed policies from the
points of view of the interviewees. Therefore, in the analysis process more emphasis
was given to the interviews with the key managers and professionals than was
originally planned.
The abductive approach of moving back and forth with the data, the theoretical
sources and the research questions is described more in depth in Chapter 6. In brief, in
this study it has been important to examine the informants’ discourses, but also to
reflect on and analyse the interviewees’ positions in their local and global contexts.
This perspective of not only focusing on the discourses but of examining them in their
‘environment’, i.e. the linkages of the sex trade, has been used here in order to
construct a multifaceted picture of the policies on the sex trade and ICTs and on
understanding (some of) the underlying interests. Thus the reading of the texts in this
research can be best described as abductive, where ‘theory, data generation and data
analysis are developed simultaneously in a dialectical process’ (Mason 2002, p. 180).
This abductive approach and interpretative reading of the data was applied through
moving back and forth between data analysis, explanation and theory construction,
which was based on the use of computerised qualitative data software called NVivo.
The main research questions posed about the data were the following10:
1) What are the policies, policy instruments and discourses concerning the sex trade
in Finland?
2) How do information and communication technologies impact the sex trade and
policies on them?
3) How do global, European and Nordic linkages impact Finnish policies concerning
the sex trade and information and communication technologies?

1.2.2. Key concepts and terminology
In order to address the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities as the
framework of this research, I have chosen to approach the research subject of the sale
of sex from a perspective of understanding it as a form of business activity, as
suggested in the term sex trade. With this term I mean economic transactions where
9

The interview outline is enclosed in Appendix 1.
Interestingly, although the focus inside the empirical data has slightly changed during the study, the
research questions, which were set already in the preliminary planning phase of the research in 19992000, have not changed.
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people’s bodies and sexualities are offered for sale, and are sold, bought or delivered
further and (ab)used in the name of clients’ sexual wishes and desires (Hearn and
Jyrkinen 2000a, 2000b; Jyrkinen 2001, 2002).
The sex trade resembles other business activities in many ways: the main objective of
the sex trade and traders is to make profit, and often to enlarge the geographical reach
of their businesses in order to guarantee increasing proceeds. Therefore, the optimal
functioning of the sex markets requires a constant flow of ‘products’ – namely bodies,
mainly of women and children – as well as clients and effective marketing. In
addition, because the nature of the sex trade is often illegal or at least partly illegal,
normalisation of such businesses towards wider acceptance in societies is very
important. Thus sex businesses seek various kinds of linkages, through which access
to existing and new market areas is gained.
The sex trade differs from legal business activities especially because of its content,
which consists of the sale and (ab)use of people’s bodies, sex and sexualities. It is
obvious that other (related) business areas, such as beauty industries or professional
sports, use human bodies as assets of and in the trade, but only in the sex trade is the
body commercialised and sexualised exclusively for the sexual desires of the potential
clients. Thus my use of the term ‘the sex trade’ does not here imply conceptualisation
of the sex trade as comparable to other ordinary businesses without criticism of the
differences – the sex trade is conceptualised here rather as a part of the continuum of
gendered violence11, which seeks status as normal and acceptable business activity
and seeks legitimisation for its operations locally and globally (Barry 1995; Kelly
1987, 1988; Jeffreys 1997, 2002).
In this research context ‘the sex trade’ is understood to be a part of the
commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualitites, which is discussed particularly in
Chapter 2. The sex trade consists of various specific sex businesses, which function
both locally and/or globally and with smaller or wider scopes. The sex trade is
increasingly industrialised worldwide, and together the various forms of such trade
make up the area of the sex industry, or rather sex industries. The latter formulation
acknowledges that there are variations within these legal, semi-legal and/or illegal
activities, depending on the forms of its activities.
My framework for conceptualising sex and sexualities is based on understanding these
as socially constructed forms of desire in patriarchal societies; the processes of the
(re)construction of sexualities are exposed to various gendered power mechanisms,
one example of which is the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities.
Therefore,
sexuality is not separable but is constructed, as is gender, in relation to
sensuality, the body, birth, motherhood, fatherhood, violence, and much
more. Gender and sex do not exist in isolation, but in their specific
conjunctures with such divisions as age, ethnicity, class and bodily
facility. (Burrell and Hearn 1989, p. 8.)
The connecting of bodies, sex and sexualities to commercialisation can be traced back
in the history of patriarchies, where women have been considered as secondary
11

On gendered violence, see below in this section.
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citizens with a trade-in value. Even in current times, in some cultures and
circumstances women and girl children are labelled and treated as subordinates to
men and boys in families. According to patriarchal traditions, the ‘burden’ of control
of and authority over girls is in the hands of fathers, and through marriage this burden
is moved on to the husband and his kin. They become the new controllers of the
young wife, and therefore this has to be compensated for with a dowry given to the
new family in wedding proceedings. Consequently, the birth of a girl child is even
today frequently much less valued than that of a boy, and in many parts of the world
male dominance and preference for boys lead to the abortion of millions of femalesexed foetuses, female infanticide, neglect of education of girls, and sale of girls into
the local and global sex trade. For instance, the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) estimates that boy-preference and the one-child policy in China
is creating a situation where in a few decades there will be 30 to 40 million more
Chinese young men than young women, which will lead to a rapid increase in the sex
industry and in trafficking in women, as well as to an increase in HIV/AIDS
infections through commercial sex encounters12.
According to Jeffrey Weeks ([1985], 1993), the major step forward in the
commercialisation and commodification of sex follows the new age of affluence in
Western countries that characterised the latter part of the 20th century in the form of
the shift from capitalist accumulation to capitalist distribution, from production to
consumption. Accordingly, ‘[s]ex had for long been something you were. By the
1950s it was also something you could buy, not just in the traditional form (for men)
of prostitution, but in the form of glossily marketed fantasy’ (ibid., p. 23). Thereafter,
the proliferation of new desires as the pursuits of pleasure has become an end in itself,
and the range of what can be bought have expanded dramatically during the last
decades ‘from sex aids to recreational drugs, from dating services to telephone sexcalls, from erotic clothes to fetishisms to away from it all sexual holidays’ (ibid., pp.
21-24).
Gendered violence (or gender violence) is a crucial context for the analysis of
commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities. According to the definition by Laura
O’Toole and Jessica Schiffman (1997),
gender violence is any interpersonal, organizational, or politically
oriented violation perpetrated against people due to their gender identity,
sexual orientation, or location in the hierarchy of male-dominated social
systems such as families, military organizations, or the labor force.
Much of the violence in contemporary society serves to preserve
asymmetrical gender systems of power. For example, compulsory
aggression as a central component of masculinity serves to legitimate
male-on-male violence, sexual harassment as a means of controlling the
public behaviour of women, gay and lesbian bashing, and rape as a
standard tool in war, in prisons, and in too many intimate relationships.
(p. xii.)
In other words, gendered violence refers to violence where the basis, origins and
consequences are gendered, as are its cultural and social meanings and interpretations
12

The UNDP’s report Millennium Development Goals, China’s Progress 2003, is available on the Web
at http://www.undp.org/mdg/China_MDG.pdf; see also Sillanpää (2004).
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(Hearn and Parkin 2001; Jyrkinen and Ruusuvuori 2002, p. 409). Essential features of
gendered violence are its linkages between violence, gender and sexuality at cultural,
structural or individual levels, including the sexualisation and degradation particularly
of women and the female sex. Gendered violence consists of violence which is based
on and gets its particular features from gender power-relations. (Ronkainen 1998.)
Men dominate globally as perpetrators of gendered violence, but according to Jeff
Hearn (1998),
[m]en’s violence to women is not just a given structure; it is a structure,
a process, a set of practical actions and an outcome of men’s societal
domination – of what may be called as a shorthand ‘patriarchy’ (p.
209).
Thus a further particular feature of gendered violence is its manifold nature, even
though the main emphasis in earlier non-gendered research and public debate has
focused merely on physical violence, leaving especially sexual gender violence with
much less attention. The continuum of gender violence (Kelly 1987, 1988) includes,
for instance, physical, sexual, verbal, psychological, emotional, linguistic, cognitive,
social, spatial, financial, representational and visual violence(s), as well as committed
violence, threatened violence and potential violence (Hearn 1998, pp. 16-17).
Policy and policies are used in this work to refer to the forms of rules, regulations and
practices, and codified instruments and documents, in this context, on the sex trade,
and ICTs and the sex trade. Policies can generally be understood as already
constructed, in some sense; but they are also open to reinterpretation, and thus can be
(re)constructed in the process of reproduction, implementation and explanation,
including within research contexts. Thus, policies are not necessarily permanent, but
they can be re-organised and de-organised, if so wanted. Carol Bacchi (1999) argues
that specific policies and policy proposals, at the same time, construct the nature of
the problem they are supposed to be addressing. Thus policies, whether be they
international, national or organisational, or even personal, are not stable and perpetual,
but, rather (sometimes) changing and contested. In the Finnish language policy and
policies (often ‘politiikat’) are rather difficult concepts. In the interviews, I have used
the term ‘poliittiset käytännöt ja toimintaperiaatteet’, and when needed, the concept
was discussed to cover international conventions and (European Union) directives,
national laws and organisational rules, whether written or unwritten, or other practices
which might direct the area of the sex trade, and ICTs and the sex trade.
The research setting is elaborated in the next chapters through the analysis of various
linkages of the sex trade, which create the basis for ‘successful’ functioning of such
businesses in local and global contexts. The concept of linkage is often used in the
context of political organisations, whether they be political parties, various kinds of
interest groups or social movements that act in democracies as intermediaries between
government and citizens (Klingemann and Fuchs 1995; Clark 2003). According to
Kees Aarts (1995, p. 227, cited in Clark 2003, p. 4),
[t]he term linkage refers to the various types of bonds which may exist
between individual citizens, social organisations, and the political
system. In some instances, these bonds are primarily organisational, as
in the case of the formal and informal ties between social organisations
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and the political system; (--) In other instances, linkages refer to more
subjective, individual feelings of attachment to organisations and the
political system.
In my study the concept of linkages13 refers in general to connections, alliances and
bonds of and in the sex trade, which facilitate the functioning and expansion of such
trade locally and globally. Thus the linkages of the sex trade are, at the minimum, the
following: substantive, economic, organisational; temporal, spatial and cultural;
technological; and, legislative and policy related. These multifaceted linkages are
addressed in Chapters 2 through to 5 more in depth, and they form the basis for the
analysis of the empirical material in the later chapters of the book. Therefore, the
linkages set the scene for the analysis of the empirical data. They also offer a
framework for a critical analysis of the normalisation of the sex trade in Finnish
society and beyond14.

1.2.3. Positioning myself
In choosing one’s research topic the basis often lies on one’s own close relationship to
the issue. In this case I am ‘near’ to the issues of prostitution and other forms of the
sex trade, not because of personal involvement as a seller or buyer of sex, but because
I have become involved with the topics of commercial sex already in my earlier
studies and work history15. My work life started with the position of part-time
consulting expert for the Council for Equality16 and its sub-group set up for the issues
on commercial sex – the onslaught of the sex trade in various forms in the beginning
of the 1990s in Finland astonished many citizens and decision-makers, and the
existing policies were outmoded because they were planned for totally different
situations. Thus the Council for Equality decided to take an initiative on an issue that
had been thus far untouched in Finland (Kannanotto seksibisnekseen 1993)17.
Afterwards I worked with the topics of commercial sex through various national and
international working groups and projects. In 1998, the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Health set up the five-year-long national Programme for the Prevention of Prostitution
and Violence against Women (1998-2002)18. As a project planner, project coordinator and project manager of the Project for the Prevention of Prostitution in
1997-2001, and later as an expert consultant for the Project, I have constantly been
involved with the topic of gendered violence and commercial sex. During the Project,
13

Another quite closely related but not totally synonymous concept is ‘networks’, which is quite
popular in many current research contexts and used sometimes also in inter-organisational contexts (see
Castells 1996; Tallberg 2003). I have chosen to use the concept of ‘linkages’, which I understand to
include the meaning of bonds also at non-personal, collective levels, for instance, between
organisations and nation-states.
14
The impacts of linkages and networks can be approached through and analysed using (even)
mathematical models (Vertovec 2001). In this work, quantitative analysis was judged as unsuitable for
the linkages relevant to the research topic. The topic and its sub-elements are global and local in such a
way that quantitative measurement would be difficult.
15
See more Chapter 6 on being near to and afar from the research topic.
16
Council for Equality [Tasa-arvoasian neuvottelukunta, TaNe] is a consultative committee for the
promotion of equality between women and men, first set in 1972. The Council is nominated for each
parliamentary term for four years.
17
See Chapter 3.
18
See http://www.vakivalta.net.
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I co-managed two international, EU-funded projects, firstly on trafficking in women
and children, and secondly, on minors in the sex trade. These posts have included
various memberships in Finnish delegations to international conferences concerning
gender, violence and commercial sex. In the late 1990s, I was also an active member
in the feminist movement, where prostitution and related issues have been topical for
several decades. These posts and activities have included attending various research
groups and conferences as well as writing and lecturing on women’s rights and
gendered violence.
Therefore, my positioning in relation to these themes and actions can be defined as
that of a ‘multiple agent’19: according to Liisa Husu (2001), it is common that many
‘mature’ researchers have multiple roles in the scientific community. The Sexualised
Violence Research Consortium, funded by the Academy of Finland in 2001-2003 and
of which this research project, Sexualised Violence, Global Linkages and Policy
Discourses, is a part, has through researchers’ individual and collective activity been
involved in various levels of work concerning prevention of gendered violence20. The
often-claimed demand for societal relevance of the research funded by foundations
and public means has been fulfilled by this research consortium from the very
beginning by its participation in local projects against violence, giving public
speeches and lectures on gendered violence, as well as by taking part in public debate
on relevant topics.

1.3. The structure of the book21
The thesis consists of two parts22. Part One deals with global linkages of the
commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities. Part Two focuses on policies and
policy discourses on the sex trade and ICTs, and in it introduce the methodology, the
data and the data analysis, and discusses the results of the study more in depth.
In Part One the main topical areas of the research are represented, and the general
framework of the research is elaborated through looking at the multiple linkages of
the sex trade and their interconnectedness. Chapter 2 addresses the substantive,
economic and organisational linkages which create the basis for the functioning of the
sex trade: creating the clientele for sex consumption, and organising the businesses in
a way that enables penetration deeper into existing and new markets, and profiting
from these as effectively as possible. Legal, or at least not criminalised, sex
businesses are linked to (other) forms of organised crime, and through these bonds the
19

The positive and negative implications of the multiple agent status and perspective are discussed in
Chapter 6.
20
In the Sexualised Violence Research Consortium all researchers were in a way or another involved
with activism and NGO-work on prevention of gender(ed) violence. This ‘new kind of violence
researchers’ positioning’ was raised up in the press release of the Academy of Finland of the projects
that were chosen to gain financing from the ‘Gender, Power and Violence’ Programme (‘Väkivallan
tutkijat …’ 2000).
21
In using references I follow the logic that when referring only to one sentence, the reference is in
brackets included into the sentence [for example: The text to the sentence (Jyrkinen 199x; Liimatainen
200x).]. In referring to several sentences, the reference or references are inside the brackets including
the full stop [for example: The text of the sentence. The texts of the second and third sentence.
(Jyrkinen 1999x.; Liimatainen 200x.)]. See Hirsjärvi et al. (2004). In addition, in the list of References
in the end of the book, the latest date of access to the website is added after each http:// reference.
22
See also Figure 1.2.1.
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sex trade intertwines itself into other illicit business areas and mainstream businesses,
and vice versa.
Chapter 3 emphasises the spatial, temporal and cultural linkages of the sex trade. The
global and the local contexts are both crucial for the analysis of the sex trade, which
bases its multifaceted functions on the (ab)use of local women and children, for
instance, both in local level prostitution and in the international sex trade through
trafficking them inside particular areas and into wealthier countries and continents. In
the case of Finland, there are similarities to the globally functioning sex trade in other
countries, but there are also particularities based on Finland’s geographical position,
i.e. 1,300 kilometre long border with Russia, which also comprises the outer border of
the European Union in northern Europe. At the same time, Finland has strong cultural
linkages to other Nordic countries, particularly to Sweden, where the sex trade is
widely interpreted as gendered violence rather than as harmless business activity23.
Thus Chapter 3 outlines the contemporary history of policies on prostitution and
related issues in Finland, and contextualises this in relation to the spatial and cultural
linkages with Finland’s neighbouring areas.
Chapter 4 focuses on technological linkages, which are built on the application of
technical innovations in the sex trade. Both older and new technologies, especially
ICTs, are increasingly in use in and for the commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities. The sex trade has changed radically in many ways in terms of its volume,
forms and its organisation during the recent decades, and the global sex industry is
increasingly becoming industrialised, legitimised and normalised in many societies,
especially when effective policies and the will to restrict such businesses are lacking.
Finland is an interesting country in this sense – a country with high use of ICTs and
their application and (ab)use in and for the sex trade, and, on the other hand, a country
with quite strong emphasis on issues of equality between women and men. Thus the
analysis of the thesis on ICTs is not based on the current and constantly changing
development of technological innovations, their applications and embodiments, but
rather on more general trends of ICTs, and their relations and linkages with the local
and globalising society.
Chapter 5 examines the main national and international policies on the sex trade and
their underlying ideological, epistemological and ontological premises. Legislation
and policies on prostitution reflect the problems in drafting those on the sex trade in
general. The focus of policies lies mainly on either harm reduction or abolition of the
phenomena, and in the European Union these two different law and policy aims are
much in conflict.
Part Two of the book consists of the presentation and analysis of my empirical
material, gathered mainly in 2002 and 2003. In Chapter 6 I introduce the data and
discuss methodological questions. Methodological and ethical questions have been
constantly present during the whole research process, as is often the case when
researching sensitive topics (Renzetti and Lee 1993). The empirical data consists,
firstly, of 30 semi-structured interviews with managers and professionals in key
organisations. The second part of the data includes various policy documents, which
are analysed in the context of the interviews. Chapter 7 includes the analysis of the
23

Sweden criminalised the buying of sex in 1999, and this legislation has been widely discussed and
debated also in other Nordic countries. See also Chapters 5 and 7.
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interviewees’ discourses on the sex trade and on sex trade policies. In Chapter 8 I
address policies and policy practices at four levels – international, national,
organisational and personal – as represented by the interviewees. In addition, the lack
of policies on the sex trade is discussed. Chapter 9 concentrates on ICTs and the sex
trade, and policies and policy practices in their contexts.
In Chapter 10 I summarise the main findings of the research and discuss how they
relate to current and possible future policy contexts in Finland. In addition, I consider
other possible interpretations of the research data and the need for further research.
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Part One
Global Linkages of the Commercialisation of
Bodies, Sex and Sexualities

16
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CHAPTER 2
The Sex Trade: Substantive, Economic and Organisational Linkages
In this Chapter I discuss the linkages of the sex trade that are of a substantive,
economic and organisational nature. In general, the linkages in and of the sex trade
are central for the functioning of its various businesses. The linkages are also
overlapping and intermingled: the embedded complexity and often the illegal or semilegal nature of sex businesses cover many forms, functions, connections and alliances
of and behind such trade. The sex trade creates a web of contextual linkages that
facilitate the operation of the (sex) markets, which are often covert and hidden from
the responsible officials. Thus focusing on the linkages of and in the sex trade enables
re-evaluation and critical reading of the existing policies on the sex trade, and the sex
trade and ICTs1, and their accuracy in the contemporary situation in Finland and also
in the context of the EU.
By the sex trade I mean economic transactions where people’s bodies and sexualities
are offered for sale, and are sold, bought or delivered further and (ab)used in the name
of clients’ sexual wishes and desires (Hearn and Jyrkinen 2000a, 2000b; Jyrkinen
2001). Commercialisation(s) of the body and desire is the basis for the functioning of
the local as well as international sex markets, which are heavily gendered: the bodies
which are offered for sale are mainly women’s and children’s, and the buyers and
consumers of commercialised sex and sexualities are mostly men – local men as well
as international travellers, military men and businessmen. The sex trade or trading of
other assets by sex are not new phenomena, but industrialisation, globalisation and
virtualisation of commercial sex have radically changed the situation – multiplied the
volume and the forms of commercial sex, as well as the speed and profits in the field
(Hearn and Parkin 2001; Hughes 2002). The sex markets tend actively and artificially
to create new needs in its existing clientele, and also to draw attention of new
potential clients to its products and services. At the same time, the sex trade, like other
forms of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities, reproduces and
(re)constructs sexualities and understandings of gender/sex relationships. The sex
trade blurs the limits of acceptable and unacceptable, and the borders of legal and
illegal. It also actively reformulates the attitudes in societies and internationally
towards deregulation of its actions, away from being illicit towards legal business.
The linkages of the sex trade are, firstly, substantive: many sex(ualised) businesses
are connected to each others through the ‘substance’, namely the bodies, sex and
sexualities they sell, market, promote and profit from. Various sub-areas of the sex
trade are more or less tightly connected to each other. For instance, pornography uses
often fantasies of prostitution, and its producers introduce women in pornography also
into prostitution markets (Barry 1995; Jeffreys 1997). An increasing international
phenomenon is trafficking in persons, mainly women, who end up in the sex markets
as prostitutes sometimes through firstly being introduced to the clients as ‘erotic
dancers’ in sex clubs or through escort services advertisements on the Internet (Group
of Specialists … 2003). On the other hand, sexualities which are produced in and
marketed through pornography, are increasingly spread amongst general public by
1

On ICTs, see more in Chapters 4 and 9.
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glorifying women’s ‘careers’ in the sex trade, and, for instance, pornography stars are
presented as (any other) celebrities in the mainstream media2.
Secondly, economic linkages of sex businesses both nationally and internationally are
significant, and economic gains of such trade concentrate much into larger sex
enterprises, whether legal or illegal, rather than to individual sellers of sex services.
The same organisation can profit from international mail-order brides offered and sold
for foreign men, as well as profiting from selling of prostitutes’ services in the same
context or later on. Economically, sex businesses need consumers who buy and
consume the products and services that are brought into markets, which makes the
linkages between the traders and the consumers crucial, even if (in)directly so.
Economic gains, as well as losses, from the sex trade are reflected also in the formal
sectors of societies, and economic linkages between legal and illegal sectors (for
instance, official tourist services and sex enterprises3) reinforce tendencies towards
normalisation of such trade.
Thirdly, there are various organisational linkages in the field of sex trade: for
instance, promoters of prostitution and pornography are often well connected not only
to other sex industry organisations, but also to governmental and non-governmental
organisations and individuals who more or less openly support or advocate
‘prostitutes’ rights’, and in the same context support legalisation and normalisation of
such commerce. In addition, the same sex businesses may take care of (open or secret)
brothels, and in addition run street prostitution rings and produce and deliver
pornography. Sex businesses – national and international – are often connected to
(other) organised crime groups which can facilitate recruitment of new women into
prostitution and at the same time run other forms of criminality, such as drug
trafficking.

2.1. Commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities
Western modern and late modern consuming habits, and much of contemporary
consumption culture model, have become prevalent in various parts of the world
(Slater 1997; Miles 1998; Baudrillard 1998; Edwards 2000). In the era of
2

A related phenomenon is public undressing by [often female] celebrities, for instance, pop-stars or
beauty queens, in order to gain media attention. For example, Janet Jackson’s flashing of her breast in
Superbowl in 29.2.2004 got huge media attendance in the United States and wider.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/newsitems/s1036637.htm
3
Sometimes general tourist brochures of bigger cities include advertisements of the sex trade. For
instance, in 13th September 2004 Helsinki This Week advertised ‘erotic restaurants’ i.e. sex-bars;
Tallinn This Week advertised, among other activities, sauna, massage, striptease, private shows and
escort services; Riga This Week, which is announced to be ‘available free of charge at the Tourism
Information Bureaus, all major hotels, foreign embassies, most central bars and restaurants in Riga’,
also introduced sex trade services, such as striptease shows. For example, a striptease club was
advertised in the electronic version of the tourist brochure of Riga in the following way: ‘A completely
new concept of the striptease club in Riga. Dolls is more fashionable club than striptease
bar: high-tech glass and steel design with a cat-walk and a brilliant sound and light installation.
Girls dance simultaneously to chill-out music of Cafe Del Mar. The DJ plays trendy tunes in between
strip shows, so you can also stretch your legs a bit and dance! Additional services include a
quality restaurant, casino and special hotel rooms (pay per hour!) with see-through bathroom walls...’
(italics MJ; the brochures are available electronically at http://www.a5.fi/lehdet/htw/?lehti=7;
http://www.ttw.ee; http://www.rigathisweek.lv).
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globalisation, various kinds of assets – even bodies, sex and sexualities – are
increasingly commercialised to be sold, bought and marketed (O’Connell Davidson
1998, 2001; Black 2000; Bales 2003). According to Pierre Bourdieu, there has been a
multiple commodification of the body within modernity: in addition to the buying and
selling of labour power, there are various forms of physical capital of the body into
which it is converted. These include economic capital (money, goods and services),
cultural capital (for instance education) and social capital (social networks enabling
access to economic capital). (Bourdieu 1978, 1984, 1986; Shilling 2003, p. 111.) In
modernity the body is treated more frequently ‘as a phenomenon to be shaped,
decorated and trained as an expression of individual’s identity’ (Shilling 2003, p.
174).
In most western(ised) countries, and also increasingly in developing countries, the
visual and textual worlds and spaces are much organised, structured, restructured and
powered by images that are sexualised. Often this happens in a very traditional way:
businesses (ab)use in their marketing and advertisement strategies mainly (young)
women’s sexualised bodies in order to sell various kinds of products and services. In
addition to the sale of material and immaterial goods by bodies and sexuality through
the sexualisation of women’s bodies, this phenomenon is increasingly extending also
towards the eroticisation of the (young) male body. The capturing of the attention by
sexualised bodies is mostly directed towards the male viewer, whether the male gaze
is understood to be heterosexist or homoerotic. However, women are also targeted
increasingly to become consumers of sexualised material as well as sex itself
(O’Connell Davidson 1998, pp. 180-183; Halmekoski 2002). In the contemporary
societies, the commercialisation of the human body, sex and sexualities are introduced
through at least five different but intermingled processes, which are presented in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Commercial use of bodies, sex and sexualities
Mode of commerce
a) Selling by bodies, sex and sexualities
b) Selling the preferable image of the body
and ‘sexiness’
c) Selling bodies and selling sex
d) Consuming sex
e) Profiting from the commercialisation of
bodies, sex and sexualities

Examples of assets and activities in markets
Cars, groceries, building materials, magazines,
records, etc.
Beauty contests; modelling business; dieting;
training and sports; cosmetic surgery
Selling (one’s) sex services and products; selling
body parts
Buying of sex; consumption of pornography
Trafficking in persons and body parts; pimping,
procuring, pornographisation; organised crime

Substantive and economic linkages and interests are embedded in the sexualisation of
bodies not only in the form of eroticised marketing (i.e. selling by sex), but also in
other forms of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities, namely selling of
‘beauty’ and ‘sexual’; selling bodies, body parts and sex; consuming sex and bodies;
and profiting from the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities. Such
mechanisms and businesses might seem to differ from one to another, but there are
also tight substantive, economic and organisational linkages between these modes of
commerce.
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2.1.1. Selling by bodies, sex and sexualities
There are long traditions of using the (female) body in marketing for the purposes of
selling (other) assets. Heidi Liehu (1998, p. 87) emphasised that the most used
requisite of and for the marketing of material is still a woman, who by advertising cars
or any other material assets at the same time advertises smilingly her own
subordination. Representations of the disembodied, beautiful female body, and its
posing for selling material and immaterial assets reaches for the attention of the
potential buyer (Wolf 1990; Holland et al. 1994; Hearn and Parkin 1995, 2001).
According to Janet Borgerson and Jonathan Schoroeder (2000, p. 578), advertising
reflects the broader stereotypes of women in society as inferior to men, and at the
same time, marketing ‘serves to renew and perpetuate these images to each
generation’. Thus as a result, advertising and marketing influence the ontology of
women in particular ways: firstly, linking women with fashion and style; secondly,
portraying women in ways which emphasise the body as the site of female identity;
thirdly, by reinforcement through the marketing rhetoric(s) the ontological status of
women as subordinate, non-intellectual, child-like and the Other (ibid.)
Representations of bodies in the context of selling products introduce the (male)
customer not only to the physical product or service itself, but also to secretly (or
openly) look at and admire the attractive body or beautiful face. Buying or consuming
a particular product or service implicitly promises assimilation to ownership of the
object of the gaze by the viewer. These kinds of marketing mechanisms are
commonly used for the sale of various products, whether they are machines, groceries
or building materials.
The amount of sex, ‘sexiness’ and/or nakedness (of women) in advertisements and
marketing has varied during different time periods as well as depending on the in-built
rules of the branches and cultural codes and policies. For instance, the car industry has
traditionally used very slightly dressed women as ‘eye catchers’ in advertisements,
magazines, and motor vehicle shows. The female body is used for marketing of a very
wide variety of other items. From time to time, a question concerning the acceptance
or ethics of such marketing and advertising is raised in public discussion. Feminist
activists have particularly emphasised the gendered nature of many marketing
practices, and criticised the objectifying of the female body as a focus of the ‘male
gaze’. Through the empirical material, I will return to the policies on sex(ualised)
marketing, and look at their interconnectedness with the sex trade and its embedded
normalisation processes.

2.1.2. Selling beauty images
Beauty per se and sexual attraction of the body have become industrialised and
commercialised effectively during the last decades. The potential to control the body
has increased through the use of new innovations and advances in technologies, such
as cosmetical plastic surgery, in vitro fertilisation and transplant surgery (Shilling
2003, pp. 32-33). The medicalisation of the female mind and body has been followed
by various innovations enabling control of the (female) body developed particularly
for aesthetic purposes (Wolf 1990; Faludi 1994). Body revivification industry,
including the use of cosmetic surgery becomes normalised, for example, through
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television and movies were the performers and actors seldom look wrinkly in spite of
their real physical age. According to Chris Shilling, in the affluent West, but also
increasingly elsewhere,
there is a tendency for the body to be seen as an entity which is in the
process of becoming; a project which should be worked at and
accomplished as part of an individual’s self-identity (2003, p. 4).
The management of the body is a highly gendered phenomenon. There is a large
amount of businesses which offer particularly the female customers advice on and
services for better looks. The body can be fixed by several types of treatments,
trainings, diets, creams, massages, even surgical operations, which are promised to
improve its beauty, and which at the same time are focused on the increasing of
sexual attractiveness and appeal. The fulfilling of expectations of beauty promises
indirectly a successful life even career-wise. In many female-dominated occupations,
for example, in service sector the looks can be tightly connected to sexual display,
which is at least implicitly demanded in the occupation. Secretaries, air hostesses and
public relations officers are expected to be pleasing the (male) customers and/or
managers, which can be interpreted as involving the selling of sexuality as part of
their labour-power (Bland et al. 1978, cited in Hearn and Parkin 1995, p. 102).
Time and money consuming efforts and methods of accessing ‘beauty’ are advertised
particularly for women, who ‘need’ the efforts in order to shape their looks and please
potential or existing spouse and other males around. Women’s magazines, beauty
parlours, and ‘how to do’ books offer beauty tips and guidelines for treating oneself –
(female) beauty constitutes a considerable business field nationally and
internationally. (Wolf 1990; Faludi 1994; Shilling 2003.) In the (re)construction of
‘beauty’, sports also play an important part. Various training methods, such as
bodybuilding and aerobics, are much concentrated on the creation of a particular body
form rather than (only) doing the sports for its own sake.
Modelling businesses and beauty contests are an integral part of the
commercialisation of the body and also sex and sexualities. National, regional and
international beauty contests are broadcasted in prime-time television, and stories on
the competitors in newspapers and magazines are followed with intensity, and often
with very little criticism by general public. The evaluation of the beauty of the
competitors lays in the hands of the particular jury of the competition, but the
commercial media4 participates in the more general definition of beauty standards by
raising suitable female bodies on the front page pictures and interviews5.

4

In the competition for Miss Finland 2003, the young woman who was chosen to carry the crown met
afterwards huge media attack. In public, she was ‘accused’ for having a double chin, and was ridiculed
because of that.
5
According to Heidi Liehu, ‘[b]eauty contests repeat male-norm hierarchisation; women are set in a
ranking order of the heredity of power as male political subjects are [elsewhere]. Woman is a mute
mirror of man’s subjectivity; woman’s subordinate-power reflects in a reversal way man’s subjective
and repressive power. The biggest power of the object belongs to the object which is heralded as the
most beautiful – the less beautiful herald the lesser object-power. The candidates stand on the stage as
in a row in an army, but not machine-like seriously, but machine-like smiling (--) (Liehu 1998, p. 422;
translation MJ).
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In order to win a prize in a beauty contest or to achieve or create a modelling career
young women follow the trends concerning the perfect, slim body. Since the 1960s,
the ideal form of the female body has varied from Twiggy-like, extreme slim ideal
through 1980s more muscular ideal, back to the anorexic ideal in the 1990s and so on.
In order to gain success in beauty businesses there is a need to put plenty of effort on,
for instance, dieting, training and practising of moving and posing. In addition,
cosmetic surgery is used for reshaping of the body to match the beauty standard. The
current, quite monolithic ideals of beauty represented by Miss Finland, Miss Europe
or Miss Universe is transferred into (other) women’s normal, everyday life.
Often women consciously or unconsciously respond to beauty demands by imitating
such ideals – mainly set by even misogynist body or beauty standards by fashion
designers and (other) profiteers of the beauty businesses. Therefore, the leading
‘body-projects’ of many young females can be interpreted to reflect more male
designs and fantasies rather than young women’s own identities and expressions of
individuality (Shilling 2003, p. 7). Young women form one of the major groups which
finance the beauty business, often with their parents’ money. Increases in various
eating disorders, anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa, concern substantial numbers
of young people but also children, especially girls, even in pre-pubescent ages. (Ett liv
av … 1993; Shilling 2002, 7.) On the other hand, the fascination in fashion and
modelling as a career by young women and girls reflects a more general current trend
of interest in publicity and celebrities as such. One example is that during the last few
years the popularity of magazines focusing on entertainment and gossips on
celebrities has increased substantially in Finland6.

2.1.3. Selling bodies and selling sex
The commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities is materialised most completely
through the sale of sex(ual services). The body becomes an article of the exchange of
sex services for (usually) economic compensation, the value of which varies by the
place, status of the seller and content of such transactions. There is a wide
international literature on prostitution, especially concentrating on the sellers of sex –
mainly women in prostitution. Historically, the interest has been on individual or
‘social situation’ explanations of prostitution, for instance, ‘socio-pathology’ of
prostitution, such as ‘deviance, nymphomania and psychological problems’ that were
to explain the behaviour of female prostitutes (Scott [1968] 1996; see Järvinen 1990;
Svanström 2000).
More socially contexted theories on prostitution, or rather those concerning the sale of
sex, have emerged later in the 1960s and since, but the focus of the research on
prostitution and related issues still lies much on the social and economic reasons for
prostitution and their medical impacts, especially STDs and HIV/AIDS. The implicit
and embedded ‘gender perspectives’ of prostitution research have traditionally
consisted of accepting the ‘naturalness’ of the buying of sex by men and of the sale of
sex by women. More critical gender perspective of commercial sex has emerged
through feminist theories. However, feminist research as well as activism has been
6

According to the National Media Survey, in 2003 ‘entertainment magazines’ (gossip magazines)
increased their popularity with nearly 150,000 new readers (cited in
http://www.yrittajat.fi/sy/home.nsf/TalsaImport/94155E98102B7245C2256E450021E239).
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much divided by ideological differences on the understanding sale of sex mainly as a
choice, ‘voluntary’ and sometimes even ‘empowering’ (see Roberts 1992, Doezema
1995; Pheterson 1996; Chapkis 1997; see also Delacoste and Alexander 1987), and on
the opposite, as abuse of women (Barry 1979, 1995; Dworkin and MacKinnon 1988;
Jeffreys 1997; Hughes 1999, 2000, 2002). Both emphases have their supporters also
outside of academia, formulating the base for linkages between various organisations,
but also linkages of policies and legislation(s). I return to these linkages which are
based on differing ideologies behind them in Chapter 5.
In addition to the sale of bodies, sex and sexualities, a further form of both the abuse
and commercialisation of the human body is the sale of organs for transplantations.
Even though the sale of organs is illegal in most parts of the world, for example, sale
of kidneys is an increasing business activity of criminal organisations. Wealthy clients
often from westernised countries and increasingly from the Gulf States are willing to
pay large amounts of money for a black market transplant7. Organ sale is organised
mainly from areas of poverty, for instance, India, Brazil and other Third World
countries, from where the donors are trafficked (even) over the borders for the
operation, or the becoming possessor and the donor of the organ both travel to a
country where the transplanting can be done.
The amount of money paid for the organ donator is usually a marginal amount from
the money the seller pays for the organisers, including the clinics or hospitals and the
operating doctors8. Body parts are also stolen in some countries from cadavers and
even living hospital patients (Scheper-Hughes 1998, 2003; Wilkinson 2003). Another
form of gaining access to human organs is when convicted criminals are killed and
their organs are transplanted. Taking of organs from executed prisoners, or executions
of prisoners for their organs – kidneys, corneas, liver tissues, and heart valves – have
been reported by human rights activists in China, South-Africa, Iraq and Argentina
(Lehoczky 1999). In addition, street children are especially in jeopardy of being
kidnapped for their organs to be sold in black markets. Existing information on organ
sale suggests that Eastern and Central Europe is becoming a new area of source of
cheap human kidneys and other organs (Ivanov 1998)9.

2.1.4. Sex as a form of commercial consuming
Until very recently, academic research on buying of sex has been relatively small
compared to the extent and impacts of the phenomenon globally. What is clearly
known is that consuming sex is heavily gendered: most clients of prostitution,
globally and locally, are men (Kleiber and Velten 1994; Sandell et al. 1996; Månsson
1996, 2001; O’Connell Davidson 1998, 2001; Monto 2004). Consuming sex and
sexual services seem to accumulate, and according to a survey done in Finland, those
7

http://www.newint.org/issues300/trade.html
Document ‘Musta munuainen’ [Black kidney] by Silminnäkijä, TV2, broadcasted in February 26th
2004 in Finland (http://www.yle.silminnakija/juttu.php?tunnus=164).
9
Even though the sale of organs is one part of the utilisation and commercialisation of the human body,
this large and complicated thematic is not addresses in this research. However, the debate on the ethics
and international and national policies interestingly follows debates and discourses on ‘free choice’ and
divides opinions in a similar way to those on the sale of bodies, sex and sexualities. For further
information on the sale of body parts, see, for instance,
http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/biotech/organswatch/
8
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men who, for example, consume sex magazines also seem to consume other sexual
products, such as sex videos more or less regularly (Lammi-Taskula 1999). Even
though the direct impacts of pornography use on the increase of physical and (other
forms of) sexual violence are debated10, there is clear evidence that sex criminals are
or have often been high-level consumers of various forms of commercial sex
(Hedlund 1999).
The understanding that the buyers of sex are somehow deviant, ‘other’ than normal
people, seem to be a deeply rooted but fallacious standpoint. On the contrary, in
general the clients of sex do not differ from non-clients on their socio-economic
status. (Sandell et al. 1996; Lammi-Taskula 1999; Hanmer 2000.) In a Swedish study
on (local) buyers of sex (Sandell et al. 1996; Kuosmanen 1999, pp. 36-39) five
different groups of male sex clients were found:
1) In the group of ‘super clients’ the whole lifestyle of the men was concentrated on
sex: they were very interested in sex, and their sexual networks consisted of a wife or
a girlfriend, mistresses and women who sell sex. They were regular customers in sex
markets, and spent a lot of their time and money around sex. These men did not have
close relations with women, but saw them rather as (pure) objects for satisfaction of
their different needs.
2) The group of ‘intimacy avoiders’ resembles the first group in their great interest in
sex, but they did not want to have any lasting relationships.
3) ‘The supplementers’ would rather have sex with their wives or girlfriends, but
bought sex because their sex lives had deteriorated for a reason or another. In
comparison to the first two groups, these men bought sex more seldom, and they were
able to have warm relationships with their partners.
4) The group of ‘intimacy piners’ consisted of men who were faithful to their partners
when they happened to have one, but when they did not, they bought sex. These men
had very low self-esteem and difficulties in approaching women. They longed for a
relationship, and had an overtly romantic view of marriage and relationships. They
often wanted much more intimacy from the prostitute women than they were willing
to give.
5) ‘The rejected’ did not have sexual experiences outside prostitution. They also had a
very low self-esteem and problems with meeting women. They did not really want to
buy sex and felt uncomfortable about it. They were hoping to meet ‘the right girl’ in
the future in order to get married. Nevertheless, this group of men bought sex more
frequently than the groups 3 and 4, and in addition they also consumed a lot of
pornographic magazines and films. (Ibid.)
Many buyers of sex do not limit their sex consuming only to the local sphere, but
instead reach out for (sex) destinations far away from home in order to avoid ‘getting
caught’, but also in order to fulfil their racialised and sexualised fantasies which
construct the Other (O’Connell Davidson 1998, 2001; Mullings 2000, p. 244).
According to Finnish survey data from 1995, many sex clients bought sex particularly
abroad: 10 % of Finnish men had bought sex abroad, but only 3 % in Finland
(Lammi-Taskula 1999, p. 85). Sex tourism from Finland directs particularly to the
neighbouring areas of Finland, such as Estonia and North-West Russia, but also to
more ‘exotic’ destinations, for example South-East Asia (Jyrkinen 2000; Nurmi 2001,
2002; Marttila 2004).
10

On different perspectives and positions on pornography, see Chapter 5.
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According to Julia O’Connell Davidson (1995, 1998, 2001), who has researched
Western sex tourists in various countries, including Thailand, Cuba, the Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica, Venezuela, South Africa and India, prostitute users and sex
tourists are not a homogeneous group. Instead, it is important to distinguish between
‘habitual’ and ‘situational’ prostitution users. The ‘situational’ sex tourists end up
having sex with a prostitute not because they – mainly men but also women – have
gone out with that intention, but because they find themselves in situations where they
can tell themselves that their own particular prostitute use is ‘different’ and therefore
acceptable. Or, the ‘situational’ prostitute users convince themselves that the woman,
man or a child is not really a prostitute, and that they themselves are not really paying
for sex as such. The ‘habitual’ prostitute user is someone who makes a conscious
choice about and a habit of the prostitute use. The majority of ‘habitual’ prostitute
users are men, who comprise the core demand for both the adult and child
prostitution. Of those men who have sometimes in their life used prostitutes, only a
minority engage in habitual prostitute use. However, this minority consumes a large
amount of prostitution services locally and globally. (O’Connell Davidson 2001, p.
37.)
The percentage of men who have bought sex varies significantly between different
cultures and countries, which strongly supports the understanding of sexualities (and
sex buying) as socially constructed. In the European countries the figures on men who
have bought sex vary between 7 % and 39 %. Prostitution use is predominantly a male
practice world-wide. (Månsson 2001, pp. 136-139.) In addition to male buyers of sex,
there are, however, women who use prostitutes’ services in their home country or
when travelling abroad. According to the Habitus survey in Finland 1995, 11 % of
Finnish men and 0.7 % of Finnish women had at least once been clients of prostitution
(Lammi-Taskula 1999, p. 85).
Mari-Elina Laukkanen (1998) who has studied male prostitution in Finland found out
that in addition to men who bought sex from other men, there were also (heterosexual)
couples and some women who bought sex from the interviewed male prostitutes. The
female clients, like is the case often with male sex clients, tended to distinguish sex
from love and commitment. Laukkanen argues that ‘there are some women who are
ready to take what they want when they want it, and the male prostitutes meet the
demand for comfortable and uncommitted sex among these women’ (Laukkanen
1999, pp. 70-71). In addition, there are female sex tourists who can be termed as
‘situational’ buyers of sex, who enter into sexual relationships with local men during
their trips abroad and who finance the male companionship, for instance, through
gifts, meals and entertainment. According to Deborah Pruitt and Susanne LaFont
(1995), this kind of cross-racial ‘relationships’ last from a few weeks to a few months,
and sometimes the financial support includes airplane tickets for the men to visit the
women at home. Even though the relationships of, for instance, white European
female sex tourists in Jamaica with local Rastafarian men may contradict conventional
male-female power relationships and hegemony, they reinforce notions of racial
hegemony (Mullings 2000, pp. 245-247).
In many parts of the developing world the sex trade is fuelled by sex tourism, but also
by the presence of foreign military troops. Military rest and recreation (R&R) centres
in foreign countries often include prostitution services. In fact, military occupations
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and bases have often preceded organised sex trade and sex tourism in various parts of
the world. This has been an important factor for the entrenchment of prostitution into
local cultures in, for example, in Southeast Asia. An earlier example of military and
war impacts originates from the Second World War and Japanese invasion to Korea
and China, when altogether 200,000 Korean women and girls were recruited and
kidnapped to become prostitutes, ‘military comfort women’ by and for the Japanese
Imperial Army11 (Enloe 1989, 2000; Kazuko 1994; Soh 2001).
The military has been and is still tightly linked to various forms of the sex trade, and
according to Dennis Altman (2001, p. 109) ‘the ready availability of prostitutes has
been a major concern of military commanders as a way of both maintaining the
morale of their troops and restricting possible homosexuality among their troops’. The
linkages of the sex trade and traders with the military are significant, and, for
example, the Dutch government provided copies of sex magazines to its peacekeepers
in the former Yugoslavia (ibid., p.119).
The former Yugoslavia, which has been an arena for various grave human rights
violations including massacres and systematic rapes of women of adverse ethnic
groups by military troops12, has become also a forum for the rampant sex trade. Since
the end of the war in 1999 and the entrance of the NATO-led international
peacekeeping groups in Kosovo, Kosovo-Force (KFOR), the number of brothels has
increased tenfold from 18 to 200, and trafficking in women and children from the
poorest areas of eastern Europe into Kosovo has increased. According to Amnesty
International, girls as young as 11 are sold into prostitution in the area. Even in the
cases of child sex abuse, the NATO troops are immune from prosecution in Kosovo13.
In addition to international peacekeepers, also the presence and behaviour of other
international workers, such as the UN police and western aid workers, are fuelling the
sex trade14. According to Kate Allen from the Amnesty International,
[t]he international community in Kosovo have triggered an explosion
in demand for trafficked women. They are not only failing to stop this
despicable trade, they are actively fuelling it by paying for sex
themselves. (Cited in Alexander 2004.)

11
In addition to Korean women, comfort women originated also from Japan, China, Taiwan, the
Philippines, Indonesia, and even the Netherlands. Comfort women were sent to the front lines and
military bases in order to ‘keep up the fighting spirit’ of the solders. Many of these women were killed
in the fighting or were massacred by the Japanese army; many killed themselves after returning home
because of the harsh memories and shame. Some women had to continue in prostitution in post-war
Japan. Comfort women who survived the war and had suffered in silence started to mobilise later on. In
1991 they filed a lawsuit against the Japanese government for violating their human rights. Their
claims for an official apology and compensation from the Japanese government have, however, been
refused. (Kazuko 1994; Soh 2001.)
12
Only after the systematic rapes of women in the former Yugoslavia for ‘military purposes’, for the
first time in history, rape became being prosecuted as a war crime by the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). See, for instance,
http://www.amnestyusa.org/group/balkans/rapecrime.html
13
According to the official presentations in NATO conference on trafficking in human beings Helsinki
3.3.2005, the persons serving at the NATO-run peacekeeping troops can be prosecuted, for instance,
for sex crimes (only) in their own countries. See also O’Brien (2004) on possibilities to procecute
peacekeepers on crimes against women.
14
http://www.amnestyusa.org/news/document.do?id=1391B6E5EE9C8A9780256E7E0041EE72
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In addition to many forms of sex buying by individuals in their home countries or
abroad, there are other, more organised ways how people can get involved with the
sex trade. The potential involvement of business organisations in the offering of sex
services for their customers or loyal workers is still much of an unresearched area in
general (Holgersson and Svanström 2004). There are, however, at least single cases
where such encounters have taken place in the Finnish business life. According to the
Yleisradio Radio News in February 2004, there are companies which offer their
workers and their clients services of prostitutes in Finland and particularly in Estonia
and other neighbouring areas of Finland. A male interviewee, called as ‘Sakari’15,
who works in the construction field told about the sex trips organised by the company
he works for. The participants had been offered services of prostitutes in Estonia, and
the costs were covered by the company. He had himself participated in such trips
already three times. Another male interviewee in the radio news, called as ‘Toni’ told
about a ‘sex party’ of the company he works for. The party took place in Finland, and
as part of the service in the party, a prostitute’s services were also available.
Similar kind of information on (some) Finnish business organisations’ involvement in
the sex trade has been acquired also by researchers and other actors in the field. Ali
Arsalo, director of the International Development Collaboration of STAKES confirms
that although watertight evidence is not (yet) available, ‘I have heard rumours about
these and gained information from such a source which I believe to be trustworthy’.
Researcher Reet Nurmi who has interviewed over 250 Estonian and Russian
prostitutes in Finland and in the neighbouring areas of Finland states that according to
the interviewed women in prostitution, many buyers of sex have been on a business
trip, and it seems very presumable that at least in part of the cases the costs have been
covered by the business organisation mainly from the business areas of construction
work, steel production and ICTs. (Cited in Kerkelä and Kunnas 2004.)
For example, in striptease restaurants in Tallinn that offer also prostitutes’ services,
the bill can be written if it originated from totally another limited company. This
enables the offering of ‘flexible’ and ‘discreet’ services for the clients, whether be
they individual sex consumers or business organisation members. Or, the sex services
can be covered in the bill of a sex restaurant or a brothel by naming them under a
different title, such as ‘beverage services’, which can then be presented as normal
costs in the accounts of the firm, and later on reduced in the taxation. (Kerkelä and
Kunnas 2004.) The covering up of the bills from commercial sex encounters in
business life has also been found in Swedish business contexts (Holgersson and
Svanström 2004, pp. 37-38).

2.1.5. Profiting from the sex trade
In order that the gains from the sex trade are guaranteed for the profiteers, there are at
least four contributors that are needed, namely products, clients, effective marketing,
and normalisation of sex businesses. In this sense, the sex trade functions as any other
branch of business, even though it is obvious that there are differences from ordinary
15

If this kind of a testimony was given under the person’s real name, it would probably endanger the
work place of the person. To talk about the buying of sex of (other) males can be interpreted as a grave
breaking of the homosocial loyalty between male work colleagues and/or other men.
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business: the ‘products’ or ‘assets’ are human beings, whose bodies and sexualities
are sold and (ab)used.
Firstly, there is a constant need for new and fresh ‘products’ in the markets, because
a) the clients want often to (ab)use and ‘test’ new and different ‘products’, which are
mainly women and also children in flesh and in virtual forms; b) the ‘products’ do not
often stay in such businesses for very long: many die because of violence and diseases
and other forms of maltreatment, and those who stay alive longer often lose their
‘value’ in the markets because of ageing, illnesses and/or drug addiction. Therefore,
their option is to create another position in the markets, for instance as ‘Madames’ or
‘Mamas’ and recruiters of other women into the sex trade (McLeod 1982; Häkkinen
1995; O’Connell Davidson 1998; see Markkula and Mäkinen 2004). Some women in
prostitution or otherwise nearby the sex trade can enter into positions of
spokeswomen for the legalisation of prostitution and, at the same time, for the
interests of the sex trade16. There are various profiteers, both direct as well as indirect,
for the commercialisation of bodies and sex, which are discussed in the next
paragraphs (see Table 2.3.).
The second important factor are the clients who are willing to pay for sex, but also for
(ab)uses of women and children in other ways: for instance, a sex tourist may pay for
cooking, entertainment as well as for sex during his stay in a particular destination.
His wishes are to be fulfilled by the prostitute, and if not, he can always return the
‘product’ and demand for a new one. The money is often directed to the procurer or
organisation. Or, the client pays for sex, for instance, in Helsinki, where the act can
take place at a motel, hotel or apartment owned often by the procurer or the associated
organisation. After the act the prostitute returns back to the prostitution market place,
a bar or street, in order to find another sex client.
Thirdly, successful running of the businesses needs effective marketing and
advertising. A traditional marketing channel of the sex trade has been sex magazines,
but marketing happens also through advertisements in newspapers and telephone
boxes. New information and communication technologies have radically changed the
situation: now advertising on the Internet reaches enormous publics immediately, and
also targeted advertising can be directed exactly to specific audiences17.
Fourthly, in order to grow and gain increasing profits for its direct or indirect
participants, the sex trade needs to be accepted, as much as possible, as a normal
business. Processes of the normalisation of the sex trade are linked with other forms
of the commercialisation of bodies and sex(ualities), which facilitate sex businesses to
become inextricable phenomena in late modern life. (Barry 1995; Månsson 2001,
2004.) Normalisation of the sex trade is represented, for example, by appraisals of
commercial sex by (some) male Members of the Finnish Parliament. In 2004 a male
MP openly presented his prostitution use history in the Parliament plenary session
which concerned amendment of the Penal Code and its statutes on sex crimes. At the
same context, other male MPs highlighted their favour to have (legalised) brothels
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On organised forms of activities for ‘prostitututes’ rights’ and decriminalisation/legalisation of
prostitution, see, for example, Delacoste and Alexander (1987), Jenness (1990), Weitzer (1991),
Pheterson (1996), and Bindman and Doezema (1997).
17
On pornography and prostitution and ICTs, see Chapter 4.
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also in Finland, and opposed strongly the idea of criminalisation of the buying of
sex18.
Especially those sectors of the sex trade that are contemporarily clearly illegal have to
have a linkage to and covering of other business sectors which are within the limits of
legality. The push towards normalisation and legalisation of various forms of sex
businesses has become more intensive during the last decade. Linkages of various
levels are important for the normalisation of the trade. At the end of this Chapter I
focus on the organisational linkages of the sex trade, but before that, I introduce some
general theoretical aspects of consuming in order to be able to analyse or to
problematise sex as ‘consumption’ and/or as an asset as any other asset in markets.

2.2. Consumer sovereignty, needs and consuming sex
Cultural patterns of consumer culture, which have been developed in the middle of
twentieth century in Western countries, have been distributed nearly all over the
world. Consumer culture is deeply and increasingly globally rooted in modern and
late modern lifestyles. Thus, for individuals and groups consumption means more than
simply material values: consumption is also symbolic, it ’becomes the main form of
self-expression and the chief source of identity’; not only material but also nonmaterial items, are consumed and commodified (Waters 1995, p. 140). Material and
non-material consumerism as a part of everyday life is reflected in the consumption of
commercial sex. In the consumption of sex, material products (for example,
pornographic magazines or videos) have been followed by the exchange of nonmaterial, even virtual forms of services (such as ‘sexy’ voices on the telephone line;
interactive live-sex show on the Internet). Table 2.2. describes current main forms of
sex commodities.
Table 2.2. Trade commodities and sex trade services
Physical contact: touching; masturbation; intercourse
(vaginal, anal, oral); etc.
Voice: speech, sounds
Visual: printed form; live; visual recordings

Prostitution, ‘intimate massage’, lap-dancing,
private strip-tease, S/M services
Telephone sex (live or recorded)
Sex magazine photographs, catalogues of
women, strip tease shows, peep shows; sex
videos, DVDs, films, CD-roms
Writing: print media
Sex magazine texts, sex advertisements,
catalogues
Virtual: Internet browsers (for example, through PC- Interactive striptease and sex shows on the
keyboard); television; mobile telephone
Internet; interactive PC-games; chats
(writings by clients and sellers of sex)

The borders between these categories are although blurred, and, for example, the
virtual commercial sex encounters can include writing (emails or chatting), visual
forms of consumption of sex (pornography browsing and use), interaction by talking
as well as meeting with a seller of sex and physical contact. In addition, printed
18

‘MP reveals in a plenary session – Lyly Rajala: I bought sex’ and ‘Male MPs appraised brothels’, in
Tanner and Nurvala, Iltalehti April 14th 2004.
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media, for instance, pornographic magazines, include visual and written forms of sex
descriptions, and the magazines sometimes enclose also a CD-rom or a pornographic
video.
Globalisation of consumption of popular culture and its products divides and unites –
it paradoxically has a tendency simultaneously to homogenise (for instance,
consumption of similar fast food sold by transnational chains all over the world) and
to differentiate (enormous ethnic food supply varieties in big cities). What is available
in one locality can become available in all localities all over the world (Waters 1995,
p. 142). The basis for the globalising consumption culture is in the liberal assumption
of unlimited, privatised ‘right’ to consume (ibid., p. 143). In this sense, late modern
consumption reflects hedonistic and narcissistic values. ‘I shop, therefore I am’, or, ‘I
consume, therefore I am’, might reflect the newest version of the Cartesian
understanding of existence, which can be claimed to dominate the Western world and
increasingly also other parts of the globe (see Slater 1997, p. 38; Edwards 2000, pp.
117-118). Desire to shop, desire to consume, is also reaching developing countries,
even though there the abilities for consuming are limited mainly to the richest part of
the population. Consuming offers freedom according to liberal or libertarian world
views. The individualistic and hedonistic ethos, which became pravalent during the
1980s and has continued since in Western countries, has emphasised the virtues of
consuming, including its abilities to increase freedom of choice, satisfaction of
individual needs and self-governance, and even guaranteeing of democracy (Miles
1998, pp. 10, 149-150; Slater 1997, pp. 40, 60).
The hedonistic ethos of spending privileges the sovereignty of the consumer
addressed that individuals have the right and ability to formulate their own life. Also
their needs and desires are private. Ideas of freedom of choice and sovereignty of the
consumer are based on competition in markets, where products and productions must
follow the preferences of the consumers. Production and consumption originate from
the (assumed) unlimited needs of the consumers. The reason for consuming is to
increase private pleasures and comforts. (Slater 1997, pp. 28, 34-35.) In the liberal
tradition, needs are seen as insatiable, ‘natural’ and intrinsic to the human nature and
body (ibid., p. 51). Individual identity, as well as group identities, are structured and
sustained by consumption – there are products and services for nearly every
conceivable need available, and accordingly, new needs and products are introduced
constantly, filling up the special wishes of segmented markets (Gottdiener 2000, p.
21).
The constant ‘desire for more’ co-exists with the constant production of more desires.
Critics of liberal and hedonistic reasoning for unlimited and increasing needs of
consumption point out that the consuming culture is also reproducing and artificially
creating ‘needs’, and accordingly, consumption is to be interpreted only as an image
of freedom. Therefore, advertising and marketing reaches the potential consumers
who deliberately or unconsciously response (only) to the stimulus. ‘Rational’
consumer aims at the maximum results and enjoyment through minimal costs and
efforts (Slater 1997, pp. 27-28; 150) – also when buying sexual services.
Colin Campbell (1989) argues that insatiable modern consumption is ‘driven by the
desire to experience in reality the pleasures that are created or enjoyed in the
imagination’ (cited in Mullings 2000, p. 228). Therefore, what Campbell calls
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‘imaginary hedonism’ is ultimately disillusioning, because ‘the real consumption can
never be as good as its fantasised version; the cycle of imagined pleasures and
disappointments then becomes the driving force behind the insatiable character of
modern consumption’ (ibid.). It is embedded in the characteristics of consumerism
that when an individual consumes something, he or she is keen on that at that very
particular moment, but soon the interest is directed to another product or service,
which reflects the ‘constant cycle of desire’ (Miles 1998, p. 151). This is one aspect of
what Miles names as a consuming paradox. Thus to consume more does not satisfy
the ‘needs’ of the consumer, but instead leads to new desires of consumption.
Consumerism as a liberation has been criticised also in postmodern theories. Jean
Baudrillard argues that the empowerment of the consuming individual is only illusory.
The advertisers and retailers present commodities to the consumers, who have the
illusion that they are the ones who choose things. Instead, commodities for sale are
produced, chosen, and arranged in a way that captives the purchase impulse of the
shoppers and consumers. Techniques of presentation and strategies for marketing
direct the consumer to buy more, to need more. The more they/we buy, the more
they/we desire to buy and consume. (Baudrillard 1998, pp. 26-29; Oh and Arditi 2000,
pp. 79-80.) Wolfgang Fritz Haug points out that the consumer culture functions
through ‘commodities which can offer only an illusory satisfaction which does not
feed but causes hunger’ (cited in Slater 1997, p. 126).
Promotion and production of desire and needs are the core mechanisms of capitalist
consumption culture, where every thing and everything has its price if individuals just
express a demand for it. Markets do not have any morality, which Slater calls
‘economic amoralism’. The ability to pay for assets or services defines what is offered
for sale. The liberal economics and market ideology defines consumers as sovereign:
individuals are the best ones to decide what they want and need. Their decisions and
wishes should not be judged or criticised, whether the desires are for drugs, weapons
– or even human bodies, body-parts or sexualities. (Slater 1997, pp. 46-50.)
Commercialisation of sex can be looked at from the perspective of a sovereign (sex)
consumer with his (her) individual needs: the needs are ‘there’, and because the
consumers express their desire to consume (on) sex, the markets are ready to fulfil this
wish. The understanding that people have sexual ‘needs’ rather than wants or desires
and that human sexual behaviour is formed by biologically based sexual appetites or
drives is predominant in many Western societies. But, sexual needs are not exactly
comparable to needs such as hunger – people do not die from the lack of sex as they
do because of malnutrition and famine19. (O’Connell Davidson 2001, p. 38.)
Late modern lifestyle flourishes in ‘profusion’ (Baudrillard 1998): nearly unlimited
amount and variety of products and services are offered for sale in markets, where
clients restructure their social positions and identity symbolically through their
consumption modes. Consuming habits differentiate groups from each other in as
much the same way as social classes has differentiated people in traditional or class
societies. Following that, for instance, the identity of a ‘global sex tourist’ is different
19
It could be argued, using a restricted understanding of sexuality, that one of the most ‘sexually
unsatisfied’ part of the population would be older women (rather than male sex clients), whose spouses
have often died earlier. However, elderly women are not often seen in the barricades in order to
promote legalisation of the sex trade.
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from that of a ‘mass sex tourist’, who is enthusiastic to buy sex in ‘common-place’
sex trade locations. The global sex tourist may want to travel to more ‘exotic’ Third
World destination where the sex trade is not (yet) formalised and ‘professional’
(Mullings 2000, p. 242). In these destinations, the global sex tourist can reach the
‘exotic and real’, meaning the obedient and poor prostitute, who is ‘willing’ to fulfill
all his fantasies. In both cases, the ‘exotic’ reflects the racial attitude towards the
Others, namely ethnically other women (or children, sometimes men) in foreign
countries, which helps to legitimate the abuse (O’Connell Davidson 1998, 2001;
Keeler and Jyrkinen 2002).
Commodification of sex includes also marketing of an enormous variety of ‘body/sex
products’ which are offered for sex clients. The client can define criteria for his sex
buying, and choose his object, for example, on the basis of the skin or hair colour or
of the age of the prostitute from a catalogue or from the stage in a sex club. After the
sex trip, the sex client can and often will exchange his experiences with other sex
(ab)users, such as of functioning of ‘teenage sex niche’ in a chat group on the Internet.
The sex client can build up a bond with other clients through comparisons and
evaluations of the consuming experiences.
The power and (imagined) freedom embedded in buying of sex can be realised only if
the knowledge is made public. Therefore, it is important to consume particular
commodities in the company of others or to tell others about the (ab)uses one has
done. (Urry 1995, cited in Mullings 2000, p. 242.) Sharing of (commercial) sex
experiences has ‘traditionally’ been possible through bragging in men’s safe
networks, such as in talking to other (assumed) users or other trustworthy and
interested partners20 in pubs or bars, or by writing to sex magazines. Currently and
increasingly, the Internet is a crucial media for sharing of the adventure(s) with others
who are interested in similar acts, and it enables building up homosocial21 fraternity,
‘male bonding’. The client can even expect that his ‘conquests’ are enjoyed and
secretly envied by other members of the community. (Mullings 2000, pp. 242-243.)
Ideas of modern consumption have much arisen from the ideal of ‘a liberal and
commercial society comprising free individuals pursuing their interests through free
association in the public sphere’ (Slater 1997, p. 23). Being a consumer of sex can be
understood as ‘knowing’ one’s ‘needs’ and getting them satisfied – therefore, the
needs are natural and self-evident, not contestable. In that sense, the public life
becomes a ‘consumable spectacle’, ending up in commercialisation of everyday life
(ibid., pp. 2-4.). Commercialisation and commodification extends to various parts of
life, including leisure time, even ‘pleasure-time’.
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During the research, I have met various sex clients, who have been enthusiastic to talk about their sex
consumption. This has been one form of my status as a researcher of this theme, which has encouraged
many men to talk to me about their actions. In some cases I have felt more than unconfortable, when
the bragging about their activities have become clear. I discuss more on ethics and related issues in
Chapter 6.
21
Homosociality has been discussed particularly in the critical men’s studies. Homosociality can be
defined as solidarity between men in patriachy and paternalistic power structures (Hearn and Parkin
1995, 2001; Soikkeli 1996; Jokinen 2000; Holgersson 2003; Tallberg 2003). I return to this in the
analysis of and discussion on the empirical data.
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2.2.1. From McDonaldization to McSexualisation
Western rationalisation – as identified by Weber22 – can be understood to have been
basis in the formation of (the) globalising consumption culture model. George Ritzer
argues that the world is ‘afflicted’ by a process which he calls ‘McDonaldization’,
that is ‘the process by which the principles of the fast food restaurant are coming to
dominate more and more sectors of American society as well as of the rest of the
world’ (Ritzer 1993, p. 1). McDonald’s is an example and also a metaphor of a
globalisation process of Westernised consumption model, extending its reach to all
over the world. Even though the fast food chain idea of the McDonald’s began ‘as an
suburban and medium-sized-town phenomenon’, it rapidly also reached big cities in
the USA as well as globally (ibid, p. 6). McDonald’s formula and its applications to
other spheres of life can be claimed to represent not only the food culture, but its
impacts have spread on other aspects of the lives of people, their spending of time and
money, even on the whole lifestyles of young people and their families.
Rationalisation of businesses and working life is not a new phenomenon, but instead it
has its predecessors in Fordism, Taylorism and ‘scientific management’.
McDonaldization can be understood as a modern extension of the earlier ideas on how
to intensify production and the profits gained by the owner(s) and shareholders.
According to Ritzer, there are four main characteristics and methods by which
McDonald’s has sought to construct and rationalise systems to gain higher profits,
namely, through efficiency, calculability, predictability and control. McDonaldisation
as a theoretical framework has been applied to various sectors of social and
organisational lives, such as work in general (‘McWork’, Royle 2000, 2002;
‘McJobs’, Ritzer 2002), leisure-time activities (‘McDonaldization of Sport Store’,
Miles 2002; ‘Disneyization of Society’, Bryman 2002), and even family life
(‘McDonaldization of the Family’, Dennis 2002) and universities (‘McUniversity’,
Hayes and Wynyard 2002a, 2002b).
In order to reach maximum efficiency, there is a need to find and use the best possible
means so that the whole process is as effective and quick as possible. For instance, the
customers are served with simple food with very limited choices in the menu, and
they are expected to just eat and then disappear quickly from the restaurant. The
customers take themselves care of the rubbish on the way back to their cars, which
reduces need for a large restaurant workforce. (Ibid., pp. 35-45.) The second
important aspect is calculability, emphasising in the model of consumption where the
products and services can be precisely counted and quantified. In this respect
McDonaldization means a tendency to use quantity as a measure of and for quality.
The calculating customers are keen on to see that they are getting a large amount of
food for a small amount of money. (Ibid., pp. 62-63.) In fast food chains calculation
can be done also concerning the time which is used to prepare the hamburger, or
concerning the exact amount of food which is served to the client. Thirdly,
rationalisation means increasing predictability, from one time or place to another
(ibid., p. 83) – the customer knows what to expect, and therefore he or she avoids any
22

Rationalisation can be defined to mean the process by which nature, society and individual action are
increasingly mastered by an orientation to planning, technical procedure and rational action (Weber
1930).
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unpleasant surprises. The client can rely on a hamburger tasting the same in New
York as in Helsinki or Beijing. The fourth characteristic is increased control and the
replacement of human with non-human technology. Workers are tightly controlled,
and their actions are reduced to a series of limited, machine-like actions. Possibilities
to control are bigger with the help of new technologies, and the replacement of
workers with machines can guarantee more predictability. (Ibid., pp. 100-101.)
Similar kind of changes that Ritzer describes to belong to McDonaldization can be
traced in various fields of life – the appreciation of efficiency, calculability,
predictability and control orientation. McDonaldization is reflected to both in people’s
private life-spheres as well as in the ’rationalising’ of various types of businesses. The
’rational’ organising of markets is based on the intersection of the demand and supply
in a way that the client is offered products and services he or she can effectively and
easily buy and use, knowing what is to be expected, for an apparently low price. For
the enterprise owners or share-holders, rationalisation may mean rapid incomes and
success because of high profits and lower costs compared to (other) restaurantkeeping.
Rationalisation of work and consumption is an interesting, even though old-fashioned
feature of the current and future societies’ ways of organise lives, which are
apparently globalising with fast speed. According to Subhabrata Bobby Banerjee and
Stephen Linstead, ‘globalisation can produce a new set class divisions between and
within nations’ (2001, p. 709). Therefore, ‘divisions are deepening by differences in
the profit-making capacities of different economic sectors’ with the rise of ‘McJobs’
(Sassen 1998, cited in Banerjee and Linstead 2001).
In the context of the sex trade, McDonaldization can be interpreted to mean, for
instance, easy access for clients to a guaranteed supply of commercialised sex locally
and when travelling abroad. According to Sven-Axel Månsson (2001, p. 144), some
sex clients compare sex ‘to a consumer product rather than an aspect of intimate
relationships. This kind of self-focused sexuality and the idea of shopping for a sex
partner leads to what Blanchard calls McSex’ (ibid.)23. McDonaldization framework
has been applied to sex industry by Kathryn Hausbeck and Barbara Brents (2002)
especially in the context of the United States. Accordingly, ‘[a] McDonaldized sex
industry is convenient for some consumers, safer and more lucrative for some
workers, and profitable for owners, but it also threatens to entrap us in Weber’s
fearsome iron cage: coldly colonizing our imaginations and brushing up against our
skin’ (ibid., p. 106).
In developing and extending this argument, I use a term ’McSexualisation’ in order to
refer to rationalisation and industrialisation of sex as business(es). McDonaldization
of sex, (here) McSexualisation, as a sale and consumption of guaranteed sex(ual)
service like any other asset or service, can mean, for instance, the following:
1) Efficiency: the sex business offers the client a way to satisfy his(her) needs with
very little effort and time. For instance, the brothel owner and the prostitute usually
gain more money if the sex act is over quickly, and a new customer is being serviced.
Or, the efficiency can be maximised in the street prostitution where the client may be
23

‘McSex’ was originally used in a non-academic article by K. Blanchard on young men buying sex in
1994, and thereafter cited in Monto 2000.
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serviced even without him leaving the car; 2) Calculability: the more (commercial)
sex is available for the client for ‘reasonable’ price, the more satisfied he gets –
quantity overcomes quality. On the other hand, the client may count that buying of
sex is cheaper for him than ’wining and dining’ non-prostitute women, who might not
in the end of the day be willing to have sex with him; 3) Predictability: the sex client
can be sure that ‘the sexual relief and satisfaction’ which he is searching for is
certainly offered to him in a prostitution contact, or in a private sex club. The client
‘knows’ that the act what he orders is what he gets, whether in his own town or
abroad; 4) Control: the sex trade, or rather the owners of the businesses, tend to
control the sellers of sex in order to guarantee the follow up of the tight timetables set
up; the prostitute may also control the services she or he is ready to sell.

2.2.2. Irrationalities of McSexualisation
Following the rationalising and especially McDonaldization model, the sex trade can
be reflected as functioning nearly as any other business in the contemporary world –
effectively by low-paid labour. However, the rationalising model in general is to be
emphasised not as purely positive and successful, but according to Ritzer, it needs to
be critically evaluated because of the embedded ‘irrationality of rationality’. I address
here some general aspects of the sex trade by using the application of
McDonaldization, here as McSexualisation. In general, consuming sex through the
sex trade seems to function in the manner of a fast food chain: effectively and
predictably guaranteed by tight control of the owner(s).
In order to look at the rationalities and irrationalities of the sex trade, there is a need to
reflect the gendered nature of the business in that field locally and globally. There is a
quite extensive evidence that most clients of sex are male, and the sellers are mainly
female, as well as under-aged boys and girls (see, for instance, Månsson 1996, 2001;
O’Connell Davisdson 1998; Lammi-Taskula 1999; Monto 2000, 2004). Trafficking in
human beings is a clear example of the operation of global gendered sex markets, too:
internationally trafficking24 is estimated to replace hundreds of thousands of women
annually from their home villages and towns into brothels and sex bars to serve sex
clients in bigger cities, whether in their own or neighbouring countries or even on
other continents25. Globally this means population catastrophe in which the poor areas
loose their female population, at least the younger ones, and the sex trade centres and
cities become over-populated with under-educated women and international sex
tourists26.
Through McSexualisation, feminisation of poverty increases, because girl-children are
sent or sold to the sex trade instead of schooling them. When girl children are valued
as tradable assets, the interest in schooling of girls decreases. In addition, women’s
24

According to the Trafficking in Persons Report by the US Government, in 2003 approximately
600,000-800,000 people were trafficked across international borders, and 80 % of the victims were
females, and 70 % of those females trafficked for sexual exploitation (Trafficking in … 2004, p. 23).
25
Trafficking of a person can start first ‘locally’, i.e. through the recruitment and transport of a person
from (mainly) her own context into larger cities in the same country for the exploitation, and then
further on to other countries and continents. Therefore, the total number of victims is far higher, even
up to 4 million people (for instance, Galiana 2000; Raymond 2001).
26
Of course the population crisis is not based only on the functioning of the sex trade, but on complex,
structural level problems, such as poverty and postcolonialism.
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lack of education in many countries of origin as well as men’s (continuing)
subordination of women increase the risks of HIV-infections. In particular, prostitute
women with low positions in the prostitution hierarchy are often obliged, or tempted
by sex clients by offering more money, to sell sex even without condom use. Illiterate
or otherwise less educated women and girls are (often) easier to be even more
severely abused – which might be ‘rational’ in considering the interests of the sex
trade, but irrational from the point of view of women’s rights or sustainable
development.
Consuming commercial sex can be reflected to traditional forms of gender roles
where women are understood to be owned as other forms of property by the father and
later on by the husband. The sex client becomes also one of the metaphorical
‘shareholders’ of the female body, even though his ownership is temporary. Thereby,
subordinate customs of traditional and/or current societies are transferred into the
modern and late modern consumer cultures: ‘I consume sex, therefore I am’. The
irrationality is embedded in very serious ways in the trade: women and girls entering
into sex industry face the risk to lose their health, even their lives, for instance
because the clients may prefer unprotected sex (at least for a better price); the
condoms may break; or, the unsatisfied client or procurer may use physical violence
against the prostitute.
Even though prostitution and other related phenomena can be traced far back in
history, the current situation varies radically in many aspects from the earlier forms of
(ab)using the female body: industrialisation of the trade has ‘rationalised’ the sale and
consumption of sex – the consumer may calculate the effectiveness of the act or
service, and the organiser of the sex trade calculates how to manage his or her local
and/or global businesses, which can include various forms of intermingled businesses
from prostitution to production and delivery of pornography. At the same time, the
sex trade may be viewed as ‘inefficient’ because of the time used: the client would
actually be ‘happier’ if the time spent on the sex line or with a prostitute is longer
rather than shorter. For the seller of sex, the time spent with a client is rationalised
only by the shortness of it, as a maximum benefit with the minimum of time. The
contract between the seller and the buyer is often of short duration.
According to Ritzer (1993, pp. 133-134), in McDonaldization, ‘the customers may
feel that they are dealing with automatons who have been taught to utter a few phrases
rather than with fellow human beings’. In prostitution, the client is for the seller of sex
only ‘a punter’, like other punters27, whose function is to pay and leave. On the other
hand, some of the prostitutes’ clients search for other comforts in addition to the sex
service – some wish to find a relationship, some to get a moment of intimacy and
company (Sandell et al. 1996; Hausbeck and Brents 2002, p. 95), but for the
prostitute, these kinds of wishes are not often according to the contract. The prostitute
sells a performance where her own, inner sexuality or her emotions are not for sale
even if that is promised28. The same play is repeated again and again, and the client is
kept happy with assuring him that he is the best lover ever.

27

‘Punter’, ‘trick’ or ‘john’ are terms used by prostitutes to mean the buyer of sex. Interestingly, there
is no ‘official’ term for that in the English language nor in Finnish. See Keeler and Jyrkinen (1999a).
28
On dissociation of one’s (bad) feelings during traumatic experiences such as sexual abuse and in its
aftermath, see, for example, Hoigard and Finstadt (1992), Scott (2001) and Farley (2004).
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The sex consumer is often attracted by ‘predictability’ of the sex-consuming
experience – he or she is promised to find sexual pleasure and relief when purchasing
that particular product or service advertised29. For instance, one crucial marketing
trick of the sex advertisements published in Finnish newspapers and on the texttelevision pages is a clearly expressed ‘guarantee’ for satisfaction: ‘100 % satisfaction
guaranteed’; or, ‘Quick relief of your pressures promised’ (Laukkanen 2000). The
customer pays for the predicted sex service that he expects to fulfil his ‘needs’ and
fantasies. The sex client acclaims himself as a sovereign consumer (O’Connell
Davidson 2001) who rationally chooses the services he wants and needs, knowing that
the investment will bring him satisfaction. A more complex issue is to address the
origin of his sexual ‘needs’, which appear to be his own, but, on the other hand, they
are much built on the marketing and advertising campaigns of the sex trade.
The sovereign consumer model can be challenged by looking at the consumer not
only as a subject but also as an object and target of a marketing drive. His or her
consuming profile can be analysed and followed up by marketing surveys (Slater
1997, p. 26). Habits of consumption form one part of late modern citizen’s selfidentity and ‘habitus’ – part of the way of life. However, the ‘needs’ of the consumers
are partly artificially created by advertising and mass mediation. New and exiting
experiences are to be guaranteed for the clients, based on the presumption that he or
she can afford it. Sexual culture(s) with modern and late modern hedonistic ethos and
its policies are directed to maximising of pleasure, which is implemented through
libertarian sexual policies (Näre 1995, p. 121; Laukkanen 2000).
Libertarian consumption culture30 is clearly represented in and through the sex trade,
based on the ‘right’ to maximise individual sexual pleasure. The sex trade is estimated
to be a third rapidly expanding grey zone business areas in the world, after the illegal
drug and weapon sales. Compared to the fast food industries, the mode of organising
the monetary flows is quite similar: the amount of money which is gained from the
selling of products and services, accumulates mainly to the owners, and the actual
workers gain a very small share of the profit (Banerjee and Linstead 2001; Hughes
2002).

2.3. Organising of the sex trade
It is common that the main topic of public debate or focus of academic research in the
field of commercial sex is limited to the sellers of sex – mainly to female prostitutes.
The discussion is largely concentrated on whether the prostitutes or other ‘sex
workers’ are in the business voluntarily or not, which effectively prevents a more
thorough analysis of the basis, especially of the gendered basis of such trade. In
reality the web of substantive, economic and organisational linkages in and of the sex
trade is wide: there is an extensive scope of actors and agencies, who are involved in
the sex trade, and who also directly or indirectly profit from it.

29

Obviously it can be claimed that part of the sex buyers are searching for excitement through the
‘unpredictability’ of the experience. However, these is an element of ‘predictability’ even then, because
the sex clients expects to be entertained for the value of the money paid for.
30
See discussion on this in the beginning of 2.2.
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Table 2.3. presents the main actors that there are – whether they are part of organising
the sex trade, consuming its services and products, profiting from it, suffering from it,
or reacting to it. Actors and organisations of and in the sex trade do not exist or
function in a vacuum: the linkages between, for instance, the intermediaries and
indirect profiteers are needed in order to guarantee a smooth flow of businesses, but
such linkages are not necessarily perceivable: on the contrary, they are often hidden
and indirect. For example, at the national level, sex businesses need sympathy and
support by and linkages to or with policy-makers and organisations in charge of
drafting policies, to represent their interests. I return to this theme in Chapter 3 and
later on in Chapters 7-9. In the following section I concentrate on one specific but
integral aspect of organising of sex businesses, namely the linkages with organised
crime.
Table 2.3. Actors and organisations of and in the sex trade
Sellers

Prostitutes, strippers, escorts, mail-order brides, trafficked women and children in
prostitution, pornography ‘actors’/’actresses’

Buyers

Male, female, couples, groups
Hetero-, homo-, bi- and transexual sex buyers
Nationals, foreigners
Travellers, businessmen, military men, locals
Pimps, pornographers, ‘producers’, sex club and brothel owners, traffickers
Travel agencies, airlines, hotels, motels, restaurants and doormen, taxi drivers and
companies; Media: daily papers, commercial, cable and satellite television;
Internet providers
Service providers: doctors treating for STDs; NGOs offering services by
public/private finance; banks and credit card companies;
National economies
Children, partners and spouses of sellers and buyers of sex;
People living in nearby prostitution/sex trade milieu or districts
National ministries, Parliament; Internet providers; Media;
European Commission, European Parliament, Council of Ministers; Other relevant
international governmental and non-governmental organisations; City councils;
Co/self-regulating agencies

Inter-mediaries
Indirect
profiteers

Bystanders
Policy agents

2.3.1. Organised crime context
In this first section, I look briefly at research on organised crime and the defining of
the term and the field. Secondly, I address the gendering of the organised crime in the
context of the sex trade (2.3.3). In general, research on organised crime has not been a
major area of interest for organisation theorists or researchers in management theory,
even though such organisations are managed and organised more or less effectively.
Organised crime is also seldom a focused research topic either in sociology, political
science or in economics. However, in the intersections of criminology, international
politics and international law there are increasing interests in studying organised
crime, particularly because of the threats that transnational organised criminality pose
for societies, democracy, global economies, and the stability of international
relationships.
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Much of the very early research on organised criminality has been directed to the
Italian-based ‘Cosa Nostra’, Sicilian ‘Mafia’ and the American ‘Mob’, which have
been defined as ‘The Organised Crime’. Since the end of the 1960s, Donald Cressey’s
bureaucratic model of organised crime (1969, 1972) has been the basis of the field of
research, but also led to quite strong criticism. The bureaucratic model interprets the
biggest crime syndicates as the most important research topics academically as well as
for police investigations, and therefore, it often excludes a variety of other, smaller
and diversified but still increasingly relevant actors of criminal organisations from the
scene. This research tradition has been criticised also for its tendency to construct and
fortify the mythological view of the Mafia, and ignoring of other contemporary forms
of organised criminality. The myths of legendary Mafia families exist in societies also
through fictive literature and the film industry that made ‘The Godfather’ a meta-story
of organised crime. Thus, organised crime is often associated merely with such
criminality as ‘Mafia-style’ gathering of protection money and fights between crime
families on markets of illegal drugs or gambling. The Mafia stories became popular
not only because they ‘revealed’ the functions of organised crime, but rather because
they mystified and glorified the functioning of such families: the Omerta31, the
protection of the honour of the family, and the respect of embedded rules. Challengers
of the bureaucratic model state that in the contemporary world, criminal organisations
are various and their modus operandi differs from one organisation to another (for
instance, Albini 1997).
Research on organised crime has not been as popular as one might expect from its
social and economic impacts for several reasons. Firstly, it is difficult for academic
researchers to gain access to the sources and data. Actions by criminal organisations
which belong to the grey area of businesses or totally on the illegal sphere of life
protect usually themselves from all kind of publicity, and especially from the
interested gaze of law enforcement authorities. Secondly, to do research on such
issues poses physical threats to the personal safety of the researcher, even if the
interests of the research are purely academic. Thirdly, complicated and unpleasant
phenomena are easier to deny in societies than to be studied and acted on. Therefore,
to study topics that are interpreted as ‘marginal’, often meet obstacles with financing
and academic support. The fourth reason for the minor interest in research on
organised crime is related to the undefined nature of the field: there has been a lack of
common definition on organised crime. For several decades a constant disagreement
amongst the governments and academics on what constitutes organised crime has
taken place, particularly on what is the extent and forms of criminality or crimes that
define them as ‘organised crime’. (Ryan and Rush 1997; Albini 1997; Cressey 1997.)
According to Sabrina Adamoli et al. (1998, p. 4), the most essential characteristic of
organised crime is ‘that it denotes a process or method of committing crimes, not a
distinct type of crime itself, nor even a distinct type of a criminal’. In this sense, the
creation of the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime in
2000 was a major step forward in defining the area. According to the UN Convention,
organised criminal group means ‘a structured group of three or more persons, existing
for a period of time and acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more

31
The Italian word ‘omerta’ refers to the vow and code of silence of the crime groups, particularly the
Italian-based Mafia.
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serious crimes or offences established in accordance with this Convention, in order to
obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit’ (ibid., Article 2).
One special feature of (mis)understanding of organised crime is that often its
existence is connected to the ‘outside’ – the evil is understood to originate from other
cultures and countries, and not to be rooted on one’s own community. In addition, the
focus of public interest and often that of investigations by authorities is on ‘bad
individuals’ rather than on the organisational and power structures, and the ability of
such groups to make alliances with other groups or even with local legal persons or
organisations is much ignored (Ryan and Rush 1997; Albini 1997). For instance, in
the USA, strong concerns have been emphasised on Italian-based crime, and (only)
lately on organised crime originating from the Eastern Europe or elsewhere. These
have been and increasingly are well-grounded worries in all (Western) countries, but
the organising of current crime networks is much more complicated than that and
include also local counterparts.
There are often interpretations that organised crime originate from ‘somewhere else’
and is run by ‘Bad Others’ rather than focusing on the own local contexts of such
crime groups32. Indeed, the internationalisation of crime is consistent with other
globalising and glocalising processes: such criminality needs both local and global
level actors. From the perspective of organising of criminal activities, globalisation
offers tremendous new possibilities through the enlarging markets for its assets to be
delivered into. In order to be able to reach new marketing areas fast, successful
criminal groups are keen to follow intensively the latest technological developments
and changes (Adamodi et al. 1998, p.10). Financial crimes and fraud are examples of
crimes where new technogies are particualrly important. Therefore, ICTs are a crucial
expansion area for local and internationally operating crime organisations. Often new
forms of illegal activities are aspired by recruiting ICT experts from legally
functioning expert enterprises, and by creating networks through corrupting
authorities and other key persons in corporations (Albini 1997, p. 24; Adamodi et al.
1998, p. 13). In the contemporary world, acts of organised crime groups include, for
example, illicit trafficking in narcotic drugs, money-laundering, trafficking in persons,
terrorist acts, counterfeinting currency, theft of nuclear material, illicit traffick in arms
and explosive materials and motor vehicles, terrorist acts and corruption of public
officials (Adamoli et al. 1998).
A totally new flow of interest on organised crime and its research and especially
international investigations by authorities has emerged from recent international
terrorism, along with the rise of fundamentalism(s)33. However, the premises of
organised criminal activities in those contexts are much based on other factors, such
as ideologies, ethnic conflicts and religions, and international politic. They differ from
(other) forms of organised crime, where the main focus is to create and gain control of
and through criminal activities locally and globally mainly for the purposes of
monetary profits. It is obvious that different criminal groups may and do have
32

Embedded racism and xenophobia can sometimes cover up, intentionally or unintentionally, the local
origins and linkages of organised crime.
33
‘The war against terrorism’ launched by the United States since 2001 impacts greatly on the policies
on the combating organised crime, but will probably increase research on academic level. The more
general impacts of ‘the war against terrorism’ globally are multifaceted, but beyond of the focus of this
research.
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interconnections, and, for example, terrorist groups as other organised crime groups
can be involved in trafficking in women and running of prostitution in order to gather
money for their other criminal activities. Even though this is an important area and
should be studied thoroughly, it is beyond the scope of this research.

2.3.2. Gender and organisation(s)
Research and theory on organisations and management has for long focused quite a
little attention on the aspects of gender, and especially on gendrered power structures
in organisation(s) (Wahl 1992; Collinson and Hearn 1994; Hearn and Parkin 2001;
Wahl et al. 2001; Mansdominans i … 2003). Among the earliest critics who addressed
the lack of gender in many major studies on organisations were Joan Acker and
Donald Van Houten (1974). In the aftermath, one of the first studies that focused
particularly on structural aspects of gender in organisations, for instance, positioning
of men and women and their behaviour, was Men and Women of the Corporation by
Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1977), which highlighted the importance of equality between
men and women in organisations. This can happen by moving women into positions
of influence and authority, which at the same time increases their commitment to the
organisation itself. In addition, this would also improve the use of potential and
untapped resources and the quality of work life in the whole organisation. The
frustration and hostility caused often by blocked opportunities would be reduced and
the talents of all the human resources would be used more effectively. (Ibid.)
According to Marta Calás and Linda Smircich (1996, pp. 9, 222-223),
‘[o]rganizational scholarship has been, primarily, a literature written by
men, for men, and about men: how to gain the cooperation of men to
achieve organizational ends through rationality: how to man/age.
Despite the fact that women occupied organisational jobs from early
industrialization, (--) and women were organisational researchers soon
after the turn of the century, (--) most writers addressed women in
organisations as anomalies if in managerial positions (--) or normalized
them in subordinate roles (--)’.
During the last few decades, the amount of feminist research on and writing in
management and organisation has increased rapidly. The focus has been widened
from ‘[e]ssentialist and universalizing explanations of women’s situations (--) to think
about gender, class and race using complex, historically situated understandings’
(Acker 1992, p. 249). Feminist and feminist-related research traditions have
impugned, for instance, the deeply-rooted gender-neutrality assumption as an
‘equalising factor’ in organisational and work-life. By viewing all social relations,
including those in organisations and management, as gendered and opening ‘the
possibility that many apparently gender neutral processes are sites of gender
production’ (Acker 1992, p. 249), new theorisations and perspectives on gender in
organisations have become possible.
According to Joan Acker (1992, pp. 252-254), there are four main gendering
processes in organisations, namely 1) production of gender divisions of jobs, wages,
hierarchies, power and subordination; 2) creation of symbols, images and
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consciousness by which gender divisions are justified and supported; 3) interactions
between individuals that enact dominance and subordination and create alliances and
exclusions between women and men, women and women, men and men; 4) internal
mental work of individuals to construct understandings of the organisation’s gendered
structure. In addition, through these processes in organisations happen also the
production of organisational logic that appears to be ‘gender neutral’ (Korvajärvi
2002).
Gender-neutrality is not the guarantee of equal treatment on women and men, but it
can be a trap for understandings of apparent, sometimes de jure but not de facto
equality. This is much based on both the methods but especially the premises of
(scientific) analysis of organisations as well as of wider in societal contexts, when the
standards of (male-based) ‘neutral’ form of research are interpreted as objective and
‘true’34. Gendering processes do not only exist in organisations where there are both
women and men, but also in such organisations which consist of only one gender.
There are various ‘femininities’ as well as ‘masculinities’ in organisations; at the
same time there are uniting factors of and between men that reproduce men’s power
in organisations (Collinson and Hearn 1994). According to Cynthia Cockburn (1991,
p. 219), ‘a dominant group is forged of those who have the power to define all other
groups as inferiors. It is a white male heterosexual and largely able-bodied ruling
monoculture.’ In the analysis of the main empirical data of this work in Chapters 7-9 I
address gender and organisations in multiple ways. I discuss gender, organisations and
management(s) further in the concluding Chapter 10. However, the next section
comprises gendering of the organising of the sex trade, including that of organised
crime.

2.3.3. Gendering the organising of the sex trade
In spite of the increase in research on gender and organisations, criminal organisations
are seldom addressed as gendered organisations, even though in practice, they also
produce gendered practices, i.e. through creating hierarchies, symbols, domination
and subordination and (re)construction of gender and gendered organising(s) inside
the organisation itself and by reflecting their practices into the outside world.
According to David Collinson and Jeff Hearn (1994, p. 13), there are various
masculinities which are central to the exercise of gendered power in organizations.
They identify five discourses and practices of masculinity that are pervasive and
dominant in organisations, namely authoritarianism, paternalism, entrepreneurialism,
informalism and careerism. In organised crime groups, authoritarianism is present in
managing the subordinates both by bullying and recreation of fear, which sometimes
takes the forms of brutal violence, even homicide. In addition, highlighting of
interdependent nature of hierarchical relations through paternalism emphasises clear
differentiation of men from women (ibid.).
34

Heidi Liehu states that ‘the neutrality of knowledge of the subject (who has hidden its masculinity),
the autonomy of the subject of knowledge (who has hidden its dependence from the excluded, the
excluded to stay excluded) have not necessarily been only ‘mistakes’, which are now understood as
false premises, but instead (subconscious) strategies to close the woman as a subject of knowledge out
of knowledge’ (1998, p. 64; translation MJ).
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Traditional criminal family-based organisations can be defined as blue-collar fraternal
organisations providing male-bonding and social prestige for their members (Haller
1997, p. 53). On the other hand, such groups resemble other traditional but even
current men’s associations, which offer contacts, information exchange and mutual
assistance through their memberships: there are certain rules and expectations for the
members, for example, concerning confidentiality and mutual support.
Current forms of organised criminality do not necessarily follow the traditional kind
of quite closed crime family tradition, but instead, they constantly restructure their
modus operandi in response to the changing markets (Adamodi et al. 1998). However,
a common factor of more traditional and current forms of organised crime is that men
dominate most of its fields, but in the changing situations also the services of females
can be included, for instance, in the form of recruitment of girls and women into
prostitution locally and globally. In these contexts, women’s roles are often traditional
and subordinate in organised crime: they mainly play a role as partners of
perpetrators – or, as victims of organised crime. The clearest example of organised
crime’s impact on even millions of people annually is global trafficking in persons,
where men often run the illegal businesses and women and children are the assets to
be sold and abused (Hughes 2000; Lehti and Aromaa 2002).
In illicit business operations women can also play a crucial and active role. For
instance, women in debt-bondage or with long history in prostitution can be offered
and/or become obliged to engage themselves in the recruitment of new women and
children into sex markets. Such recruiting mechanisms bring more credence for those
to be enticed because of the gender of the persuader (Hughes 2000). Another form of
(ab)use of female gender in the sex trade concerns publicity: there are often
spokeswomen of the sex trade who testify in public on the virtues and successes to be
gained through the sex trade. In the sex trade, it is obvious that to have females in
public relations work to advertise their own individual success, which may create a
bonus in the imagination to be also gained by others, by engaging them into the sex
trade: this is the best public relations and advertising for the ‘businesses’35 .
Organising prostitution is a common operation model of and for local, national and
international crime groups. Prostitution is named even as ‘a tool bag’ for such groups
(Albini 1997). Through organising of prostitution and other forms of the sex trade,
criminal groups tend to take over new geographical areas, and enter into other illicit
fields of actions. For example, in Finland the entry of Eastern European crime groups
since the 1990s has happened partly through the takeover of sex markets. During the
last decade, prostitution markets of Finland became led by four main foreign crime
groups. The operation became managed from Estonia and Russia, and the lack of
conflicts of interests between the organised crime groups was much based on regular
meetings between the highest level leaders of the crime triads over the borders. Such
an active but ‘peaceful penetration’ of such businesses into new markets and
territories reflects ‘business-like’ entrepreneurialism as well as effective avoidance of
conflicts through managerial alliances. (Leskinen 2003; see also Collinson and Hearn
1994, pp. 15-16.)
35

For example, a well-known ex-prostitute, spokeswoman for the sex trade and Hollywood ‘Madam’
Heidi Fleiss was leading the PR-campaign of the first listed brothel ‘Daily Planet’ in stock-markets in
Australia in 2003. http://www.walnet.org/csis/news/world_2003/gandm-030502.html
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Prostitution and other forms of the sex trade create an effective and powerful linkage
of organised crime to various societal levels (Bäckman 1999, p. 12). Prostitution use
creates tight, even symbiotic connections of and solidarities between those (males) in
power who share the same experiences. Organising prostitution is therefore an
integral part of the activities of many crime groups, not because of the direct
economic gains, but the possibilities to enter into power structures through
blackmailing and corruption. In addition, prostitution use has other meanings in and
for those involved: more informal relationships with other men in organisations
accepting at least unofficially prostitute and sex trade use strengthens male-bonding in
organisations. Like other kinds of ‘informalism’ between (only) men supplements
paternalism (Collinson and Hearn 1994, p. 14) in organisations and traditional
positioning of women as subordinates – as serving wives, subordinating partners, sex
serving prostitutes or obedient workers in organisations.
The rapid increase of the international sex trade, its spread over to new cultural areas,
and its industrialisation during the last few decades is based on the huge possibilities
to gain easy profits by the organisations behind (Truong 1999; Hughes 2000).
Linkages in the sex trade itself, between local and global intermediaries, and with
other businesses and governmental organisations are crucial. Substantive, economic
and organisational linkages guarantee smooth access to ‘products’ – mainly female
bodies – and their import to the sex markets. In order to gain access to new markets or
to increase the scope for action in the already existing markets, linkages of the sex
trade and traders with the official sector are important36.
There is evidence from various parts of the world that especially law enforcement
officials are often in the risk zone to be offered bribes by organised crime, including
the sex traders, in various forms in order to guarantee non-involvement by the
authorities. Illicit linkages with corrupted authorities open up enormous possibilities
for organised crime groups to run also totally illegal forms of the sex trade, such as
(illegal) brothel keeping and the use of minors in pornography and prostitution. In
order to gain access to favourable linkages with authorities, prostitution serves as a
way to create common informalism between specific groups of men in criminal and
legal organisations. Authorities and other significant decision-makers can, for
example, be offered free prostitution use as a payment for their favours.
An exemplary case of the use of prostitution for getting access to Finnish officials and
the information they had posses, originates from the 1970s, but which became into
public knowledge only after thirty years later. Several Finnish (male) diplomats used
prostitutes services during their stay in Warsaw. The prostitution contacts were
organised for them by the secret police of Poland for the purposes of spying. The
prostitutes, many of whom worked for the Polish secret police, reported carefully
about all significant details, including the sex encounters and other information gained
36

At the beginning of the 1990s there was a case in Finland where the highest police authority of the
area belonged to the board in charge of a motel in this remote rural area, where organised prostitution
was run for years. Another related case happened in 2003 when a highly positioned police officer who
worked for the Ministry for the Interior died during his work trip in Hong Kong after having got
Rohypnol from a prostitute (‘Sex workers …’ 2003). He was one of the responsible persons in
questions concerning the sex trade and thus a participant in various multi-agency projects on such
issues nationally and internationally.
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through these, which were codified in the archives of the secret police, and many of
the sex acts were also secretly filmed37.
A current example of the organisational and particularly of the economic linkages of
the sex trade and ‘official sector’ in Finland is the organising of a seminar on ‘young
entrepreneurship’, organised by ‘Team Academy Network’ of the Jyväskylä
Polytechnic Bachelor in Business Administration in April 2005. In this happening,
one of the key-note speakers and/or presenters was a Finnish female pornographic
entrepreneur and ‘visual arts performer’. The sponsors of the happening
‘Aivomyrsky’ were, for example, a bank, a grocery store chain, national tax
authorities, a printing house, and the City of Jyväskylä38. These kinds of normalisation
processes of the sex trade are further discussed in Chapter 7.
In addition, the more presentable forms of sex businesses run by organised crime
groups (for instance, legal pornography sales) can be used as cover-ups for totally
illegal sex businesses. Therefore, the dangers caused by organised crime on societies
lie not only on the illegal actions as such or on the vast profits caused from the sale of
illicit goods or services, but their actions endanger the societies through the investing
the profits also in legal enterprises in other business and governmental spheres
(Cressey 1997, p. 4). Through these processes, the illicit becomes legal, and the
questionable becomes acceptable and normalised, as is the case in the sex trade.

2.4. Concluding remarks
In this Chapter I have presented some of the main linkages in and of the sex trade with
and between various sectors of societies in general – substantive, economic and
organisational linkages. These linkages are and have been relevant for the
commercialisation(s) of the body, sex and sexualities, which has been much powered
by westernised consumption cultures: they are much based on traditional, maledominated and heterosexist attitudes, patterns and structures in societies.
Representing females (only) as beautiful bodies could be described like damming
women by a faint praise: on a one but superficial level, the beauty ideal praises the
woman and femaleness, but at the same time it strips her off, and presents her as
pieces of flesh by which attention can be reached by the audience of adversitements,
and which can be sold as such. Naomi Wolf (1990) claims that ‘the beauty myth’
imprisons women, and permanently casts the focus of – and drains the energy of – a
vast majority of female population in Western cultures from crucial social or political
issues to irrelevant and impossible struggle to reach out an ever-changing ideal of a
perfect body represented through advertising and marketing. This extends also to
other parts of the world, even to developing countries.
Commercialisation of (currently mainly) female bodies can be interpreted as one form
of consuming cultures, but also a control mechanism of women by patriarchal
37

This case became public after the opening up of the archives of the Polish secret police through a
documentary programme by Yleisradio A-piste Seksiä, viinaa ja vakoilua. Suomen
diplomaattiedustajien kyytiä kylmän sodan Varsovassa [Sex, alcohol and espionage. Finnish diplomats’
fares in Cold War Warsaw], presented 6th April 2004. See http://ww2.yle.fi/pls/show/page?id=245843
38
See http://www.tiimiakatemia.net/fi/piipussa-paakirjoitus-fi.php; http://www.aivomyrsky.com/
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cultures, which has a strong impact on women and their sexualities, their social lives
and organisational positions. Commercialisation of women and women’s bodies, sex
and sexualities have also a major impact simultaneously on boys and men and their
sexualities, which makes this theme not only an issue of women, but instead an issue
of various levels in societies.
The commercialisation of the body means considering the human, mainly the female,
body, as an asset for selling other assets and an asset for sale as such, which drifts the
discussion towards contemporary consumption theories. In this context, theories on
consumption and especially their critics seem to be applicable in a way: the beauty
industry as well as the sex industry are profitable and growing business interactions
globally, basing their ideology on the movements and wishes of the consumer and on
the subordination of the objects, who ‘voluntarily’ enter into these (oppressive)
actions. Therefore, the metaphor of McDonaldization, here further applied and
referred as McSexualisation, is used in order to describe the processes of the
commercialisation of sex. These are much based on the separation of male and female
sexualities from each other in order to justify the subordination of the female sex and
sexualities and the legitimisation of consumption of sex services by male citizens.
On the other hand, the increasing commercialisation of the male body, sex and
sexualities and introducing women to consume these in the contemporary world is a
form to normalise the sex trade and getting access to new potential niche of
consumers, namely women. The organising of the sex trade in Finland through the last
two decades years has been intensive and successful from the point of view of the sex
trade and traders. During that time period sex businesses have rooted39 into the
Finnish society, and such businesses have created a basis for new (sex) consuming
models. Both the beauty and the sex industry, just like any other business interactions,
tend to create a clientele and increase it in a similar way as any other businesses do.
The models of consumption, even critical models of consumption, mainly ignore or at
least, do not concentrate on the enormous business of the abuses of the (female) body
and sex as consumable assets, especially when the ‘products’ are ‘happily’ involved
themselves. Thus the normalisation processes of the sex trade are important for such
business, and the policies on the sex trade should be limited as slender as possible.
The organisational and economic linkages of the sex trade with other legal business
areas as well as decision-makers are very important to be created.
To summarise this Chapter, there are three main issues which are particularly relevant
for the becoming Chapters of the thesis. Firstly, the linkages of and in the sex trade
with other forms of legal and illegal businesses create the basis for the expansion of
sex businesses and the profits to be earned from these, especially by the organising
levels of the sex trade. Secondly, the normalisation of the sex trade takes place in
various forms, and it is tightly interconnected with the more general processes of the
commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities. Thirdly, there are various direct and
indirect profiteers of the sex trade, and the impacts of sex businesses are much wider
than the impacts on those people who are personally involved in the sex trade.
Fourthly, gender is, still and perhaps increasingly, relevant in the sex trade and in the
organising of sex businesses, which are strongly based on implicit and explicit gender
inequalities in various societies.
39

On the (ab)use of new information and communication technologies in and by the sex trade, see
Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
The Sex Trade: Spatial, Temporal and Cultural Linkages
The commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities is a multi-faceted phenomenon
which is both global and local in nature. These components are crucial for the
functioning of the markets of sex businesses, which are based on local actors, for
instance, local sellers and buyers of sex, but which often have linkages to international
sex transactions and actors. These include international sex clients, such as travellers,
businessmen and military men, and, on the other hand, transnational import and
export of human beings as part of the sex trade.
In this Chapter I discuss the aspects of global and local of and in the sex trade through
a general framework of ‘glocal’ and ‘glocalisation’ (Robertson 1995), and by
applying that to the context of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities.
Globalisation processes have enabled and accelerated businesses where human bodies
and sexualities are brought to the increasing and advancing (sex) markets. At the same
time, such markets are dependent on local conditions and specific localities – local
‘products’ (mainly women and women’s bodies, sex and sexualities) as well as buyers
of the products and services and business activities run locally. Sex trade centres are
often much dependent on local clients of sex who form the more regular clientele of,
for example, brothels and sex clubs. In addition, local sex trade and markets of
recruitment are connected to global contexts, for instance, through international mailbride offices and organisers of trafficking in women and children for the purposes of
sexual exploitation and even the selling of organs.
Local conditions, for example economic and social circumstances, such as schooling
and education possibilities particularly of girls and women, gender equality de facto in
society, political stability and democratic conditions or their lack1, impact strongly on
the forms and functioning of the sex trade in particular areas and countries. There are,
however, more general similarities and regularities in the sex trade, its objectives and
forms of functioning, which are discussed briefly in the following section (3.1.)2 . The
rest of this Chapter focuses on the local/global in the context of Finland. The
contemporary history of the sex trade in Finland is connected to spatial and cultural
linkages with the neighbouring areas – the Nordic countries, the Russian Federation,
the Baltic countries, particularly Estonia, and increasingly the other EU countries. The
temporal linkages, i.e. the history of the sex trade, addressed here are limited to recent
decades when the commercialisation of sex has accelerated in Finland.

3.1. Globalisation, gender and the sex trade
In political science, sociology, economics and other related disciplines there is a wide
literature and much ongoing research on globalisation and its effects on societies and
businesses. Interests in globalisation by nation states, international and national
11

For example, war or military occupation, corruption of authorities, feminisation of poverty and poor
social conditions in general are clear risk factors for the increase in sex businesses.
2
The general functioning of the sex trade is discussed through its linkages to various aspects of
societies, organisations and policies in Chapters 2, 4 and 5.
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organisations and groups are huge, but often the debates conceptualise globalisation
as a uniform, late modern process. However, globalisation is not a new phenomenon,
but instead it has been a part of the word history since the beginning of exploration,
merchantilism, colonialism, imperialism, long-distance capitalist trading and
integrated production (for instance, Hearn and Parkin 2001). Much of the earlier, as
well as contemporary research, focus on the economic interests in globalisation.
Major economic gains from globalisation are often concentrated to multinational
corporations and powerful industrialised western countries. Their interests, such as
access to raw materials and governance of important geographical areas, can be
secured even by military strength and dominance. (Banerjee and Linstead 2001, p.
689.)
The contemporary era has brought up an intensification to the processes of
globalisation through the advancements in various technical innovations and their
applications, including areas of transport, communication, refridgeration, mass
production, information, ‘knowledge’, and media. Through social and technical
advancements, place and space have partly lost their original meanings, but only to be
recovered by new meanings. (Hearn 2004a.) According to Malcolm Waters (1995, p.
3), globalisation is ‘[a] social process in which the constraints of geography on social
and cultural arrangements recede and in which people become increasingly aware that
they are receding’.
It can be claimed that in many aspects western discourses based on industrial and
capitalist progresses dominate the discourse and conceptualisation of globalisation,
even though globalisation is ‘not an uncontested process, but (--) both produces and is
founded upon a tension between the global and local’ (Banerjee and Linstead 2001, p.
684). The complexities, simultanousnesses and contradictions of ‘global’ and ‘local’
are represented through Roland Robertson’s (1995) concept ‘glocalisation’.
Glocalisation emphasises the interconnectedness of nations and various transnational
businesses. It addresses the connections needed by transnational actors with local
actors, assets, knowledges and activities. Globalising and localising go hand in hand.
Theories of globalisation have analysed contemporary economic, political and cultural
changes in many ways and aspects, but such theories have relatively seldom addressed
issues of gender, sexuality, violence, sexualised violence and/or commercial sex as
their central concerns – even though these are significant aspects in the increasingly
intensive interdependence of countries and continents (Hearn and Parkin 2001;
Freeman 2001; Hearn 2004a). However, globalisation affects men and women often
quite differently3. The impacts of globalisation are thus strongly gender-related, but
also much based on the (g)local economic, political and cultural contexts. Therefore,
the effects of globalisation are not monolith, but rather diversified and complex.
In spite of many positive aspects and effects of globalisation, which often, or at least
sometimes, include good impacts on (some) women’s lives, there are also various
threats caused by increasing globalisation processes with direct and indirect damaging
effects especially on women. The glocal sex trade is one of the areas which includes
3
The impacts of globalisation processes are often very different between different groups of women.
Thus also the academic works and feminist activism(s) concerning globalisation especially in the
context of the sex trade are much fragmented. See Chapter 5.
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particular risks for female population. The sex trade predisposes the sellers of sex,
often women and adolescents, to sexually transmitted diseases, and in addition also to
various forms of physical violence and addictions on drug and alcohol abuse. Other
health risks include, for example, increased risk of various infections and cervical
cancer as well as depression, dissociation and other psychiatric symptoms (Farley
2004). A study in the United States, Colorado (n=1,969) found out that women in
prostitution4 were almost 18 times more likely to be murdered than women of similar
age and race during the study interval. The leading reasons for death were homicide
(19 %), drug ingestion (18 %), accidents (12 %), and alcohol-related causes (9 %).
The average age at death was 34 years. (Potterat et al. 2004, pp. 781-782.)
The issues concerning the glocal sex trade are increasingly relevant in the current
world not ‘only’ because of individual women’s human rights, but because these
issues have strong impacts on the health of populations worldwide and (even) general
economic fortunes of nation states. One of the gravest examples is the rapid increase
of HIV/AIDS among women particularly in southern African countries. In these areas
young women are carriers even up to 60 % of the infections, which are often
transmitted through sexual encounters by boyfriends and spouses, or transmitted
through commercial sex encounters. In sub-Saharan Africa AIDS has killed one ore
both parents of an estimated 12 million children. (The United Nations 2004 Report …
2004). Orphaned children are particularly vulnerable to become marginalised in
various ways in societies and also victims of human traffickers and other abusers.
According to the United Nations 2004 Report on the global AIDS epidemic,
[w]omen and girls also bear the brunt of the impact of the epidemic;
they are most likely to take care of sick people, to lose jobs, income and
schooling as a result of illness, and to face stigma and discrimination.
There is an urgent need to address the many factors that contribute to
women’s vulnerability and risks – gender and cultural inequalities,
violence, ignorance. (Ibid., p. 3.)
Global transportation of goods and people impacts on the transmission of HIV over
national borders and between areas. In Europe as well as elsewhere prostitution
markets beside highways nearby borders are visited by travellers, lorry-drivers and
mobile migrant workers, who deliver the infections further on. Transmissions of HIV
to young women and children have increased also because of the fallacious beliefs
that a sexual encounter with a virgin can cure the carrier of AIDS. Therefore, the
interests of men towards ‘sex’, whether paid with money or accessed through physical
violence, with very young women and girls is radically increasing rapes of women in
these areas.
Local economies and social structures in various parts of the world can be seriously
threatened by negative gendered processes of globalisation, such as sexually
transmitted diseases and trafficking in women and children to the sex trade, and the
combination of these. In fact, globally gendered violence, (here) including the sex

4
This research cohort, from 1967 through 1999, included women who exchanged sex for money or
drugs, and who were identified by police or health department surveillance as prostitutes, i.e. mainly in
street prostitution.
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trade, is a major threat to the well-being of women globally5. The sex trade is an
example of strongly gendered glocal processes, which pose serious threats to the
physical health and well-being of women and children in various parts of the world.
As other forms of transnational actions, the sex trade links global and local into
‘glocalising’ of its actions and abuses. In the context of the glocal sex trade,
international/global actors (for instance, organisers of transnational trafficking in
women, or organisers of sex tourism) have to have also local allies who ‘understand’
attached actors, agencies and organisations and their business interest6. In addition to
the recruitment of local women and adolescents into the sex trade, human traffickers
recruit and import women from (even) poorer areas into sex trade centres. Abuse of
non-local, often foreign women and children in the sex trade is a common practice
which implies eroticisation of Otherness and relief from moral dilemmas which might
be present in abuses of local women and children.
The relations of global economic, cultural and political developments and the sex
trade are complex, and there are considerable differences how people, particularly
women and adolescents, are pushed, forced and/or recruited to such businesses and
what is the intensity of the impacts of the sex trade on particular societies. In that
sense the globalising sex trade impacts societies that (already) suffer from serious
economic difficulties and political instabilities in a more profound way than countries
with better social and economic status, possibilities and willingness to combat
poverty, inequality and various kinds of abuses and harms connected to the sex trade.
The sex trade and its fuelling factors, such as the buying of sex and its acceptance, are
much culturally contexted. For example, in the Nordic countries the amount of men
who buy sex is far lower (approximately 10-14 %) than that of in Spain (39 %), and
the figures can reach up even to 80 % of male population in countries where the sex
trade is embedded as a ‘normal’ part of sex culture (Månsson 1996, 2001)7. In a
similar way, in countries and areas where organised criminality and corruption of
authorities are high and political stability is low, the functioning of the sex trade is
often far more intensive and ‘successful’.
According to R.W. Connell (1993, p. 606), ‘since the agents of global domination
were, and are, predominantly men, the historical analysis of masculinity must be a
leading theme in our understanding of the contemporary world order’. In addition, it
could be claimed that there is a need for gendering the analysis of current
globalisation processes in multiple ways and in reflection to the local economic,
cultural and political contexts and changes in further research. The scope of more
general topics of globalisation and gender is far beyond of this study, and therefore,
the focus in the following is on glocal and the sex trade in the Finnish context with a
gender perspective8.
5
The World Bank report states that rapes and domestic violence are as grave threats for women’s
health as cancer illnesses or traffick accidents, war and malaria altogether; accordingly, the dimensions
of the consequences of violence against women are similar to those of HIV, tuberculoses and hearth
diseases. In westernised countries every fifth day lost from women’s working days is caused by
violence. (World Development … 1993; Heise 1994.)
6
Local allies can include business organisations, decision-makers, authorities and NGOs that are ready
to assist sex businesses and lobby for their common interests, often for economic compensation in one
or another form.
7
On buying and consuming of commercial sex, see Chapter 2.
8
The empirical material and its analysis in Chapters 7-9 follow this discussion.
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3.2. Finland and the linkages to its neighbours
3.2.1. Between the East and the West
Finland’s spatial, temporal and cultural linkages can be seen as threefold: the linkages
of Finland to other Nordic countries and tradition; the linkages of Finland with the
Russian Federation; and the links with the European Union. Such linkages are of great
importance in the conceptualisation and contextualisation of the sex trade in Finland,
its policies concerning the trade itself, and the policies on the ICTs and commercial
sex. This is much based on the geopolitical position of Finland as a country between
‘the East and the West’ in earlier as well as modern history, and even contemporarily.
The temporal perspective here is limited to contemporary history of the sex trade in
Finland of the last two decades in order to keep the focus on current situation and
policies and the changes expected in the near future. On the other hand, the changes
from the beginning of the 1990s in Finland and its neighbouring areas have impacted
on the radical increase in the sex trade, and thus this time-period is addressed in the
following sections after a few general contextualising remarks on Finland’s
geopolitical position9.
Finland has through its history been strongly connected to cultural and political
traditions of the Nordic countries. Finland has been a part of Sweden altogether 700
years10. The common history with Sweden has strengthened the ties between these
countries and their similar kind of social orders, but also created strong contradictions
particularly in Finland and demands for the independent governance of the country. In
addition to the questions of the governance of Finland by Sweden, that of official
language(s) also became relevant particularly since the 19th century. When Finland
was incorporated into Russia in 1809, Swedish stayed as an official language of
Finland and consolidated its position as the language of educated and highly
positioned classes. The situation changed gradually through the Fennoman movement
and the building up of Finnish primary schools. In 1902 Finnish became an equal
language with Swedish in Finland. In addition, the Russian language was officially
used until Finland gained its independence in 1917. Since then, Finland has had two
official languages: Finnish and Swedish11.
The relations of Finland with Sweden and other Nordic countries12 are close in
various social, cultural and political aspects. The Nordic Council, established in 1952,
is a co-operative forum for the Members of the Parliaments. In 1971, the Nordic
Council for Ministers was established for the co-operation of the governments of the
countries. Both these bodies have secretariats in Copenhagen, Denmark. There are
9
There are several academic works on prostitution in Finland in earlier historical contexts (Häkkinen
1995; Järvinen 1990; Kotkas 1998; also Svanström 2000; see Laukkanen 1999), and a wide literature
on the more general political and social history of the relation of Finland and Russia/Soviet Union
(see, for instance, http://www.valt.helsinki.fi/yhis/polhis/tutkimus/vaikkarit.html or
http://www.findarticles.com/cf_dls/m0293/462_115/62980192/p1/article.jhtml).
10
Depending of the historical interpretation, Finland was a subordinate or more intergral part of the
Kingdom of Sweden [‘Ruotsi-Suomi’]. See Lehtonen (2003).
11
See for instance http://myy.helia.fi/~king2000/content/suomen_kielen_asema.html
12
There are approximately 24 million people living in the Nordic countries, which consist of five
countries (Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Iceland) and three autonomous territories (the
Åland Islands, the Faroe Islands and Greenland).
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together nearly 30 areas of co-operation, including, for instance, education, research,
information technology, EU-issues, work markets, environment, children and
adolescents, economics, culture, drugs, and neighbouring areas13. Finland is a part of
the broadly Nordic way of organising society, which is much based on multi-party
democracy, welfare society and a relatively strong emphasis on equality between
women and men. On the other hand, Finland has traditionally been a country with a
reflectively homogenous population: there are only 100,000 foreigners living
permanently in Finland (approximately 1.7 % of the population of 5.7 million). The
largest groups of foreigners in Finland (2003) are Russians (25,000), Estonians
(14,000) and Swedes (8,200)14. The amount of people with foreign background living
in Finland is very low compared to other Nordic countries, and for instance, about 10
percent of Sweden’s nine million residents are non-Nordic foreigners15. The
immigration policies of Finland which have been limiting and even xenophobic, have
been much criticised in other Nordic countries but also more widely. However, these
policies are now going through a transformation, particularly because of the
membership of the EU.
A well-known quote from A. I. Arwidsson, a Finnish writer and poet (1791-1858),
‘Swedes we are not, Russians we do not want to become; let us then be Finns’16,
describes some of the underlying contradictions of Finland as a country between
pressures from the east and the west – a country which even during its independence
has needed to carefully balance its politics and policies in relation to its neighbouring
countries, particularly during the Cold War. Finland’s quite exceptional position
geographically and culturally since the Second World War resulted in a foreign policy
of non-alignment, a position of non-allied small country between two major military
alliances, the NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Political stability in Fenno-Russian
relations was continuously searched for and balanced through intensive relations by
Finland with the Soviet Union. These time-periods have also been much criticised as a
policy of ‘Finlandizierung’17. Finland’s geographical position during the Cold War
also affected internal politics, especially during the 1960-70s, when left-wing
radicalisation took place and the interests of the Soviet Union were taken care of with
quite extraordinary measures, such as self-censoring by the press and extremely tight
relations between politicians of Finland and the USSR18.
Stability with the great eastern neighbour was supported by tight economic
connections: Finland and the ex-USSR created a form of bilateral trade system called
‘clearing’ in the 1950s. This meant that the goods imported from the other country
with no money transactions, but instead, paying for the trade was covered with
exchange to other goods. Finland exported, for instance, textiles, clothes and shoes,
and secured large building contracts in Russia (for example, Kostamus and
Svetogorsk). The main product exported from Russia to Finland was oil. This trade
13

http://www.norden.org/start/start.asp
http://www.stat.fi/tup/suoluk/taskus_vaesto.html#ulkomaidenkansalaiset
15
http://migration.ucdavis.edu/mn/more.php?id=1672_0_4_0
16
I did not succeed to trace the original context of Arvidsson’s famous words. This well-known saying
reflects the raising national-romantism in the 1820s in Finland, but also the position of the country inbetween the East and the West even currently.
17
In Finnish ‘suomettuminen’.
18
The political history of Finland is still much under (re)analysis, but this debate and research is
beyond of this study.
14
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collapsed in 1990, causing severe damage to the businesses in Finland that had relied
heavily on such ‘Eastern Trade’19.
The relationships, especially political relationships, with the former USSR have been
delicate and often difficult questions for Finland. Even though the Cold War pressures
are over, there are still other particular questions concerning Finland as a
neighbouring country of the Russian Federation much related to the earlier history20.
According to the international survey of 60 countries in 2004, the attitudes of Finns
towards the Russian Federation are very negative: 62 % of Finns have a negative
attitude towards Russia, and only people in Kosovo are more critical about Russia
than Finns in the whole world. (Aittokoski and Kovanen 2004.) Negative attitudes
towards the Russian Federation and the history of the countries have been and are still
often reflected in the negative and racist attitudes of many Finns also towards Russian
people21.
In addition to the Nordic and the Eastern contexts of Finland, European linkages have
become increasingly relevant for the country in various aspects. Since 1989, Finland
has been a member of the Council of Europe (COE), which consists of 45 member
states and 5 states with observer status. The Council of Europe, founded in 1949,
concentrates particularly after 1989 on defending human rights, parliamentary
democracy and the rule of law; developing continent-wide agreements to standardise
member countries’ social and legal practices; and promoting awareness of a European
identity based on shared values and cutting across different cultures22. There are
altogether over 170 binding agreements of the COE. The most significant
achievement of the COE is the European Convention on Human Rights, which was
adopted in 1950 and came into force in 1953 (Convention for Protection … 1950).
The COE Convention on Human Rights sets out a list of rights and freedoms, which
states are under an obligation to guarantee to everyone within their jurisdiction. These
include the rights to life, to protection against torture and inhuman treatment, to
freedom and safety, to a fair trial, to respect for person’s private and family life and
correspondence, and to freedom of expression, including freedom of the press,
thought, conscience and religion. (Convention for Protection … 1950.) Additional
Protocols have enclosed other rights to those set out in the Convention, such as the
abolition of the death penalty. The Convention establishes an international
enforcement machinery, the European Court on Human Rights, whereby states and
individuals, regardless of their nationality, may refer alleged violations by contracting
states of the rights guaranteed in the Convention to the judicial institutions in
Strasbourg established by the Convention. Its jurisdiction is compulsory for all
contracting parties. It sits on a permanent basis and deals with all the preliminary
stages of a case, as well as giving judgment on the merits23.
Full membership of the European Union in 1995 linked Finland more tightly to
European policies and traditions. The Treaty on European Union, signed in Maastricht
19

Document Idänkaupan kääntöpuoli [Counterside of Eastern Trade], Yleisradio, presented in
30.3.2003; see http://www.yle.fi/ykkosdokumentti/arkisto/kevat_2003/idankaupan_kaantopuoli.htm
See more in the next section 3.2.2.
21
I discuss racism and xenophobia in 7.5. in the context of the empirical data; see also 3.2.2. and 3.2.4.
22
http://www.coe.int/T/e/Com/about_coe/
23
http://www.coe.int/T/E/Com/About_Coe/Human_rights.asp
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in 1992 and which entered into force 1993 (the Maastricht Treaty) had changed the
name of the European Economic Community to the European Community, but it also
introduced new forms of co-operation between the member state governments,
particularly on defence, and in the area of justice and home affairs. By adding this
inter-governmental co-operation to the existing community system, the Maastricht
Treaty created a new structure with three pillars24, which are political as well
economic, creating the European Union (EU). Finland joined the European Monetary
Union in 1998 and changed its currency from the Finnish Mark to the Euro in 200225.
A new phase of enlargement of the EU took place on 1st May 2004, when ten new
countries, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Poland, the Slovak Republic and Slovenia joined the Union. Their combined
population is approximately 77 million people, and the whole EU after the
enlargement in 2004 together nearly 470 million people. The combined gross
domestic production of the new ten member states in 2002 was EUR 444 billion,
approximately the same as the GDP of the Netherlands in the same year; the GDP of
the 15 member countries of the EU in 2002 was EUR 9,169 billion26. The economic
inequalities inside the EU area create a big challenge for the functioning of the Union,
and particular questions to be raised include the prevention of organised crime and
corruption, and balancing with flows of internal immigration and economic stability.

3.2.2. Contemporary history of the sex trade in Finland
The geopolitical position of Finland as the north-western neighbouring country of the
Russian Federation, and since 1995 as the outer border of the EU, has created a strong
linkage between these areas in many aspects, but also in the context of the sex trade.
Spatial proximity, especially the 1,300 kilometres long border between the two
countries with one of the widest economic differences in the world between two
neighbouring countries27, creates the push and pull factors for various kinds of
movements of people, including for the purposes of buying and selling of sex. The
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 was a major historical occurrence with radical
global impacts. The end of the Cold War and independence processes of former
communist countries reshaped the power balances in the whole world. In Europe the
consequences were profound in many aspects. The changes did not immediately lead
to democratisation and economic or political stability in the new independent
countries. On the contrary, the disrupted situation in the Russian Federation as well as
in other new states in the ex-Soviet area, have opened up new forms of grey economy
and organised crime. In Finland the collapse of the former USSR, together with
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The three pillars: The first pillar consists of the Community dimension, comprising the arrangements
set out in the EC, ECSC and Euratom Treaties, i.e. Union citizenship, Community policies, Economic
and Monetary Union, etc.; The second pillar: the common foreign and security policy, which comes
under Title V of the EU Treaty; The third pillar: police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters,
which comes under Title VI of the EU Treaty; see for instance
http://european-convention.eu.int/glossary.asp?lang=EN&content=P .
25
http://www.vm.fi/vm/liston/euro.lsp?r=18368&l=en
26
http://www.eurunion.org/legislat/agd2000/agd2000.htm
27
The border between the USA and Mexico has been for long nominated as the border of the widest
economic differences in the world between two neighbouring countries.
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various other structural and political reasons, launched the deepest economic
depression after the Second World War, which increased the sex trade in both areas.
There are various economic and social problems in the Russian Federation which
facilitate the recruitment of women and adolescents into commercial sex.
Unemployment is a grave problem in the transitional economy of Russia, and
particularly unemployment of women has intensified during the last years. According
to the International Labour Organisation (ILO), women constitute a majority of the
officially registered unemployed in Russia, but the registered unemployment (8.8 %)
figures most often fail to reflect the real scale of the problem. A substantial number of
unemployed are not registered, and particularly in rural areas women up even to twothirds suffer from unemployment. Average wages of women are 30-50 % less than
those of men28.
The time-period of communist rule in the former Soviet Union included the official
valuation of gender equality, but not necessarily its thorough implementation in
practice. Emphasis on equality was accomplished mainly by ‘gender neutrality’, and
women were supposed to reach the norms based on men and men’s achievements.
Even the habitus of women was supposed to be ‘gender neutral’ (‘the androgynous
Homo Sovietus’, see Liljeström 1995, p. 412) rather than emphasising ‘femininity’ or
‘femininities’. In the aftermath the situation has radically changed: in ex-communist
countries equality efforts are currently often connected to old-fashionedness, and
many women are keen on to return to traditional women’s roles, which is reflected
even in the looks and the habitus of women. During the communist rule many
products, particularly luxury products, were not available for common people. Later
on, the possibilities to consume, for example, fashion, clothes and make-up products,
has become increasingly important, following the consumption models of westernised
countries. Commercialisation of (female) bodies and sexuality in media and more
generally has taken effectively place in Russia and in other ex-communist countries.
(Liljestöm 1995; see also Hughes 2000.)
A current problem in the Russian Federation is the deteriorating health of the
population, particularly of men, for instance, for increasing alcohol abuse and
violence. The average life expectancy of men in Russia decreased in mid-1990s to 58
years29. In addition, deficiencies in the social security system and the low pensions of
elderly people pressure many women into a role of the only caretakers of the whole
families. Many women in Russia have become vulnerable to be recruited into the sex
trade inside the federation, but increasingly also into the international sex commerce.
Finland as a neighbouring country of Russia is one of the destination and transit
countries of trafficking in women for the sex trade from ex-Soviet areas. Currently,
there are two main routes for trafficking in women from the Russian Federation to
Finland: in the northern part of Finland women are ‘imported’ to Finland from the
Murmansk region, and in the south of Finland, the trafficking in women is organised
mainly from the St. Petersburg area and Karelia. (Jyrkinen 1996b; 1998, 2000; Nurmi
1999a, 1999b, 2001, 2002; Rinne and Peltoniemi 1999.)
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See for instance
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/region/ampro/cinterfor/temas/gender/doc/pacto/russia.htm
29
http://www.valt.helsinki.fi/sosio/vaesto/luku06.html
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However, it would be too superficial to see the rapid growth of the sex trade in
Finland30 to be caused solely by this particular neighbour relation and its related
effects, such as economic depression in both countries at the beginning of the 1990s.
The sex trade had existed in Finland long before the recession and freer travelling
possibilities, but to a far lesser extent and visibility, and in fewer forms. Prostitution
and other sex industry phenomena were quite hidden and comparatively remote in
Finland before the 1990s. For example, street prostitution was a phenomenon that was
nearly non-existent for several decades until the very end of 1980s. In 1987 the
Vagrancy Act was abolished from Finnish legislation. This law had allowed the
control of prostitution, or mainly control of prostitute women by the police and social
and health care authorities. Prostitute women – and also other women who acted
suspiciously according to the vice police – could be arrested and interrogated for
vagrancy. Women in prostitution were sent to obligatory control of STDs, and
punished also by prison sentences for loitering. The Vagrancy Act was not usually
used to punish the buyers of sex even though that had been possible according to the
letter of the law. On the contrary, sex clients often co-operated with the vice police in
order to avoid the sentence by testifying and finding evidence against the sellers of
sex31. Abolition of the Vagrancy Act was much based on the view that prostitution is
rather caused by social problems than to be embedded in criminality of the sellers of
sex. (Järvinen 1990; Häkkinen 1995; Holli 2003.)
Earlier research on prostitution shows that fluctuations in the amount of prostitution
vary according to economic circumstances in society, especially the economic
position of women. Also in Finland prostitution has increased during economic
recessions, and the main reason seems to be that women’s economic position in
society is more vulnerable than that of men. According to Antti Häkkinen (1995),
economic pressures through the recent history have forced many women with limited
means into prostitution. Prostitution in the 20th century Finland has followed the
traditional gender pattern where women have been the main sellers and men the main
buyers of sex (Järvinen 1990; Häkkinen 1995; Lammi-Taskula 1999).
Even though the exact amount of prostitution is often difficult to estimate, there is
evidence of clear changes in its volume in Finland during the last decades – the
overall trend is the increase in the amount and forms of the sex trade (for instance,
Lith 2002). The most radical changes in the field of the sex trade in Finland happened
in the early1990s. The amount and variety of commercial sex services marketed
increased, and the sex trade was spread into most cities and even to remote rural areas.
Access to sex services became ostensibly easier. Reasons for the rapid increase of
various forms of the sex trade were connected to two major interrelated fluctuations in
the position of Finland, namely changes in the Finnish foreign politics and position,
and the deep economic depression in Finland and its bordering areas. The foreign
30

More detailed examples of the increase of the sex trade in Finland are presented below in this
Chapter.
31
The similar kind of phenomenon of focusing of the sellers of sex rather than the buyers of sex is
apparent also after the Ordinance Act in 2003 (Järjestyslaki 2003) which criminalised both the sale and
the buying of sex in public places. Particularly foreign women in prostitution have been targeted by the
police, and the clients are more seldom punished. According to the police officer Reijo Muuri, often the
client ‘informs the police on the money paid for the act; if the man has, for instance, family or he is
highly positioned in the society, he often wants to get rid of the situation as soon as possible’ (cited in
Kerkelä 2004).
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policy of successive Finnish governments had been dominated by Finland’s status as a
non-aligned country between the East and West. Non-alignment, with its pros and
cons, became re-evaluated after the collapse of the communist rule of Finland’s
biggest neighbouring country. Finland applied the membership of the European Union
and joined the EU in 1995. This meant stronger associations with Western Europe,
and opening up of the borders for people to move more freely32. It also meant that
‘European’ model(s)33 to handle the sex trade were promoted in public discussions in
Finland.
In Russia and many of the newly independent countries of Europe the economic
situation deteriorated rapidly in-between the collapse of the socialist order and
creation of democratic society and capitalist market economy. These processes are
still continuing in many transitional countries. In part of that, many groups of citizens
have entered into poverty, which has created possibilities for smaller and larger
organised crime groups to recruit women and children into the sex trade. Trafficking
in women particularly from the Russian Federation and Estonia into Finland started to
take place in the early 1990s. New possibilities to travel over the border increased not
only normal travels, but also more or less organised trips (of women) to Finland in
order to sell sex. Bus trips from Thursday until Sunday from Russia into Finland
became ‘popular’, and often these busses were filled up with women who ended up in
the sex markets in various cities in Finland (Nurmi 1999a, 1999b; Jyrkinen 2000). The
geographical proximity between these countries has facilitated the organising of
various kinds of sex trade encounters of the sellers, buyers and organisers of the sex
trade.
Similar kind of short trips for prostitution purposes by boats took place between
Estonia and Finland. The demand for visas between Estonia and Finland was
abolished in 1997, which increased all kind of travels between these countries.
Economic problems also in Estonia, that had regained its independence in 1991, hit
the population, especially women, elderly people and non-Estonian citizens34. Thus
Russian-speaking women in Estonia were actively recruited into prostitution in
Finland. The majority of street prostitution in the 1990s in Helsinki consisted of
Russian-speaking women, part of whom came from Estonia (Nurmi 1999a, 1999b).
The same pattern of Russian-speaking women entering into prostitution markets was
seen also in Tallinn’s brothel prostitution.
The flows of tourists between Finland and Estonia have increased gradually during
the last decade. The trip over the Finnish Gulf by boat takes 1.5-3 hours, and by
helicopter 15 minutes. There are various ship companies, which offer daily
approximately 40 trips between Helsinki and Tallinn. For Finns, Estonia is a tempting
travel destination: the prices of products and services in general are considerably
lower in Estonia, and many Estonians, especially in the tourist industry, speak
Finnish. In addition, it can be claimed that Finnish travellers often have seemed to
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carry a particular feeling of superiority towards Estonians who were looked at as
‘poor cousins’, with a culture seen as inferior to that of richer Finns35. Therefore, the
trips of businessmen, tourists and even officials to such areas have contained
uncontrolled behaviour, heavy drinking, superior attitudes, and also buying of sex36.
Racism has stimulated the sex trips from Finland to its neighbouring areas, much in a
similar way as racism has been embedded in the recruiting of women from these areas
to the sex trade in Finland (Keeler and Jyrkinen 2002).
A related phenomenon to trafficking in foreign women for prostitution purposes that
expanded in the 1990s was the importing of women, especially from the Philippines
and Thailand, to Finland as wives. This activity was run in an organised manner by a
few publicly well-known ‘businessmen’, including the ‘entrepreneur Sir Vili’. The
amount of women that were in that context imported as mail-order brides has been
estimated to be 120, and ‘Sir Vili’ is reported to have charged approximately EUR
3,000 per wife. The most intensive years of import of women from the Philippines for
this purpose were 1995-1998; the number decreased to 25 women in 1998. After that
the import of women of different nationalities has been taken over by other
organisations Particularly half-legal or criminal organisations in the Russian
Federation have intensified their involvement in the mail-order bride businesses,
through which women are sold as wives to various western countries37. (Vartti 1996;
Ulkomaalaisten vaimojen … 1998; Korkalainen and Nisula 2000.)
In Finland the economic depression in the 1990s caused mass unemployment (in 1994
16.6 % of the population) with a variety of social problems. Unemployment affected
both male (in 1994 18.1 %; in 1996 14.3 %) and female population (in 1994 14.8 %;
in 1996 14.9 % when for the first time the unemployment of women raised higher
than that of male population)38. Various businesses went bankrupt, leaving the
markets open for others to take over, even with dubious measures. In part of that,
various sectors of small businesses, such as bars, restaurants, even petrol stations and
laundries started to advertise their services by half-naked women’s bodies and
sexuality. Live topless (un)dressing became a marketing trick for selling a range of
services and products, which was a new phenomenon enabled mainly by the high
unemployment rate of women. Even the official sector got involved with marketing of
such businesses at first: the state employment offices started to deliver workplace
announcements of topless restaurants and other places where the (female) employees
were required to be only slightly dressed.
During recent decades there has been a common code for prostitution in advertising
language in Finland: someone (mainly a woman) is ‘offering a cup of coffee in the
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afternoon for men’39. This code of advertising prostitution had been part of the sex
trade in Finland for decades, but in the 1990s the amount of sex advertisements in
newspapers, tabloid and free of charge papers abruptly increased. This prostitution
sector consisted both foreign and local women selling sex. Even though analytical
research particularly on Finnish prostitution in the 1990s is rare, according to existing
references, national prostitution intensified in volume and forms. The estimation by
authorities was that the amount of prostitutes (women) in the 1990s was
approximately two thousand, of whom 200 were of foreign origin (Rakkaus kaupan
… 1994; Turunen 1996).
In the early 1990s, also plenty of sex clubs were established in the Helsinki region as
well as in other cities: in Helsinki there were, at the maximum, 13 sex bars
(Lähteenmaa and Näre 1994, 1995). The services offered included striptease in front
of the general audience, and private striptease shows in a separate space, such as a
backroom of the restaurant. Private shows meant that the customer could look at the
‘erotic dancing’ of the woman by himself, sometimes also touch her and masturbate
himself. Some of these backrooms contained a condom machine, which strongly
indicates that on these occasions full intercourse was sometimes accomplished, even
though the owners of the restaurants denied knowing anything about that. In general
the dancers and prostitutes in the sex clubs originated mainly from the neighbouring
areas, especially from Russia. Women were imported into the southern parts of
Finland mainly from the St. Petersburg area and Estonia, and into the north from the
Murmansk area. Private sex shows also were run in the sex shops. Selling of
pornographic videos and sex equipment were often linked with private shows which
took place in the backrooms of the shops40.
At the beginning of the 2000s, the main routes for trafficking in women for sexual
exploitation became to be organised through the South-Eastern border of Russia and
from Estonia, and in the North through Raja-Jooseppi to Northern Finland and
through Utsjoki and Tana to and from Norway. In some northern destinations women
were even placed during very cold winters in abandoned camping sites. The cottages,
which were built originally for summertime use, did not have running water or central
heating. In the southern part of Finland, women were often placed to hostels and
motels, where several women shared the room and took turns in serving the sex
clients. (Jyrkinen 1996b, 2000; Nurmi 1999a, 1999b; Semenkov 2000; Karjalainen
2002.)
In the same period of time, telephone sex (taped sex stories and live sex telephone
lines) became a new phenomenon in Finland. Both private numbers and numbers
through organised telephone sex enterprises appeared in advertisements in newspapers
and sex magazines. Sex advertisements promised, for instance, ‘immediate help for
[sexual] pressures’ or ‘contact with interesting women for pleasure’. During the most
‘successful’ time periods, telephone sex was estimated to have been worth of 400
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million Finnish marks – approximately EUR 67 million – annually41. On the bases of
the statistics on tele-operations, in Finland at the minimum altogether 8,700,000
minutes of time were spent in the year 1998 on telephone sex lines, which means 16.5
years of time (Laukkanen 2000, p. 91).
In Finland, the first ‘erotic exhibitions’ were organised in Helsinki in 1992. The
format of Sexhibition, as elsewhere in the world consists of, for example,
pornographic shows and films, presentations of the most current and popular Finnish
and foreign pornography stars and sale and advertisements of sex equipment. In 2004,
Helsinki Sexhibition, which was organised in the ice-hockey hall beside the Opera
House, was expected to have 20,000 visitors. From Helsinki, corresponding sex
exhibitions in a smaller scale have been spread to other cities in Finland. In 2004, also
on the websites of the organiser of the sex exhibition various kinds of sex products
could be ordered, including pornographic games and wallpaper screen images to be
installed to one’s own mobile phone or to be ordered for someone else42. In Chapter 4
I discuss more in detail technological innovations and their applications to the sex
trade.

3.2.3. Responses to the sex trade by official organisations in Finland
Increasing commercial sex seems to have caught the Finnish authorities by surprise in
the 1990s. There were no existing bodies that would have had a clear obligation to
react on such changes. The policies on such phenomena were scarce, and the division
of responsibilities amongst authorities was unclear43. It took a few years before the
first working group was set up in order to discuss the issue. It seems that even though
the general public was often annoyed by and reacted against the sex trade, authorities
were wishfully hoping that the phenomena would be more or less temporary. Thus it
seems that many official organisations were waiting for ‘someone else’ to react on the
phenomena rather than taking responsibility, and avoided expressing clear statements
on such a difficult and confusing issue.
In the 1980s Finland, the sexual contract (Pateman 1988) in the public sphere was
more or less based on the valuing on gender equality through the public rhetoric – at
least this was so in official speeches and forums. But, it became soon obvious that the
equality objective was quite a far away from the real life situations, rather a shallow
and idealistic illusion. The booming sex industry in the beginning of the 1990s was a
good example how de jure equality between women and men did not have much in
common with de facto inequality in Finnish society. Compared to the earlier decade it
had become far more acceptable to ‘proudly present’ anti-equality, misogynist
standpoints (even) in public. For instance, some high positioned business
entrepreneurs, as well as politicians, presented in public that the serious
unemployment could to be solved by women’s return from employment back to home
in order to release jobs for men. These kinds of attitudes are present and outspoken
41
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even at the present time. For example, according to Paul Lillrank, Professor on
Management at the Helsinki University of Technology, ‘it is a fantastic thing’ that
women take care of their children at home. He would prefer that the housewife
profession would be restored: ‘If a person sees that she is not willing to be available at
work markets, but instead lives with her hubby’s wage (--) why should this be a
problem for us?’. Lillrank does not worry about women leaving their workplaces for a
while in order to take care of their children – according to him, it is only very few
women who have such a career that would be harmed by a couple of years absence
from the work markets. (Cited in Pirilä-Mänttäri 2004.)
In addition to misogynist initiatives for the return of women back home from the work
market, another trend that has become more common during the last 10-15 years is to
openly defend the sex trade as a normal business. This includes implicitly the
argument that ‘sex work’ is a way to employ (some) women44. The neo-liberal and
libertarian ethos with a strong emphasis on individuals’ own responsibilities as well as
freedoms strengthened in society (Näre 1994, 1999). The economic depression of the
1990s in a manner of speaking legitimised underlying old-fashioned, patriarchal
values and attitudes being expressed aloud. The rapid increase of prostitution and
other forms of the sex trade since the early 1990s has become a source of confusion in
the Finnish society. The openness of new sex businesses and their aggressive
marketing that could not be avoided, even if citizens so wanted, caused astonishment
and indignation among many. For instance, street prostitution had been nearly nonexistent for decades, and the reappearance of foreign street prostitutes especially in
the Helsinki area caused public concern (Koskela et al. 2000; Holli 2003).
The change from ostensibly equal sex culture in public towards a situation where
women were openly offered money for sex on the street, or daily newspapers
published tens of sex advertisements, was noticed and criticised by many citizens.
Various newspaper columns were written, and plenty of complaints were sent to the
editors of the newspapers. A local neighbourhood association, the Kallio Society45,
lobbied actively for local policies, such as the ban of prostitution by municipal
ordinance, in order to abolish prostitution from the streets (Holli 2003, p. 149). Also
women’s organisations protested against the ‘backlash on equality’.
However, sex advertisements in daily newspapers did not disappear, and only a part of
the daily press came to a conclusion that such advertising is not proper. The majority
of the Finnish-speaking daily press continued to publish various kinds of sex
advertisements during the period 1990-2002. On the other hand, altogether 11
newspapers in Finland decided during the 1990s not to publish sex advertisements,
and that included the main Swedish-speaking newspaper in Finland,
Huvudstadsbladet. (Laukkanen 2000.) The decisions whether or not to publish sex
advertisements were obviously weighed in the editorial boards on the basis of ethics,
the readers’ opinions, economic gains and losses as well as legality46. The Board for
Equality in Advertising (1998-2001), and from 2001 the Council of Ethics in
44
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Advertising in Finland47, had taken a stand that when a particular business activity is
allowed – meaning not specifically forbidden by the legislation – then advertising of
such services or equipment cannot be denied either. Therefore, if the product or
service is sex, then its advertising even with sex(ism) cannot be proposed by the
Council to be abolished or forbidden.
The first official ad hoc group was the Work Group on the Sex Industry48 set up by
the Council for Equality49 in 1993. The Council made a statement concerning sex
businesses, which included suggestions for authorities in respect to various forms of
the sex trade. The suggestions included the following (Kannanotto seksibisnekseen
1993):
- to build up a group of experts to clarify the existing legislation and suggest
amendments needed;
- to amend the Finnish legislation in respect of criminalizing of indirect procuring;
- to take actions on combating international trafficking in women;
- to end up delivering of sex work by state employment offices;
- to combat criminality embedded in sex trade;
- to restrict access to sex telephone lines to be ordered only by separate requests by
the subscriber of the contract;
- to organise education in schools and for the general public on the negative
consequences of the sex trade;
- to develop ethical rules within the media concerning the sex trade; and,
- to facilitate and finance scientific research on sex industry. (Ibid.)
The report was discussed widely in public. Following this, the Council arranged a
seminar in spring 1994 ‘The Boundaries and Structures of the Sex Trade’50 with
lecturers from Finland and Sweden. These actions were followed by a second ad hoc
workgroup in 1994 on commercial sex set up and chaired by the Equality
Ombudsman, Tuulikki Petäjäniemi. This group consisted (mainly) of lawyers from
different administrative sectors, and it focused on gathering together the existing
legislation in Finland on prostitution and other related issues. (Seksibisnekseen
liittyvän … 1994.)
Increased public debate on prostitution and other forms of the sex trade at the
beginning of the 1990s was responded to by the Ministry of the Interior which set up a
special investigative group of the police in 1993 to investigate procuring and other
criminality in relation to prostitution. The investigative group in the National Bureau
of Investigation was active for six months, and its main focus was on foreign
prostitution, ‘erotic restaurants’ (i.e. sex bars), agencies for striptease dancers and
telephone sex services. The group found that sex businesses are active in Finland.
(Rakkaus kaupan … 1994.) In spite of that, no special forces or investigation groups
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were developed on prostitution issues. It took several years before the police forces
were ordered to focus more intensively on the sex trade.
The first concrete response to the functions of the sex trade by official organisations
was taken by the Ministry of Labour. The Labour Union of Hotel and Restaurant
Workers51 had strongly protested that the (female) employees were sometimes obliged
to work half-dressed in bars and restaurants. This Labour Union organised a postcard
campaign to the Minister of Labour, stating that dressing properly was a right of a
(female) worker52. The Ministry of Labour changed its earlier position and decided
that ‘jobs’ in the sex trade are not to be marketed openly or actively through official
newsletters, websites or labour offices53. The Ministry also stated that that demands to
be half or slightly dressed at work cannot be imposed on workers or applicants for
jobs. Also it was decided that a person does not lose her unemployment allowance if
she decides not to accept an offer of such a ‘job’. (Seksibisnestoimikunnan
välimietintö 1995.)
These working groups and investigations were the basis for a more formal committee
to be set up in 1994 by the Ministry of Justice: the Committee on the Sex Business
(CSB)54. The Committee was ordered to carry out the following duties: to track down
the manifestations of commercialisation of sexuality and problems caused by these; to
clarify current legislative measures that are used for regulating commercial sex, and
how they are functioning in practice; and, to make suggestions for actions needed in
order to restrict harm connected to the commercialisation of sex.
In the intermediary report of the CSB the main focus was on the increase of ‘erotic
restaurants’ (i.e. sex bars) in the Helsinki area, as well as in other smaller cities in
Finland. Such restaurants offered striptease shows, but also so called ‘private
striptease performances’ in separate spaces in restaurants. According to the CSB,
restaurant keeping with private striptease shows does not meet the necessary standard
of good business practice55. Therefore, private striptease shows in restaurants should
be put to an end. (Seksibisnetoimikunnan välimietintö 1995.) However, this proposal
had only a minor, if any, effect on the functions of sex bars during the follow-up
period of half a year (Seksibisnestoimikunnan loppumietintö 1995). The main reason
for the ineffectiveness of the Committees’ proposal was that it was not legally
binding, and as a recommendation it did not include any sanctions on the sex bar
owners.
The final report of the CSB started with a description of the phenomena of the sex
trade in Finland such as prostitution, sex tourism and ‘erotic telephone services’. The
report (Seksibisnestoimikunnan loppumietintö 1995) included listing of the existing
legislation which could be used for the regulation of the sex trade, and references to
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relevant international conventions that Finland had ratified (ibid., pp. 12-32). The
Committee made recommendations on three main areas.
Firstly, sex tourism should be combated, by increasing international co-operation
between authorities in the neighbouring areas of Finland, by inculcation of
enlightened attitudes through education especially on prostitution’s effects, the
unacceptability of child abuse and the impacts of sexually transmitted diseases. The
CSB suggested that Finland should be active in international contexts and invoke the
obligations of the existing international conventions, such as the Convention for the
Suppression of the Traffic of Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of
Others (1949), the Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (1979), and the Convention of the Rights of the Child (1989). Finland
should also direct financing of the development aid in a way that would decrease sex
tourism in the destination countries. The Committee recommended that Finland
should highlight sex tourism as an issue in its bilateral relations, and even consider
rethinking of ending of financial help in situations where the partner country exceeds
sex tourism or neglects its duties by international conventions. (Ibid., pp. 55-60.)
Secondly, the Committee suggested actions to be taken on the ‘erotic telephone
services’. These proposals included organising of such functions to be ordered
separately from the operator56, and charging of sex telephone calls same price for men
and women. (Ibid., pp. 60-63.)
Thirdly, the CSB pointed out that the operation of the ‘erotic restaurants’ had
continued in similar way as earlier in spite of the earlier proposal by the Committee to
end private striptease shows in restaurants. In addition, striptease dancers and also
waitresses, particularly in sex bars, are often vulnerable to sexual harassment.
Therefore, (public) striptease shows should be organised only on such stages where
the clients cannot touch or harass the dancers. The waitresses have to be able to dress
up properly. The Committee recommended that licences of such restaurants should be
monitored more strictly, and demanded again that private striptease performances in
restaurants should be forbidden. The CBS highlighted the responsibilities of the police
to follow up the situation of the sex trade, and also highlighted the importance of the
co-operation of police, labour and taxation authorities. (Ibid., pp. 64-66.)
In the same time period, another special group was established on prostitution issues.
Vappu Taipale, Director General of STAKES57, established an Expert Team on
Prostitution (ETP) in 1994 in order to: ‘analyse prostitution as a phenomenon; to
evaluate the potential of the social welfare and health care services to help prostitutes
and their clients; and to estimate the need for further training in the social welfare and
health services; to determine the need for research in this field; and to lay down a
strategic policy to be observed by STAKES in collaboration with the Ministry of
Social Affairs and Health on the question of prostitution’ (Turunen 1996).
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The ETP was chaired by Merja-Maaria Turunen, and in its final report much focus
was laid on strategies and policies on prostitution in Finland and other Nordic
countries, as well as on social and health care services, risks in prostitution, and
research on the area. In addition, the ETP presented recommendations for authorities,
NGOs and the research community. These recommendations were connected to
various administrative sectors, mainly the Ministry of Social Welfare and Health, the
Ministry of the Interior, and also the Foreign Ministry, the Ministry of Justice, the
Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Transport and
Communications, and the Ministry of Trade and Industry. (Turunen 1996.) The final
report of the ETP was circulated widely by the Ministry for Social Affairs and Health
for consultation. The summary was produced at STAKES58, and the results were
evaluated by the Ministry for Social Affairs and Health. According to the responses,
there was a need to focus on prostitution problems by establishing a separate body for
that, even though there was no agreement on the exact form and placement of the
body (Jyrkinen 1997).
In 1997 STAKES organised the first Nordic research seminar on the clients of the sex
trade, where over 30 researchers and civil servants participated. In 1999 the
conference book, The Clients of Prostitution (Keeler and Jyrkinen 1999b), was
published. However, the book, which was supposed to be published soon after the
research meeting, met various difficulties in the editorial board of STAKES, although
the whole process went through the normal referee procedure. At the same time, this
was, nothing new, as a previous publication on male prostitution (Laukkanen 1998)
had met similar kind of problems. In the end, the Council for Equality based at the
Ministry of Social Welfare and Health, decided to publish the book on the clients of
sex59.
The Fourth World Women’s Conference in Beijing 1995 set up various obligations on
states to combat violence against women. In Finland the issues on gender violence
were raised up at the governmental level through the first equality plan of the
government, made in 1997, called From Beijing to Finland (1997). According to the
equality plan of the Government of Finland, the Ministry for Social Affairs and
Health set up a five year Programme for the Prevention of Prostitution and Violence
Against Women60. The Programme 1998-2002, based at STAKES, consisted of two
projects, one with a more general obligation to prevent violence against women and to
build up a regional multi-agency service network to help victims, bystanders and
perpetrators, as well as authorities and NGOs. The second project, the Project for the
Prevention of Prostitution was nominated to create necessary policies, take preventive
actions on prostitution, to gather information on the area of prostitution and to coordinate the work on authorities and NGOs61. During the Project, researchers and
project workers made research visits to sex bars and brothels in the Helsinki area and
other smaller cities in Finland and in its neighbouring areas in order to gather
information on the sex trade. A medical doctor with Russian language skills visited
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regularly sex bars in Helsinki to advise (mostly non-Finnish) prostitute women on
safe sex measures and the possibilities to seek help for their problems62. The Project
gathered information and knowledge on the following sectors of the sex trade:
1) trafficking in women and children, especially from the St. Petersburg area, the
Murmansk area and Estonia (Nurmi 1999a, 1999b, 2002; Hollmén and Jyrkinen
1999);
2) foreign women in prostitution (Nurmi 1999a, 1999b, 2002);
3) minors in the sex trade (Nurmi 2001; Jyrkinen and Karjalainen 2001);
4) men in the sex trade (Laukkanen 1998; Keeler and Jyrkinen 1999b);
5) money flows in the sex advertisements (Laukkanen 2000);
6) the current situation of the sex bars in Helsinki (Semenkov 2000; Nurmi 2002).
In addition, the Project was much involved with policy-making nationally and
internationally, including the ‘importing’ of the idea of criminalisation of the buyer of
sex according to the model of Sweden63.
In Autumn 1995 intensive public attention was focused on the questions of mail-order
brides and commercially arranged marriages, especially those organised from the
Philippines. The Council of Equality presented a public statement in October 1995
(October 10th 1995) highlighting that trafficking in women is an international and
ethical problem. The Council suggested that commercially arranging of marriages
should be criminalised and that it counts as a part of trafficking in women. Following
that, the Ministry of Justice set up an ad hoc working group on the issue in 1997.
However, this workgroup was not unanimous with its recommendations. The
majority, three of the four nominated experts, did not recommend amendments in the
legislation in respect of commercially arranged marriages. They based their view on
reasoning that the most flagrant forms of (possible) trafficking in women can be
combated already with the existing Penal Code, particularly by the statutes on
kidnapping and on organising of illegal immigration64. They stated also that it would
be difficult to define the characteristics of organised marriages and/or mail-order bride
business through which these acts could be criminalised. Accordingly, the amendment
of the law was not seen as necessary because the mail-order bride business is ‘not
widespread in Finland’65. A dissenting opinion was presented by the Secretary
General of the Council for Equality, Leila Räsänen, who pointed out that trafficking in
women is and will be a growing problem in the EU, including Finland, and common
principles of combating the phenomenon are agreed at the EU level. She also
highlighted that Finland should be in front line in combating trafficking in women,
and take preventive actions before the phenomenon creates further and more grave
problems. (Ulkomaalaisten vaimojen … 1998.)
Trafficking in women and children became onto the political agenda internationally in
the 1990s66. In Finland the issue of trafficking in women and its prevention was
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addressed in a joint project by the Ministry of the Interior and the Project for the
Prevention of Prostitution in 1998-1999. This EU-financed67 joint project ‘Building
up a network for monitoring, analysing and combating trafficking in women and
children’ completed a small study on the existing knowledge in the Finnish police of
trafficking cases. The extent of such knowledge turned out to be quite poor; even in
the areas where foreign prostitution was public knowledge, local police authorities
seldom recognised this as a problem to be tackled. In the project, the existing
legislation on trafficking in human beings and prostitution in participant countries,
namely Finland, Estonia, (North-West) Russia, Germany, Sweden and Denmark, was
listed in the report (Hollmén and Jyrkinen 1999). The final report also included a list
of the most critical actions needed in all participating countries (ibid.).
Co-operation between the Project for the Prevention of Prostitution and the Ministry
of the Interior was continued by another initiative under the STOP Programme of the
EU in 2000. The Minors in the Sex Trade project gathered together the same six
countries (Finland, Estonia, [North-West] Russia, Germany, Sweden and Denmark) to
focus on children and adolescents in the commercial sex trade, particularly in
prostitution. During the project, a small-scale study on the involvement on minors in
the sex trade was carried out in Finland, Estonia and the St. Petersburg area.
According to that, sex tourism and the abuse of minors in the sex trade is a
phenomenon which exists, but which is even more hidden than prostitution of adults.
Even professionals in the social and health care sectors often lack knowledge on child
prostitution and the skills on how to help children and adolescents who are involved
with commercial sex. (Nurmi 2001; Rusakova et al. 2001; Trummal 2001; Jyrkinen
and Karjalainen 2001.)
The thematic of the prevention of trafficking in women and children was continued in
2000 through a Nordic-Baltic joint campaign on combating trafficking in women. The
initiative of the Swedish Minister for Gender Equality Margaretha Winberg in 2001
was carried forward by other Gender Equality Ministers in the Nordic and Baltic
countries, and later on also the Ministers of Justice decided to join the campaign,
which was financed through the Nordic Council of Ministers. In the Baltic countries
the Campaign focused on the prevention of women and girls being recruited into the
international sex trade. In the Nordic countries, the focus was more on discouraging
the demand side. (Nordic-Baltic Campaign … 2002.) In 1999 Sweden had amended
its legislation, and criminalised the buying of sex68. Similar proposals were made in
Norway and Finland69 through public debates. In Finland the Minister of Social Care
and Health, Eva Biaudet, was one of the key persons in the political arena to speak for
the criminalisation of the buying of sex. Particularly through the Finnish Campaign
(Karjalainen 2001), the existence of North Finland ‘campsite prostitution’ was
exposed in the media. The Kapernaum campsite in Keminmaa was being used for
prostitution of women from the Russian Federation. However, it took over three years
until the case was investigated thoroughly by the police. The owner of the campsite
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The European Union STOP Programme, which started in 1996, is directed particularly to projects
and networks which tackle human trafficking and sexual exploitation of children.
http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice_home/news/8mars_en.htm
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This was a part of a larger package of law amendments on prevention of violence against violence
and supportive actions called ‘Kvinnofrid’. http://www.ac.lst.se/jamstalldhet/kvinnofrid/
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In Finland the role of the Prevention of Prostitution was crucial in bringing up the possible
criminalisation of the buying of sex on the public agenda.
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had hired the place for the (sex) entrepreneur, who is currently being investigated for
a procuring crime (Iiskonmäki 2004).
In 1996 the government of Sweden and ECPAT70 had organised a conference on the
elimination of the commercial sexual abuse of children. This Stockholm Conference
was attended by 122 countries, whose governments committed themselves to develop
an action plan in each country for the elimination of such abuse by the year 2000.
Also the Finnish Government committed itself to preparing a national action plan on
combating commercial sexual exploitation of minors on the basis that such abuse is a
serious problem of increasing concern globally (Ojala 2000). Therefore, the Ministry
of Social Affairs and Health set up a group of experts in 1999, chaired by Vappu
Taipale, to draft such an action plan for Finland71.
The Finnish National Action Plan on Combating Commercial Sexual Abuse of
Children consists of proposals demanding actions by various fields in society. The
proposals include:
1) preventive actions: needs to change attitudes in society, to increase consciousness
of the problem, to increase sex education and measures to empower children;
2) protection of children by combating sex tourism and child pornography, and by
checking the background of those recruited to work with children;
3) development of investigation methods in cases of potential sexual abuse of
children;
4) treatment of both victims and perpetrators; and
5) international co-operation in combating commercial sexual abuse of children.
(Suomen kansallinen toimintaohjelma … 1999.)
Children were defined as persons under 18-years-of-age, according to the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child. In 2001 the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Health set up a group in order to follow up the implementation of the National Action
Plan.
In 1999 the Ministry of the Interior delivered a policy directive regarding the
introduction of a new policy to all police precincts in Finland. The new policy was
that the crimes in the context of prostitution – such as procuring and trafficking in
women – need to be focused on much more seriously than earlier (Puuttuminen
naiskauppaan ... 1999). During the 1990s, procuring sentences had numbered from nil
to five cases per year, even though this had obviously become a broader form of
criminality in Finland.
In 2001, a special ad hoc police group was established by the Ministry of the Interior.
Its purpose was to look at sex advertisements in the main Finnish daily papers, and to
clarify how and by whom telephone sex services are organised. In a similar way to the
research by Mari-Elina Laukkanen (1999), this investigation noticed that the pattern
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ECPAT is a network of organisations and individuals working together for the elimination
of child prostitution, child pornography and trafficking of children.
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The writer of this dissertation was one of the three writers, in addition to Eva Ojala and Marja
Vuento, of the National Action Plan of Finland. On methodological and ethical questions, see more in
Chapter 6.
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of such acts was not coincidental, i.e. sex advertisements by ‘private entrepreneur
prostitutes’, but instead, such advertising and the sex businesses behind them were
tightly run by the organised sex trade groups. The investigation by the police found
that the material referred strongly to procuring through and by the newspapers.
Similar interpretation was done already in Mari-Elina Laukkanen’s analysis (2000),
but only after the press release of the police investigation, Helsingin Sanomat, the
largest quality Finnish daily newspaper, ended the publishing of the sex
advertisements. A similar policy was then followed by various daily papers – in
addition to those newspapers which had since the mid-1990s decided not to publish
sex advertisement – in 2002. However, many commercial free distribution
newspapers and bulletins continued to publish sex advertisements.
One way of summarising the current history of the sex trade and the responses by the
authorities in Finland is to note that official organisations were in general baffled by
the rapid increase of such businesses at the beginning of the 1990s. Many
organisations assumed that the phenomena would be only temporary and would
somehow magically disappear, or interpreted the reported existence and increase of
the sex trade as exaggerated by indignant feminists, other ‘frustrated women’ and the
tabloid newspapers. The responsibility to take action was usually seen to be
‘somewhere else’, preferably outside the(ir) own organisations. Many of the
initiatives derived from organisations in the field of gender equality and the social and
health care sector, for the practical reason that many other organisations did not take
any action at all. Furthermore, the responses by official organisations were built on
actions such as setting up various working groups and committees, the outcomes and
proposals of which were much ignored and/or left without implementation. In other
words, there was plenty of public concern about the issues, but rather little real action
in effectively combating the phenomena.
It took nearly a decade before the demands and concerns presented by active projects,
working groups and committees became interpreted as relevant. The more active
intervention policies, which had its roots in feminist research and awareness rising
activities by expert organisations, such as the Expert Team on Prostitution, the
Programme for the Prevention of Prostitution and Violence against Women and other
committees and expert working groups on related issues, came to be taken seriously in
public debate only after the concerns were presented by organisations in the fields of
law and law enforcement.
The focus on the sex trade became topical and ‘serious’ through the realisation that
much of such business is tightly connected to organised criminality (see NiemiKiesiläinen 2004a). In fact, at the beginning of the 2000s the situation had changed
radically in Finland, and many of the activities in prostitution and trafficking in
women for that purpose had become run by criminal organisations led from Estonia
and Russia. According to Jari Leskinen, researcher at the National Bureau of
Investigation (2003, p. 16), ‘[w]hen the leading Estonian, Russian-Estonian and
Russian crime authorities have succeeded nearly totally to abolish independent
procurers from the Finnish [organised prostitution] field, there are various Finnish,
Estonian, Russian-Estonian and Russian procurers acting directly under Estonian or
Russian criminal groups. (--) Businesslike Estonian and Russian criminal leaders have
in Finland various levels of procurer subordinates. Part of them act in managerial
level as country leaders, part in the field level as money collectors and protection
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men’. Accordingly, at a minimum 10,000-15,000 foreign prostitutes ‘visit’ Finland
annually (ibid., 14). The situation had thus radically changed during the last decade.

3.2.4. ‘Us’ and ‘them’ – the current eastern and Nordic contexts
The increasing sex trade in the North-western Russia and Estonia has had intensive
linkages to sex businesses in Finland, other Nordic countries and in other parts of the
western world. For instance, Russia has become one of the ‘leading’ countries of
origin for trafficking in women. It has been estimated that approximately half a
million Russian women are trafficked into the Western world annually for the
purposes of the sex trade72. On the other hand, there are also other routes whereby
women enter western countries: marriage agencies and wife sale ‘conferences’ are
popular particularly in Russia, and such encounters are directed to western men who
are offered possibilities to meet potential wife candidates. Sometimes the same mailorder bride agencies offer other services for foreign men, such as escort services or
prostitution. Similarly, sex travels to Russia and Baltic countries are also common
from Finland. The prices of the sex trade services are considerably lower in the
Russian Federation and Estonia, and the travel costs are very low. In the sex
destinations, brothels, sex bars, striptease clubs and escort services are easily found by
the tourists via taxis and information available in many hotels and restaurants73.
Another contributory factor is that during the trips the sex tourist preserves his
anonymity more easily than at home, and the risk to ‘get caught’, for instance, by the
spouse is far lower. (O’Connell Davidson 1996, 2001; Hughes 2000; Raymond and
Hughes 2001; Black 2000, 2001; Jyrkinen et al. 2001.)
In the sex trade racism and xenophobia are implicitly and explicitly embedded. For
instance, the sex tourist who would not consider buying sex from a minor in his
home-country, may do that in other countries of open sex markets. ‘Otherness’ of the
prostitute, even if she(he) is a child, legitimises often the sex client’s acts. ‘Othering’
of the seller of sex from the client’s own culture is crucial in order to avoid
contradictions and guilty conscience. (O’Connell Davidson 2001.) In the Finnish
context of the sex trade, racism can be looked at least from two angles. Firstly, the
‘exotic nature’ of the prostitutes is used in advertising of sex services, whether to be
ordered back home or to be searched for in prostitution lodges (Keeler and Jyrkinen
2002). Secondly, there is evidence of use not only of adult prostitutes but also of
minors in the neighbouring areas of Finland, especially in Estonia74 and the Russian
Federation75 by Finnish sex tourists (Jyrkinen 2000; Trummal 2001; Nurmi 2001;
Rusakova et al. 2001; Gurvich 2000).
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The estimates on the numbers vary greatly, much based on the differing definitions what constitutes
‘trafficking’ and because the organising of such transactions is mainly in the hands of criminal groups
whose actions are difficult to investigate (see Caldwell et al. 1997). According to the estimate by the
U.S. Government approximately 800,000-900,000 people are annually trafficked across international
borders (Trafficking in … 2003).
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For instance, news bulletins of cities often covers a plethora of sex service advertisements.
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Tallinn is the most ‘famous’ destination of Finnish sex tourists in Estonia. According to the Director
of Tarto Centre for Abused Children Ruth Soonets, at last 30-40 % of prostitutes’ clients are from the
Nordic countries, and the majority of them come from Finland (cited in Ylönen 2003).
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Areas nearby the Finnish border, such as Sortavala and Viaborg, but also Petroskoi and St.
Petersburg are destination areas for Finnish sex tourists.
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‘Othering’ of and prejudice against cultures of ex-Soviet areas have been and still
partly are relics from the Finland’s history under the Russian rule and later in a
shadow of the USSR. During that time period and later during the Cold War, hatred
against Russians, ‘ryssäviha’, reflected the subordinate position of Finland. Racist
attitudes against Russians can still be found among many groups of citizens, even
though this is not necessarily publicly admitted to exist (Karemaa 1998; Puuronen
2001). Therefore, to use Russian-speaking women in prostitution is not necessarily
understood to be so bad as doing that to Finnish women and children. On the other
hand, to buy sex from foreign women and minors are also explained to include an
element of ‘charity’: the clients of sex as well as procurers and other profiteers
sometimes explain that their actions indeed help the poor women and families, and
therefore the sex trade should not be restricted (see O’Connell Davidson 2001; Black
2000, 2001).
In addition to the ‘eastern’ context of the sex trade in Finland, the impacts of the
Nordic countries have been and are relevant here. Nordic countries have often taken
congruent positions on issues concerning the sex trade, and in many parts of the
legislation of these countries have similarities. One of the latest examples concerns
the Olympic games in Athens summer 2004 and their preparation, in part of which the
city authorities of Athens decided to increase the number of licences for brothels76.
Nordic and Baltic Ministers of Gender Equality from Sweden, Norway, Finland,
Iceland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, took a public position that this is not
compatible with the fundamental ideals behind the Olympics. Accordingly, ‘[i]t is
therefore crucial that the opposition to all forms of commercial exploitation even
includes the women and children that are made vulnerable around the sport and
athletes’77. Of the Nordic countries only Denmark refused sign the appeal. The Danish
Gender Equality Minister Henrietta Kjaer stated that ‘[i]t is childish to fingerwag.
Prostitution is legal in Greece and we must respect that’78. In fact, Minister Kjaer, a
member of the Conservative People’s Party, has stated explicitly that prostitution is
not an issue of gender equality (Skilbrei 2004).
The current official position of Denmark on prostitution reflects the Danish position
on pornography. In 1966 the ban on written pornography was lifted and in 1969
Denmark became the first country in the world to legalise (hard core) pornography
(Kutchinsky 1990). According to Hanne Helth (2001), the consequence of legalising
pornography and assimilating this as a synonym of a ‘liberal’ view on sexuality has
meant that ‘there is a strong opposition in society as a whole to discussing critically
the cultural structures behind buying of sex or other related services, such as child
pornography’. Denmark, like countries of legalised prostitution such as Germany and
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Prostitution is legal in Greece, and since 1999 brothels have needed to apply for a licence from the
authorities. The maximum amount of prostitutes in each licensed brothel is three, and the brothels are
not allowed to be situated nearby schools or churches. In addition, there is a large underground
prostitution based much on illegal immigrants from Eastern Europe. (Hughes et al. 1999; Galiana
2000.)
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The statement’s press release was sent through the Prime Minister’s Office of Sweden and was
published on the web-page of the Swedish Government (Statement by … 2003).
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Quoted from Agence France Presse’s article ‘Denmark accuses Sweden of meddling in Athen’s
Olympic brothels plans’ 24th July 2003. http://www.walnet.org/scis/news/world_2003/afp-030724.html
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the Netherlands, only trafficking in women is undestood to consist violence against
women, not prostitution or pornography per se (Skilbrei 2004).
The Swedish legislation which criminalised the buying of sex in 1999 has become on
the agenda of other Nordic countries as well partly in the Baltic states. In 2002, at the
Nordic Council’s session the majority of the Nordic parliamentarians issued a
statement saying that future work against prostitution and trafficking in women in the
Nordic countries have to focus on the root cause, namely the demand of such activites
and services. In Norway and Finland there have been lively public debate on the issue
which is quite strongly carried by the main women’s organisations. Also in Iceland,
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania the issue of the criminalisation of the buying of sex has
raised interest among some parliamentarists and (mainly) women’s organisations
during the last few years. (Ekberg 2004, pp. 1206-1207.) In writing this (September
2004), the situation in Finland concerning this possible amendment is still open, and
the decision on it was postponed to be made in the Finnish parliament during the year
2005. I will return to these questions of policies and legislation in Chapter 5.

3.3. Concluding remarks
The changes in the field of the sex trade in Finland and its neighbouring areas have
created a challenge for Finnish civil society and its official organisations on how to
react on the increasing commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities. Indeed there
are conflicting views on whether these phenomena are a problem for society and its
organisations at all.
The linkages of spatial, temporal and cultural nature of Finland in the context of the
sex trade are multifarious and complex. The focus on such linkages of and in the sex
trade brings up the fact that in Finland, its civil society and particularly the official
organisations with a gender perspective, started the work on combating various forms
of the sex trade when these issues became relevant on a large scale at the beginning of
the 1990s. These initiatives were followed slowly by the law and law enforcement
sectors and policy-makers. Particularly the law enforcement sector has concentrated
more on the control of women in prostitution, rather than focusing on the structures
and organisers of the sex trade. This is ‘understandable’ in organisational terms,
because the cases of procuring are difficult to investigate, and often the evidence
gathering takes plenty of time. In addition, often the judiciary system has been quite
reluctant to effectively interpret particularly the legal paragraph on procuring, which
was reflected in very low amount of sentences for such crimes during the last decade.
A further reason for the slow reactions by the law enforcement sector, particularly the
police, in Finland is that the police organisation is still much a male and masculine
dominated area of work. It might be embarrassing for a police officer to be on duty
and ordered to catch sex clients if men ‘like us’ or one’s acquaintances or even
workmates are involved with these actions. The same structure of ‘male bonding’
concerns other areas of working life, whether be it in foreign affairs, social and health
or business life79.
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However, the normalisation of the sex trade have/had already rooted into Finnish
society during the last decades, and this international and European ‘paradigm’ to
look at sex as ‘normal’ work and an accepted form of business, has not been
challenged in Finland through the main official organisations or the main media until
very recently. Globalisation, and particularly the changes in Finland’s political status
as a part of ‘Europe’ has partly intensified the efforts to copy the libertarian ethos
based on positive attitudes on the sex trade, rather than to follow the Swedish and/or
feminist policies, which focus on decreasing the ‘demand for the sex trade’, for
instance, through criminalising the buying of sex.
In addition, Finland seems, still, to be a country between ‘the East and the West’. In
the Russian Federation, the sex trade is very widespread and well organised, and its
effects are also extensive: corruption, women’s subordination in many working life
positions and, in general, misogynist organisational cultures seem to be common
phenomena – even more obvious and common than in the Nordic context. In this
work, I cannot or even try to find any direct causalities from gender discrimination in
particular places to the sex trade in general. However, it is possible to claim that in the
democratisation processes, the gender perspective is an important factor, which
impacts women’s normal life and also functions for the prevention for the abuse of
them (us) in the sex trade. This factor has not been widely focused on in the Russian
Federation and not always even in Estonia in their policies. Therefore, Finland is in an
influential position in the sense that whether to stand for the neo-liberalist and
libertarian position on the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities like the
libertarian countries of the EU, such as the Netherlands and Germany, do, or to stand
for a more critical perspective on such issues like Sweden does. Iceland and Norway
are similarly struggling with their gender political position on these matters in the
contemporary situation.
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CHAPTER 4
The Sex Trade: Technological Linkages
Technologies are used in various ways in and for the commercialisation of bodies, sex
and sexualities. This Chapter introduces the major forms of the use of older and new
technologies in the sex trade, with the focus on new information and communication
technologies (ICTs) and their uses in and for such trade. The current trend globally
and locally is towards the increasing integrated use and convergence of technological
innovations, which are present also on the production and marketing of commercial
sex services and products.
Technological linkages (with)in and for the commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities are constructed in at least in three ways. First, technologies are (ab)used
for the sex trade through marketing of its products and services in printed and visual
forms and through virtual encounters. Secondly, new technological innovations enable
creation of new modes of commercial sex, for instance, interactive pornography
through the Web and third generation (3G) mobile phones. Thirdly, technologies as
such profit from sex commerce through boosting sex trade, which has been keen on to
develop new innovations for e-commerce and Web-based advertising methods, such
as animated banner advertisements, Web link rings, pop-up boxes, new browsers
opening automatically, password protected areas and streaming videos (Jackson
2000). According to Taylor and Jerome (1997, p. 65), ‘Web pornographers are the
most innovative entrepreneurs on the Internet’. Therefore, the linkages are not
constructed only between the sex trade and technologies, but they are also in-built in
technologies themselves as sex commodification applications.
Finland is a country of advanced technology production and application (Nurmela et
al. 2003, p. 56; Castells and Himanen 2001), and as such it is an interesting research
case to look at from the perspective of the commercialisation processes of bodies, sex
and sexualities. In addition to the impacts of ICTs on technologically advanced
countries, such industries often site their manual labour intensive productions in
developing countries or other countries with lower taxation and employment costs.
Work that needs less skilled work force is conducted in poorer, far-distanced areas
(Webster 2001, p. 268; Pyle and Ward 2003, p. 467). Therefore, ICT industries have
fundamental impacts on many countries, their gross domestic products and people’s
lives.
The range and variety of ICTs is vast, and includes itself an increasing amount and
variety of research issues. However, this research does not aim at to discuss
technologies per se, but instead the focus is limited to technological linkages of sex
commodification. There is a broad range of technologically organised or related
sexualised practices, which are pervasive in late modern times. Such technodisembodied practices range from sex without embodied presence of another person
to technological enhancements of one’s (sexual) body, from telephone sex to cosmetic
surgery. (James and Carkeek 1997, p. 107.) This Chapter describes the major trends in
the commercialisation of sex and sexualities by use of technologies, and especially
addresses such developments which have been and are particularly relevant in the
Finnish context.
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4.1. Towards information society
New information and communication technologies consist of a complex web of
innovations, which are constantly and rapidly changing and evolving. PCs, mobile
phones, computer games, the Internet, email and so forth are part of people’s
everyday life in Western countries and increasingly also in other areas of the world.
There is a huge global industry of and research and development on ICTs and their
business adaptability. ICT-based industries form a substantial business sector in
various technologically advanced countries, of which Finland is a good example.
Since the economic crises in the beginning of 1990s the industrial structure in Finland
has changed radically. Traditionally, the wood and paper industry was the origin and
the solid ground for the economic and exports of the country. At the present time
wood-related industry forms only one of the main export sectors alongside
electronics, metal industry and engineering. Electronics has been a success story,
based mainly on mobile phones and telecommunication equipment. During the last
ten years the information sector has grown considerably: in 1995 its total sales were
EUR 15,000 million, and in 2000 its sales (EUR 49,000 million) cover nearly half of
the sales of the whole industry in Finland (EUR 104,000 million). In 2005 there were
approximately 25,500 companies in Finland, of which 16,000 companies were in the
information sector. (Heiskanen 2004, p. 8; Statistics Finland 2004.)
Mobile phones have become widely used amongst populations in Europe and
elsewhere. Finland is one of the leading countries in mobile phone use. In 2002 in the
EU area 70 % of persons 15 years and older had a mobile phone in their own personal
use. In Finland the figure was over 80 %. (Nurmela et al. 2003, p. 15) Finland was
also the first country where mobile phone short message services (SMS) got off the
ground (ibid., p. 17). Since 1991, SMS messages became technologically possible
through GSM-networks (Sihvonen and Suominen 2002, p. 12). SMSs are popular in
many European countries: in Norway the monthly average number of SMS messages
sent per GSM subscription in 2002 was 50, in Denmark 41, and in Germany, Finland
and UK nearly 301. In the USA the situation has been different, and in 2002
approximately only 10 % of mobile phone users were using text messages (Alkio
2002).
Another area where Finland has had significant technological advancement is the
Internet use amongst the population. In most surveys Finland ranks among the
countries with the highest Internet usage figures. By 2002 the number of users of the
Internet was 2.4 millions, which means almost doubling the figure from 1998. Finns
are, for instance, active users of electronic banking services: 2/3 of users of the
Internet in Finland used these services in 2002, with comparison to Denmark where
only 1/3 used such services. (Nurmela et al. 2003, pp. 23, 44.) In summer 2002, 55 %
of the Finnish households had at least one PC at home, and in August same year 40 %
of all households had access to the Internet from home (ibid., p. 17). On the other
hand, Finland has not been among the most advanced countries in the spread of
broadband connections, and therefore in 2004 the Finnish Government adopted a
resolution on that in part of its information society policy. The aim is that every Finn
will have access to high-speed, easy to use and affordable data transfer connections by
11
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the end of 2005 when there would be one million broadband subscriptions in Finland.
In the beginning of 2004 there were 490,000 broadband connections in Finland, but in
six months time their amount had increased to 700,000. (‘The Finnish Government
…’ 2004.)
Information society, knowledge society or network society are concepts by which late
modern, technologically advanced societies are often described and defined.
Discussions on information society started already in the 1970s, with a focus on
changes from production of goods towards production of services, and thereby
changes in occupational structures. An increase in the significance of such
technologies and knowledge was forecasted in that context. (Heiskanen 2004, p. 5.)
This first phase of discussions has been based on ideas on post-industrialism and the
potential of new business orientations through technologies, especially computing,
electronics and bio-technology, and their impacts on work, production and
consumption (Bell 1973; Toffler 1980; Masuda 1980). Much of the work on
information society was done by futurological and management writers, and
reservations about the concept and its meaningfulness have been presented especially
by social scientists (Webster 1995; Kasvio 2001, pp. 30-32, 37; Heiskanen 2004, pp.
5-6).
The second phase of discussions on information society started in the 1990s. A major
contribution was Manuel Castells’ Information Age trilogy in 1996-1998. His work
presented analysis of global structural change: in information(al) society, information
production, delivery, and processing are important sources of power, and economic
activities are organised through forms of networks in global scale. Therefore, in the
information mode of development, culture and technology are tightly dependent on
information and knowledge, formulating globally connected networks and
informational capitalism. (Castells 1996.) However, strong emphasis on the
importance of information in late modern time does not exclude the importance of
information and knowledge in all societies. What could be seen as differing
development compared to earlier societies is that ‘[i]nformation processing is focused
on improving the technology of information processing as a source of productivity, in
a virtuous circle of interaction between the knowledge sources of technology and the
application of technology to improve knowledge generation and information
processing (--)’. (Castells 1996, p. 17).
In addition to theoretical analysis of current and future changes, many Western
countries have adopted information society as a goal and basis for the official political
rhetoric (Aro 2001, pp. 70-71). According to Tuula Heiskanen, discussions on
information society and related concepts were much supported by increased interest
from governments and international organisations in the possibilities and potentials
offered by the information society. Therefore, ‘the idea of the information society has
become part of the strategic thinking around development in the industrialized
countries, as reflected in strategy documents in the US, for example, the National
Infrastructure Programme, 1993, in the EC Commission’s White Paper on Growth,
Competitiveness and Employment (1993), and similar documents in many other
countries’ (Heiskanen 2004, pp. 5-6). In fact, the recession in Western countries after
the rapid economic growth in the 1980s had, on one hand, embodied some of the
pessimistic visions about impacts of technological innovations and automation,
especially on employment rates. On the other hand, societal changes had encouraged
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countries like Finland to increase investments in research and development (R&D)
and science, technology and innovation policies. (Ibid., p. 8; Kasvio 2001, p. 34.)
There is often an ambivalence towards technology as possibility and threat, as a
liberating and destructive force, which often is overcome by the belief in information
society and ‘appropriate use of technology’ in such ways that maximise the beneficial
consequences and minimise unfavourable results (Aro 2001, p. 72). According to
Antti Kasvio, the potential of ICTs is seen to be in their capacities to create new kinds
of needs and demand. Therefore, the actual job-creating possibilities of ICTs are
connected to the development of software, services and products delivered through
new information highways rather than to the actual production of such technologies.
(Kasvio 2001, p. 35.)
In Finland, as in other Nordic countries, there have been large investments in research
and development of information technologies. Much of the research on ICTs has been
focused on, and at the same time been limited to the research areas of technologies
themselves and their economic utilisation. Technological determinism in its uttermost
interpretation describes technology and economy as independent factors and forces,
the demands and changes of which are primary in societies (Schroeder 1997, p. 98;
Vehviläinen 2000, p. 24; Aro 2001, p. 71). This kind of strong belief in technologies
and information society as key aspects of development and international
competitiveness are embedded in explicit policies of various westernised countries,
including Finland.
The first strategy instrument in Finland, Suomi tietoyhteiskunnaksi (1995), was
followed by governmental report Reilu ja rohkea – vastuun ja osaamisen Suomi
(1997), drafting future national policies in order to reach technology advancement and
development towards information society (Aro 2001, p. 73; Heiskanen 2004, p. 9).
Nationally technologically oriented research is funded through National Technology
Agency of Finland (TEKES), for example in 2003 with EUR 363 million, in
comparison to EUR 176 million through the Academy of Finland to other scientific
research areas2. According to Christina Mörtberg, positive attitudes towards
information technologies and extensive resource allocations to their research and
development emphasise the belief that their ‘research at an international level will
secure growth and prosperity of the national state’ (Mörtberg 2000, p. 9). As a nation
Finland could be described as a country of strong belief in new technologies. The UN
index of technological advancement (TAI) in 2001 placed Finland as the most
technologically advanced country in the world3. According to Manuel Castells and
Pekka Himanen (2001), crucial factors for this success are coupling of dynamic
technology and vibrant economy with social responsibility. Finnish information
society is described as open and welfare-based, which is emphasised with the goal of
including everyone into it (ibid.).

2
These figures from 2003 do not include all research funding, but they give a general picture of the
inputs on various research areas. http://www.tekes.fi/valtuudet.html and http://www.aka.fi
3
http://www.undp.org; http://www.finnfacts.com
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4.2. New technologies and the commercialisation of sex and
sexualities
There are various technological innovations, their applications, intermingled linkages
and convergence which have impacted on the increase in the global sex trade and easy
access to and use of its services and products. In this context ‘old technologies’ refer
generally to such innovations and media like print, radio, film, telephone and
television which have become widespread and ‘mass-mediated’ through most parts of
the world during the last century. By ‘new technologies’ I refer to improvements and
re-creations of these technologies and media as well as to totally new systems of
digitalised and computerised communication. Cable/digital-TV, video/DVD, mobile
phones and the Internet/World Wide Web with their various capabilities and
combined use with other technologies represent ICTs, which are evolving constantly
and reaching new populations and cultures with intensity.
The characteristics of ICTs are according to Jeff Hearn and Wendy Parkin (2001, p.
134) time/space compression, instantaneousness, asyncronicity, reproducibility of
image production, the creation of virtual bodies, the blurring of the ‘real’ and the
‘representational’, and the use of multiple and complex technologies. The global
nature of ICTs needs be connected to their local impacts and forms, where they are
operated and developed by local social practices and social processes. In general, the
nature of ICTs is in constant change, and ICTs spread their access to wider groups of
people through decreasing prices, although even in developed countries this does not
necessarily concern whole populations, but instead can end up with ‘haves’ and
‘havenots’. (Ibid.; Heiskanen and Hearn 2004.) An even greater division is to be
noticed between ICT-advanced countries and the others, when labour intensive,
manual work is directed to poorer and developing areas, to be followed with
deepening gap of economic wealth and educational infrastructures between such
countries and areas (Webster 2001, p. 268).
Much of the research concerning ICTs is done in the area of work life, with focus on
their use in and impacts on work environments and organisations, and ICT skills and
qualifications. Christina Mörtberg claims that in the Nordic countries, especially in
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and increasingly also in Finland, gender and information
technology is a relatively well-established research topic. (Mörtberg 2000, pp. 1-2.)
However, the impacts of ICTs on sex or sexualities are only scarcely studied in the
Nordic countries4, even though ‘sexuality and sexualised violence are increasingly
likely to be organised through social relations, with their emphasis on electronic
communication, and trans-nation-states and disembodied corporations, both in their
reproduction and control’ (Hearn 2004a). One critical area that lacks research is the
impacts of ICTs on commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities, which this study
concentrates on.
In this context it is important to reflect the more traditional technologies with ICTs:
often older technological innovations and media, for instance television and video that
4
In August 2004 NIKK, the Nordic Institute for Women’s Studies and Gender Research, launched a
Nordic research project ‘Young people, gender and pornography in the Nordic countries’. The two-year
project is financed by the Nordic Council for Ministers, Nordic countries and independent areas. More
on the project, see http://www.nikk.uio.no
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are spread to most parts of the world, are increasingly combined with new
technologies, for instance, the Internet and mobile phones for delivery of information,
news and entertainment (Hughes 2002, p. 130). This combination of older and new
technologies and media is actively and increasingly used also in and for the
commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities.
According to Jeff Hearn (2004a), there is a variety of ways how sex, sexualities and
sexualised violence are reproduced and (re)constructed in the context of ICTs. These
processes and uses of ICTs need not to be only bad or negative, but they can also be
understood as good or positive (Cooper 2001, p. 2). However, in the current sociopolitical conditions of patriarchy such processes and uses of ICTs can hardly be said
to be ‘neutral’. The continuum of uses of ICTs in this context can, according to Hearn
(2004a), be as follows:
-

ICTs as simple exchange and communication (email, mobile phone etc.).
As places for meeting by mutual agreement potential romantic/sexual partners.
As means of democratisation and giving of agency in sexuality.
As an educational medium for passing on information on sexuality, sexual
violence and sexual health.
As more organised information modes for sexual groups (cyber communities of
shared interests, e.g. sexual abuse survivors; bestiality/’animal lovers’; paedophile
rings; sadists and masochists) (Wellman 2001, p. 245).
As a place for possibly ‘safer’ sexual experimentation and identity exploration
(Leiblum 1997).
As new ‘social sexual affordances’ (as matchmaker system combining virtual
community, collaborative filtering and web-to-cellphone technology) (Rheingold
2000; Wellman 2001; Schofield 2003).
As specific forms of cybersex (interactive sex, interactive pornography etc.).
As increased commodification of sexuality.
As advertising and marketing of commercial sex services.
As forms of sexual productions themselves (e.g. (cyber)pornography).
As more or less sexual(ised) and sexually violent cultures.
As sites of the contested control, monitoring and surveillance of such sexual(ised).
and sexually violent cultures. (Hearn 2004a, p. 316.)

One crucial change that takes place through ICTs connected to sex and sexualities is
the reorganising or displacement of the borders of the public and the private. This
change is to be noticed already in the context of the commercialisation of bodies, sex
and sexualities through more traditional technologies and media – sex and sexualities
are intensively brought from the private area of people’s lives into public sphere by
commercialisation processes (Näre 1994; Månsson and Söderlind 2004). This trend
emerges strongly in relation to ICTs, but it includes even more complex issues about
the public and the private. For instance, sending of pornographic pictures of a person
into circulation through the Internet pushes radically forward the borders of private
sex and sexuality.
On the other hand, various segmented, private chat-groups can bring particular sexual
practices and performances into people’s private sphere. One clear example are closed
chat-groups of paedophiles on the Web, where those who are included are able to
safely communicate about their acts with others having similar kinds of orientations,
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even though these may be clearly criminal according to laws in different parts of the
world. According to Jennifer Schneider, interacting with people with ‘unusual’ or
‘deviant’ sexual practices desensitises the user to such activities and normalises them
(Schneider 2001, pp. 44-45). However, there are differing opinions particularly on the
long-term impacts of pornography among researchers in various academic fields and
between interest groups that lobby for ‘free speech’, ‘morality in media’, and/or
‘human rights’5.
The borders of the public and the private are changing through ICTs also in respect to
people’s privacy and anonymity versus publicity. According to Al Cooper (2001), the
Internet is profoundly changing every facet of people’s lives. There are three
particular characteristics for this, namely three A’s: the Internet is an engine of
Access, Affordability and Anonymity (ibid.).
Firstly, access of the Internet has increased rapidly both in work life and at homes
especially in developed countries. In 2002, approximately 60 % of the population
aged between 16 to 74 in the Nordic countries had access to the Internet from home6.
Internet access is common especially through workplaces. Approximately 92 % of
companies over 10 persons in the EU use ICTs, and in Finland the figure is 98 %
(Nurmela et al. 2003, p. 13). In addition, other public places such as libraries, schools
and cafes offer access to the Web in many countries.
Secondly, affordability is a crucial factor for the Internet use. The fees for the use of
the Internet are non-existent or relatively low in public places, and surfing on the Web
is often done through the workplace equipment without costs to the user. ’Sex’ is
reported to be the most frequently searched topics in the search engines of the
Internet. In a USA survey, 6 % of the employees used their work computer for sexual
purposes about 1-10 hours per week (Cooper 2001, p. 6). For instance, vast amounts
of free of charge pornography are available through the Internet, and the costs of
visiting pornographic pages are rather directed to the employee in the form of lost
working hours than to employees who surf on such sites.
Thirdly, anonymity is crucial for various contacts through the Web, such as chats and
newsgroups. Change of identity and possibility to anonymity are integral
characteristics for many Web-based functions, and it is often easily carried out.
Anonymity opens wide possibilities for free exchange of information and views
particularly on sensitive issues, such as sex and sexualities – both on their legal and
illegal aspects. Anonymity and qualified non-traceability of actors on the Internet
causes grave problems in cases where illegal actions are performed. For instance,
delivery of child pornography which is internationally quite unanimously defined as
unacceptable and illegal, is an issue where anonymity causes problems for national
and international monitoring officials. On the other hand, anonymity is challenged by
increasing interests in surveillance and governance of the cyberspace (Loader 1997).
The positive and negative impacts of evolving technology and changes of defining the
private and the public concern also mobile phone use. Easy access, affordability and
anonymity possibilities, for example, through decreasing prices and pre-paid SIM5
6

See Chapter 5.
http://e.finland.fi/netcomm/news/showarticle.asp?intNWSAID=11107
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cards are of importance, and popularity of mobile phones in various parts of the world
is rapidly increasing. On one hand, mobile phones can improve the physical safety of
people in various cases, such as safety of some women in prostitution. On the other
hand, organised crime groups are actively (ab)using possibilities to run their illegal or
grey area (sex) businesses through mobile phones (Hughes 2002, pp. 145-146), which
are used also to control prostitutes. At the same time, buyers of sex who use mobile
phones for formulating paid-sex transactions are protecting their anonymity more
fully than the clients of street prostitution. Inquires of prices and forms of sex services
available are easy to find out through mobile phone contact, which can be done in
privacy, away from spouses’ or colleagues’ hearing. In comparison to kerb-crawling
in red lights’ districts, the use of mobile phone to set a paid-sex date decreases the
possibility to be seen and recognised in such contexts.

4.2.1. Combined uses of older and new technologies for pornography
One main area of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities is embodied in
globalised production, marketing, sale and consumption of pornography. The amount
of pornography of various kinds has increased rapidly during the last 20 years. The
development of technologies has played a crucial role in this process.
The development of video equipments has been crucial for mass production and sale
of pornography. Cinemas which earlier showed pornography are in part replaced by
home videotape pornography consumption. This has improved anonymity of the
consumers of pornography, and led to an expansion of ‘adult video stores’ and sex
shops (Jeffreys 2002, p. 15). Video equipments’ development, especially development
of cheaper, smaller and easy-to-use video cameras have also increased possibilities to
make one’s own pornographic videos, which can be delivered from home use to be
mass-mediated through various channels, for instance, sex shops and magazines. This
has opened up wide possibilities for film-making also to sex tourists who travel to
poorer, exotic (sex) destinations, where the access to sellers of sex from different age
and race groups is much easier and ‘safer’ than in his (her) home country (see
O’Connell Davidson 1998). Sex tours with film-making have been organised from
Finland to at least the Russian Federation and Estonia, where fees for ‘actors’ are low
(Junninen and Aromaa 1999, p. 39).
Pornographic videos and increasingly DVDs are effectively marketed and then
delivered to home-use through sex shops, the number of which is 150-350 in Finland.
Approximately 25,000-30,000 pornographic film items are registered annually in
Finland, which is 98 % of all movies. The amount of ‘normal‘ (meaning here, not
pornographic) film items annually is approximately 400-500. The number of copies of
porn firms is usually smaller (approximately 500 copies) than that of normal movies.
(Hänninen 2002, p. 9.) According to the Finnish legislation, the Act on Classification
of Audiovisual Programmes (2000)7, all films, videos, DVDs and games that are
meant for the audience over 18-years-of-age need to be registered to the Finnish
Board of Film Classification8 (Karjalainen 2004). There are no exact numbers on the
total amount of pornographic films on the Finnish market, and it is difficult to
7
8

Laki kuvaohjelmien tarkastamisesta (2000).
In Finnish ’Elokuvatarkastamo’.
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estimate the revenue of the business. According to a cautious estimation counted
through a survey of use of videos, the annual sale and rent of pornographic videos is
worth EUR 19 million; another estimation through the number of pornographic film
items and their average number of copies is that annually the market value is EUR
250-450 million. (Hänninen. 2002, pp. 9-10.)
Pornographic material is also delivered to home-use through the postal services.
Ordering pornographic material from abroad has become far easier through the
Internet. (Hughes 2002.) Therefore, in addition to legal production and import of
pornography, illegal production and transport of pornographic material can be
evaluated to be increasing. There is some evidence of smuggling of illegal Russian
pornography, including child pornography, to Finland (Junninen and Aromaa 1999, p.
39). According to Donna Hughes (2002), the combination of old and new
technologies has increased pornographic material production and delivery. This
includes also child pornography, which has rapidly increased and become more easily
available (ibid.).
In the mid-1990s pornography became easily accessible through cable and satellite
channels. Large companies became interested in delivery of pornography at this stage,
and corporations such as AT&T and General Motors created new delivery systems for
pornography through their cable channels. (Jeffreys 2002, p. 15.) In hotel businesses
‘adult entertainment’ became to be offered to hotel guests to be ordered into their
rooms from pay-per-view selection of movies. It is estimated that in the USA
approximately half of total hotel pay-per-view revenue is generated by pornographic
movies, consisting USD 250 million annually (LaRue 2002, p. 2). Also in Finland the
main hotel chains offer pay-television service for their clients which include ‘adult
entertainment’.
In Finland, the main television channels are national public service Yleisradio
(Channels 1 and 2), and MTV3 and Nelonen which finance their operations partly
through selling of advertising time. These four channels cover approximately 95 % of
the television watching time of Finns. The remaining 5 % television watching time is
covered mainly by cable and satellite television channels. Of the main channels
Yleisradio has mostly avoided pornography, and the two other channels have since the
mid-1990s offered some ‘soft-pornographic’ movies in their late night programmes.
(Hänninen 2002, p. 13.) At the same time, it can be argued that the main channels
have also participated in the normalisation processes of the sex trade through
programmes where spokespersons of such trade have been able to advertise sex
businesses as normal professions and harmless entertainment9.
Paid international cable and satellite channels, for instance TV 1000 and Canal+, offer
pornography as a particular genre in their programmes. These channels use, for
instance,10 HTV cable network, through which Finnish cable channels ATV and
MoonTV11 have also transmitted their programmes, including pornography. Free of
charge pornography is sent between 1.30-5.00 a.m. to ¼ million homes in Finland
with a HTV connection. (Hänninen 2002, pp. 13-14.) However, in 2002 MoonTV and
9

See more in 4.3. and Chapter 5.
Also available via satellite.
Cable-channel ATV ended up in the end of 2002, and MoonTV in late summer 2003 for economic
reasons (Lahdensivu 2003).

10
11
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local TV-Tampere announced that they were stopping transmitting of pornography,
but the former decided to resume such programmes ‘due to a massive number of
requests from the public’12. Digital television in the future increases the potential
supply of pornography on television.
Finnish television channels are used also to advertise sex trade services. Of the
national channels MTV3, Nelonen and SubTV transmit advertisements of various sex
phone services. According to Law on Television and Radio (1998)13, television
operators need to ensure that programmes with detrimental effects on children
because of their sexual or violent content are sent in such time when children do not
normally look at television. This has been interpreted to mean time between 9 p.m.
and 6 a.m. After 9 p.m. advertisements of sex phone lines are shown in MTV3,
Nelonen14 and SubTV. For instance, sex services through telephone like ‘Kuumat
huulet’ [Hot Lips] and ‘Kimppaseuraa’ [Group Companionship] are offered by
scantly-dressed women lying in bed or on sofa, with the phone number written on the
screen. Another form of use of television for the sex trade is text-TV of these three
channels. Through dating-pages and pages for ‘adult entertainment’, companionship
of various kinds are offered, including dates, (non-paid) sex relations, paid-sex and
sex phones services15. In addition, sex telephone services are advertised by some
commercial radio channels in Finland16.
Sex telephone services became popular in Finland at the beginning of the 1990s. In
this form of auditional pornography, clients’ idealised fantasy through hearing
becomes the most powerful attractor like in online sex. Because physical cues are not
available, the conversants can signal everything and whatever they want the other(s)
to know about them and their disembodied body, sex and sexuality. (Stone 1992, p.
615; O’Brien 1999, p. 87). According to Mari-Elina Laukkanen (2000), sex telephone
services can be categorised to four groups: taped (sex) stories; erotic datelines with
possibility to private or group conversation; live-sex lines with employed talkers;
prostitution and other (sex) service lines. Technically sex telephone services are easy
to organise and to be run from a particular office or from different addresses, usually
from women’s own homes. The telecommunication operator charges the callers
through a normal bill, and returns the agreed amount of the earnings to the sex phone
enterprise. Tele-operators have not been willing to publish their incomes earned
through this kind of services. In 1998, the volume of the all added-value services was
350 million marks (EUR 59 million), of which ‘erotic services’ were estimated to
cover 150-200 million marks (EUR 25-34 million) by the Ministry of Transport and
Communication. (Laukkanen 2000, pp. 88-91.) According to a business informant in
my interviews, it has been estimated that added-value telephone services are worth
EUR 40-50 million in Finland. Approximately one forth of this is caused by ‘adult
entertainment’. Half of the revenue is directed to the producer of the content, and 40
% to operators17.
12

Interview of MoonTV CEO Kristiina Autio in Helsingin Sanomat 7.5.2003 ‘Porn makes comeback
on TV; minister invites broadcasters for discussion’.
Laki televisio- ja radiotoiminnasta (1998).
14
TV-channel Nelonen has announced to stop presenting sex ads in the between of programmes
according to Helsingin Sanomat 13.11.2003 article (‘Porn makes … 2003’).
15
See also 4.2.2.
16
For example, GrooveFM radio channel which covers ten cities in Finland (altogether approximately
2.8 million people). http://www.groovefm.fi
17
An interviewee from the group co-and self-regulation and businesses.
13
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A further major development of pornography has happened by the use of the Internet
and technologies that are used for transferring photographs into and from the World
Wide Web. Scanners, digital cameras and colour printers have enabled the creation of
and access to huge amounts of pornography to be downloaded from websites all over
the world. The new possibilities of the Web were noticed in the very early stage of its
development by established pornographic companies. Playboy entered the Internet in
1994, and Penthouse in 1996. After two years online, Playboy’s website was the
eleventh most visited page on the Internet. In 1997, its site generated USD 22 million
in advertising revenue. (Hughes 2000, p. 4.)
The amount of pornographic websites has exploded during the last years, even though
the numbers of such pages is difficult to estimate. The amount of adult pay websites
has been estimated to be 70,000 (Hughes 2002, p. 131) to 200,000 (Jeffreys 2002, p.
19) in 2002. According to Internet filtering company N2H2, in 1998 there were 14
million identified pages of pornography, and the amount in 2003 has increased 20fold to cover 260 million of such pages18. In addition to free of charge pornography,
such pages include possibilities to buy pornographic videos (VHS and DVD) and pay
for these by credit card19. In fact, recently some new policies on the use of credit cards
in money transactions on Internet pornography have been introduced in the USA and
UK. For example, American Express does not allow adult pornography sites to use its
cards for payment. In July 2004, the Association of Payment Clearing Services
introduced new guidelines for the banking industry in the UK. These advisory
guidelines aim at to ban the use of credit cards for payments of and for websites
which trade in images of sexual violence, racism and terrorism. (Bowcott 2004.)
Most ordinary Internet users – adults and minors, men and women – become
accustomed with pornography through spam, unsolicited email, which is often
difficult to avoid. Spam-emails20 include, for instance, pornographic pictures,
advertisements of such sites, and invitations to ‘meet new people’. The following
spam-messages, among very many others, have entered to my own work email-box21:
Hi, Candida here, A nice lady wants to correspond with you. (Candida,
12.2.2003.)
Whens the last time you banged a supermodel? Probably never, right? Let’s
face it, you’ll never have the change to either since they’re too busy bangin’
rockstars and celebs. … Our site has 1000’s more plain jane sluts in vids &
pictures doing the unimaginable! No snobby cunt supermodels here! Just nasty
fuck sluts! All of it for nothing!!! (Roderickubij, 12.2.2003.)
Looking for an INTIMATE ENCOUNTER with a MARRIED, HOT AND
LONELY woman near you? As a lonely wife, I decided to create this site.
18

http://www.n2h2.com
According to a Finnish sex trader, Internet broadband services sell already now more (sex) films than
kiosks and (sex) shops. Cited in article by Sakari Nupponen ‘Seksi tunkee pelipuhelimiin’, IltaSanomat 8.10.2003.
20
For instance, the members of the Department of Management and Organisation at Hanken, received
constantly pornographic spam during 2002 and 2003, until the Data Centre introduced a new form of
filtering these.
21
All the examples of spam messages are written here in their original forms.
19
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Now, I have listings of thousands of women that have joined me from all over
the US and over 20 countries. Maybe even in your own neighbourhood. COME
HAVE FUN WITH US. (Eleviel, 17.3.2003.)

Another theme of spam messages which has entered through the work email address
concerns advertisements of products that are promised to increase male sexual
stamina and the size of genitals.
SIZE AND STAMINA DO MATTER More Than You Can Possibly Imagine!!
She is just trying to spare your feelings by telling you otherwise. DON’T
WAIT UNTIL SHE IS GONE TO FIND OUT THAT YOU COULDN’T
SATISFY HER!!! INTRODUCING, THE FIRST ALL-IN-ONE Male
Performance Enhancer AND
Penis Enlargement
WITH THE
TRADEMARKED SWEDISH INGREDIENT CERNITIN. (Olena, 8.1.2003.)
You don’t have to live with the penis size you were born with. A few extra
inches will boost your self-confidence and bring you and your partner greater
sexual satisfaction (--) (k6rifx1, 2.4.2003.)
Fast, easy and 100 % secure Viagra. Order Viagra now!!! Stay hard with
Viagra! (jaylondsvi, 11.2.2003.)

There are also specific techniques such as page jacking and mouse trapping that the
sex trade uses in order to pull persons into pornographic websites, and trapping them
there when pornographic pages open automatically if the user wants to leave the site.
Page jacking is a technique to misdirect the user to mistakenly enter particular sites by
including false key word description or meta-tags on the sex pages in order to lead
search engines to index the pages under false descriptions. (Group of Specialists …
2003, p. 20.)
One of the latest applications of new technologies is to offer pornography over thirdgeneration, 3G mobile phones. These applications have taken place in Europe since
2002. New camera mobile phones enable users to download full colour photographs
from the Internet (‘Glorious …’ 2003). The screens of camera phones are larger than
in earlier mobile phones, and the technique also allows streaming of short video-clips.
(Batista 2001.) Japan and South Korea were the first countries to launch camera
mobile phones, and in Finland the mass sale of such phones started in 2003. There are
currently over 60 commercial operators which provide 3G services in 32 countries,
and approximately 64 million people subscribe to 3G operator. (‘Glorious …’ 2003.)
German-based Internet service enterprise Genie was the first to launch a pornography
channel (‘Genie set …’ 2001). According to its spokesman,
[w]hat some people could see as pornography we interpret as adult
content. Our brand is all about embracing life and data services so
there’s absolutely no reason we wouldn’t embrace it22.
It has been even claimed that sex is the fastest-growing area of third generation
mobile telecommunications research and development (Arlidge 2002):

22

Interview by Kevin Caruth in article ‘Genie set …’ (2001).
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Suddenly, everyone in mobile communications wants to know what the
sex trade – or "adult entertainment" as they call it – can do for them23.
In Finland the issue of mobile phone pornography was raised in public debate in 2001.
The state of Finland decided in 2001 about 3.1 billion Finnish marks (EUR 520
million) worth of survival package through participating in new share of Sonera24,
majority state-owned company, which is the largest telecommunication enterprise in
Finland. Sonera had entered into serious economic problems partly because of so
called UMTS-rights investments25. Later in 2001 the company came into the spotlight
because of its plans to offer pornographic material to its clients through mobile
phones, for instance, ‘naked news’ where the (female) anchor would strip off her
clothes while reading the news (‘Striptease news …’ 2001). These plans became news
in international and national press26. Women MPs challenged these plans. A Sonera
(male) manager commented on the plans, focusing on their possible great economic
gains, and accordingly, he
(--) sees nothing reprehensible about pornography – after all, Sonera has
already for years offered phone lines and invoicing services for sex
phone enterprises27.
Pornographic services of Sonera raised wide public discussion. The tabloid newspaper
Ilta-Sanomat organised an online poll on the issue, and of the 6,500 respondents, 61
% was against Sonera’s pornography businesses plans (‘Sonera mielii …’ 2001). In
the aftermath of public discussions and debate amongst MPs, Sonera management
was needed to clarify their policies according the issue. The plans were explained by
Sonera as having been interpreted in a wrong way, and according to the new
management,
Sonera’s policy has always been that we will not become content
provider, but instead all contents in our services are produced by
outside subcontractors. In this case that you [MJ] mention, the question
was not about the subcontracting relationship, but about link to
existing pages28.
However, the connection between mobile phone technologies and computers on
marketing, distribution, selling and consuming commercial sex, its services and
products is well established (Månsson and Söderlind 2004, p. 141). Other forms of
technology applications with connection to commercialisation of sex and pornography
are PC, console and mobile phone games. Violence and destruction of enemies in
various forms have been crucial themes in PC and console games for years.
Protagonists and other characters of games have traditionally been male, but gradually
female characters have become popular too. According to Sonja Kangas, female
figures in games have represented two extreme ends of women’s roles, good or bad,
which is embodied in characters of ‘scenery princesses or active actors’ (Kangas
23

Interview by Ben Wood of UK-based IT research and consultancy firm, cited in Arlidge 2002.
After merger in 2002 TeliaSonera.
25
http://www.vapaalla.org/Sonera-kirja/Sonera-kirja_4.pdf
26
Ilta-Sanomat titled their article ‘Soneran mielii mukaan pornobisnekseen’ (2001).
27
An interview by Ari Palhamo, Head of Department at Sonera, in article ‘Soneran mielii …’ (2001).
28
Personal communication by Jyrki Karasvirta, Sonera.
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2000, p. 61). Fictitious characters have often strongly stereotypical gender features
(O’Brien 1999, p. 87). Appearances of active female characters are often ‘sexy’
figures, in comparison to male ones which are physically strong and masculine. They
both can be heroes and fighters, who use violence for various purposes. Some games
limit female characters to half-naked women with curvacious figures without active
role – female representations can have clear resemblance to pornography. (Karvonen
2003.)
The most well-known female protagonist in computer games is Lara Croft from Tomb
Raider games. Lara Croft manifests traditionally male characteristics, such as physical
strength, fighting skills, intelligence and courageousness. Her physical appearance is,
however, highly ‘feminine’ and sexualised. Lara Croft has become a popular culture
icon, a ‘cybergoddess’ and/or ‘cyberbabe’ who was incarnated in the form of
American actress Angelina Jolie. In addition to cinema version of Lara’s adventures,
her ‘sexy’ figure has been used also in various other contexts, such as in music videos
and television commercials and marketing of designer clothes. (Borkowska 2004.)
Console and PC games29 have become gradually one part of the visual and aesthetic
milieu of the sex trade. Often games include themes which are in generally popular
among boys, such as car-sports, war, fight and conquest (Kangas 2000, p. 15). Before
the development of electronic games, other games, such as flipper and coin games in
game-halls, were much dominated by boys and masculine culture. New games seem
to be crucial in boy-culture(s), and compared to girls, boys talk about games and
playing much more frequently than girls. Masculine game cultures were approached
already in the 1980s and 1990s through pornography and sexualised violence games.
(Ibid., pp. 59, 62-63.) A new field in the 2000s are games which use street prostitution
as their own milieux. An example is a game called Grand Theft Auto: Vice City and
its sequel Grand Theft Auto 3, which, for example, features interactive prostitutes
whose services players can buy (Pham 2002). According to an article by a female
reporter who intensively played console games for a one week time period, in Grand
Theft Auto: Vice City everything which is cruel is allowed. She describes part of the
scenery as follows:
A woman – a prostitute – steps out of a car. A man – a client – follows
her and hits her down with his fist. The man kicks the woman, who lies
in pool of blood, between her legs till she is dead. Then the man grabs
his money back. (Silfverberg 2003.)
In 2003 Nokia launched its new game (mobile) phone, N-Gage, which games can be
played wireless, even together with other game phone owners. Such games are played
particularly by young people and are available for sale in normal shops. In addition,
material can be loaded through the Web. Even before the launching of the new game
phone, sex traders had been well aware about the possibilities it may carry, for
instance, more memory for possible (sex) video clips to be loaded into it. One of the
market advantages of video clips for game phones is their relatively cheap price – one
sex video clip costs for the subscriber approximately one Euro30.
29

According to a resent study by SAFT project, nine out of ten children in the Nordic countries aged 916 play online video games. See http://www.saftonline.org
Interview by a Finnish sex trader in Ilta-Sanomat 8.10.2003 in article by Sakari Nupponen ‘Seksi
tunkee pelipuhelimiin’.
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Adolescents and children are also linked to the commercialisation of sex through
pornography: internationally, the production and consumption of pornography is not
limited only to adults, but instead increasing numbers of children and adolescents are
involved in and exposed to these activities. Also traditional postal services are used to
delivery of child pornography. Particularly new technologies enable easy and cheap
filming of abuses of children, and the delivery of the material to others who are
interested in such material via scanning of the photos and setting them into the Web.
(Hughes 2002.) On the Web, pornography involving minors – children and young
people under 18-years-of-age – is easily found, even in free of charge pages.
According to a research at Penn State University, during the last 5-10 years child
pornography on the Internet has grown substantially. It has become a major presence
in newsgroups and bulletin boards, where ‘adult-child sex’ is attracting increasing
audience. Children as young as three are posed for consumers of ‘lolita-sex’, in other
words child pornography. (Jenkins 2002.) Another US study found that during 12
months starting 1st July 2000, law enforcement made 2,577 arrests for Internet sex
crimes against minors. Two-thirds of the offenders possessed child pornography. In
83 % these possessors had images between the ages of 6-12; 80 % had images
explicitly showing sexual penetration of minors. (Wolak et al. 2003.) In May 2004,
the police in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland carried out co-ordinated raids,
and charged over 100 people suspected for obtaining and distributing of child
pornography throughout the Nordic region (’Nordic police … ’ 2004). In addition to
paedophiles, young people attract other consumers of commercial sex: beauty, purity
and virginity of the young are values present in much sex tourism, where the ‘normal’
sex tourist often buys sex from an underage person as well as from an adult
(O’Connell Davidson 2001).
One of the latest applications is peer-to-peer transfer of child pornography through the
use of file-sharing technology. Various software systems, such as KaZaA, Morpheous
and Grokster are free of charge, and do not leave any credit card tracks to be found by
monitoring officials. Such technologies enable direct access into the hard drives of
other paedophiles’ computers without any third party authority monitoring content, as
it may be in the case with chat rooms and newsgroups. In the UK, so far
approximately 30 peer-to-peer networks for sexual abuse of children who have been
real-time victims, have been investigated by Scotland Yard. (Gillan 2003.) According
to FBI spokesman Michael Heimbach, ‘[s]ince the FBI has focused on crimes against
children involving Internet – that’s back since 1996 through last year of 2001 – we’ve
experienced around 1,280 percent increase’31.
Minors are also subjected to viewing of pornography through the Web in various
forms. A study in Korea found that nearly two-thirds of young people had first seen
Internet pornography when they were in middle school, and 15 % of all respondents
viewed Internet pornography more than three times a week32. According to a UK
study, the majority of children and young people have come into Internet
pornography. 57 % of the 1,511 interviewees (aged 9-19 years) had viewed
31

Quote in Bob Kellogg’s article ‘Number of Internet Porn Sites, Victims Rising’, Focus on the
Family, 28th February 2002.
The study results are described in an article by Yoo Soh-jung in The Korea Herald, 23rd January
2002.
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pornography. One in ten children had deliberately searched for that, but most
pornography was viewed unintentionally: 38 % of children had seen a pornographic
pop-up advertisement while doing something else online, and 36 % had accidentally
found themselves in a pornographic website33. (Livingstone and Bober 2004.)
In addition, minors may end up with pornographic material through chat rooms by
communicating with unknown individuals, who can collect their online addresses in
order to send them pornographic spam (‘Recipients of …’ 2001). Perpetrators engage
children in sexual conversation or exposing them to pornographic material, both adult
and child pornography. The first contact between a child and a paedophile, who does
not necessarily tell his real age or gender, can happen in a chat and continue in a
private chat room. Children are asked to send pictures or sexual images of them to the
stalkers, in order to later on process with more direct contact such as telephone
conversation and physical meeting. (Hughes 2002.)
One way of tackling the access to pornography by minors consists of filtering
software developed for these purposes. Filtering can cover various parts of Internet
use, and some filtering programmes are available free of charge. There is also an
increasing international interest in filtering as business activity, and various
techniques are developed for that. The increasing impacts of ICTs have raised various
complex legal and policy issues in local and global organisations and nations states
(Hearn and Parkin 2001, p. 152). Many international and national companies have
started to create cyberpolicies for the use of email and Internet by their employers.
In Finland, the IDC Research Institute estimated that by the year 2001 80 % of
companies monitor the Internet use by their employees. There are several softwares
developed and marketed by ICT-companies for the surveillance and monitoring of
email and Internet use of the employees. These softwares facilitate the use of fire
walls which limit the access to a variety of websites which include, for example,
pornography, racist contents, gambling or other forbidden material. Technically it is
also possible to monitor Internet use by the members of organisations through log
information and to create databases on that in the organisation. (Lähteenmäki 2000.)
Filtering can be used for various purposes: in many totalitarian and/or fundamentalist
countries governments are restricting access to politically ‘unsuitable’ information by
citizens through filtering techniques. Cyberpolicies are becoming increasingly topical
nationally and internationally in organisations. There are constant conflicting interest
among citizens, between (some) employers and employees, and between interest
groups for ‘free speech’ and ‘freedom from indecent material’ on the policies needed
on ICTs34.
In autumn 2004, Norwegian police and state-controlled telecommunications group
Telenor announced a joint project the purpose of which is to block access to child
pornography websites. All Telenor’s Internet customers who attempt to access to such
illegal pages will instead see a page informing about the filter and a Web-link to
Norwegian police. Many earlier filtering programmes are criticised for banning access
also to non-(child)pornographic websites. The Norwegian project aims at to avoid
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See also Chapter 9.
See Chapter 9 on ICTs and their policies in Finland.
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claims for (unnecessary) censorship by leaving the Internet users an option to request
for the abolishing the filter and returning the access to the website 35.

4.2.2. New technologies and prostitution
New technological innovations, particularly mobile phones, text-television and the
Web, are increasingly applied in organising and marketing of prostitution services. In
addition to so-called normal uses of mobile phones, for instance, calls and SMS
messages and connections with colleagues, friends and family, there is a wide range
of possibilities to use mobile phones for dubious or even illegal purposes, for
example, setting up the scenes for selling or buying of drugs or sex services. In
prostitution, mobile phones have changed the milieu. A potential client can contact
prostitutes directly on their mobile phone numbers, inquire anonymously prices and
set up a meeting for a sexual encounter.
On the other hand, ‘traditional’ street prostitution or restaurant prostitution can easily
be controlled by the pimps through mobile phones given to prostitutes. In restaurant
prostitution, the control by the organisers is compact through mobile phones – that
enables the control of the women (men) in prostitution, when they are ‘in duty’, and,
for example, to remind them to come back to their bases at particular restaurants after
the time paid for by the sex client has ran out. It can be claimed that the safety of
prostitutes by mobile phones has possibly increased. At the same time, so does the
surveillance by the organisers of prostitution. The surveillance possibility will
increase through locating of mobile phones, through which the exact site of the person
can be traced36. Pre-paid SIM-cards are used by organised crime groups in order to
avoid traceability by monitoring authorities in a similar way as pre-paid phone cards
used in landline telephone systems (Hughes 2002, p. 146).
The use of SMSs between mobile phone users was followed by a new formula of
combination of text messages and television in Finland in June 2000, when the first
TV-chat was launched by cable-television company TVTV!. In 2002, TV-chat
activity was started by two national channels: MTV3 and Nelonen. A message is sent
to a number created for that particular purpose. On average a chat-message costs for
the sender EUR 0.84, and it has been estimated that two-thirds of the revenue goes to
telecommunication operator, and one third to three partners, namely the channel, the
company offering technical bases, and the company producing chat-services. Finland
is one of the leading countries in the use of SMSs in the context of television
chatlines. (Sihvonen and Suominen 2002, pp. 11-12.) One major part of TV-chats
consists of text messages which are sent in order to search for a companion (Kivimäki
and Saarinen 2001). These include often explicit searches for sex companionship. In
part of TV-chats, paid sex services are offered much the same way as through sex
advertisements in (sex) magazines or websites37.
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‘Telenor and KRIPOS …’ (2004); ‘Norway to Block …’ (2004).
According to the new legislation in Finland which entered into force 1st September 2004, nobody
may be located without her or his prior consent. With regard to children under 15 years of age, the
decision to take the location services into use is made by the guardians, i.e. often the parents.
(Sähköisen viestinnän tietosuojalaki 2003.)
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The new legislation which entered into force in August 2004 on procuring criminalised also the
marketing of prostitution. See more on legislation in Chapter 5 and 8.
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Text-television, together with mobile phones plays an important role in advertising
and search for relationships and companies, including commercial sex encounters.
Text-TV on MTV3 and Nelonen have offered forums for personal advertisements and
advertisements by sex telephone enterprises38, contacts to women and sometimes
men, and pornography through the Web, which can be redirected onto mobile camera
phones. Personal advertisements cover a variety of messages where women and men
search for company from women, men and couples. Part of the advertisements are
explicitly for sexual purposes, including those which hint covertly about commercial
aspect of the contact, for instance: ‘Woman: offer coffee for 33-year-old
businessman’; ‘Man gives erotic massage’, or ‘Good-looking CEO searches for secret
company from young women’39. Text-TVs on these channels include ‘adult
entertainment’ pages, where ‘lustful blonde is waiting’, or ‘very rough contact’ is to
be experienced by calling to particular numbers40.
The Web is increasingly used for advertising various kinds of commercial sex
services. Websites can include, for instance, sale of pornography, addresses of
sex/pornography booths, and clubs or sex bars where prostitution is available, travel
tips to sex tourists’ destinations, and chat possibilities to buyers of sex. Various
newsgroups and private chat-rooms on the Web are spaces where experiences by
buyers of sex can anonymously be exchanged (Group of Specialists … 2003, p. 35).
In fact, sex tourists as well as local sex buyers are often keen to discuss their prostitute
use: to compare prices, to give ‘good tips’ for other buyers, and to explicitly describe
what services can be gotten from where, and even from which particular prostitute.
Bragging about one’s (ab)use of (mainly) women and children in prostitution can be
interpreted as a shared secret, telling of which enables the sex buyer to reconstruct the
scene according to his own interpretation. By doing this, he can re-live the experience
(ibid.). At the same time, he may reinforce homosociality and male bonding with
other men who are in favour of such practices, and the construction and maintenance
of specific masculine identity (O’Connell Davidson 1998, p. 165; Hearn and Jyrkinen
2000b). The particular ‘happening’ raises his (imaginary) value in the rank between
other men who can observe and secretly envy his experience (Mullings 2000, p. 243).
Therefore, by sharing such (ab)uses with others they become real and reconstructed.
There are a number of international and national41 websites where sex buyers meet.
For example, one of the ‘established’ sex pages gives information about the access to
prostitution in various countries, including also stories by those who have visited
various sex clubs and brothels in Finland42.
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The situation before the amendment in the legislation on banning the marketing of prostitution
services (Laki rikoslain muuttamisesta 2004). On the impacts of the law, see Chapter 10.
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These examples of advertisements were picked up from MTV3 text-TV pages in 6.11.2003.
40
Advertisements in 7.11.2003 on MTV3 and Nelonen text-TV pages.
41
The most ‘popular’ Finnish sex website is called Secretary Institute [Sihteeriopisto], and it includes,
for instance, online sex chat, various kinds of sex advertisements, pornographic pictures, articles on
criticizing the Swedish law which criminalised the buying of sex, ‘travel tips’, ‘mobile phone services’
and requests by sex buyers for information on prostitution ‘situation’ in Finland and elsewhere. Just
before the new legislation on criminalizing of marketing of prostitution in August 2004, ‘the business
was sold to a foreign company’ (http://www.sihteeriopisto.fi). However, the activities of the website
continue.
42
http://www.worldsexquide.com/guide/Europe/Finland
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According to this website43,
Helsinki Travel Report Dated Added 2000-02-23 Submitted by: Anon

There is also a great bar called [xxx] just near to Mannerheimintie in Helsinki.
I was there visiting with my friend. Of course my Finnish friend took me to
that place. Well there is hot! Bar is in the basement floor and the air
conditioning doesn’t work well. The girls are mostly Russians or Estonians.
They offer all kind of activity, mostly straight sex. It was my first time in that
kind of place. What a shock! Girls came to offer their services without any
shame. Some girls are quite pretty, but some are awful. Fees are from 350 FIm
up to 1000 FIM (70 usd-200 usd)44. Fees go down and down during the night.
Well it was my last night in Helsinki, so my Finnish money were almost
finished. Had only ab. 400 FIM left. So i had to take cheap girl (--). But all
cheaper girls were absolutely awful (--). My Finnish friend took one girls and
he left smiling to the her place. I left to my hotel. Just when I got outside from
the bar two girls came and offered me sex with two girls. I said that I don’t
have any money left. But they offered me cheap handjob. I was so horny that I
accepted their offer. We went to the one dark corner right next to that bar.
[Description of the sexual act of the writer of the story.] It cost my 150 FIM.
Next time I will get more money with me (--).
Tampere Escort Review Dated Added:2000-03-06 Submitted by: john
I visited in Tampere (100 miles north from Helsinki) couple of weeks ago and I
have to say it’s easy to find nice looking escort for an half an hour or whole
night session in Tampere. Just pick up the local newspaper called ‘Iltalehti’ and
check those classifieds in the end of the paper. There is usually several girls
advertising their services at Tampere area. Those ads are always with phone
numbers45. Their rates are usually 400-500 FIM/half our (USD 80) or 700
FIM/hour (USD 110). Not that bad! Girls are usually from Estonia and Russia
and most girls I have met, have been between 7-1046. So there has never been
big disappointments and I’ve never heard about rib-offs or pimps in Tampere.
Attitude of those girls is usually good: no rush, gentle touching and smiling
faces – that’s something you won’t find in Germany or in several other places.
Good luck in Tampere!

These two examples of foreign men’s use of prostitution in Finland indicate some of
kinds of sexual scene(s) that are constructed through sex pages on the Web, where
buyers of sex tell about their experiences and advertise ‘places-to-go’ for other
potential sex buyers. Finnish sex buyers exchange information on their prostitute use
in a similar way through national Internet sites (Tiihonen 2004). Such discussions
reflect buyers’ attitudes on prostitutes and prostitution: ‘how to get as much as
possible for the value of so little money as possible’ is the most common position,
with the women offering sex services evaluated and ranked in crude and rude terms.
These discussions also provide clear indications of attitudes held by sex buyers about
43

Quotes here are in their original form written letter by letter, without correcting any spelling or other
mistakes. Although, the detailed descriptions of the sex acts are left out, because of ethical reasons not
to reconstruct pornographic visions given by the writers. The names of the particular sex clubs are left
out [xxx] in order not to advertise them further. On ethical problems, see Chapter 6.
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Finland turned from Finnish Mark to Euro in 2002. Approximately the rate of one Mark is 0.6 Euros.
45
Iltalehti is not a local newspaper, but a tabloid newspaper covering the whole country of Finland.
Iltalehti is among the group of newspapers, which discontinued publishing sex advertisements in 2002,
following lobbying by women’s organisations. See more in Chapter 3.
46
Ratings of the ‘girls’ are done by the sex buyers, assumingly by rates 1-10.
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women in general: women, at least some of the women, are there to be (s)exploited.
The discourse of these story-tellers is libertarian (see Näre 1994; Jyrkinen and Hearn
2005), where hedonistic ‘wants’ are interpreted as biological ‘needs’ that has to be
fulfilled47. In general, the Internet is a very effective media for consumers to share
their evaluations of products and services, and this facility is used also to evaluate sex
products and services.
The Web is used by human traffickers for the recruitment of women. Job
advertisement on Internet sites offer work in foreign countries with a higher standard
of living, and only later on the victim may realise that the job promised was fake, and
in reality she is pressured into prostitution or other forms of the sex trade such as
pornography, strip-tease or lap-dancing. The lack of language skills and knowledge of
local legislation in a foreign country may also trap the victim more easily into the sex
trade. Victims of trafficking are often debt-bondaged to traffickers because of the
costs caused by the trip, and physical threats can be posed not only on the women
themselves but their families back home. On the other hand, trafficked women can be
advertised through websites for potential sex buyers or to be bought as brides (Group
of Specialists … 2003, pp. 22-23, 27).
Internet sites are used by mail-order bride companies to recruit women and to
advertise the services of such companies for men. The mail-order bride trade is much
based on similar strategies to trafficking in women for the sex trade. Women from
poorer regions of the world are marketed for men who live in wealthier countries and
areas, and the racialised, stereotypical characters of women’s colour and ethnicity are
used as marketing values. Many companies organise tours to particular destinations,
where the men can meet the women on ‘the list’ for a few days.
Research on Internet-based marriage and introduction companies in 2001 by Donna
Hughes revealed nearly 500 companies offering women from ex-Soviet countries48.
219 companies were indexed, and a database including website and its Url, address
information of the company, prices of the addresses of women and the destination of
tours offered for men, were created. From these sites together 120,000 women from
former Soviet countries were found. The largest amount of women, 62,000 were from
the Russian Federation. Of single cities, St. Petersburg was the origin of 16,000
women on the Web. (Group of Specialists … 2003, pp. 42-44.)
Of the 219 agencies only a few offered purely ‘introduction service’ which do not
include selling of women’s addresses or facilitation of correspondence. Seventy-eight
companies organised trips for men to meet the women. Part of the companies also
organised prostitution and pornographic services. Various websites included nude
pictures of the women, and also provided models for pornographers. One agency
offered ‘erotic tours’ to Russia, where the participants could also take pornographic
pictures of the women. Various pages in Russia and Ukraine had underage girls that
were offered as correspondents or wives. Some sites included introduction services
with and pornography on disabled women. (Group of Specialists … 2003, pp. 47-48.)
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On discourses on wants and needs in the context of sex and the sex trade, see Chapter 7.
The research was conducted in part of the work of the Group of Specialists … (2003) by the Council
of Europe.
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4.3. Normalisation of the sex trade through ICTs
Combined uses of various kinds of technologies in and for pornography are connected
to their use in and for prostitution, trafficking in human beings, and sex tourism
(Hughes 2002; see also Månsson and Söderlind 2004). In this sense, these uses by the
sex trade are much similar to the more general context of the commercialisation of
bodies, sex and sexualities. For instance, fashion is increasingly adopting modes from
pornography, which are presented not only by models in fashion shows and
magazines, but also by pop-stars and other female(male) celebrities (Jeffreys 2002, p.
21). Popular celebrities who become familiar through magazines, radio and television
often have their own websites, which are effective marketing routes and also offer
possibilities to order various products, for instance, CDs and ‘fan’ material. There is
often resemblance to pornography in how some pop-stars and other (often female)
celebrities are dressed, the pictures of whom are spread globally through the MTV49
music channel and fashion magazines. The borders between fashion50, entertainment
and pornography are diminishing, and new fashion and youth culture icons are massmediated through traditional and new technologies.
Another, but quite tightly interconnected phenomenon on the commercialisation of
bodies, sex and sexualities, is increasingly present in popular music cultures. Sexual
scenes are strong in various music genres, both in lyrics and videos, for instance, in
pop-music, rhythm and blues (R’N’B) and/or hip-hop. Sexuality is an overpowering
and a pervasive theme in a variety of music videos, which are spread and followed
worldwide particularly through the MTV. However, the representations of sex and
sexualities have gradually become ‘tougher’ in order to startle and draw attention of
the audience, which mainly consists of young people. The marketing mechanisms of
popular music and artists through music videos are much built on ‘shocking effects’,
because the viewers and listeners become, or are supposed to become, accustomed to
sexual presentation, and the limits of acceptable and entertaining are constantly
pushed forward51.
Accordingly, another sexualisation and pornographisation trend in popular music
cultures, particularly in part of hip-hop cultures and in some forms of rap-music, is the
use of scenes of street prostitution in their lyrics and music videos. This kind of a
trend has developed since the 1980s in ‘gangsta-rap’. Rap-music has its origins in the
East coast of the United States, particularly in Bronx, New York. Rap-music
presenters, the rappers, have traditionally been young, black, less educated men with a
‘street-wise’ style, presenting a ‘macho’ attitude. General themes of rap-music often
include violence, guns, drugs and (heterosexual) sex, where women are often very
subordinate compared to men on the scene, particularly the rappers. Gangsta-rap is
one form of the rap-music where these themes are particularly on the focus, but where
prostitution and pornography are raised on the agenda, mainly without criticism, but
rather as appreciated forms of living (for men)52. In this genre’s misogynist scenes,
women are available for sex, also for paid sex, and the role of a pimp (procurer) is
49

See http://www.mtv.com
For instance, Gianne Versage’s productions can be interpreted as cherishing ‘a whorish style’ (see
Sykkö 2004).
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Personal communication by DJ Arde Hänninen.
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Personal communication by DJ Arde Hänninen. See also Edlund 2004.
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positively appreciated53. An example54 of this genre is the lyrics of a rap-song ‘Pimp
Like Me’ by 50 Cent:
(--) Love the pussy, Sell that pussy bitch, Get out there and switch and go
make Bizarre rich, you gotta itch. You fucking dirty bitch. Now get on the
corner and start sucking some dick, Niggas want pussy, And I need cash. So
mom get out there and start selling your dirty ass – Give me my 5000 and take
this cheeseburger bitch. Go suck dick at a bachelor party. So, what if you are in
your period, Blood never hurt nobody (--) 55.

In addition to the lyrics and music videos, where prostitution and violence are used as
central themes, some of the rappers have by themselves entered into the commercial
pornography. For instance, rappers Lil John and the East Side Boyz, and Snoop Dogg
have by themselves been involved in the production of pornography (Edlund 2004).
Much of the development of the Internet and Web e-business is based on the interests
of sex industries, which has been one of the driving forces in developing services and
their payment systems. Forrester Research has estimated that cyber sex trade is one of
the most profitable areas on the Internet56. Web pornography sales totaled USD 140
million in 1997 and was expected to rise up to USD 366 million by 2001. This
constitutes over 10 % of all online retailing – sex sites are among the most visited
sites on the Internet. Sometimes Internet development is even characterised to be ‘sex
business driven’.
It can be claimed that often the sex trade enterprises have the most advanced
technologies in their use also concerning innovative e-marketing. Most these
marketing techniques have their roots in cyber pornography. Animated banner
advertisements, web link rings, pop-up boxes, new browsers opening automatically,
password-protected areas and streaming videos have started with Internet
pornography sites. (Jackson 2000.) E-commerce is mainly based on credit card
payments: 90 % of the purchases on the Internet are through credit card transactions
(‘Passing a buck …’ 2003). The use of ICTs for various kinds of sexual encounters is
increasing and, as it seems, to become normalised in society. In part of this are
(criminalised) sexual encounters by adults with minors through ICTs, particularly the
Internet.
A relevant example here is from Finland in the summer 2004, when the Supreme
Court of Finland made a decision in a case where an adult man (51-years-of-age) had
made sex propositions by emails to an 11-years-old girl. The girl had sent a message
into the Web in order to find a correspondence friend. In the correspondence via
email, the man who represented himself as being 18-years-old, had suggested to
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It is, of course, possible that some of the lyrics and even performances, are meant to be ‘ironic’ or
sarcastic. However, here I have interpreted (some of ) these rather as they stand for: misogynist.
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There is a constant dilemma of how to write about phenomena, which are ethically not acceptable.
Here I have decided to write down one piece of the lyrics of a rap-song in order to address the nature of
some of the gangsta-rap genre which is not often known outside of ‘insiders’ of such music listeners.
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http://www.d12world.com/index.php?s=lyrics/devilsnight/13
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According to its own definition, ‘Forrester is an independent technology research company that
provides pragmatic and forward-thinking advice about technology’s impact on business. Business,
marketing, and IT professionals worldwide collaborate with Forrester to align their technology
investments with their business goals.’ See http://www.forrester.com/FactSheet
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‘teach’ sex to the girl, who then ended the correspondence. The man had during the
same time period sent sex proposals to other minors through the Web, as well as
emails where he had manifested his interests in child pornography. However, because
the man had not [yet, MJ] suggested to meet the girl or to talk to her via telephone, the
Supreme Court decided that there had not been any actual danger for the girl57. The
man was relieved from all charges58, even though according to the Finnish legislation,
even the attempt to sexual abuse of the minor is a crime. (Korkeimman oikeuden …
2004; Korkein oikeus … 2004.)
In 2004 two Finnish female reporters of Helsingin Sanomat made an investigation in
the Internet, with covered names and addresses59, in order to investigate how do the
administrators react on those contacts which are made for the purposes of search for
paid sex. The investigation covered eight most popular Finnish discussion forums and
Internet chats during eight days in April 2004 from 12.00-18.00. The reporters left
over 50 advertisements on the discussion forums with titles such as ‘I pay for sex’ and
‘Money for bed company’, and the answers were asked to be sent to addresses created
particularly for the investigation. In addition, the reporters took part in real-time chats,
where they offered openly money for sex with covered names. (Grönholm and Talli
2004a.)
The advertisements stayed in the discussion forums billboards for several days, even
for a week, in spite that the discussion forums and their administrators state often that
they do not accept and that they immediately abolish all messages which have a
reference to procuring, child pornography or selling of sex. In addition, often the
messages of offering money for sex with a minor stayed in the chats for several hours
before the administrator took any measures, such as abolished the discussant from the
chat or suggested that this kind of messages are not proper to be presented in that
forum. Several minors started to chat with the reporters who presented themselves as
sex buyers, when the chatting had been moved to a private chat-box. In these private
chats, ten young chatters sent their email addresses, and four also their photograph.
Eight of the chatters were ready to meet the initiator. (Grönholm and Talli 2004b.)
The Freedom of Expression (Media) Act (2003), which entered into force in the
beginning of 2004, orders that all publications, even those based on the Web, need to
have a chief editor who is responsible for the contents. However, it seems that the
Web-based publications are much uncontrolled, and the administrators do not
necessarily abolish inappropriate messages from chats or discussion billboards.
(Grönholm 2004.)
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The decision was not unanimous, and two Justices of the Supreme Court of five voted against the
decision.
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My educated guess is that the perpetrator will continue contacting adolescents through the Internet
and other channels of ICTs, because this kind of behaviour was not interpreted to have caused ‘real
danger’ for the victim, and the perpetrator skipped the conviction. Paedophilic proclivities of the
perpetrator were not obviously interpreted as seriously as would had been needed.
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I am aware of the possible ethical problems that anonymity, or rather disguised anonymity, in doing
research or investigation may cause at least research-wise. The ethical rules are not necessarily uniform
in the media work and in research. Instead, reporters might need to take unusual measures to unveil
certain embedded secrets and/or details through using different positions and methods than are
available or accepted in (at least mainstream) research.
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ICTs have radically increased the range of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities. The borders between pornography and mainstream entertainment are
diminishing, and there are increasing crossovers between regular and pornography
genres. Adult Video News claims that pornographic videos are more worth than the
legitimate Hollywood film industry, and often they use the same personnel (cited in
Jeffreys 2002, p. 19). Already since the late 1980s a number of European TVchannels started to broadcast soft-core pornography. Pornography industry have
reshaped its image, and have become gradually half-legitimate industry. (Altman
2001, p. 119.) However, this did not happen by accident, but, instead, social
acceptability was gained through hiring of lobbyists to participate in charity and
campaign for condom use in order to prevent HIV infection. For instance, in
Australia, a lobby group for promotion of sex industry was set up to support suitable
political candidates and to seek representation on governmental committees on sex
industry issues. (Jeffreys 2002, p. 18.)
Another effective measure of normalising the sex trade is to remould particular
pornography stars and prostitutes into celebrities through whom the trade is
glamorised. Through media representations sex trade celebrities and sex traders
advertise services available and encourage audience to visit their websites. From
cable-television talk-shows sex trade normalisation has moved to prime-time
television60. Also through Sexhibitions and Sexpos, the sex trade exhibitions, in
various cities all over the world citizens become accustomed with the sex trade as a
part of leisure time activities61. In the 1990s some of the largest sex trade companies
worldwide began to be listed on the Stock Exchange (Jeffreys 2002, p. 18). For
example, the German-based company Beate Uhse, Switzerland-based Erotic Media
AG and NASDQ listed Spanish sex company have been followed by Daily Planet,
Australia in 2003 (‘German sex store …’ 2003).

4.4. Concluding remarks
The development towards information society has been an important goal for and in
the Finnish society during the last decades. According to Paul Frissen, ICTs and
public administration are intensely intertwined, because administration has always
had information and communication in its core role (1997, p. 111). Therefore,
regulation through policies on ICTs is important to governments and public
administration62. There are clear and uncontested positive impacts of ICTs and related
businesses on the competitiveness of Finland, and ICT-applications have embedded
and added value to many parts of work life and leisure time activities of citizens. At
the same time, ICTs have also other kinds of possibilities of applications which are
not necessarily so positive, such as their (ab)use in and for the commercialisation of
bodies, sex and sexualities.
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For instance, TV2 of Yleisradio, national public broadcasting company, sent an interview
programme about a pornography star in prime-time television show Persona Non Grata on Friday
24.10.2003. Afterwards two quizes for children were shown. There are also various television shows in
Finland which have presented pornography stars during approximately one years’ time, including
‘Noriko-show’, ‘Kuutamolla’ and ‘Se on siinä’.
61
See Chapter 5.
62
I will return to the issues of ICTs and their policies in Chapter 9.
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The problems caused by the rapid and constant development of technologies have
been present also in doing this research in a quite similar way as they seem to have
affected the possibilities of the relevant organisations to monitor ICTs and the sex
trade. After the collection of the empirical data, plenty of changes in the field have
taken place. New information on ICTs and their use in and for the sex trade has been
gathered also particularly by investigative reporters as well as by academic research
(see Månsson and Söderlind 2004). The intensity and rapidity of changes in the field
of ICTs has been a challenge in writing this work. Thus I have tried to supplement the
earlier research through following recent developments in the area through the media
and through references to very current research results.
The sex trade has obviously benefited from technological advancements in various
ways, which have been introduced and discussed in this Chapter. The sex trade has
applied the latest ICT-innovations for its own economic purposes, i.e. gaining
remarkable profits from the industrialising and globalising of the sale of sex and
sexualities. On the other hand, it seems fair to state that in many cases technological
innovations have been advanced by activities by sex businesses, especially concerning
ICTs – even though this might not be very flattering for many ‘decent’ enterprises in
the field.
However, technologies as such are not – at least only – to be blamed for increasing
pornographisation (Jeffreys 2002) or McSexualisation of societies, which have
intensified during the last decades. Instead, rapid development of technologies, mainly
through male-driven cultures, (sex) consumption oriented behaviours in societies,
together with globalisation processes without gender perspectives, form a powerful
mixture of forces that have impacted strongly on current and future situation, where
the sex trade is normalising its functions and forms in society.
A great part of these processes seems to lie in unstructured, and often lacking or
deficient policies nationally and internationally concerning commercial use of
technologies in the area of sex and sexualities. An example of non-acceptable ICT-use
became recently public in Finland:
In 2004 a project manager of Nokia in Finland was convicted for
downloading over 40,000 pornographic pictures on his computer. The
company’s virus alarm had reacted on behalf of some of the messages.
The pornography that was downloaded already in 2001 included gross
child pornography. The man had installed a program on the computer
which automatically downloaded pornography from newsgroups. The
company was not commenting on the case more than that the project
manager is not any more employed by Nokia and that the company
policy is that own programmes are not allowed be installed on the
computers, and illegal material is not allowed to be stored in these
either. The man was sentenced to pay a fine of EUR 1,225. (Kunnas
2004; italics MJ.)
To summarise this Chapter, I want to highlight that the sex trade is an area where
organisational policies are not necessarily (yet) very clear in Finland concerning the
ICTs and the sex trade. Instead, such policies can be based on unwritten codes of
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conducts and/or on (assumed) general knowledge by the members of organisations on,
for example, what is illegal according to the legislation63.
In general, I argue that in both local and global, business and societal organisations,
ICT-policies are increasingly important. This concerns local and global business
organisations, media organisations and non-governmental organisation. However, the
official organisations are in the key role in defining the national policies on ICTs as
well as creating ICT-policies in and for their own organisation members. In the
analysis of the interview material, I particularly focus on how the key agencies, their
managers and professionals define the policies which are needed in Finland.
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The above mentioned Nokia precedent seems to reinforce my observations from the empirical
material, which suggests that the authorities and organisations which are responsible for policing ICTs,
are not often aware of, or willing to see, the possibilities of the abuses ICTs in the area of sex and
sexualities. See in particular Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 5
The Sex Trade: Legislative and Policy Linkages
The geography and history of Finland have led to significant legislative and policy
linkages concerning the sex trade between and in its neighbouring countries,
especially the Russian Federation, Estonia and the Nordic countries. However, the
legislative and policy linkages with(in) the European Union are becoming
increasingly important through its binding conventions and directives. In addition, the
obligations laid out by other international governmental organisations, especially the
United Nations, are essential in this context1. At the same time, there is a variety of
policies on the sex trade inside the EU countries, based on diverse ideological
premises and knowledge on the nature of the sex trade.
There are three main kinds of policy regimes on prostitution that are currently
followed by the EU Member States, namely (neo)abolitionist, (neo)regulatory and
libertarian. These are based on disparate, even conflicting, premises. Therefore, the
harmonisation of national legislation in the EU on issues concerning prostitution and
other forms of the sex trade will not be easy. Conflicting ideologies have their roots in
history, but there are also strong commercial interests behind them as well as active
advocates lobbying for particular ends in the current situation both in Europe and
more widely. The extreme ends can be called the pro-prostitution and anti-prostitution
lobbies (see Barry 1995), which have individual and organisational supporters
throughout the world. The interests behind such policies and lobbying are at least
partly blurred, and often the ideological premises behind these alliances, consisting of
‘odd bedfellows’ or ‘unholy alliances’ (Jyrkinen 1998; Jyrkinen and Hearn 2005), are
difficult to analyse and even more difficult to uncover. Here my aim is not to address
country-based legislation or policies in the EU2, but rather to formulate a picture of
the main difficulties in drafting common policies and legislative measures that would
be beneficial for the whole of Europe, especially for the new expanded EU.
Economic interests are increasingly important in the debate on the policies and
legislation on the sex trade, even though such interests are often hidden behind the
publicly expressed reasons and principles on which policies are supposedly built and
based. In this Chapter I address the main ideological standpoints concerning the sex
trade that are the basis for differing policies and national legislation in the current EU.
I have chosen prostitution as the main focus here because it is the area where most
countries have already long drafted policies, particularly through legislation
(Outshoorn 2004a). In addition, prostitution discussions are related to discussions on
pornography, to which I also refer briefly. Pornography discussions and political
organising, such as NGO activities around it, have been quite different in different
countries and continents, for instance, in Europe and in the USA. However,
1
Also the Council of Europe has been interested in questions on trafficking in human beings, and is
preparing a convention concerning this currently. See http://www.coe.int/T/E/human_rights/trafficking
2
A comprehensive analysis of laws and policies on the sex trade in the EU and its neighbouring areas
would require a separate research project. However, there are various sources of information available
on parts of this large subject, for instance, Hollmén and Jyrkinen (1999); Hughes et al. (1999); Galiana
(2000); Jyrkinen and Karjalainen (2001); Holli (2003); Matthews and O’Neill (2003); Skilbrei (2004);
Outshoorn (2004b).
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pornography as such is a vast area of research, and here it is dealt only very generally
and in the context of prostitution discussions.
The manifestations of pornography and prostitution have changed during the last
decades, particularly because of globalisation processes and the impacts of ICTs. As a
whole, the sex trade, especially those forms of it which are produced through ICTs, is
not addressed through particular policies, but instead is often left alone to be driven by
‘invisible market forces’ and the economic interests of the sex trade and sex traders3.
On the other hand, there are similarities in the settings of discussions and discourses
on pornography and prostitution, which are reflected also in the wider area of
commercial sex. The core topics which divide opinions are the questions of the right
of the person to give ‘consent’ to sell her or his own body or sex services, the ‘right’
to buy such services, as well as the question of ‘free will’ versus force – for instance,
whether in a case when a person sells sex because of her or his vulnerable situation,
such as poverty or trauma caused by violence, can be interpreted as being forced into
prostitution, or whether that reflects that the person is still choosing this ‘career’
through her or his free will.
In the following I focus on some of the main forms of knowledge and ideological
premises4 concerning the sex trade at a general level. There are of course differences
in particular areas regarding discourses on the sex trade and its policies, which are
also present in my empirical material5. I discuss here particularly the ideologies
behind the pro-prostitution and anti-prostitution positions, and through them focus on
the impacts of these conflicting views on the policies in the EU now and what this
conflict in views might mean in the context of the recent enlargement of the EU.

5.1. Ideological premises of policies on the sex trade
5.1.1. Traditional sex(uality) roles and their challenges
Public debate and policies concerning sex and sexualities have traditionally been and
often still are heavily gendered so that the roles of women and men are clearly divided
from each other. The ‘naturalness’ of the heterosexual sexual needs and wants of
women and men is (still) often taken for granted in many disciplines and research
areas. Prevailing traditional gender structures in patriarchies are based on a bipolar
and monolithic understanding that female and male sexualities (‘men’s sexuality’
versus ‘women’s sexuality’) differ clearly from one another. Sexual needs of men
continue to be interpreted as ever-present, ‘uncontrollable urges’. This understanding
is then used as evidence to conclude that there is a constant (male) need for
prostitution (Ericsson 1980; Scott [1968] 1996; see also Träskman 1988). Such
frameworks have been criticised and challenged especially by feminist scholars (see,
for example, Walby 1989; Holland et al. 1994).
3

This is discussed through the interview material, particularly in Chapters 7 and 9.
Concepts ‘ideology’ and ‘discourse’ are sometimes used interchangeably and sometimes they are
counterposed (Purvis and Hunt 1993). Ideological premises (here) are the basis for differing
standpoints and perspectives on policies on the sex trade and related phenomena. More on discourse(s)
and ideology, see Chapter 6.
5
See Chapters 7-9.
4
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Even during current times, there are strong tendencies to (re)construct men’s sexuality
as a ‘volcanic’ force which cannot be controlled, but which instead has to be relieved
through various kinds of constantly available services. It is often claimed by sex
clients and sex businesses that in addition to sex with a spouse or a partner, there has
to be commercial sex encounters available for men (see Marttila 2004; Keeler and
Jyrkinen 1999a, 1999b, 2002). According to a study by Julia O’Connell Davidson
(2001, p. 37), sex clients themselves explain their prostitute use, for instance, by
referring to the idea of male sexual ‘needs’, and to prostitution as ‘a quick and simple
expedient in situations when no other ‘outlet’ is available. (--) [T]hey use prostitutes
as a means of satisfying a ‘natural’ impulse to have sex with as many different
females as often as they possibly can.’(Ibid., p. 37.)
An example of the division of sex roles between women and men which is
traditionally interpreted as a factor for legitimising prostitution is presented by
sociologist and historian George Ryley Scott ([1968] 1996):
Man is essentially polygamous, and the development of civilisation
extends this innate polygamy. In any society, therefore, where
comparatively a small proportion only can afford polygamy, or a
succession of wives (which is really polygamy legalised and
camouflaged), or a number of mistresses, the majority of men must have
resource to prostitutes, professional or amateur. (Ibid., p. 22; italics
MJ.)
Also according to Swedish philosopher Lars O. Ericsson (1980), ‘our sexual desires
are just as basic, natural, and compelling as our appetite for food’ (p. 341). Thus
prostitution can be compared, for instance, to nursing: ‘Both [the prostitute and
assistant nurse] help to satisfy important human needs, and both get paid for doing so’
(ibid., p. 342).
Since the 19th century, there have been continuous and often strongly controversial
debates on prostitution, its ontology and ideology, as well as on the policies that are
needed in this context. A common policy which was gradually introduced through
Europe was that of the regulation of prostitution. Paris was the first European city to
start policing prostitutes, often defined as ‘loose women’, already in 1802. Similar
kinds of policies spread through Europe in the mid-nineteenth century. Officially,
regulation policies were aimed to controlling the spread of venereal diseases. The
objects of control policies were particularly ‘loose women’, vagrants, prostitutes and
even just young countrywomen who migrated to cities. Regulation and control were
directed particularly at women in prostitution, who were blamed for the spread of
infections. At the same time, control had impacts on and could be directed to most
women and their behaviour, for instance, through denying women access to particular
public places. Control of prostitution – meaning prostitute women – as a restrictive
control mechanism also affected the sexual behaviour of women more generally.
Yvonne Svanström states that the increase in women’s civil rights seems to have
caused and increased the ‘need’ to control women’s sexuality. (Svanström 2000, pp.
9, 16-17; see also Järvinen 1990; Barry 1995, pp. 91-92.)
In 1885 the first international conference on the prevention of trafficking in women
was organised in France (Wijers and Lap-Chew 1997); the major focus was on the
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transport of (white) females over national borders for sexual purposes. This was partly
connected to sex politics where various purity and legal campaigns came strongly to
the fore, and issues such as purity of the ‘race’ and the ‘fitness’ of mothers were
highlighted (Hearn 1992). For several decades much of the concern was directed
specifically at ‘white slavery’, a term which was initially used to divide the
phenomenon from 19th century black slavery. White slavery referred to trafficking in
(white, innocent, young) women abroad for ‘immoral purposes’. In 1904 the
International Agreement for the White Slave Traffick was ratified by 12 countries
(Barry 1995, pp. 114-115). There have been various international conferences on
trafficking issues since that time period6, but only seldom have they emphasised the
purposes for which the trafficking is mainly organised, namely for the sale of sex by
and of females for the use of male buyers – the ‘natural male demand’ for prostitution
services was not impugned until the beginning of 20007. However, exploitation of
prostitution of others had been denounced already by the UN Convention for the
Suppression of the Traffick in Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of
Others (1949) and by CEDAW, the UN Convention for the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination against Women (1979).
The lack of focus on clients of prostitution in public debate and drafted policies is
much based on a functionalist (Järvinen 1990) view on prostitution and related issues,
where prostitution is constructed as a natural, even necessary phenomenon in
societies, in which the sexual needs of men are seen as insatiable. Thereby prostitution
is needed to guarantee peaceful living in societies. According to Margaretha
Järvinen8, this kind of functionalist view on prostitution has been central also in
prostitution research where there is a perspective that prostitution is a normal and
universal phenomenon, because in one form or another, prostitution has always
existed in societies. Prostitution is ‘the world’s oldest profession’, and it exists
because male sexual ‘needs’ cannot be satisfied without commercial arrangements.
Therefore, prostitution is assumed to be necessary for safeguarding the institutions of
marriage and family life. (Järvinen 1990, pp. 11-12.)
In addition, prostitution is understood as a positive phenomenon which brings peace
and stability in societies through the relief of the ‘unlimited and inevitable sexual
urges’ of men, which otherwise would cause damage, for instance, in the form of
sexual violence and even homosexuality.
In its essence prostitution is physical. Its existence is due to the
physiological urge which drives the virile male animal to search for his
6

I do not focus here on the 19th century and the debates then on ‘white slavery’ (which are much
comparable to the contemporary debate on trafficking in women) since they have been covered
elsewhere in depth. See, for instance, Barry (1995) and Jeffreys (1997).
7
For the first time in history an international convention explicitly approaches prevention of the
demand side of the sex trade in the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime (2000). Its Article 9, Paragraph 5 states that ‘States Parties shall adopt or strengthen
legislative or other measures, such as educational, social or cultural measures, including through
bilateral and multilateral cooperation, to discourage the demand that fosters all forms of exploitation of
persons, especially women and children, that leads to trafficking’.
8
According to Järvinen, the other two main views on prostitution research since the 1970s and 1980s
are the social interaction perspective and the feminist perspective. The social interaction perspective
addresses prostitution as a social construction which varies during different time periods and in
different societies. See more in Järvinen (1990, pp. 23-32).
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mate and to have intercourse with her (--). Every step forward in
civilisation extends man’s biological urge for fornication, where it does
not express itself along homosexual or perverted lines. (Scott [1968]
1996, pp. 19, 22-23; italics MJ.)
In this view, prostitution is, therefore, a necessary salvation of mankind, preventing
homosexual drift. Prostitution is as well a helpful tool for wives who would otherwise
suffer from the ‘constant sexual demands’ of their spouses, because male and female
sexualities are interpreted to essentially differ. In Scott’s words:
It is true that many married women have no feelings of love for their
husbands even at the time of marriage; it is equally true that soon after
marriage thousands of wives develop frigidity and anaesthesia sexualis
towards the man they are supposed to love (ibid., p. 13; italics original).
A major politicisation of sexual issues, including prostitution, was started during the
so-called sexual revolution in the 1960s and 1970s, which brought these issues into
public debate and onto policy-making agendas. The sexual liberation project was an
integral part of other, larger social and political liberation aims, which were heavily
based on ‘radical and romantic theories since the early nineteenth century, and
became central to both the counterculture and New Left movements of the 1970s’
(Altman 2001, p. 160). However, sexual liberation did not create liberated sexual
possibilities and realities for men and women equitably, but instead was very much a
male-oriented project. It is obvious that the movements of that time period raised
sexuality on the political agendas in various countries, and through lively public
discussions and academic work by, for example, gay researchers the definitions of sex
and sexuality became broader, especially concerning homosexuality (ibid., p. 161).
On the other hand, sexual liberation is widely criticised by feminist scholars as well as
by others as having been concerned mainly with men and male sexuality, leaving
women’s sexualities, sexual needs and wishes much unheeded (for instance, Barry
1979, 1995; see also Jeffreys 1997, p. 36; Weeks 1981, pp. 161-163; Weeks [1985]
1993, pp. 25-26; Altman 2001, pp. 160-163).
Within the same context and in its aftermath, issues concerning prostitution and
pornography became topical and politicised. ‘Freedom of sex’ not only included
libertarian and hedonist ethos and perspectives on sex life in the form of active and
free sex encounters with various partners, but brought also a wider rapprochement
with and acceptance of pornography. As a critique of the interpretation of the general
commercialisation of sex as ‘liberating’, feminist scholars and activists started to react
to the massive production and distribution of pornography. In particular, work by
Andrea Dworkin and Catharine MacKinnon was crucial, and they redefined
pornography not as liberating but as ‘a systematic practice of exploitation and
subordination based on sex which differentially harms women’ (Dworkin and
MacKinnon 1988, p. 33). In many enclaves in the world’s feminist movement(s),
prostitution and pornography became generally interpreted as subordination, abuse
and control of all women. Robin Morgan’s statement ‘pornography is the theory, rape
is the practise’ was taken as a central slogan by the anti-pornography and antiprostitution feminist movement. (Morgan [1974] 1992; see Barry 1979, 1995;
Dworkin and MacKinnon 1988; Pateman 1988.)
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On the other hand, prostitution and pornography issues started to divide feminist
movement and research, especially from the 1960s on. According to Judith Walkowitz
(1980), ‘commercial sex is a hot and dangerous issue for feminists’ (cited in
Svanström 2000, p. 2). Anti-pornography and anti-prostitution perspectives met
differing feminist activism where commercial sex was not interpreted as
subordination of women per se, but instead was defined as even liberating for women
and women’s sexualities. The roots of anti-violent-pornography and pro-prostitution
perspectives and lobbyism reach back to the 1970s, when early prostitutes’ rights
groups emphasised the oppression of prostitutes through unjust laws and social
practices (see Jenness 1990; Walzer 1991). Sheila Jeffreys offers the following:
Feminists found little to quarrel with in this politics and many offered
support. But gradually the politics of some of these organisations
changed. They began to argue that prostitution was a job like any other
which women ‘chose’, and even that it represented sexual liberation for
women and was on the cutting edge of women’s freedom instead of
being in any way connected with women’s oppression. (Jeffreys 1997, p.
65.)
Heated political debate on pornography and prostitution, especially in the United
States in the 1960s and 1970s, was followed by the spread of pro-prostitution and
anti-prostitution positions internationally during the following decades, which
continues to divide the feminist movement, academic research, activism and
assistance work (see, for instance, Scambler and Scambler 1997; Matthews and
O’Neill 2003). Table 5.1. summarises the main positions which distinguish these two
extreme perspectives within feminist, and how these extremes expect the legalisation
and normalisation of pornography and prostitution to affect women, men and societies
in general9. The differing underlying understanding(s) and positions are embodied in
policies which are discussed in the following sections.
The current pro-pornography and prostitution feminist activism and writings are
represented by those who argue for the liberating effects of pornography for and by
women: in particular this stance is endorsed by liberal feminists who oppose
censorship, by representational feminists who see pornography like any other
representation which is subject to interpretation, with its meaning changing depending
of the context within which it is its consumed, and by female pornographers and
‘performance artists’10. Only pornography which includes direct violence is defined as
problematic, not pornography as such. Feminist gender theories which criticise
pornography and prostitution, are seen as old-fashioned and restrictive. (Rubin 2000.)
The pro-pornography feminist position has been backed by some supporters of free
speech, by gay movements and by (other) libertarians. In a similar way, prostitution is
not understood as suppression or oppression of women: the emphasis lies in the
comparability of prostitution to any other form of labour. The pro-prostitution
standpoint is hold by, for instance, some scholars, especially sexologists, and by
9
This summary is of course a simplification of the discourses and epistemologies inside feminism(s).
The purpose of the table is to address the major contradictions within and among feminism(s) in
general concerning prostitution and pornography in order to bring up some of the embedded tensions
which are also present in other groups and organisations. On these, see particularly Chapters 7-9.
10
http://www.sou.edu/English/IDTC/Controv/Porn/hedges1.htm; see also Delacoste and Alexander
(1987); Pheterson (1996); Chapkis (1997).
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prostitutes’ rights organisations, which demand a redefinition of prostitution and other
related commercial sex activities as ‘sex work’ and the legalisation/decriminalisation
of such practises (see, for instance, Bindman and Doezema 1997).
Table 5.1. Anti- and pro-pornography and prostitution positions among
feminists
Position
Anti-pornography and
anti-prostitution
feminist position

Anti-violent
pornography (propornography) and proprostitution position

Effects on women
Effects on men
Pornography and
Pornography and
prostitution subordinate prostitution encourage
women (and children)
men’s violence against
through abuse of
women, and instead of
women’s weaker
efforts towards creation
positions in societies
of new masculinities
based on equality
between sexes, these
reinforce sexist
patriarchal values which
are detrimental to
women’s rights
Pornography, especially Pornography and
if it is produced by
prostitution are
women, liberates ‘oldphenomena which are
‘natural’, and therefore,
fashioned’ sexual
they can diminish men’s
morals and gives
women possibilities to
violence against
earn a living from these women; similarly, these
businesses; prostitution liberate men’s sexual
behaviour
is harmful if ‘forced’;
‘voluntary’ prostitution
can empower women

Societal effects
Legalisation and
normalisation of
pornography and
prostitution encourage
gendered violence, and
normalises abuse of
women and children
globally; reinforcement
of sexism and patriarchy

Legalisation of
pornography and
prostitution empowers
women as well as men
(and young people), and
creates more liberal
attitudes towards a
variety of sexual
behaviours

There are, at the minimum, two interconnected levels of argumentation behind proprostitution perspectives, namely looking at prostitution as an individual and free
choice, and, secondly, seeing prostitution as a right of women to express their
sexualities and treat their bodies (and/or minds) in this way. Therefore, sex labour is
understood as a choice made with contractual consent. ‘Sex work’ is seen as a choice
among other low-paid labour possibilities11, especially for less educated, poor and
often migrant women12. By legalising prostitution as normal work, better social and
‘working’ conditions could be guaranteed for ‘sex workers’. (See Roberts 1992;
Chapkis 1996, 1997; Doezema 1996; Bindman and Doezema 1997; Vanwesenbeeck
1997.) The same possibility to consent to ‘sex work’ applies of course to men, and in
a more extreme view also applies to minors13, or at least to teenagers.

11

Prostitution is not necessarily a low paying ‘job’ for all women: at least at the beginning of
prostitution ‘careers’, salaries can be much higher than from other abusive contracts, such as in
sweatshops. However, often women (and children) in prostitution have to give a major part of the
money paid by sex clients to the third parties of the sex trade, such as procurers and indirect profiteers
of prostitution, which can include doormen of restaurants and motel or hotel receptionists and so on.
12
Public statement by a German delegate at The Baltic Sea Women’s Conference, 9th –11th March
2000, Helsinki.
13
According to the UN, a minor is a person who is under 18 years of age.
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The current pro-prostitution standpoint relies on the rhetoric of human rights: human
rights of women are interpreted to include the freedom to sell sex.
(--) that it is a basic human right of every person, regardless of gender,
to have control over one’s own life and body. This encompasses the
right to work as a prostitute. Any woman has the right to choose to earn
money through sexual commerce. Denying her that option, whether on
the basis of moral, political, or feminist arguments for that matter, is
against female human rights to self-determination, individual choice and
sexual independence. (Vanwesenbeeck 1997, p. 1; italics MJ.)
The question “can a person choose to be a prostitute” thus cannot be
answered satisfactorily. It cannot be answered satisfactorily because it is
the wrong question. If we reject the idea that prostitution is inherently a
human rights violation, and I have shown that this is necessary, then the
only possibility is to accept prostitution as a profession, and condemn
the human rights abuses of all prostitutes. (Doezema 1996, p. 67; italics
MJ.)
Anti-prostitution feminist scholars do not accept this kind of argumentation. To see
the ‘sex work’ interpreted ‘as work’ is explicitly stated by some scholars, international
organisations and nation states (see next section)14. The two extreme positions, proprostitution and anti-prostitution, are often represented by individual actors and
various organisations which do not necessarily traditionally share the same ethical
codes or ideologies15. On one hand, (anti-prostitution) feminists, many child welfare
organisations, some religious movements and organisations and conservative policymakers often end up advocating similar kinds of policies aimed at reducing the
phenomena of the sex trade. At the same time, their motives and premises can differ
radically, especially concerning women’s social position and rights in general16. On
prostitution issues conservative and religious positions rely on interpreting
prostitution as morally unacceptable and harmful to families, whereby feminists’
position on prostitution and the sex trade is much based on as understanding these,
firstly, as subordination and abuse of women and children. On the other hand, the proprostitution position gathers supporters from prostitutes’ rights organisations,
organisations that aim at abolishing of trafficking but not prostitution per se, and
some free speech and gay libertarian activists.
14

The term ‘sex work’ is not, however, restricted only to the political aims for the legalisation of the
sex trade. Some scholars refer to ‘sex work’ or ‘sexual working’ in order to analyse and understand the
phenomena of sex and work, sexual(ity) in work life, and work within the sex trade, whether be it legal
and/or socially ‘acceptable’, but still economically remarkable for many societies, without necessarily
taking a stand on its politicised aims and means. According to Joanne Brewis and Stephen Linstead
(2002, p. 309), ‘[s]ex work is work and needs to be seen as such. It is economically and socially
important to all of the societies in which it occurs’. Analysis of ‘sexual working’ can include also
looking at how in some jobs sexuality and sexualised behaviour of the workers can (at least implicitly)
be demanded and included as part of the appearance and behaviour expected, for instance, in work in
tourism or public relations (see Hearn and Parkin 1995, 2001). See also Skilbrei (1998). However, in
this thesis the focus is on the sex trade and the embedded argumentation(s) around it. In some such
debates the term ‘sex work’ is used politically to refer to the empowering of prostitutes and other
people in the sex trade, but also to other ends, particularly the legitimisation of the trade as such.
15
This phenomenon has been labelled ‘unholy alliances’ (Jyrkinen 1998; Jyrkinen and Hearn 2005).
16
For instance, the abortion right of women is often a major dividing issue among this alliance.
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The gay movement’s17 support for libertarian policies on the sex trade is much a
reaction to the historical discrimination against homosexual people’s rights. In
contemporary societies, heterosexuality still constructs ‘the normality’ (Weeks [1985]
1993, p. 85), which can be called ‘compulsory heterosexuality’ (Rich 1980) or
heteronormativity, and which is a major facet of discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation. Questions about the sex trade are delicate in many senses, but are
especially so for those in favour of sexual liberation: the creation of restrictive
policies, for example, on prostitution can be seen as a ‘slippery philosophical slope’
towards restriction of other forms of sexual behaviour which differ from traditional
heterosexuality and its norms (Keeler and Jyrkinen 1999a, p. 11). In these contexts,
free speech (including pornography) and freedom of sexual expression (for instance,
paid sex) are sometimes so strongly valued that only the gravest forms of abusive sex
(such as child prostitution and ‘forced prostitution’) are interpreted as objectionable.
However, some libertarian organisations are not willing to condemn even child or
teenage sexual encounters with adults, which they may describe as ‘intergenerational
sex’18. Criticism of such encounters is interpreted as ‘moral panic’, which has earlier
been focused on homosexuality19 as well as on prostitution and white slavery (Altman
2001; see Chapkis 1996). According to Dennis Altman,
The question of pedophilia is a particular problem for gay men, who are
often caught between two conflicting pressures. On the one hand there is
a constant tendency in the media to conflate pederasty with
homosexuality, despite the fact that the most common form of child
molestation is of girls by older men; on the other many gay men know
from their own experience that teenage boys are often the initiators of
sexual contact with adult men, and are aware of the hypocrisy which
often sets the age of legal consent at a higher level for homosexual sex.
(Altman 2001, p. 147; italics MJ.)
Much recent research on gender, sex and sexuality based on feminist and critical
theory has emphasised the connections between and intersection of sexuality and
violence: ‘[w]hile this connection is clearest in the cases of sexual assault, rape,
pornography, and child sexual abuse, what has been equally significant has been the
exploration of this connection and continuum into coercive sex, pressurised sex and
eroticization of dominance more generally’ (Hearn and Parkin 1995, p. 178; see also
Kelly 1988; Holland et al. 1994). Both research and activism on violence against
women have intensified since the late 1980s, creating a supportive ground for the antiprostitution movement. Such standpoints address the multiple forms of violences
against women, with prostitution and other patterns of the sex trade as one part of this
continuum of violence(s) (Kelly 1987, 1988). The gendering of research as such has
been a major effort by feminist theorists and those in the social sciences working
within critical and pro-feminist theoretical framework. Through these premises, the
17

On the relationships of gay studies, particularly gay male studies, and feminism(s), see Tim Edwards
(1994).
18
For instance, NAMBLA, the North American Men/Boy Love Association, addresses ‘man-boy love’
as a form of acceptable sexual behaviour. Accordingly, ‘NAMBLA’s aim is to end oppression of men
and boys who have mutually consensual relationships’; see http://www.nambla1.de/join.htm
19
Some parts of the gay movement can be interpreted as being based on essentialism and misogyny,
where traditional ‘male-power’ is highlighted, and prostitution and pornography are cherished. See
Edwards (1994).
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functionalist view of prostitution in the academic field has been vigorously
challenged: prostitution and related issues are targeted from the point of view that
they are abuse, a violation of human/women’s rights and part of the continuum of
violences against women.

5.1.2. Prostitution policies and legislation
Licia Brussa (1993 pp. 4-8) has divided prostitution policies into the categories of
regulation (classical regulation), regulation without brothels (neo-regulation),
abolitionism and prohibitionism, describing these as follows:
1) Classical regulation started in France in the 19th century, from where it spread to
various parts of the world. Under such conditions prostitution is tolerated and
regulated, and brothels are the main bases for registered prostitutes. Brothels need
licences which are obtained from authorities who keep registers of prostitutes and
monitor their health status, especially the spread of STDs among prostitutes.
2) In regulation systems without brothels (neo-regulation), prostitutes are registered
officially, but brothel-keeping is not allowed. Registration and health control of
prostitutes is obligatory.
3) Abolitionism in its origin was designed to abolish the regulation of prostitution and
laws that control the prostitute and the client. In this system, procuring and brothelkeeping are to be criminalised because they place prostitutes in a similar kind of
position as slaves. Any condition of prostitution that is coerced and forced is treated
as a violation of human rights (see Barry 1995, p. 236).
4) In a prohibitionist system, prostitution – selling, buying and procurement of sex –
is forbidden and unacceptable. Prostitution acts are punished according to criminal or
administrative legislation.
According to Brussa, all four systems, which have been and often currently are the
basis for most countries’ prostitution policies, have weaknesses, and have proved in
practice to be deficient in the prevention of prostitution and protection of prostitutes
(ibid.). It has to be stated that there is a variety of uses of terms applied to prostitution
policies in the literature, such as prohibition, regulation, abolitionism, legalisation and
decriminalisation. In addition to Brussa’s four-fold category on prostitution policies, I
refer here also to Joyce Outshoorn’s general definition of such policies: regulation is
used as an overall term which denotes state intervention in the running of prostitution;
prohibitionism defines all prostitution illegal and all parties involved liable to
penalties; abolitionism refers to the position that prostitution should be banned and the
third parties criminalised, but the prostitutes themselves should not be liable to state
penalties (Outshoorn 2004a, p. 8).
At the extreme ends, policies are directed towards two opposite aims, namely to
legalise and/or decriminalise prostitution, or to criminalise and/or regulate prostitution
and the sex trade more generally (see Svanström 2004b, p. 294). It is, however,
sometimes unclear to what the terms legalisation and/or decriminalisation of
prostitution refer. This kind of blurriness increases the problems in finding a common
ground for policies needed in practice. Legalisation can refer to a situation where
prostitution and other forms of the sex trade are interpreted as normal business. Or,
legalisation can sometimes refer to a regulated prostitution regime where prostitutes
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and brothels must have a licence for their practices [classical regulation, according to
Brucca 1993], and/or where industrialised prostitution is controlled through labour
law. In this work, I use both the terms ‘legalising’ and ‘de-criminalisation’ to refer to
actions that are (currently or possibly) taken in order to normalise the sex trade as a
business activity among other business activities. (See Raymond 2003, 2004.) In
Table 5.2. I outline the main premises, ideologies and aims behind the most common
types of prostitution policy that are currently followed by many nation states20.
Table 5.2. Forms of prostitution policies
Aims

Policy type
Regulation

Elimination
of prostitution

Harm reduction

Neoregulation

Legalisation

Prohibition

Reduction of prostitution
and its demand

Abolitionism

Neoabolitionism

Premises/ideology
Prostitution is
inevitable, in fact,
even necessary for
society
Prostitution is
inevitable, but
harmful if the
persons involved
are ‘forced’ into it

Policy acts
Focus/effects
Brothels and licensing STD control of women in
of women in
prostitution / control of
prostitution
women both in prostitution
and in general
Decriminalisation of
Prostitution is interpreted as a
prostitution (sellers,
form of work for those who
buyers and sometimes are ‘voluntarily’ in it / to
also brothel-keeping) control women in prostitution
and partly normalise the sex
trade
Prostitution and
Decriminalisation and ‘Sex workers’, especially
other forms of the legalisation of all parts those who are nationals or
sex trade are work, of the sex trade in
legal residents in a country
and they should be general, and
and are ‘voluntarily’ in such
treated as normal
interpreting, e.g.
business, are workers like any
businesses
procuring as
other workers / to give labour
‘management’ and
rights to legal (national)
‘sex work’ as normal prostitutes; normalisation of
work
the sex trade
Prostitution is
Criminalisation of the Focus especially on women
immoral,
seller, buyer and direct in prostitution / to heavily
particularly
intermediaries
punish particularly women in
immoral
prostitution and, more
‘behaviour’ of
seldom, (male) buyers
women
Prostitution is
Abolition of
Decriminalisation of the
harmful and a
regulation of
phenomenon / to help
slavery-like
prostitution, e.g.
prostitutes’ position by
practice
brothel-keeping
abolishing regulative policies
Prostitution is
Decriminalisation of
Focus on (male) buyers / to
gendered violence the sellers of sex and
decrease prostitution by
and harmful for
criminalisation of the changing attitudes about the
women, children,
buyers and
‘inevitable’ male sex drive;
and men, and is
intermediaries
decrease in trafficking in
counter to efforts
persons for the sex trade
at gender equality

In using ‘aboliton’ as a policy term, particularly ‘neo-abolition’, I refer to a regime
that aims not only at policies which take the legislative burden off of the women in
prostitution, but at policies geared to punishing the third parties of the ‘businesses’,
namely the procurers, the intermediate partners and those who buy sex. In this sense, I
20
Depending on the position and perspective of the discussants on this thematic, the effects of
particular policies may look different from those emphasised here.
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use the term ‘neo-abolitionism’ to refer to a policy that aims at reduction of
prostitution, but not in the traditional ways that focus on those (women) in
prostitution. Rather, ‘neo-abolitionism’ is understood (here) as a regime that focuses
on prostitution, but in a new way: by seeking to reduce ’the demand’ side of it
(Ekberg 2004; see also Svanström 2004a). In the following sections, I concentrate on
the policies on prostitution which reflect the more general policies on the sex trade.
5.1.2.1. Harm reduction policies
Prostitution is a phenomenon often connected to problematic(s) of social and health
issues, especially the spread of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), drug addictions,
substance abuse and marginalisation. In addition, prostitution and the sex trade in
general, are issues of gender (in)equality and of inequalities in education, work (work
opportunities and payment), and distribution of social responsibilities in and between
local and global actors, such as nation states21. Often prostitution policies are oriented
towards the reduction of the harm which it is seen to cause, whether it be the spread of
STDs or ‘social immorality’. Harm reduction policies hold that the need for and
existence of prostitution are ‘inevitable’, and they aim at diminishing the undesirable
side-effects of the phenomena.
In general, the stigma of prostitution is placed upon prostitutes instead of upon those
who (ab)use the sale of sex in various ways (Jeffreys 1997, p. 242). In functionalist
views on prostitution (see Järvinen 1990), which are expressed, for instance, in quotes
from G.R. Scott in the beginning of this chapter, prostitution has always existed and
can never be abolished because it has a particular significance in societies as an outlet
for male sexual urges and demands. Functionalist views are strongly the basis of
current prostitution policies which focus on harm reduction through particular
acceptance and tolerance of the phenomenon through regulation, neo-regulation and
legalisation.
Regulation of prostitution, or rather regulation of prostitutes in practice, is the
traditional control policy for the phenomenon in most countries. Regulation typically
consists of obligatory health checks for women in prostitution and of punishments
(fines, arrests, imprisonment) directed at them. Even if both the buying and selling of
sex are formally criminalised22, the punishment mainly turns out to be directed at
women in prostitution. Often the male clients avoid prosecution, for instance, by cooperating with local (vice) police by giving up names and addresses of the prostitutes
they have (ab)used. (Järvinen 1990; Häkkinen 1995; Svanström 2000.) In the
regulatory system, prostitutes are required to get a licence in order to be able to sell
sex in brothels or in particular prostitution areas. This kind of policy includes a partial
moral and social condemnation of prostitution and especially of prostitute women,
who are seen as responsible for (the) spread of STDs and immorality. Therefore,
prostitution, which is tolerated because of the ‘inevitable’ demand from male clients,
is to be limited to certain geographical areas and places where authorities can be done
by authorities (‘zoning’). Harm reduction through regulation aims mainly at
prevention of STDs (among male clients) and of nuisance to public order in ‘decent’
areas. Therefore, the control of women in prostitution and their health can be
21
22

On global and local contexts, see Chapter 3.
This can also be understood as a form of prohibition.
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interpreted as being aimed at the protection of the health of men (Svanström 2000, p.
171).
Neo-regulation policies are mainly based on quite much on the same premises as the
classical regulative model. However, with neo-regulation the focus is on the division
of prostitution as either ‘forced’ or ‘voluntary’ involvement in the sex trade. These
kinds of policies are related both to ‘traditional’ regulative policies, as well as to
policies of legalisation. Neo-regulative policies are currently quite common in Europe
as well as elsewhere, where there often are, in fact, no clear policies on prostitution.
The determination of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ prostitution, i.e. pondering who is ‘voluntarily’
in or ‘forced’ into the sex trade, becomes an important issue, at least theoretically and
in relation to national immigration policies23.
Regulatory policies are followed in Europe, for instance, by Austria, Latvia and
Greece (see Hughes et al. 1999). Finland is also adopting regulation polices in one
sense, because the new Ordinance Act (Järjestyslaki 2003) enables the law
enforcement authorities to fine both the buying and selling of sex in public places24.
Antti Häkkinen (1995) describes the ‘prostitution subculture’ in Finland’s history
during 1867-1939, when prostitutes were controlled by police and health authorities,
sent for health checks and obligatory treatment for STDs, and fined for vagrancy.
Similar kinds of control policies on women in prostitution have been common in
various countries all over the world.
Control of women who sell sex is deeply rooted in earlier and current regulation
policies on prostitution. It is common that the ‘other significant partners’ in
prostitution – the buyers of sex, and direct and indirect profiteers and intermediaries
in the sex trade such as procurers – are far more seldom, if ever, interpreted as being
transmitters of STDs, promoters of such infections or promoters of indecent social
behaviour or substance abuse. However, it is especially those sexual encounters where
procurers demand sex services from prostitutes whom they control that endanger
prostitute women’s health: procurers, who sometimes are or can act as boyfriends or
spouses of more than one woman, do not necessarily consent to the same safe-sex
practices which are demanded of other men. In addition, sex clients are often willing
to pay more for sex without a condom, and demand such services.
Legalisation of prostitution is the newest harm reduction model commonly
championed by pro-prostitution lobbyists. It can be claimed that originally the aims of
the legalisation of prostitution were directed at safeguarding those who are the sellers
of sex. By legalising ‘sex work’, (mainly) prostitutes’ rights organisations aim at
empowering sex workers and lessening the stigma and discrimination attached to
women in prostitution, which directly and indirectly negatively affect their physical
and mental health as well as their social life and well-being. The health aspect is
increasingly important with the threat of the spread of HIV, which has especially led
international AIDS-assistance organisations to lean towards the support of legalisation

23

It could be claimed that immigration policies often lead the decisions of states, and rather seldom are
they planned to or implemented for being ‘friendly’ to those who are, for instance, trafficked in for sex
trade purposes.
24
See more in 5.1.3.
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policies25. The rhetoric on the legalisation of prostitution tend to follow the logic of
‘otherwise the sex trade goes underground’, meaning that those in need of help
become more difficult for authorities and NGOs offering assistance to find.
Legalisation policies are currently implemented in the Netherlands (1999), Germany
(2001), New Zealand (2003), and in some states in Australia (Victoria and New South
Wales) and in the United States (Nevada)26. At first, legalisation was understood as
and aimed at guaranteeing at least basic human rights and social security for and
acceptance of those in prostitution by equalising prostitution with other forms of
labour. Legalisation of prostitution is based on the idea that prostitution and other
forms of paid sex services are to be treated similarly to other forms of work.
Therefore, ‘sex work’ is a profession and career, and the same kind of labour rights
have to be guaranteed to ‘sex workers’ like with any other professionals. Legalisation
is understood to offer better working conditions for professional prostitutes, and
therefore embedded problems such as risks of STDs or violence against women in
prostitution can be diminished. At the same time, legalisation of ‘sex work’ is the
clearest form of the normalisation process of the sex trade. During the last 5 to 10
years there have been increasing interest and action towards legalisation of
prostitution in various countries and continents27.
In 1998 The International Labour Organisation (ILO) published a report, based on
research by Lin Lean Lim, which suggested that governments, at least in South-East
Asia, should consider legalisation of prostitution as a relevant policy which would
safeguard rights for those in ‘sex work’.
[f]or adults who freely choose sex work, the policy concerns should
focus on improving their working conditions and social protection so as
to ensure that they are entitled to the same labour rights and benefits as
other workers. For those who have been subject to force, deception or
violence, the priority should be their rescue, rehabilitation and
reintegration into society. (Lim 1998; ‘Sex Industry …’ 1998.)
In addition,
[s]ex work is usually better paid than most of the options available to
young, often uneducated women, in spite of the stigma and danger
attached to the work. In all four of the countries studied [Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand, MJ] sex work provided
significantly higher earnings than other forms of unskilled labour. In
25

However, for example in southern African countries, the difficulties with the huge spread of
HIV/AIDS are deeply based on inequalities between the sexes, polygamy (for men), low education of
women and girls, and traditional gender and power roles in societies – sometimes men with HIV try
‘cure’ their infections by having sex with ‘virgins’, with or without their consent. All these factors
contribute to the enormous numbers of rapes in such areas as well as to increased trafficking in women
and prostitution.
26
See Jeffreys (1997, 2002); Hughes (1999); Hughes et al. (1999); Galiana (2000); Farley (2004);
Raymond (2004).
27
For instance, Thailand (‘Empower …’ 2003; Mathes 2003; ‘Legalising Sex Work …’ 2004), and
Uganda (‘MPs Back …’ 2003; ‘MPs meet…’ 2004) are countries where prostitution legalisation
policies have been recent topics in policy-making.
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many cases, sex work is often the only viable alternative for women in
communities coping with poverty, unemployment, failed marriages and
family obligations in the nearly complete absence of social welfare
programmes. For single mothers with children, it is often a more
flexible, remunerative and less time-consuming option than factory and
service work. (‘Sex Industry …’ 1998; italics MJ.)
Legalisation of the sex trade is in the interests of local and global sex industries
themselves. This ILO report emphasises that the ‘sex sector’ is economically
important to the countries studied, estimated to account between 2 % and 14 % in
their gross domestic production (see also Brewis and Linstead 2002). In addition to
those who are directly involved in the sex trade, there are a large number of other
beneficiaries of such trade.
[T]he owners, pimps and other employees of the sex establishments, the
related entertainment industry and some segments of tourism industry,
the number of workers earning a living directly and indirectly from
prostitution would be several millions. [Therefore, MJ] the revenues it
generate are crucial to the livelihoods and earnings potential of millions
of workers beyond the prostitutes themselves. (‘Sex Industry …’ 1998;
italics MJ)
The ILO report reveals some of the embedded ethical issues and problems of
legalisation: it notes that the economic gains of the sex trade are not the interest solely
of those who are directly involved in such businesses, but instead the nation states
benefit from the sale of sex and related services. ‘Sexual labour’ performed by women
and even by minors28 becomes acceptable in the name of the economic needs of
indirect beneficiaries of it – including in the end the states that make gain through the
taxation of the ‘leisure time activities’ of local men and through the money brought by
sex tourism. A further ethical problem is that those who are direct providers of sex
services – prostitutes, strippers, lap-dancers, escorts, entertainers – are mainly women
and minors who meet the clients personally, and by acceding some/all access to their
bodies, sex and sexualities they are often the ones who gain the least monetary-wise,
but carry the heaviest burdens connected to such encounters. Through legalisation
policies, the gendered nature of the sex trade is accepted, and the trade becomes
normalised.
5.1.2.2. Elimination of prostitution
Prostitution as well as other forms of commercial sex have been and are objects of
various legislative measures, especially criminal law, in many countries.
Prohibitionism is a regime which aims at suppressing these phenomenona through
legislative and administrative acts.
Prohibitionist policies on prostitution target the elimination of prostitution through
strict legislation and severe penalties. Prohibitionism is currently pursued mainly in
28

Even though the UN defines a ‘child’ (minor) as a person who is under 18 years of age, many
countries define the age of consent for sex in a different way: in this way, teenagers are treated as
‘mature’ and able to make decisions such as entering the sex trade ‘voluntarily’.
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fundamentalist religious cultures, for instance, in some Arab and African countries.
All parties involved in the sex trade are subject to severe punishments although in
practice such penalties seem to be directed mainly at women in prostitution. In
addition, many such countries often condemn any sex relations outside marriage,
especially for women; some prohibitionist countries allow polygamy, but only for
men. Strict prohibitionist policies and laws are not necessarily followed by (male)
citizens when travelling abroad. ‘Rest and recreation’ for some Arab men in more
‘liberal’ resorts in the Persian Gulf, such as Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates, can
include the use of prostitutes’ services. According to Donna Hughes (2004), who has
studied trafficking in women and prostitution in various parts of the world, this is an
increasing phenomenon, for instance, in Iran, from where even very young and
teenage girls are sent to other Arab countries, but also to Europe for the sex trade
purposes.
Some may think a thriving sex trade in a theocracy with clerics acting as
pimps is a contradiction in a country founded and ruled by Islamic
fundamentalists. In fact, this is not a contradiction. First, exploitation
and repression of women are closely associated. Both exist where
women, individually or collectively, are denied freedom and rights.
Second, the Islamic fundamentalists in Iran are not simply conservative
Muslims. Islamic fundamentalism is a political movement with a
political ideology that considers women inherently inferior in
intellectual and moral capacity. Fundamentalists hate women’s minds
and bodies. Selling women and girls for prostitution is just the
dehumanizing complement to forcing women and girls to cover their
bodies and hair with the veil. (Hughes 2004.)
Tragically and ironically, there has been some information that the Islamic
fundamentalists involved in the September 11th 2001 tried to contact prostitutes just
before the terrorist attack. According to the Boston Globe, ‘the four alleged terrorists
spent their last night looking for prostitutes in Boston before hijacking two planes out
of Logan Airport and smashing them into the World Trade Center towers in New
York, according to law enforcement sources’ (Murphy and Belkin 2001).
5.1.2.3. Reduction of prostitution and its demand
Abolitionism originated from the criticism of the regulation regime, where women in
prostitution were the main targets of legislative and health care measures (see Barry
1995). Regulatory sanctions have been and still often are focused on the seller of sex,
or on both the seller and buyer of sex. For instance, in some states in the USA, both
buying and selling of sex is criminalised, but in practice this often leads to the
punishment of women in prostitution instead of punishment of both counterparts.
Neo-abolitionist policy on prostitution can be seen as the major challenger to the
earlier policy models as well as to the currently increasingly popular policy of harm
reduction through legalisation of prostitution. The neo-abolitionist policies are based
on the interpretation of prostitution and other forms of the sex trade as gendered
violence. Such policies are represented most clearly by Sweden, where the buying of
sex – not the selling – was criminalised in the beginning of 1999. This legislation is
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unique in the world, and its focus is on combating the demand for prostitution, which
is seen as a major threat to gender equality and to women’s rights, and as the utmost
manifestation of men’s power over women. (Ekberg 2004; Svanström 2004a.)
The legislation has been much debated in Sweden as well as abroad. The critical
rhetoric of this legislation is mainly based on the (assumed) impacts on prostitutes’
safety and reduced access of social workers trying to offer help (‘prostitution is going
underground’). On the other hand, the vast majority of Swedes, over 80 %, are in
favour of the legislation. In the official evaluation of the legislation, positive effects of
the new policies have been the reduction of street prostitution and prevention of
trafficking in women into the country for sexual exploitation. (Kännedom om …
2004.) In fact, prevention of trafficking in women was not as such the strongest
motive in Sweden for introducing such a policy, but this positive effect became
apparent after the law entered into force. This is an understandable side-benefit,
because the traffickers can easily find other countries where it is less complicated to
build up the clientele and local organisation needed to gain profits from prostitution.
In this sense the Swedish legislation has had added value, in addition to those positive
impacts which were more or less expected, such as a decrease in (street) prostitution
and an increase in the number of women who leave prostitution.

5.1.3. Legislation and policies on the sex trade in Finland29
The Finnish legislation on sex crimes, which is part of the Penal Code, originates
from 1889. In the 19th century the basis of legislation was an absolutist position on
sexual morals, according to which sexual intercourse should occur only within
marriage (Pohjonen 1991, p. 10; Niemi-Kiesiläinen 2000, p. 145). In marriage the
obligation of the spouses and the dominant meaning of sexual intercourse were first of
all connected to reproduction. In law the wife was interpreted as having given
permanent consent to sexual intercourse with her husband when marrying him30. In
practice there was, and even still is, a gendered double standard concerning sex and
sexual relationships. Women were supposed to follow an absolutist position on sexual
morals, whereas men’s sexual relationships before and outside marriage were
tolerated. Particularly in more urban areas the double moral standard called for
dividing women into two groups, the ‘decent women’ and the ‘fallen women’, which
at least implicitly called for institutionalised prostitution. In the countryside the
‘rights’ of the male owner of the farm or house were sometimes extended to sexual
relationships, with or without consent, with servants, other poor women or
concubines. Organised prostitution became common also in rural areas particularly
between the first and second World Wars. (Pohjonen 1991; Häkkinen 1995, pp. 6970; Niemi-Kiesiläinen 2000, pp. 143-147.)
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See also Chapter 8 where policies and legislation are further discussed in the context of the interview
data.
The ownership of a husband of his wife’s body and sexuality was continued in Finland until 1994,
when rape in marriage was [finally] criminalised (Laki rikoslain … 1994). According to the earlier
legislation, rape in marriage could be convicted only as ‘forcing’ or ‘assault and battery’, or if the
spouses were not living together, because then the relationship was not considered ‘normal’ (Pohjonen
1991, pp. 9-13; see Niemi-Kiesiläinen 2000, p. 150).
30
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This absolutist position on sexual morals was gradually superseded during the 20th
century31. ‘Illicit intercourse’32 and ‘adultery’33 were decriminalised in 1926 and
1948, respectively. Prostitution was decriminalised in 1939, but in practice the control
of prostitution, particularly of female prostitutes, continued through the Vagrancy Act
until its abolishment in 1986. Procuring has been criminalised since the 18th century,
but prostitution and brothels were more or less tolerated, especially in towns, during
the last century. (Häkkinen 1995; Järvinen 1990; Niemi-Kiesiläinen 2000, p. 149.)
The process of amending the original Penal Code started in the late 1960s and
continued in the 1980s (Pohjonen 1991; Holli 2003, p. 143). In 1998 the legislation on
sex crimes was amended as a whole (Laki rikoslain … 1998). The preparatory
committee set up for the amendment of sex crime legislation, the Committee on the
Renewal of Statutes on Sex Crimes, presented its first proposal in 1995. This proposal
was sent for extensive consultation from a wide variety of governmental and nongovernmental organisations. The proposals included, for instance, an amended
paragraph on procuring, and a new paragraph on the criminalising of buying of sex
from children under 15 years of age. After the consultation exercise and testimony
given by various experts and organisations, several changes were made to the draft
proposal. One main change concerned the age of consent for acts of selling sex, which
was raised to 18 years. (Ibid.) The enacted penalty for buying of sex from a minor was
a fine or at the maximum 6 months of imprisonment, and as such can be considered as
a minimal penalty.
A remarkable change concerning the sex trade in the 1998 amended law concerned
the principle of dual criminality34, which is traditionally widely accepted in
international law. In this context – and deviating from the Finnish legal tradition – the
dual criminality demand was abolished in three cases: in the statute on child
pornography (possession, production and delivery), in the statute on buying of sex
from minors, and in the statutes on child abuse. (Hallituksen esitys … 1997; see also
Niemi-Kiesiläinen 2004a.) Therefore, in such cases Finns who commit criminal acts
against minors abroad can be brought before legal proceedings back in Finland, even
if and particularly when the act is not criminalised in the country where it was alleged
to have been committed35.
In the 1998 legislation, the sentence for procuring was in fact reduced. The earlier
maximum penalty for procurement was four years of imprisonment. According to the
amended law (Laki rikoslain … 1998), a person convicted of procuring could be fined
or receive a maximum sentence of three years of imprisonment. Procuring was
defined as an act of 1) organising a room or some other space for sexual intercourse or
a relative act; 2) abuse of such an act by someone else; or, 3) enticement or pressuring
of someone else to perform such an act. (Ibid., paragraph 20, 9 §.) The alleviation of
31

Johanna Niemi-Kiesiläinen (2000) divides the historical development of Finnish laws on sexual
crimes into four phases: the regulation of sexuality as property and relations between families; the
protection of chastity and regulation of patriarchal power; the protection of morals in a patriarchally
structured early liberal society [the situation in the 20th century, after reforms in legislation]; and
modern liberal regulation.
32
In Finnish ‘salavuoteus’.
33
In Finnish ‘huoruus’.
34
The principle of demand for dual criminality means that in order to convict a person of committing
an act in another country, both countries should have criminalised this particular act.
35
There have a few precedent cases since 2000.
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the penalties for procuring can be interpreted as a quite strange solution in a situation
where prostitution and other forms of the sex trade had obviously increased, and had
become an internationalised and organised form of criminal activity in the 1990s (see
Kannanotto seksibisnekseen 1993; Rakkaus kaupan … 1994; Seksibisnestoimikunnan
välimietintö 1995; Seksibisnestoimikunnan loppumietintö 1995; Turunen 1996)36. In
practical terms, this amendment meant that the investigating authorities can not use
technical surveillance methods which are allowed only to investigate suspected
criminal activities where the maximum penalty is at least four years’ imprisonment
(Laki pakkokeinolain … 2003)37. The law did not prescribe an aggravated form for
procurement.
A further oddity in the 1998 legislation in regard to the sex trade was that it did not
include a paragraph on trafficking in human beings, even though Finland had
obviously become a destination country of organised foreign prostitution involving
women from ex-Soviet areas, particularly the Russian Federation and Estonia
(Rakkaus tarjolla … 1994; Näre 1994, 1995; Turunen 1996; Jyrkinen 1996a, 1996b,
1998; see also Hollmén and Jyrkinen 1999). In addition, the new legislation’s
paragraph on aggravated sexual abuse of a child (7 §) lacks any reference to buying of
sex from a minor. Thus it could be claimed that as far as sexual crime paragraphs are
concerned, the renewal process failed to cover aspects of Finland’s changed situation
in relation to the sex trade.
The mushrooming sex trade during the 1990s in both towns and remote rural areas
brought responses from local citizens both in the north, particularly in Utsjoki (see
Aikio 2001, 2004), and in the south of Finland. In Helsinki, local pressure groups
lobbied for a change in the municipal ordinances in order to abolish prostitution from
the streets (Holli 2003, p. 149; see Koskela et al. 2000). In 1999, the Helsinki City
Council submitted a ban on prostitution, stating that ‘prostitution in public places is
prohibited’. In 2000, the City Council of Vantaa, a neighbouring city, decided to
follow Helsinki’s example (Holli 2003, pp. 150-151). In October 2003, a new form of
national legislation called Järjestyslaki, the Ordinance Act, came into force in
Finland. This legislation replaced municipal ordinances, and its aim was to abolish
variations between different municipalities. According to Article 7, it is forbidden to
buy and offer for sale sex services in public places (Järjestyslaki 2003, 7 §)38.
A related law amendment from the same time period concerned the restriction of the
flow of foreign prostitution into Finland. In May 1999, an amendment to the Aliens’
Act came into operation. According to Article 37, foreign nationals can be refused
entry if it can be justifiably assumed that they are attempting to support themselves
through dishonest means or through the sale of sexual services (Laki ulkomaalaislain
… 1998). Thus the focus was (again) on the (foreign) women in prostitution rather
than on the organisers and organisations behind international prostitution. A specific
paragraph on trafficking in women and/or human beings was not included in the
Finnish legislation until 2004.
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On the changes in the 1990s, see Chapter 3.
In Finnish ‘televalvonta’ and ‘tekninen kuuntelu’; see also 8.2.1.
38
A ‘public place’ means ’a street, market-place, park, beach, sports field or graveyard, or such a
building, public transport station or vehicle, office, mall, business premises or restaurant which is open
for public’ (Järjestyslaki 2003). See also Chapter 8.
37
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The preparatory work on the amending the sex crime legislation (1998) did not
include a recommendation for the criminalisation of the buying of sex. In 1996, Paula
Kokkonen, a Member of Parliament from the National Coalition Party, had submitted
a legislative motion on the criminalisation of offers to buy sex in public places
(Lakialoite 31/1996). The debate in the Parliamentary proceedings, did not, however,
offer enough support for the criminalising of buying sex. There were also other
legislative motions which somehow were related to the criminalisation of buying of
sex in the same context submitted by other MPs, namely Annika Lapintie (the Left
Alliance), Toimi Kankaanniemi (the Christian League) and Janina Andersson (the
Green Party). None of the proposals were accepted, and particularly male MPs were
sceptical about the criminalising of buying sex (Holli 2003, p. 145).
In December 2002, Lapintie made a petitionary motion in Parliament for the
criminalisation of the buying of sexual services (Toimenpidealoite 178/2002). This
motion, formulated in the executive committee of the Women MP’s Network (Holli
2003, p. 145), was signed by 100 MPs (out of 200 MPs), of which 51 were women
and 49 were men. The signatories of the motion represented all main political parties
in the following way: the Social Democratic Party (28 signatories), the Centre Party
(25 signatories), the National Coalition Party (14 signatories), the Left Alliance (10
signatories), the Christian Democrats (8 signatories), the Swedish People’s Party (8
signatories), and the Green League of Finland (7 signatories). The petitionary motion
stated that
[p]rostitution is not normal business activity. In prostitution, human
beings are sold and bought. Trafficking in women is violence against
women and children, behind which there functions international
criminality. (Toimenpidealoite 178/2002.)
The motion took as its starting point the UN Trafficking Protocol which Finland had
signed in 2000. It was pointed out that the Protocol obliges States Parties to take
legislative and other measures in order to reduce the demand that promotes abuse of
human beings, particularly of women and children, which causes trafficking in them.
In addition, the European Union Council Framework Decision on Combating
Trafficking in Human Beings (2002) was mentioned to be an instrument which ‘seems
to oblige Finland to reconsider [our] attitude on prostitution and to criminalise the
buying of sexual services’ (Toimenpidealoite 178/2002). It also states that in Finland
there has been a lack of actions which the increase in prostitution should had
stimulated. Thus the Ordinance Act was seen to not be a sufficient measure to combat
the problems around prostitution. The Swedish law on the criminalising of the buying
of sex was mentioned as a good practice that should be considered for adoption also in
Finland.
Approximately 200,000 Finnish men have bought sex in Finland or
abroad. It is a large number. By criminalising the buying of sexual
services the society indicates that the buying of another person is not
acceptable. At the same time it will be indicated that in prostitution the
victim is the prostitute, not the buyer. A human being is not a utility
asset like other utility objects. The task of the Penal Code is to
emphasise what kinds of rules of behaviour are acceptable in society.
(Toimenpidealoite 178/2002.)
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The petitionary motion was sent for a hearing by the Law Committee of the
Parliament. However, the motion was debated in the Law Committee: in March 2003
new Parliamentary elections were held in Finland, and motions by MPs expire
automatically because of the Parliamentary elections (Suomen Perustuslaki 1999, 49 §
1).
In November 2002, the Ministry of Justice set up a working group on trafficking in
persons39 in order to re-evaluate the legislation on sex crimes, particularly concerning
trafficking in women, procuring and prostitution. The group suggested that the penalty
for the buying of sex from minors should be raised, the paragraph on procuring should
be enlarged, and new paragraphs on aggravated procuring and on trafficking in human
beings and its aggravated form should be included in the legislation. As part of the
group’s work, they tackled the issue of the status of the buying of sex, in the end
giving a recommendation for criminalisation. (Ihmiskauppa ... 2003.)
However, the recommendation for criminalising the buying of sex divided the
members of the working group, and three members out of seven did not support the
criminalisation of (only) the buyer of sex (Ihmiskauppa, paritus … 2003). In the
aftermath, the report was circulated for consultation and comments from various
organisations. In favour of the suggestion were 18 organisations, including the
Equality Ombudsman, the Council for Equality, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the
Ministry of Education, the Police Department of the Ministry of the Interior, Christine
Institute for Women’s Studies, Women Lawers, NYTKIS (the Coalition of Finnish
Women’s Associations)40, the National Council of Women of Finland41, the Finnish
League for Human Rights, the Family Federation of Finland, and the Association for
Finnish Local and Regional Authorities. Opposing statements to the suggested
criminalisation of the buying of sex were given by 21 organisations, including eight
prosecuting authorities, district courts and their associations, the National Bureau of
Investigation, the Helsinki Police, the Evangelic Lutheran and Orthodox Churches,
the Prostitute Counselling Center, SALLI (United Sex Professionals in Finland)42, the
SEXPO Association, and the Finnish Association for Sexology. Eleven of the 21
organisations which were reluctant to criminalise of buying of sex would, however,
have been in favour of the criminalizing of the buying of sex in cases of trafficking in
persons. In addition, six organisations held the opinion that both the buying and the
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The group was named ‘Ihmiskauppatyöryhmä’ [Work group on human trafficking], even though its
mandate was broader than trafficking in human beings.
40
NYTKIS is an umbrella organisation for Finnish women’s organisations, and its member
organisations are the Association for Women’s Studies in Finland, Christian Democratic Women in
Finland, Finnish Social Democratic Women, The Green Women’s Association, The Left Alliance
Women, the National Council of Women in Finland, the Women of True Finns, the Women’s League
of the Coalition Party, the Women’s Organisation of the Centre Party, the Women’s Organisation of
the Swedish People’s Party, UNIONI, The League of Finnish Feminists. http://www.nytkis.org
41
Naisjärjestöjen Keskusliitto has 56 member organisations and together half a million members.
http://naisjarjetojenkeskusliitto.fi
42
SALLI defines its mission and basis as the following: ‘SALLI is an organisation for all who work in
sexual or erotic labor in Finland. SALLI is for sex workers, private escorts, erotic performers, stippers
(sic), pro doms, porn models, telephone entertainers etc. The aim of SALLI is to promote sex/erotic
workers' human rights, well being, safety at work, professional skills, possibility to control ones own
working conditions, common interests’ (italics MJ). The number of members is not available on the
Web site of the organisation. http://www.salli.org/english/index.html
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selling of sex should be criminalised. (Melander 2004; Hallituksen esitys
Eduskunnalle… 2004.)
The division of opinions concerning the criminalisation of the buying of sex among
organisations is very interesting43. In fact, this division mirrors more generally the
division between anti-prostitution and pro-prostitution opinions. In addition, inside
the organisations themselves there were differing views on the issue of the
criminalisation of the buying of sex: for instance, the opposing view of a (male)
member of the working group which prepared the proposition was contradicted by his
own organisation later on when the report was sent for the formal consultation. In this
case, the organisation decided to carry the proposition of the criminalisation of the
buying of sex, even though its own representative in the working group had opposed
it44.
The second part of the working group’s efforts focused on smuggling of persons
(illegal immigrants), child pornography and the Palermo Protocols. The group
suggested new paragraphs on aggravated organising of illegal entrance into Finland
and on the spread of aggravated child pornography to be included into the law. The
age limit in defining child pornography was suggested to be raised to 18 years. In
addition, the working group suggested that wire tapping should be made possible in
investigating of the aggravated forms of such crimes. (Ihmissalakuljetus … 2003.)
In Finland the impact of international conventions on combating trafficking in persons
and related criminality in the area of the sex trade has been very important. Although
several expert organisations and NGOs had raised up the issues on internationalisation
of prostitution and trafficking in women already in the early 1990s, nearly no new
policies were taken up on the matter until the pressure to change the legislation came
from international organisations and international conventions in the early 2000s (see
for instance, Auvinen et al. 1986; Jyrkinen 1996a; Turunen 1996)45. Thus the
international conventions and obligations have been pivotal for the changes in
legislation.
In April 2004, a new governmental bill was launched in the Parliament to amend
various paragraphs in legislation concerning the sex trade (Hallituksen esitys
Eduskunnalle … 2004). This proposal did not include a paragraph on the
criminalising of the buying of sex, even though the majority of the preparatory
working group46 had suggested such. The proposition stated that this issue would be
resolved in 2005 ‘after getting additional information about the implementing of the
Ordinance Act’ (ibid.). Accordingly, another reason for the postponing the
criminalisation of the buying of sex given in the bill is that now it will be possible ‘to
follow up international development concerning the issue and particularly the
preparation of the Convention on Trafficking in Persons of the Council of Europe’
(ibid., p. 1)47. The decision on the possible criminalisation of the buying of sex was
postponed to 2005.
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The comments given by various organisations are a rich empirical material package for further
research on prostitution and its policies.
The existing and lacking policies on the sex trade in organisations and more generally as well as the
discourses on them are discussed in Chapters 7-9.
45
On the importance of international conventions, see also Chapter 8.
46
The Work group human trafficking, in Finnish ‘Ihmiskauppatyöryhmä’.
47
This reasoning for not criminalising the buying of sex is quite interesting. See also Chapters 8-10.
44
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The main amendments to the legislation, which entered into force in August 2004, are
summarised below (Laki rikoslain … 2004).
1) The organising of the illegal entry of persons to Finland was broadened to cover
also cases of passages through Finland. The sanction for such a crime is a fine or a
maximum of two years of imprisonment, and for its aggravated form the sanction is
four months to two years of imprisonment (paragraph 17, 8 § and 8 a §).
2) The earlier article concerning child pornography (defined as any obscene picture,
video, film or other visual recording of a child) was specified by defining the child as
a person under 18 years of age. The delivery of child pornography is a crime which
leads to a fine or a maximum imprisonment of two years, and in its aggravated form is
subject to imprisonment from four months to six years. The same punishments also
apply to beastiality and violent pornography (paragraph 17, 18 § and 18 a §). For the
possession of child pornography the penalty ranges from a fine to imprisonment of
one year (paragraph 17, 19 §)48.
3) The maximum penalty for the buying of sex from a person under 18 years of age
was raised from six months to one year. The minimum penalty for such a crime,
whether committed in Finland or abroad, is a fine. (Paragraph 20, 8 §.)
4) The article on procuring was extended to cover also advertising of prostitution and
accommodating another person for such purposes. The penalty for procuring is a fine
or a maximum of three years of imprisonment, and of the aggravated form from the
penalty is four months to six years of imprisonment. (Paragraph 20, 9 § and 9 a §.)
5) A new article on trafficking in persons was included in the legislation. Trafficking
in persons is defined to consist of actions through which a person ends up being
sexually exploited, being put into forced labour or other conditions where her or his
human dignity is violated, or used for sale of organs. The means for trafficking in
persons can be the abuse of the other person’s vulnerability, deceiving the other
person, or recompensing someone else who has the power over a person or receiving
such a compensation. The penalty for trafficking in persons is from four months to six
years of imprisonment, and for its aggravated form is from two to ten years of
imprisonment. (Paragraph 25, 3 § and 3 a §.)
6) In addition, the Law on Coercive Means was changed to make wiretapping a
possible means of investigation for aggravated forms of the crimes indicated in these
paragraphs (Laki pakkokeinolain … 2004).
In Finland, prostitution and related issues have mainly been policed through the Penal
Code. In addition, other areas of legislation can be used in the context of the sex trade.
For instance, the Equality Legislation preparatory work includes a paragraph
concerning sexual harassment and harassment on the basis of one’s gender (8 d §)49.
Other forms of policies on the sex trade are further discussed in the context of the
interview material in Chapters 8 and 9.
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The government bill (Hallituksen esitys Eduskunnalle … 2004) included a suggestion that these
paragraphs would waived if the person is over 16 years of age and has consented to such acts.
However, this suggestion was abolished in the Parliamentary proceedings.
49
See Hallituksen esitys Eduskunnalle laiksi naisten ja miesten välisestä tasa-arvosta annetun lain
muuttamiseksi 2004.
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5.2. Conflicting and common interests in the EU
In this Chapter I have presented and discussed the ideologies, premises and the main
policies on the sex trade, especially on prostitution, followed by most countries
worldwide. While the details of the policies on these issues differ radically from one
country to another (also) in the European Union, I have limited my examination of the
policies of the other EU countries50 to a superficial level, because my aim is to look at
differing policies inside Finland on the sex trade and to look at ICTs in that context.
Therefore, I examine policies at the EU-level and more globally in order to reflect the
premises for differing policies and their implementation at the moment in Finland.
Through the enlargement process the whole functioning of the EU has changed and
been challenged in many ways. A major general challenge is how to introduce
‘democracy’ to the new member countries, which are still going through a transition
period, in a way that is acceptable to older Member States – the question is how to
combine organisational and political cultures of highly industrialised, even postindustrialised countries, with those cultures of countries which have a different
societal and economic structures. As part of that, a major task is how to combine
(even somewhat) ‘common’ gender equality objectives and standards in and between
these countries and cultures, which maintain very different or even opposite
understandings of sex and/or gender roles51. This means that issues concerning the sex
trade and its policies in the enlarged and enlargening EU are far from meaningless; on
the contrary, they are very crucial in many ways. In addition to gender equality issues
and the effects of the increase of commercial sex on them, the sex trade is one and
maybe even the major path by which organised crime takes a stand and position in
societies (see Bäckman 1999; Rinne 1999; Leskinen 2003).
Trafficking in persons and illegal immigration are global problems, and these issues
are topical for the EU at the moment and in the future. ‘Fortress Europe’ is opening
up, and there is a clear need to create gender-specific immigration policies which do
neither discriminate against women and children nor increase the abuse of these
groups by sex traffickers. There is a wide problem of how to de-organise ‘business
activities’ which are involved in money-laundering, falsifying of travel documents,
and corruption of officials and business life. These are serious challenges for the
democratic organising of the existing EU, but increasingly also to the enlargening EU.
Such activities are often based on the organising of trafficking in women for the sex
trade and on other forms of abuse and subordination of women and children, also in
the countries of departure. This means that the gender perspective should be
mainstreamed into all policy-making levels in the enlargening EU – in the
Commission, in policy-making bodies, as well as in existing and future Member
States. Issues of the sex trade and policies on it are therefore not ‘secondary’ problems
of the new EU, but instead are questions which are crucial in many aspects.
Differing policies on the sex trade within the European Union as well as globally have
created an interesting situation where the conflicting premises and interests involved
50

Examination and comparison of policies on the sex trade in the EU and its member countries would
demand a further research project. See Outshoorn (2004b).
51
Such issues in practice concern, for instance, abortion, which has been already a topical issue in
Ireland in the EU. These topics may become more complicated after further accessions to the EU of
heavily Catholic states and areas, like Poland.
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are highly politicised. Harmonisation of sex-trade legislation among the EU Member
States seems to have become quite a difficult task. The lack of common and agreed
policy on prostitution and related issues is mainly the result of cultural and social
differences which are not necessarily going to diminish through the EU enlargement
process, but quite the opposite.
One of the main difficulties caused by the conflicting interests underlying prostitution
policies is that any consensus concerns merely the common denominator, namely
trafficking in human beings (meaning, mainly trafficking in women and children).
Trafficking in human beings as a phenomenon is ‘unacceptable’ according to all EU
member countries and in most other countries. But even in this matter, definitions are
not necessarily agreed on, and the policies on the prevention of human trafficking and
of the treatment of the victims differ widely. Also the interpretations of the agreed
definition(s) vary quite a lot both from one country to another, and in a particular
country, from one official organisation to another. This complicates the national
implementation of international conventions such as the Palermo Protocol on
Trafficking in Human Beings.
In the EU the focus on trafficking in persons since the 1990s has played two roles.
Firstly, trafficking is a common denominator for actions on combating international
criminal groups which smuggle immigrants into the EU area. Combating trafficking
in persons is a way to limit illegal entry of people from other (‘third’), often much
poorer countries. Fortress Europe, even though having temporarily opened up through
the enlargement process, still controls immigration into the EU area, making
combating trafficking a uniting interest for all member countries. But secondly,
human trafficking and issues related to it, particularly prostitution, are also dividing
factors in the EU. As such trafficking is a blurred concept because of the embedded
hidden agenda of libertarian national policies and organisations to introduce more
‘liberal’ policies on prostitution and legalisation of the sex trade in the EU area. This
is evident in the prostitution policies of the Netherlands, which I use as examples
here.
The Dutch National Institute for Prostitution Issues, the Mr A. De Graaf Foundation,
states its aims and policies, which are consistent with the official policies of the
Netherlands, in the following way:
The central objective is to diminish the (social) problems connected to
prostitution. One of the principle items is to improve the judicial and
social status of prostitutes through a policy of decriminalisation. It is the
conviction of the foundation that criminalizing people in prostitution is
both harmful to prostitutes - as it will force them into illegality and push
them into the hands of exploiters - and to society in general, as it
promotes a criminal subculture. It is the foundations belief that
everybody should have the right to do with their body what they want,
including prostitution. The State should not intervene on moral grounds.
Only when a person’s civil and human rights are violated, the
government has to protect and support the victims. (--) Foundation
supports the general aims of the [Dutch] government to normalise the
relations in prostitution and to accept prostitution as a profession. Since
1980 the foundation has advocated the recognition of prostitution as
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work. This means a straightforward acceptance of prostitution as a
reality in our society and granting sex workers the rights that everybody
who earns a living has. (http://www.mrgraaf.nl/prostitutionframe.htm;
italics MJ)
In 1994 an International Conference on Traffic in Persons took place in Utrecht and
Maastricht, the Netherlands, organised by the Department of the Law of International
Organizations, by the Netherlands Institute of Human Rights (SIM) of Utrecht
University and by the Centre of Human Rights of the University of Limburg. This
conference was a part of the preparation process for the 4th World Women’s
Conference organised in Beijing in the following year. According to the Conclusion
of the Dutch conference,
[t]raffic in persons is a dynamic process. It may start with agreements
and consent and can become a matter of force and deception, and vice
versa. However, it is important to emphasize that the element that
defines traffic is force (--) and not the nature of labour to be performed
or the current or previous occupation or background of the person who
is trafficked. (--) While there are definitely occurrences of coercion,
deceit and violence associated with prostitution, not all individuals who
work as prostitutes do so as a result of trafficking practices. Where such
practices are involved, they should be prosecuted to the full extent of the
law. However, the individual right to self-determination includes the
ability and the right of the individual to decide to work as a prostitute.
(Conference in … 1994; italics MJ.)
In the Beijing World Conference 1995, the pro-prostitution lobby was represented by
various NGOs. In the negotiations for the Platform for Action (PFA) this lobby’s
demands for a ‘redefinition’ of prostitution as ‘voluntary’ vs. ‘forced’ were
successful52. The Beijing Platform for Action differs clearly from the earlier
formulations by the UN in the context of trafficking and prostitution: the Beijing PFA
includes the term ‘forced prostitution’53, instead of the 1949 Convention and
CEWAW (1979) formulation of ‘the exploitation of prostitution of others’. (Raymond
1998.)
In 1996, trafficking in women was brought onto the official agenda of the EU by the
communication of the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament. The
main areas where actions were suggested to be taken were in training immigration and
other relevant officials, co-operation between the police, social and employment
sectors, co-operation with third (non-EU-member) countries, and building up a
programme (STOP) for combating trafficking in women and children. (Commission
communication … 1996.) During the EU Presidency in the first half of 1997, the
Dutch government worked actively with the trafficking issue, and in 1997 the
Ministerial Conference in the Hague accepted on EU-wide action plan addressing
trafficking in women (The Hague Ministerial … 1997). In this document, the
importance of the UN Beijing Platform of Action is highlighted: ‘This Declaration,
52
Also the United Nations General Assembly Resolution on the Elimination of Violence against
Women (1993) included a mention of ‘forced’ prostitution. There is a need for further research on the
(re)formulation of international conventions in the context of prostitution.
53
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/beijing/platform/violence.htm
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drafted in the spirit of the Beijing Platform for Action (--)’ (ibid., italics MJ). In the
whole document the only place where prostitution is mentioned at all is in the
‘General Consideration’ (i.e. preamble) concerning the obligations set up by the
earlier conventions which (other) states have ratified54.
The highlighting of the Beijing Platform for Action (1995) in the context of trafficking
and prostitution is important and quite interesting, because this formulation is much
more favourable for the redefinition of the status of prostitution as ‘sex work’ than are
the earlier UN conventions. The sex trade and pro-prostitution lobbyists’ aim is to
limit the definition of trafficking in persons to encompass only cases where the victim
has suffered from physical violence or other grave violations. On the other hand, the
interests of anti-prostitution organisations are in more widely defining trafficking in
persons, in order to cover also cases where the victim has been manipulated to enter
the cross-border sex trade in one way or another, such as through abuse of the
person’s vulnerable position or the offer of monetary or other compensation for
entering the sex trade. Therefore, the pro-prostitution standpoint focuses only on
trafficking which is ‘bad’/’forced’, excluding ‘non-forced international sex work’
which is understood to be a part of globalisation, immigration and (sex) work.
Prostitution as such is an acceptable form of labour and a human right, and the
problems in prostitution are caused by stigmatisation of ‘sex workers’.
The sex markets in the EU countries are increasingly based on the (ab)use of women
who originally are not EU citizens. Particularly in countries which have legalised
prostitution, the desires of the sex businesses are that the (legal) ‘import’ of foreign
women for prostitution and other related ‘businesses’ be guaranteed for the sake of
running of a lucrative sex trade. According to some estimations, for instance, in the
Netherlands the amount of originally foreign women in prostitution is up to 80 % of
the ‘sex workers’ (Hughes et al. 1999). Nation states which have legalised or are
regulating prostitution gain economically from sex businesses through taxation and/or
fees for licences to practice prostitution or brothel-keeping. According to the ILO
report, ‘the sex sector’ is important economically in various countries (‘Sex Industry
…’ 1998). Therefore, at least in principal some nation states have an interest in
guaranteeing the flow of foreign ‘sex workers’ into the EU area, instead of
interpreting this as trafficking in persons which should be combated.
The embedded and conflicting interests between various countries, including between
the EU countries concerning trafficking and/or prostitution, were represented again in
the negotiation procedure of the UN Protocol on Trafficking in Persons55. The
negotiations took place in Vienna, Austria, 1998-2000, and in addition to over 100
UN member countries, there were approximately 20 international NGOs represented
in the process56. There were differing opinions particularly on the definition of
54

The Declaration ‘(--) is without prejudice to obligations undertaken by Member States under
international conventions they have ratified, inter alia, the 1949 Convention for the Suppression of the
Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others, and the 1979 Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women’. For instance, the Netherlands has not
ratified the 1949 Convention.
55
The writer of this dissertation was a member of Finland’s delegation in the 8th and 9th sessions of the
drafting of the Trafficking Protocol.
56
The NGOs were allowed to follow the negotiations in the plenary sessions, but not in ad hoc working
groups. They were able to present their views at the end of each session, but their impact was more
concentrated through lobbying the members of the delegations.
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trafficking in persons – whether trafficking should be defined narrowly or more
widely, whether to include a mention of prostitution and a mention of ‘consent’57 into
the context of the definition. There were various pro-prostitution countries and
organisations that refused to include any connection or mention to ‘prostitution’ in the
definition of trafficking. Of the EU countries, particularly the Netherlands and
Germany strongly advocated this. Other countries with strong pro-prostitution
standpoints were, for instance, Australia and Canada. The opposite standpoint was
represented by the EU countries of France, Belgium, Sweden and Finland, and, for
example, by the Philippines and Norway. In the end the EU as a whole decided to
carry the latter formulation, but the compromise in the plenary session was reached
only through meeting the demand by pro-prostitution countries that the preamble of
the Protocol includes a mention that the Protocol does not need to be the basis for the
national policies on prostitution in the ratifying countries.
The request to have a clear reference to prostitution in the new definition on
‘trafficking’ is consistent to the earlier UN conventions’ wordings, particularly the
1949 Convention58 and the CEDAW Convention (1979) which states that ‘States
Parties shall take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to suppress all forms
of traffic in women and exploitation of prostitution of women’ (Article 6). In fact, the
demand that the connection between prostitution and sexual exploitation be excluded
in the context of trafficking is very interesting, because the majority of trafficking in
persons takes place because of the sex trade. This aim to separate prostitution and
trafficking in persons as phenomena can be interpreted as a deliberate attempt to
distinguish prostitution from the context of abuse and to redefine and conceptualise
prostitution as activity which should be legalised and normalised internationally59.

5.3. Concluding remarks
In this Chapter I have concentrated on the linkages of and in the sex trade which are
of political and legislative natures. Such policies are reflected most clearly in
prostitution policies, which can be divided as reflecting two extreme stances, the proprostitution and anti-prostitution positions. The premises of prostitution policies vary
from an understanding of prostitution as a form of normal work and acceptable
business, to the anti-prostitution standpoint of interpreting prostitution as a form of
violence against women. The three main kinds of policies are labelled here as harm
reduction, elimination of prostitution and reduction of prostitution and its demand.
There are strong differences between various nation states’ policies globally, but
similar differences are apparent already at the scale of Europe. The European Union
member countries vary from one another, and there is only limited common
understanding of what to do about the sex trade. The common denominator worldwide
57

The main debate was on the inclusion of the mention that ‘the consent of the victim is irrelevant’.
Those countries and organisations in favour highlighted that often traffickers manage to avoid
punishment by pleading the consent of the trafficked women who end up in the sex trade in foreign
countries. After long negotiation this was included in the definition (Article 2, paragraph b).
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According to the Convention for the Suppression of the Traffick in Persons and of the
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others (1949) ‘Whereas prostitution and the accompanying evil of
the traffic in persons for the purpose of prostitution are incompatible with the dignity and worth of the
human person and endanger the welfare of the individual, the family and the community (--)’.
59
See Bindman and Doezema (1997) Redefining Prostitution as Sex Work on the International Agenda.
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in this context is trafficking in persons and the need to combat this. However, this
shared concern, particularly based on the linkages of traffickers and organised crime
and the threat posed to national immigration policies, does not go very far: even
finding a consistent definition of trafficking has been difficult because the premises
and conflicts of interests similar to those which are met in defining of prostitution are
replayed here.
The ‘unholy alliances’ along pro-prostitution and anti-prostitution frontiers are present
in the EU member countries. These linkages are local or national, but also
international: for instance, the NGOs are often well organised for international
conferences, and are sometimes sponsored by the nation states. The interests of some
countries and of some NGOs that actively lobby for the legalisation of the sex trade
are congruent with each other especially because of the economic benefits of nation
states gained through taxation of the sex trade. Prostitutes rights’ organisations have
been lobbying for these aims. What could be a more effective strategy for gaining
acceptance of the sexual (ab)use of women and their bodies, their sex and their
sexualities than to hear women themselves demand ‘the right to prostitute oneself’?
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Coda to Part One: Linkages of the Linkages
Before moving on to the second Part of the book, consisting of the introduction of the
methodology used and the empirical data and its analysis, I want to make some
general remarks on the meanings of linkages in and of the sex trade, which have been
discussed in the previous chapters. As Klingemann and Fuchs (1995) and Clark
(2003) suggest, the concept of linkage is often used in the context of political
organisations, whether they be, for example, political parties, various kinds of interest
groups or social movements, and is used in analysing their role in democracies of
acting as intermediaries between government and citizens. The term linkage can refer
to bonds between citizens, social organisations and the political system; these bonds
can be formally organisational and/or more informal, based on more subjective
feelings of individuals and their attachment to a particular social organisation and
political system (Aarts 1995).
In this work linkages are used as a metaphor and a tool for addressing various bonds,
connections and contexts of and in the commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities in order to emphasise differing interests and ideologies that lie behind the
web of relevant factors for the existing and emerging policies on the sex trade. The
policies on the sex trade are formally drafted through official organisations, such as
ministries and political decision-makers, but during the processes of policy-making,
the linkages at more informal levels become relevant: for instance, lobbying by
citizens or (social) organisations, such as non-governmental organisations or other
interest groups, can have a strong impact on policy-makers. Here the focus is not,
however, on measuring the exact amount of impact of particular informal or formal
linkages between relevant actors in policy-making processes as such. Instead, here I
have concentrated on mapping the relevant linkages in a more general way at the local
and global levels, in order to create a sufficiently wide framework for conceptualising
the sex trade and the analysis of the main empirical material.
Because of the multiplicity of linkages in and of the sex trade, I have separated the
major linkages into the four categories which were discussed in the former chapters.
In the Chapter 2 I introduced the substantial, economic and organisational linkages in
and of the sex trade. Commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities here is the
framework of the sex trade, through McSexualisation of the society, further discussed
in Chapter 10. In addition to the legal forms of commercial sex, there are various
other ways and forms in which the sex trade is organised: the sex trade is increasingly
an interest area of organised crime, particularly because of the substantial profits and
small risks involved. Therefore, the economic interests and linkages, in both legal and
illegal sectors of such trade, are relevant in the context of the commercialisation of
bodies, sex and sexualities.
Chapter 3 focused on spatial, temporal and cultural linkages of the sex trade.
Globalisation has had a strong impact on the increase in commercial sex, but the local
level is also continuously important. In the context of Finland, the current history and
geopolitical situation have affected the increase in the sex trade particularly during the
last two decades. These kinds of spatial, temporal and cultural linkages between
Finland and its neighbouring areas bring up the various political challenges that face a
small country in how to tackle a problem which is both global and local.
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Technological innovations and applications have radically changed many areas of
societal life, including the businesses of the sex trade. Chapter 4 introduced the main
forms of current uses of technologies in commercial sex, and discussed how the
technological linkages influence the normalisation processes of the sex trade. These
kinds of linkages are increasingly important for the sex trade and sex traders, which
are often in a leading position of in the applications of ICTs and even in these further
developments of technologies.
Chapter 5 emphasised legislative and policy linkages of the sex trade, and discussed
the underlying premises of the main policies on prostitution in the current world.
Because of the contradictions in underlying premises in the context of the sex trade,
there are strong divisions along ideology and practical policies in the existing EU.
These contradictions may increase through the EU enlargement.
In addition to the fact that there are various relevant linkages in and of the sex trade
globally and locally, such linkages are also intertwined together in many ways. For
instance, geographical linkages are important in a multifaceted way in the formulation
of national policies of countries that encounter the sex trade: this reflects aspects such
as proximity, permeability of borders and geographically determined economic
factors. Thus geography plays an important role in formulation of policies on, for
instance, trafficking – trafficking in persons is a current and maybe increasing
problem for Finland, which has a 1,300-kilometres-long border with Russia, in a
different way than it might be for countries which are geographically more separate
from areas with low socio-economic well-being of their (female) citizens. In addition,
the level of organised crime in the former Soviet areas is significant, and the linkages
of such organisations over the borders are relevant particularly in the context of the
sex trade. At the same time the Schengen Treaty ([1985], 1995, 2003) of the European
Union offers wide possibilities for freedom of movement for non-EU citizens once
they have entered the area through an EU Member State. Therefore, the spatial,
organisational, economic and political linkages in and of the sex trade are relevant,
within but also without the confines of the sex trade itself.
In a corresponding way, economic linkages of the sex trade are connected to national
economic interests and politics, which to a different degree (ab)use those in the sex
trade through taxation of their incomes. Economic interests and linkages are relevant
for the drafting of national policies on the sex trade: What forms of (ab)uses of
bodies, sex and sexualities are accepted because of the profits earned via taxation by
the nation state? Economic linkages are also increasingly important particularly in the
context of technological developments, especially through the use of ICTs in and for
sex trade purposes. The ICTs offer an expanding forum for the sex trade, and the
economic gains are already now significant worldwide.
The following chapters address the interview data gathered for this research. The
linkages of the sex trade and the web that they form function as the basic framework
for the analysis of the interviews. The interview data is thus analysed in the context of
the theoretical setting and empirical data presented in the first part of this thesis. In
Chapters 8 and 9 I return to the policies and policy documents concerning the sex
trade and ICTs in Finland through the 30 semi-structured interviews of key people
responsible for drafting the policies on the sex trade.
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Part Two
Policies and Policy Discourses on the Sex Trade and ICTs
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Preface to the Part Two
Part Two of the book introduces the methods of the study and examines the empirical
data1. The research problem and questions, the empirical material of the research, the
methodological questions and choices that guide the work, the analysis of the data and
the conclusions drawn from these are presented in Chapters 6-9.
The basis for the reading of the empirical data and relating that to existing theoretical
frameworks can be called abductive research approach, which highlights the
importance of the constant movement between the data, ideas and theories. It enables
‘transcending’ the data and encourages the use of multiple theoretical sources in order
to make discoveries and achieve new insights (Coffey and Atkinson 1996; Holmlund
1996; Hiillos 2004). Thus the multidisciplinary theoretical sources introduced in Part
One of the book are reflected in the reading and analysing of the empirical data of the
second part of the thesis2.
In Chapter 6 I discuss the nature of doing research on a sensitive, even a powerful
topic, what this means for the whole research process, and how this has had affected
this project. Also the gathering and analysis of the empirical material are discussed:
the interviews of the five groups of managers and professionals in key organisations
that formulate policies on the sex trade in Finland, the discourses on the sex trade, and
policy instruments through which the policies are implemented. The interviewees are
highly positioned public officials, managers and professionals, (also) in more
business-oriented organisations, which have impact on policies on the sex trade, and
ICTs in the context of the sex trade. The second part of the empirical material, which
was gathered and used for the analysis of sex trade policies consists of policy
instruments that concretise the direction of policies in Finland in the area3.
Chapter 7 analyses the discourses on the sex trade and its policies presented by the
interviewees. The discourses and themes which emerged from the data, concern the
following areas: is the sex trade business as any other business; gendered positions in
the discourses on the sex trade; (impacts of) the level of knowledge of the
interviewees on how they address the phenomena; encounters by the interviewees
with the sex trade; racism and sexism embedded in the discourses; and, the
normalisation of the sex trade in the society.
In Chapter 8, policies and policy instruments relevant concerning the sex trade are
discussed. This follows the introduction and analysis of legislation and policies on the
sex trade in Finland in section 5.1.3. The interviews of this data are reflected with the
existing policy instruments, which the informants emphasised as the most important
tools for regulating or liberating the area. There are four main categories of policies
which were found to be the most relevant, namely the personal, organisational,
national and international policies, in addition to policies that are lacking according to
the informants.

1

Part One of the book functions as a framework for the research, but it also includes empirical material
and theoretical sources, the conclusions of which are summarised in Chapter 10.
2
The handling of the data, particularly the interview data, was helped by the computer aided qualitative
data analysis (CAQDAS) programme NVivo (Richards 2000; see Luomanen and Räsänen 2002).
3
See also 5.1.3. on legislation and policies on the sex trade.
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In Chapter 9 I introduce how, according to the informants, the information and
communication technologies (ICTs) impact on the sex trade and what are the
dominant discourses and existing policies and policy instruments in the area. In
addition, the lack of policies and policy instruments on ICTs are discussed. This part
of the analysis reflects particularly to the technological linkages of the sex trade
addressed in Chapter 4.
I will conclude this work (Chapter 10) by discussing the implications of the discourses
on policies and silences around them. The main findings and results are summarised
there. A major question in the area, both in Finland and even globally, concerns ICTs,
the sex trade and their policies, and whether rapidly developing technological
applications will be monitored and regulated and by what means.
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CHAPTER 6
Methodology, Research Problem and Empirical Material
6.1. Researching sensitive topics
Studying sensitive but also powerful topics, such as sexuality, gender issues, grey
business areas, or (here) a mixture of these, calls for addressing specific ethical issues
on the research process and method(s) used (see Hearn and Parkin 1995; Hearn 1998).
Thus the ethical questions, particularly in research on sensitive topics, are also much
methodological questions. Ethical choices and dilemmas are, according to the
Statement of Ethical Practice for the British Sociological Association (2002),
inevitable and they may include also legal dilemmas, which arise out of the competing
obligations and conflicts of interest. Ethical issues concern especially professional
integrity and relations with and responsibilities towards research participants,
sponsors and/or funders (ibid.).
According to Raymond Lee and Claire Renzetti (1993, p. 5), ‘a sensitive topic is one
that potentially poses for those involved a substantial threat, the emergence of which
renders problematic for the researcher and/or the researched the collection, holding,
and/or dissemination or research data’. The threat can be even a physical threat on the
researched or the researcher (for example, research on criminal organisations or
violent people), but it can also be manifested in other ways. The research process may
become difficult, for instance, because informants are not willing to give information
on issues that are taboo or intimate, and/or because opening up such issues may be
particularly stressful (for example, issues on violence and sexual abuse).
Stigmatization of the researcher is also one aspect that may come up as a threat, for
example, with topics concerning sexual ‘deviancies’ (Lee 1993, p. 9).
Possible problems, such as methodological, technical, ethical, political and legal
problems, need to be taken into consideration at every stage of the research on a
sensitive topic (Renzetti and Lee 1993; Lee 1993). On the other hand, similar kind of
problems and questions are present in any social research, but often in a smaller scale
(Sieber 1993, p. 18). A research topic of a sensitive nature may cause extra problems
with the financing of the study, in finding academic support, and in gaining of
relevant and objective critique for the results. Additional problem is that sometimes
statistics and figures regarding the phenomena which are, for instance, partly illegal or
belong to grey area activities in societies, are nearly non-existent. The figures
accessed through earlier research and investigations may differ greatly from each
other, or they can even be contradictory. Particularly when a phenomenon is not yet
interpreted as a social problem, researchers can lack the means to generate statistically
adequate samples. This often leads to a situation where it can be difficult to find
funding to detailed and comprehensive studies. (Lee 1993, p. 61.)
Sensitive nature of the research topic can cause difficulties also concerning publishing
of the results achieved. (Lee 1993, 184, 193-194.) In other words, publication and
dissemination of the results may not necessarily be easy if the topic and the results are
somehow ‘unpleasant’ or threatening to the existing social order. Paradoxically,
sensitive research issues often have strong ‘human interest’ value, and therefore the
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media may be particularly keen on to write about or discuss such topics. Even though
effective dissemination of the results of research is an important task of the whole
research process, eager interest by the media does not always guarantee the best
outcome in either research or policy terms. Popularisation of results by reporters does
not necessarily mean that the interpretations are always correct and valid.
Sensitivity with the press is one of the items that I will return to at the end of this
Chapter. Other relevant issues concerning this sensitive research topic are the
questions of access to information and informants, confidentiality, emotions and
safety, age, gender and (here) my own position vis-á-vis elite positions of most
interviewees, time and venue of the interviews, issues of race and ethnicity, and the
emergence of formal and informal speech in the interviews. These issues are
discussed in the context of my interview data analysis.

6.1.1. The research problem and research questions
The overall research problem focuses on the globalising sex trade, the global and local
linkages in and of such trade, and the use and effects of information and
communication technologies (ICTs) within the sex trade. ICTs, including the World
Wide Web, email, mobile phones and text-television, are increasingly applied for the
purposes of the expanding of the sex trade. My main interest lies particularly on
national (Finnish) policies, but, however, also international and organisational policies
as well as the personal policies of the interviewees on the sex trade and ICTs are
emphasised in this thesis.
In the wide scope of the phenomenon of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities, the sex trade plays an important role. The more general commercialisation
of these is very much interconnected with the sex trade and its normalisation, which is
a global(ising) phenomenon including multiple forms of actions, business interests,
performances and (ab)uses. Therefore, it has been an imperative to carefully restrict
the main themes of this work. Thus my specific research questions are the following:
1) What are the policies, policy instruments and discourses concerning the sex trade
in Finland?
2) How do information and communication technologies impact the sex trade and
policies on them?
3) How do global, European and Nordic linkages impact Finnish policies concerning
the sex trade and information and communication technologies?
These research questions lead the analysis of the empirical data – the interviews, and
policy practices and policy instruments. Part One of the book, which discussed the
large scope of the phenomenon of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities, forms the framework for the analysis of the empirical material emphasised
through the research questions. In addition, the first part of this thesis and its
multidisciplinary approach on linkages of and within the sex trade offered also a
separate apparatus of empirical and theoretical sources summarised in Chapter 10.
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6.1.2. Being near to and afar from the research topic
The traditional positivist understanding of total objectivity of the research/er is much
challenged by critical and interpretative traditions, anthropologist, feminist theorising
as well as by research done in other fields (Silverman 1993, p. 154; Fawcett and
Hearn 2004). According to Chris Barker and Dariusz Galasinski (2001, p. 66),
‘science is itself a mode of thinking and a set of procedures that produce certain kinds
of understandings. It is not an elevated god-like form of knowledge that produces
universal objective truth. No universally accurate picture of the world is possible, only
degrees of agreement about what counts as truth’. However, at the same time,
research/er’s position cannot be taken as a ‘tabula rasa’, but instead, the ideas of
others, earlier theoretical sources but also the researcher’s own experiences are
influential in the making interpretations and developing of new ideas (Holmlund 1996
pp. 18-20; see Vaughan 1992). This can be called the preunderstanding of the
researcher, which, according to Maria Holmlund (1996, p. 21), ‘is an essential
element in generating and interpreting data, and it affects the researcher’s theoretical
sensitivity (--)’. She divides this to two elements, namely to focal and contextual
preunderstanding. Focal understanding refers to the insight of the researcher within a
particular study, and contextual understanding ‘to accumulated knowledge outside the
study but still relevant and influential to it’. (Ibid.)
An important aspect in relation to the research topic is the clarification of the
perspectives and standpoint(s) of the researcher. The concept of standpoint refers to
the social source of knowledge (Hearn 1994. p. 47). According to Maureen Cain and
Janet Finch (1981, p.113; cited in Hearn 1994) ‘the concept of a standpoint is
intended to grasp a unity between a structure and its bearers’. Thus in this research
and beyond, my feminist standpoint has enabled and enforced me to focus on
gendered violence and particularly the sex trade, which have increasing (negative)
impacts on the lives and well-being of especially women and children globally. My
standpoint, ideological and theoretical perspectives are much based on feminist
research and theorising where sexualised violence is interpreted to cover a broad area
of abuses, including prostitution and pornography (for instance, Kelly 1987, 1988;
Barry 1995; Näre 1995; Jeffreys 1997; Hughes 2000, 2002).
The position of the researcher as more or less ‘near’ to the topic studied has both
positive and negative implications. Liisa Husu (2001) in her research on women in
academia has used a term ‘multiple agent perspective’ to characterise her position as a
‘femocrat’ and a researcher who has been involved in and with various publications,
editorial boards and working groups on the area. In my case, the multiple positioning
has been both academic and policy-related in the area that I research. Since the 1990s
the need for more coherent work on issues on the commercialisation of sex was
realised in Finnish society. In that time period Finland faced a quite confusing
phenomenon of rapidly grown sex trade4. The authorities were quite amazed about the
fast changes in society, and often seemed to have rather denied or underestimated the
commercialisation of sex rather than to have directed active policy on such issues.
Official responses included setting up working groups and committees, in many of
which I myself was a participant5.
4
5

See 3.2.2.
See 3.2.3 on actions taken by the Finnish official organisations.
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Due to my involvement in issues concerning sexualised violence and prostitution
questions for several years6, I have needed to carefully position myself in the research
process. The ethical issues of the multiple agent position were discussed and taken
into consideration already before and during the planning stage of the research
project. My attachment to feminist movement and policy work can be characterised as
bringing both positive and negative implications to the research process. Obviously, I
have had good access to wide information on issues on sexualised violence. Feminist
activism and reading on violence against women have been important building bricks
for getting a grip of this vast thematic area. Another clearly positive side of the earlier
involvement has been the gaining of the preliminary knowledge of key actors in the
field nationally and partly internationally. National, Nordic and international networks
with which I had already become familiar through the earlier years of my work
history have provided the ground for easier access to information and personal
contacts with key agencies.
However, ‘wearing several hats’ and having a multiple agent position might be
confusing both for oneself, and especially for other people. Sometimes earlier
collaborating partners have associated me to STAKES Project quite strongly, and
have been surprised that my time for spending on more practical or policy issues has
not been available as earlier. In practice, my two/multiple-fold position both as a
researcher and an expert consultant for the Prostitution Prevention Project during
2001 and 2002 has been quite tiring because of the workload. A positive aspect
connected to this has been that I have needed to do self-reflective learning on ‘how to
say no’ to various interesting and/or important invitations to conferences or working
groups. To refuse to accept new obligations on issues that one finds important (for
example, on general themes of improvement of women’s rights) has been a good
lesson: there is often expertise also elsewhere, and there is no need to get involved
personally in all activities, conferences or seminars, even though this might be
tempting. I assume that this kind of a lesson is important also for the future, whether
in the academic world or elsewhere.
For the reasons of ‘being near’ to the topic, in this research, I have focused on my role
and interface with the interaction in a reflective way by ‘reading’ how they have
possibly impacted on data gathering (Mason 2002, p. 78). Strong personal
involvement in areas that one studies may cause problems with validity and reliability.
It is always possible that earlier taken positions lead both the questioning and the
analysis of the material, and visa versa. This possible or obvious biasing has been
tried to be avoided by (semi)structuring of the interview questions and by careful
choice of the interviewees in such a way that they do not over-represent
feminist/female position(s). On the contrary, majority of the interviewees are civil
servants and businessmen who are afar from feminism and gender equality issues, but,
instead, were chosen only because of their positions in their own organisations as
responsible for issues concerning the sex trade.
In contrast to my ‘nearness’ to my research topic, especially through my earlier work
history, I have also purposefully disentangled myself, particularly towards the end of
the research process, from the public discussion on policy development on the sex
6

See 1.2.3.
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trade. In order to create the necessary space between the research topic and my own
role as a researcher, it was necessary to keep enough distance from policy
development and policy-making as such, and therefore I have declined to take part in
official committees and boards dealing with policies on related issues.

6.2. Data and data analysis
6.2.1. Abductive research approach
To become familiar with my data, I have constantly moved back and forth between
my research questions, the transcripts, policy documents, and my draft of the thesis. In
the analysis of the data I turned to a computer aided qualitative data analysis
(CAQDAS) programme NVivo (Richards 2000). The use of CAQDAS has raised
vivid discussion amongst researchers of qualitative data analysis during the last
decade, for instance, if and how to use such programmes flexibly and more easily as a
part of one’s own research process (Luomanen and Räsänen 2002, p. 9). CAQDAS
can provide invaluable assistance to the researcher when the data consists of various
interviews or other large material entities (Mason 2002, p. 160). On the other hand,
according to Jennifer Mason (2002, p. 161), such programmes can ‘be quite seductive
and give the researcher a false impression that they are actually dealing with neatly
packaged variables’. In this research, NVivo is used merely as a helping tool for
managing the transcripts and their categorisations, and less for the analysis by more
complex relational searches which are also available tools in the programme.
The use of NVivo has led the analysis towards abductive research strategy, where
moving back and forth between the data, own experiences, concepts, meanings and
social science explanations processes the theory building. Thereby, ‘theory, data
generation and data analysis are developed simultaneously in a dialectical process’
(Mason 2002, p. 180). According to Amanda Coffey and Paul Atkinson (1996),
abductive reasoning is a process which aims at to generating new ideas, and which
can be understood as a contrast to the polar opposites of deductive and inductive
logic. In deductive reasoning ‘theory comes first’ and theoretical propositions or
hypotheses are generated in advance and tested during the research. In inductive
reasoning ‘theory comes last’, and the researcher develops theoretical propositions
and explanations out of the data, from the particular to the general. (Mason 2002, pp.
180-181.)
Abductive reasoning in qualitative research can be understood as a strategy for
(re)thinking about the processes of having and developing ideas. It corresponds to the
theory and concepts as the result of interpretations. (Holmlund 1996; see also Hiillos
2004.) Ideas can be derived from multiple sources, previous research, reading of the
literature in the field or another field, personal experiences and general knowledge.
Thus ‘[n]o amount of reading can provide the qualitative researcher with off-the-peg
ideas. Similarly, the data alone will not generate analytic ideas of their own accord.
Understanding proceeds through a constant movement between data and ideas’
(Coffey and Atkinson 1996, p. 153).
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Through reading the interview transcripts several times back and forth and drafting of
preliminary indexing categories to the data by NVivo, the sub-questions to be posed
to the data started to develop. First of all, the focus of the analysis of the interviews is
on discourses and argumentation by the informants on the sex trade and its policies
(Chapter 7). Through re-reading the transcripts again, three different indexing
categories on the positions of the interviewees through their argumentations and
definitions about the sex trade and policies needed evolved. These three discourses7
were named as the legal/procedural discourse, the negotiated discourse, and the
sexualised violence discourse. Another indexing categorisation evolved from the
gender positions of the interviewees, namely the gender-absent, gender-implicit and
gender-explicit positions (Hanmer and Hearn 1999). In addition, the level of
knowledge of the interviewees on the sex trade was indexed into four categories of
excellent, good, moderate and minimal knowledge. Other central themes found within
the data are the encountering by the interviewees with the sex trade, the impacts of the
sex trade on minors, and the role of the media in these contexts.
Secondly, the interview data was re-read again, and gradually five different indexing
categories on policies and policy practices emerged from the data. International,
national, organisational and personal policies as well as the lack of policies
categories were created, and these were analysed in the context of the existing policy
instruments8 referred by the interviewees. The policies and policy practices on the sex
trade are presented in the Chapter 8.
The third way to analyse the data was to re-read the interview transcripts once again
and this time through the focus on ICTs. The analysis is presented in Chapter 9. The
interviewees had quite differing opinions on the impacts of ICTs on the sex trade, and
the discourses on that are three-fold: the discourse of the committed, the
compromising discourse and the discourse of the concerned. In addition, there were
three different kinds of policies and policy practices the interviewees relied upon.
These policies and practices were named as legislative measures, self-regulative
measures and educational policies. The interview data and the factual policy
instruments and practices are reflected in the analysis in a similar way than to that in
Chapter 8.

6.2.2. The interviews
The interview material consists of 30 semi-structured personal interviews of key
persons in relevant organisations9. The interviewees represent professional elites:
managers and professionals. The elite professionals have a great deal of power in the
preparation of policies, including those on the sex trade, even though that the actual
decisions are made mainly by elected politicians. In every administrative sector, the
elite professionals are much responsible for drafting the policies. Professional elites
differ from traditional political decision-making elites because of their positions not as
elected representatives of the people, but as modern state of business bureaucrats.
This bureaucratic management and expertise, éminence grise, is anonymous and quite
invisible from the general public. (Kantola 2002, p. 295; see Weber 1930, 1968.)
7

On defining the discourse in this work, see 6.2.2.1.
On policy instruments, see 6.2.3.
9
See 6.2.2.3. on choices concerning the organisations and key people.
8
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The duties of professional elites are closely connected to the party political processes
at least in two senses. Firstly, bureaucratic duties include the implementation of the
public interest10. Secondly, such managers and professionals are carefully listened by
politicians. Sometimes they may be members of political parties or be loyal to a
particular party without formal commitment. Actually, in Finland the political
nomination of professional elites has been a long-lasting phenomenon which still
takes place, even though such procedures are ‘officially’ abolished. However, such
nominations are still common, in particular in nomination processes for the highest
management.
The interviewees represent five different types of areas of society that are relevant for
the policies of the sex trade and ICTs. In each of the five groups there are six
interviewees. These five groups consist of organisations which operate in the
following fields: 1) international affairs; 2) law and law enforcement; 3) social and
health affairs and gender issues; 4) technologies, communication and trade; and 5) coand self-regulating organisations and businesses. Most informants are civil servants in
ministries, in other administrative organisations or co-regulating bodies on issues
concerning the sex trade and ICTs. The fifth group includes self-regulation
organisations and enterprises that act as telecommunication operators and/or sex
service content providers.
The first group concerns international affairs. In this research framework the
international obligations of Finland form an important context. The sex trade does not
exist on nation state basis, but, on the contrary, such businesses and (ab)uses are of
transnational nature. The first group consists of informants that have expertise on
international contexts of and conventions on the sex trade issues. The relevance of the
international aspect, especially that of the EU, is two-fold: Finland as a member
country of the EU has an impact on European level policy-making, but through the
membership it has also obligations to implement EU conventions and directives
nationally. In the UN, the impact by a single and small member country on the policymaking is (even) more limited, but, at the same time, the scope and amount of the
countries committed to UN conventions are often wider than in other international
conventions.
The second group, law and law enforcement, consists of members of organisations
that are responsible for drafting the legislation and monitoring that the law is
complied. This group overlaps with the first group in one major sense: the national
law has to – or should – be consistent with the international conventions that Finland
has ratified. Transnational obligations are increasingly important through the EU, and
the national legislators need to be aware of the changes of directives and other
changes and developments in European as well as international level.
The third sector of interviews consist the group of social and health affairs and
equality issues. In Finland prostitution and related questions have been interpreted
since the end of 1980s as questions to be dealt with social policy rather than police
work (Järvinen 1990). The gender perspective has become an increasingly important
aspect dealing with the sex trade, and many of the initiatives on the area have been
10

On ‘public interest’ more in 6.2.3.; see also 8.2. and 9.3.
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made through the equality sector11. The obligations of the first three groups
concerning the sex trade are, more or less, to prevent and set limits to it.
The fourth group moves towards the (sex) businesses themselves. The group of
technologies, communication and trade consists of state authorities, but their position
differs from the groups 1-3 in the sense of their position: here the obligation of
authorities is directed to supervise sex businesses among and as other businesses, and
to guarantee them possibilities to operate, rather than to see them as abuses.
The fifth group differs from the earlier ones more radically, but is rather tightly
connected to the group 4. This group is called co- and self-regulation organisations
and businesses, and the interests are more centrally in business itself and its effective
and productive functioning. Rather than prevention or restrictions, this group of
organisations is assumed to prefer more ‘liberal’ or libertarian policies12 on the sex
trade in the form of free markets or regulations by businesses themselves.
The background variables asked from each interviewee are her or his educational
background, age and the position (title) in the workplace. Of the 30 interviewees 16
were men, and 14 women. According to their positions in the organisations, I
categorised the interviewees as having a managerial or a professional position based
by their hierarchical site in the organisation. These two groups are presented nearly
half and half in my material, with 14 professionals and 16 managers. Five of the
managers were women and the rest 11 were men. Of the professionals, nine were
females and five males. (Table 6.2.2.a.)
Table 6.2.2.a. The categories according to the position and gender of the
informants
Managers
Professionals

Female
Male
Total
5
11
16
9
5
14
___________________________________

Total

14

16

30

According to the study by Sinikka Wuolijoki (2004), the amount of women in top
management in the state administration in Finland was in 2002 15.2 %, and in 2003
21.9 %. The amount of women in all manager positions in state administration in
2002 was 32.6 %. Of the whole personnel in the state administration in 2002 women
covered 48.2 %. Thus my sample’s gender distribution of managers reflects quite well
the general distribution of managerial positions between women (1/3) and men (2/3).
Also the gender distribution of the whole sample reflects the general gender
distribution of the state administration.

11

The main responsibility for equality questions is under the authority of Ministry of Social and Health
Affairs, even though mainstreaming of equality has become a popular phrase also in other sectors of
society.
12
See Näre (1995).
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In addition, for the analysis I have created a third category consisting of those
interviewees who are managers and also experts on issues concerning the sex trade in
general. This manager-expert category consists of seven interviewees: four women
and three men. They have excellent or good knowledge on the sex trade13.
Table 6.2.2.b. The position, gender and the manager-expert category
Managers
Professionals
Manager-experts

Female
Male
Total
1
8
9
9
5
14
4
3
7
___________________________________

Total

14

16

30

6.2.2.1. Discourses in the interview data
Discourse(s) can be defined in multiple ways, depending upon the theoretical
traditions and frameworks that the writers and researchers are committed to and,
thereby, how they use the concept. The most powerful and influential works on
discourse originate from Michael Foucault’s works (for instance, see Foucault 1976,
1980, 1995). His theoretical impact on and inspirations for studies on language and
discourse have been profound, and his works have affected various research
disciplines from philosophy to social sciences, social psychology, linguistics, political
science, history, and management and organisational studies. In these various
disciplines researchers have applied a vast variety of conceptualisations of and
methods for the analysis of discourse(s) in often even contesting and conflicting ways.
(Ahl 2002, p. 75.)
Foucault was interested particularly in long-time, historical perspectives on discourse
and power. The understanding of discourse and its analysis have been applied and
developed in many research traditions and through various more specific methods of
analysing written or spoken language and texts. Helene Ahl (2002, pp. 76-82)
classifies discourse/text analysis into four main techniques, namely content analysis;
argumentation analysis; idea and ideology analysis; and discourse analysis. In the last
of these she distinguishes three approaches: discourse theory, critical discourse
analysis, and discourse psychology. According to Ahl, there are more or less
structured and practical ways for researchers how to use the techniques and methods
for the analysis of discourse and/or text data. However, some of these techniques are
not (at least yet) standardised as a research method that can easily be applied to a
particular empirical material (p. 76). Ahl herself decided to use in her research on ‘the
making of the female entrepreneur’ an approach of picking elements of several of
these methods and de-selecting those which did not seem applicable (p. 82).
There is a wide scope of ways of the use of the term discourse in social science and
also in organisation studies (Weedon 1987; Purvis and Hunt 1993; Burr 1995;
Alvesson and Deetz 1999; Alvesson and Karreman 2000; Cameron 2001). In addition
13

See more in 7.3.
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to focusing on one dominant, meta-level Discourse with long-range, macro-system
context, discourse(s) can be analysed in more locally situated contexts with closer
range interests (Alvesson and Karreman 2000, pp. 1133-1135). For instance,
according to Foucault, in the context of sexuality, there have been long-term,
historical and dominating Discourses on sexuality, which often change rather slowly
(Foucault 1976). This kind of meta-Discourse(s) have been and still are relevant
particularly in the context of the control of women’s sexuality (see Niemi-Kiesiläinen
2000). However, in this study the focus is more on local-level discourses on sexuality,
gender and their policies.
Because of the vast variety of the understanding and conceptualising of discourse(s)
and the plurality and even blurredness of method(s) used for their analysis, it has been
an imperative in this study to clarify what is exactly meant here by the use of the
concept discourse, and how it is used in method-wise. I am sympathetic to Vivien
Burr’s (1995) social constructivist point of origin. She writes that ‘[w]ords and
sentences do not of themselves belong to any particular discourse; in fact the meaning
of what we say rather depends upon the discursive context, the general conceptual
framework in which our words are embedded. In this sense, a discourse can be
thought of as a frame of reference, a conceptual backcloth against which utterances
can be interpreted’ (p. 50). In this sense, there are various discourses, rather than one
dominant one, and according to Ahl (2002, 60), ‘each discourse portrays the object (or
subject) differently, and each discourse claims to say what it really is. The discourses
have thus claims on knowledge and truth’.
Discourses are by no means ‘neutral’, but they have power implications (Foucault
1995; Ahl 2002, p. 59). Discourse can, for instance, mean something which produces
‘objects’ or ‘a something else’, rather than something which exists in and of itself, and
which could be analysed in isolation. This ‘something else’ produced by and through
the discourse can be an utterance, a concept or an effect. (Mills 1997; Svanström
2000, p. 30-31.) A discourse can be understood as ‘a system of statements which
constructs an object’ (Parker 1992, p. 5).
In this study, discourses are an important framework for the analysis of the interview
data, but the conceptualisation of the term discourse is used in a practical way. My
epistemological basis and pre-understanding of societal phenomena, such as the sex
trade, is that they are built, structured and restructured by discourses, but also through
other complex processes of local and global acts and changes. Multifaceted, global
linkages of historical, spatial, substantive, economic, ideological and technical
character compose a web, which has a strong impact on the sex trade itself, but also
on the discourses and definitions of the sex trade in Finland14. These linkages of and
in the sex trade are not always necessarily known by and visible for the decisionmakers or citizens more generally, but, instead, they are often hidden and
ambiguous15. Therefore, the dominant and prevailing discourses on the sex trade and
the embedded values reproduced by sex businesses and their supporters (i.e. direct
and indirect profiteers and other interest groups like lobbyists and clients) are
important to be aware of. My main focus is, however, to bring up and analyse other,
contesting discourses and the argumentations behind, in the discourses of the key
14

See Chapters 2-5.
Part One of this thesis emphasises on the linkages relevant for the functioning of the globalising sex
trade.
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persons, the elite, of Finland who more or less, decides upon the policies on the sex
trade and their implementing, also by preparing the decisions for the policy-makers.
Thus the discourses in/of the key managers and professionals behind the policymaking processes are interpreted as of high importance here.
I follow Burr’s definition of a discourse which ‘refers to a set of meanings,
metaphors, representations, images, stories, statements and so on that in some way
together produce a particular version of events. (--) [T]his means that, surrounding
any object, event, person, etc., there may be a variety of different discourses (--)’
(Burr 1995, p. 48). Thus in this research framework, the concept discourse, or rather,
discourses, are used as a ‘top-category’ in order to organise two main discourse
elements: firstly, the arguments that the informants use in order to ‘make sense’ of
their position(s) on the sex trade: for instance, the sex trade as business or sexualised
violence, or the sex trade development as ‘inevitable’ because of ICTs, or contesting
that; secondly, the most typical gender positions of the interviewees (gender-absent,
gender-implicit or gender-explicit).
This research data brings up that there are discourses of and by the informants who
are not always necessarily very consistent in their talk on the topic, but instead, prone
to changes in the field if the situations are developing towards, for example, more
critical atmosphere in society concerning the topic16. Thus the discourses are
understood in this study as changing and some of them (even) challenging the
dominant discourses of sexuality, gender and gendered violence. The power of these
challenging discourses seems to be much connected, and even dependant on the
‘outside world’, such as international conventions, lobbying of NGOs, and research
on the topic of the sex trade17. Many of the managers and professionals interviewed
are influencing on, but also constantly influenced by the processes of the development
of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities, and the public debate on that.
This, however, does not happen only because of their professional status and
obligations, but because or mainly of the fact that they have personal interests and
worries about the changes in the domain18.
In other words, there seems to be ‘more than one discourse’ at the time, much
according to the gender and institutional position, personal attitude(s) and the
knowledge level of each interviewee. There are sometimes differing and even
conflicting discourses where the informants are positioned. This reflects the
complicity of the issue of the sex trade on its policies: the people interviewed can, in
one sense, have a plenty of power in defining the arguments which are most effective
in order to reconstruct the dominant discourses. Same people can, or could, challenge
the dominant discourse(s) if so wanted.
Thus I have chosen to understand ‘discourse’ as being constructed by argumentations
and gender positions of the interviewees. There can be many current discourses,
16

However, these discourses are much gendered. See more in Chapters 7-9.
See Chapter 5 on the linkages of the sex trade and its counterparts.
18
Many of the informants expressed their worries about the ‘sexualisation’ of the society particularly
because of worries on their own children or grandchildren. It was interesting that the old feminist
slogan ‘personal is political’ became relevant here. However, the worries about ‘minors’ by many of
the interviewees are gendered in a way that these worries rather follow the old patriarchal model that
‘the girls/women should not dress up in a sexually persuasive way’, rather than to focusing on the
attitudes and behaviour of (young) men. See more in Chapters 7-9.
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which are often conflicting, sometimes even in one person’s speech. With this
approach, I want to highlight that there can be flexibility, and even is some cases,
willingness to challenge the current paradigm(s) of patriarchal organising of society
and the commercial sex context19. The discourses are not, then, only interesting
utterances of each time epoch, but they are actively reconstructured by current and
even contesting discourses, much based on the key people in society, but also by
(hidden) impacts by other sources, like media and lobbyists for the sex trade.
6.2.2.2. Presenting the interview data
Doing interviews on a sensitive topic can be a very ‘personal’ experience, both for the
researcher and for the person interviewed. This can be the case even though the
situation, format of the interview, and positioning of the interviewee is settled, and the
informant is interviewed as a specialist on the topic, and/or as a person who is
nominated by the organisation to respond on its behalf. In these interviews, the
persons represented their organisations, but also often brought up their own personal
opinions, even their emotions and experiences on the topic. An ethical question on the
use the interview material concerns writing about the persons who are interviewed in
a way which respects the informant but although reveals the crucial issues.
Concealing of names and organisations is here self-evident, but in some cases the use
of the interview material needed to be carefully thought through, especially in cases
which refer to the interviewee’s own use of sex services or their acceptance of other
(abusive) actions by their colleagues.
The interviews were done in Finnish, which is my mother language and that of the
most of the informants. Approximately one tenth of the interviewees speak both
Finnish and Swedish, but none of the informants requested to be interviewed in
Swedish. All the tape-recorded interviews were transcribed from word to word. The
two pilot interviews were transcribed by myself, and the remaining 28 interviews by a
professional transcriber.
In the analysing process of the interview data I used the Finnish language, but towards
to the end of the research process, I started to re-structure my orientation towards
English, and translated the excerpts used in the text of this dissertation into English
myself. In the translation process I have searched for the most accurate words and
wordings for the meanings in English, and when needed, I have given clarifying
explanations and replenishment. To have the interview data in Finnish and to write as
a non-native English speaker in English includes obviously a danger that some of the
more delicate nuances are lost in translation20. According to Liisa Husu (2001), there
are also some benefits translating the quotes into other language. Because of the
sensitive nature of the topic, the anonymity of the informants is very important, and
through the translation this can be even better protected than what would had been the
case of the use of Finnish language. In addition, the translation forces the researcher
to enter thoroughly into the nuances of the quotes and reflect the meanings of the
speech of the informants. (Husu 2001, pp. 110-111.)
19

See more in Chapters 7-9.
I would like to thank particularly Jeff Hearn for helping with finding the most accurate words and
wordings in translating the excerpts.
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Because of the sensitive nature of the material, the informants are anonymised in
terms of features, such as age and their organisation when I use direct quotes. The
specific organisations which each interviewee represents is not exposed in order to
avoid identifying of the informants by readers, and only the gender of the informants
is written at the end of each quote. In fact, already before the transcription process, the
interviews were anonymised by giving each of the interviewees a number which also
reflected the group (for instance, 101, 102… and 202, 202…). In writing the excerpts
into the text, these references were used in addition to the exact page number of each
quote. However, because of the sensitiveness of the topic, these reference numbers
were not included to the final text. Also the tables where each interviewee was
categorised according to her or his age, gender position, knowledge of the sex trade,
the discourses on the sex trade and so forth, were excluded from the text in order not
to jeopardise the anonymity of the interviewees. These precautions to guarantee the
anonymity of the informants might be irrelevant, or at least less relevant, in the
contexts of other and larger countries, but in the case of Finland as a small country
this is necessary. Thus each quotation is marked with the particular group which the
interviewee represents, namely international affairs; law and law enforcement; social
and health affairs and gender issues; technologies, communication and trade; or, coand self-regulating organisations and businesses.
In presenting and discussing the data (Chapters 7-9), relatively much space is given to
the voices of the interviewees in order to introduce and represent the data in a
multifaceted and rich way. This kind of presentation of and giving space to the
interview data is also aimed at to giving the possibility for the reader to challenge the
interpretations of the researcher and to engage with the data directly by her or himself
(Saarikoski 2001, p. 77). In presenting the interviews the quotes are indented and
italicised. The questions by the researcher are marked with initials ‘MJ’, and the
quotes by the interviewee with ‘I’. In order to show the preceding text which has been
cut in the beginning before the quotation or the continuing text in the end of the
quotation two dash lines in brackets (--) are used. Similar marking is used if the text
has been cut in the middle of the quotation. Clarifying explanations by the writer are
marked in square brackets [ ]. The emphasis by interviewees themselves are marked
by underlying, and the emphasis by the researcher by bolding.
6.2.2.3. Access to relevant organisations and key people
Decisions on the composition of the sample were done on the basis of the research
questions, but also looking at the field and possible organisations in the more general
context of the sex trade issues. According to Jennifer Mason, there is a need ‘to
engage with the question of what the organisation is, or what or who can represent or
‘speak’ for or of it’. She writes that ‘[i]f you are focusing on key people, though, you
will need to think through who might represent, or be illustrative of, or have access to
the appropriate contextual and situated knowledge, to count as in some way speaking
for or about the organization’. (Mason 2002, p. 130.)
In this sample, all of the interviewees are highly positioned in their organisations, and
in these social settings, they belong to powerful groups of professional elites (see
Odendahl and Shaw 2001). Access on relevant organisations and key informants
there, especially in doing research on a sensitive and powerful topic, may become a
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crucial question and even problem – a practical question is how to gain access to busy
and ‘important’ people in ‘busy and important’ organisations. I contacted most of the
people by telephone, and a few by email. Some of the highest positioned people used
their secretaries to settle the date of the interview. None of the contacts in ministries
and other (co)regulating bodies refused my request for an interview.
The access of informants was good in general. The main problems of access were
with those business enterprises, which are partly involved with the financial gains
from the sex trade; they were not willing to take part in research on such sensitive
areas21. In most cases I did not have problems to settle an interview, and often it
happened in a few weeks time from the first contact. Partly this might be due to the
fact that I had worked with the issues on commercial sex(ual abuse) for quite a while.
I interpreted it that my earlier work history – even my standpoint as a feminist – did
not impede, but on the contrary, helped with getting access to busy and high
positioned (elite) people. In fact, quite a few of the informants said that they were
very pleased that this kind of research is being done.
My research questions have obviously directed the choice of the key organisations
and interviewees. In addition, the multidisciplinary theoretical framework has had a
strong impact on the conceptualisation of the key organisations and persons: the five
main areas chosen to be analysed as key spheres for policies on the sex trade and ICTs
mirrors the manifold aspects of the trading of sex. An important factor of my earlier
work history has been that it had prepared me for the outlining of the key agencies
and actors in policy level in Finland. Knowledge of governmental organisations and
understanding of the functioning of the state administration was a crucial issue that
helped the selection process.
Since the beginning of the 1990s, which was the turning point in the growth of the sex
trade in Finland, there were five main multi-organisational working groups and
committees on the issues concerning the sex trade, namely the Work Group on the
Sex Industry, the Working Group on Commercial Sex, the Committee on the Sex
Business, the Expert Team on Prostitution, the Finnish National Action Plan on
Combating Commercial Sexual Abuse of Children22. I started screening possible
informants through these groups, in three of which I had worked as a secretary or one
of the secretaries. I went systematically through the lists of members and
organisations represented, and I used those groups as the first starting point for the
outlining of the key organisations and interviewees. In these five groups and
committees there have been various organisations represented. Most of them were
authorities: governmental organisations (ministries) and organisations that belong
under their administrative supervision. In my selection of organisations all main
administrative areas that are represented in those groups and committees are covered
by the interviews.

21

It is quite typical that, for instance, telecommunication operators do not clearly present the amount of
money that is gained from the sex trade yearly, but instead the gains are included in their annual reports
under other titles, such as added-value services [lisäarvopalvelut]. It seems that many business
organisations would rather hide their direct or indirect involvement in the sex trade. This might have
been one reason for some of the business organisations’ reluctance to participate in the study.
22
See 3.2.3.
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Also non-governmental organisations have been represented in three of the groups as
members and/or in hearings. Although NGOs are often important in many aspects of
policy making, their premises and foundations differ from those of authorities. NGOs
do not have any obligations set up by laws in a similar respect than governmental
organisations. They often also function by lobbying politicians and authorities outside
formal groups and channels. In this research NGOs were not included as organisations
that were interviewed. Instead, my research context consists of governmental
organisations that through their official position and basic task setting have an
obligation to create policies on the sex trade and/or to monitor that such policies are
implemented.
The second step of the screening the area through this path was to start looking for
relevant informants in the selected organisations. Often the same persons had handled
questions related to the sex trade in various working groups and committees,
including the earlier five groups as well as in other contexts, such as through
memberships in project groups or as representing officially the organisation in
international or national conferences on related issues. These people were contacted
mostly by phone, and in three cases by email. Two thirds of them (n=20) were
familiar to me at least by name and through their work in the area, and vice versa,
which obviously helped me to get through secretaries and other buffers which busy
and high positioned authorities often have. In such cases when a person was not
available to be talked to immediately, I left a telephone message or emailed her or
him. In all these cases positive answer to the interview request was given.
Another method which was used was ‘snowballing’ (for example, Lee 1993, pp. 6569; Renzetti and Lee 1993). In the end of each interview, I asked for comments and
suggestions, also on other potential interviewees. Many of the interviewed persons
suggested on others that would, according to their opinion and knowledge, be relevant
to talk to. By snowballing seven interviewees were found. All these seven contacted
persons agreed to be interviewed. This ‘snowballing’ method was quite fruitful in two
senses. Firstly, it obviously opened up new paths and thoughts on relevant
organisations, and I often followed the suggestions done by the interviewees.
Secondly, it confirmed me as a researcher that I have picked up the ‘right persons’,
because often the interviewees suggested were the same persons with whom I had
already made an appointment, or who I had already interviewed. Because of the
confidentiality, I did not react by saying that I have already done this or that, but only
thanked them for the suggestion.
After gaining access to 27 key informants fairly smoothly the situation changed. The
last group of co- and self-regulating organisations and businesses proved to be most
difficult in cases of enterprises. My focus was on such businesses that themselves gain
profit from the sex trade, but are not only and purely sex industry producers or
providers23. In order to reach the relevant organisations, I did searches through the
Web, and screened the most promising organisations and persons in these
organisations. The contacts were made by email and through telephone. Together I
contacted eleven different business organisations, and succeeded in gaining the
‘missing’ three interviews.

23

The research plan did not include interviews of the sex enterprises.
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6.2.2.4. Additional questions concerning the interviews on the sensitive topic
Confidentiality: At the beginning of each interview a written research contract in two
copies of the use of the material was made. The contract clarifies that anonymity and
confidentiality is guaranteed, and that the material is used only for research purposes.
Each interviewee was given her or his copy of the form, and the other copy was kept
by myself. The research contract announced the negotiated access and informed
consent by each interviewee (Mason 2002, pp. 44, 80-81; Lee 1993, pp. 29-30; see
Statement of Ethical … 2002).
In the starting stage I felt a bit unsure about asking for the written informed consent of
a becoming interviewee, because I thought that to sign a form might scare some
informants. After the first uncertainties, the procedure became not so complicated in
most cases. The interviewees perceived that the purpose is not only to guarantee the
rights of the researcher, but also those of each interviewee. Only in one case there
needed to be a bit longer discussion on the role of such research contract, but also in
that particular case the contract was signed by both of us. I assume that for the most
interviewed persons the contract opened up more space to speak up freely. On the
other hand, some informants stated that they would had given an interview even with
their own name and without any special research contract on confidentiality.
Time and venue: The interviews were done in three rows: spring 2002, autumn 2002
and early 2003. Prior to these, two pilot interviews were done in order to test the
functioning of the interview framework, which was slightly redefined through them
(Mason 2002, p. 44, p. 75). As these adjustments were very small, both pilots were
included in the study. Timing of the interviews was based on the timetables of the
interviewees who were often very busy. Because of the relatively tight timetables of
the informants, I had to consider my own strategy concerning interviewing powerful
persons. In each interview, I was very conscious of the fact that I am consuming
someone’s ‘precious time’. According to Teresa Ohdendahl and Aileen Shaw (2001,
p. 304), ‘[i]nterviewing elites calls into question issues of control, power and
accessibility. The dynamics that operate during the interaction are strong and
prescient, often constrained by the demands of time and place.’
The approximate time for an interview was 1.5 hours. Some informants asked already
beforehand the length of the interview, obviously because of the tight timetables of
many informants. In some cases, I needed to prioritise the questions when the
interviewee clearly showed that the time is running out. However, in all the interviews
the main areas of the interview pattern were covered. One peculiar observation was
that the less the interviewee seemed to know about the topic, the longer the interview
took.
Most interviews were done in the offices of the interviewees or in a conference room
of the organisations. In three cases the meeting was settled to be hold in my office
because of the convenience of the interviewed person24. Many expressed their wish to
talk in a peaceful place, and I interpreted that the topic also encouraged to meet in
circumstances where the confidentiality was assured.
24

One interview was done in the home of the interviewee.
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Emotions and safety: I do not go into discussion here if and how the
commercialisation of sex affects people in general, but I will raise up a few questions
on how doing research on such topics may have an impact on a researcher, and how
doing research might be a serious safety issue25. During this research project, an excolleague of mine, researcher and consulting editor Laura Keeler and myself made a
small exploratory look at connection of pornography and racism in sex magazines that
are for sale in ‘R-kiosks’26. We wrote an article (Keeler and Jyrkinen 2002) for
NIKK27 magazines’ special issue on prostitution and trafficking in women. During the
process, which lasted only four weeks, both of us felt distressed because of the visual
and written contents of such magazines – and we went through only four magazines
easily accessed nearly by everyone. Researching this kind of topics the researcher
needs to be aware of the possible negative psychological impacts on her or him. In
this particular case, we were both prepared for that, but still we could not foresee the
negative emotions that the material raised in us. In this explorative sub-project it
helped to talk together about the emotions and reactions that were experienced.
Psychological safety of the researcher(s) especially doing work on sensitive and
powerful items should be seriously taken into consideration already in the planning
stage of the study (see Dunn 1991). In this research project there were several efforts
to handle difficult emotions that were possibly raised up through the process. These
measures included keeping a research diary, regular talks with my supervisor, sharing
emotions when needed in the research groups28, and weekly-based discussions with
(mainly) those colleagues in the department who are doing similar kind of research. In
addition, outside consulting29 might be needed when the research topic is sensitive
and stressing. One interviewee told me that even as an experienced person who has
seen various horrible things such as dead people and bodies during the work career,
some of the child pornography that the organisation has encountered, is something
that one cannot cope with without nightmares. Obviously there had been no
possibility for professional consulting in that case.
In the case of this study, as well as many in other studies on sexualised violence, there
are also other kinds of threats that need to be taken care of. The physical safety of the
researcher/s is one item that has been important here. Because of the close connection
of the sex trade to illegal practices, even organised crime, safety issues are crucial, I
have kept my home address and personal telephone number secret.

25

See particularly 7.4. on encounters with the sex trade.
R-kiosks are a chain of kiosks, owned by Rautakirja, which covers the whole Finland (over 700
kiosks) and which reach also to Estonia (200 kiosks), Latvia (over 400 kiosks) and Czech (nearly 150
kiosks). The business idea of R-kiosks is ‘offering consumers entertainment, excitement and pleasure
alongside basic everyday consumer items & services from morning until late evening’ (italics MJ).
http://www.rautakirja.fi/index.cfm?pageid=723 and http://www.r-kioski.fi/bounce/1384. Rautakirja is
part of the SanomaWSOY companies, in which businesses belongs, for instance, the widest circulation
newspaper Helsingin Sanomat, tabloid paper Ilta-Sanomat, business newspaper Taloussanomat, TVchannel Nelonen and cable-TV Helsinki Television (HTV).
See http://www.sanomawsoy.fi/ourbusinesses/.
27
Nordiskt Institut för Kvinno- och Könsforskning, http://www.nikk.uio.no
28
Sexualised Violence Research Consortium research group and the Research Group on Gender
Relation in Organisations, Management and Society at the Department of Management and
Organisation.
29
In Finnish ‘työnohjaus’.
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(Non)prestige position, gender and age: The interviewees had prestigious (‘elite’)
position compared to that of mine. This has not explicitly had a negative impact on
the situation, but on the contrary, I have been treated with sympathy and respect.
Some were a bit worried about their capabilities to answer the questions. This may
have happened because often people do not feel totally comfortable to speak about
sexual issues, such as the sex trade, especially with a stranger. I interpreted that for
many to be involved in her or his working career with such issues, is not very
pleasant, even though the respondent’s own opinion on the acceptability of the trade
might be positive.
The gender of the researcher and researched is often a relevant question, especially in
studying sensitive topics (see Hearn 1998). A woman interviewing women, or a
woman interviewing men can make a difference; or, a man interviewing men (or
women) can make a difference in the research interview context. My first impression
was that female respondents were more open to talk about the topic, and did not, in
general, feel uncomfortable in the interview and about the topic. In some cases, male
respondents tended to underestimate the scope of the sex trade in society and the role
of his own organisation on policy-work on the topic, because of his ‘maleness’. The
homosocial framework that it is not ‘acceptable’ to tell about (even) other men’s
involvement in (here) the sex trade was present in many interviews30.
Not only the position in the organisation and gender, but also age is one question that
I paid attention to. Even myself not being a ‘junior’, I was younger than most of my
informants. The average age of all informants was 48 years. The lowest average age
of a single group, 40 years, was among the interviewees of the group co- and selfregulation and businesses, in comparison to the other four groups: the average age
these other four groups together was 50 years. I do not think that age question was a
major theme for the interviewees as such, but it might have strengthened the more
powerful position of the interviewees in relation to myself as a researcher.
Race and ethnicity: Even though all the interviewees were originally Finns – white
and ‘western’ like myself – race and ethnicity are issues which are important in this
context. In the Finnish work life, it has been, and still is, difficult to get a good and
permanent position in the official sector for persons who are not ‘originally Finns’
(Forsander 2001). Racism was embedded in various interviews, whether implicitly or
explicitly, which strengthens the impression of and understanding (here) Finnish
society as a closed one, and xenophopic particularly concerning the East, namely
people (women) from the Russian Federation and even other areas which are excommunist states31.
6.2.2.5. Formal and informal speech
One main question that came up in the process of reading the material was the form of
speech and information that the interviewees used. The semi-structured interview
pattern was employed in order that the first two parts of it concerned more the
organisational position on the sex trade. The third part was addressed to the
informants themselves as consisted of ‘opinion-like questions’ where they could bring
30
31

In the analysis of the interview data, I return to the gender aspect more in depth.
See Chapters 3 and 7.5.
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up issues that might be relevant to themselves as persons, and which might not be
consistent with the official policy of the organisation. The idea was that the formal
speech and the informal opinions of the interviewee could had been split into at least
two separate categories.
The questionnaire framework, however, did not function exactly in a way that was
expected – firstly some warming up questions, then formal speech of the organisation,
and thirdly, the informants’ own opinions. Sometimes the formal speech was added
with personal opinions and experiences, and sometimes the interviewees were quite
reluctant to answer part of the questions, and instead they chit-chatted on other quite
‘irrelevant’ issues. I have interpreted this that the topic that is so sensitive as ‘sex’ is
not so easy to be talked about – in Finnish society and culture, sex is not the most
discussed issue in official speech, like in many other cultural contexts (see Hearn and
Parkin 1995, 2001). In general, sexual issues are kept silent in official organisations, if
one rules out sexist jokes and other kind of sexual harassment, which is related but
partly a different theme (Varsa 1993; Mankkinen 1995; Husu 2001).
In looking at the difference between formal speech and more informal one that
includes one’s own experiences and opinions, it was difficult always to draw a clear
line between these two. In interpreting the data I have understood that much of the
speech was conscious, and not much can be interpreted, for example, as Freudian or
other slips. All the interviewees were informed beforehand what the interview was
about, namely the sex trade and policies about it. I have a strong feeling that quite
many of the informants were mentally ‘prepared’ to talk to a researcher about an issue
that is not too positive, but on the contrary, it was obviously a bit embarrassing for
some to talk about such a topic. The interviewees knew that they were not
representing themselves as persons, but they had been chosen by because of their
position and/or knowledge on the area. The interviewees were asked to reserve time
for a ‘research interview’ that lasts approximately 1-1.5 hours, and therefore, I assume
that the informants were not exposing ‘unofficial’ knowledge that they did not want to
give. In other words, the interviews were freely given, as much that is possible in
organisational contexts.
Only in one case there was a negotiation about the role of the informant, how to
answer the questions.
I: (--) How is this meant to be, is it that here one’s own behaviour is
studied? (Male; international affairs)
Then after explaining the interviewee that this research is not about test how the
public officials or other relevant persons themselves behave concerning the sex trade,
the role of the informant became clearer.
A: So I can answer here as a representative of the organisation?
MJ: Yes, sure. (Male; international affairs)
After that, the interview went on, and the informant was ready to discuss various
aspects of the sex trade. However, the division of the formal and informal speech, i.e.
what is the official opinion or policy of the organisation and what is the person’s own
experiences, was sometimes not easy to make. Some informants started to speak about
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their very personal experiences when the question was clearly on general basis. For
instance, in defining the sex trade, one interviewee said that
I: (--) I also remember a delegation in [abroad] where there was
discussion about what kind of prostitutes there are (--) So there was in
the male side of the culture a flicker that it [prostitution] is a normal
part of international activity. (Female; international affairs)
I will return to the personal encounters of the informants with the sex trade in the next
Chapter. However, in general female interviewees spoke more openly about their
encounters with the sex trade, which were mainly negative.

6.2.3. Policy instruments
The second part of the empirical material consists of policy instruments, i.e. policy
documents and practices on the sex trade. These include mainly national laws.
international conventions and European Union directives. They also consist of
organisational policies on the sex trade and the use of ICTs for such purposes. There
were 30 main policy instruments of legislative nature to which the informants referred
as the most important concerning the sex trade and ICTs32. In addition, the
interviewees named other possible policies, which are or could be useful in
(somehow) controlling the sex trade. These instruments, both legislative and various
other policy practices highlighted by the informants are analysed in the context of the
interviews in Chapters 8 and 933.
Because of the research setting and the abductive research approach, policy
instruments as such started to play a more minor role than was originally thought and
expected. As was discussed earlier in this Chapter, the interview data became
somewhat more important than was expected in the very beginning of the research
process, and therefore the policy instruments and policy practices were analysed in the
context of the interview data. The strategy of going back and forth with the empirical
data, discussing it with my earlier ‘experiences’ and other relevant sources, led me to
this slight change of focus: from ‘what is now?’ towards ‘why is the situation at the
moment so as it is?’, and ‘what should be done next?’. In other words, instead of
looking at (only) the policy instruments on the sex trade and ICTs as such at the
moment, it became more interesting to see how and why various managers and
professionals see particular policies as needed, important or unnecessary.
However, in order to screen the most relevant policy instruments, documents and
practices, all the interviewees were asked to name those policies and policy
instruments that are available in Finland in general; those instruments that are the
most important in their own work field; those instruments by which the ICTs in the
context of the sex trade are restricted or controlled; and, what kind of policies and
policy instruments are needed now and in the future34. All the interviewees were

32

The list of policy instruments is enclosed in the Appendix 2.
See also 5.1.3.
34
See Appendix 1 of the format of the semi-structured interview form.
33
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given time to think about the issue, and most of them did find at least three or four
such policy instruments which are needed now and in the future.
Policy instruments are as such a part of public policies, and according to Evert
Vedung (1998, p. 21), they are ‘the set of techniques by which governmental
authorities wield their power in attempting to ensure support and effect or prevent
social change’. The analysis of the policy instruments here is based on the
classification of the named instruments by using Vedung’s (1998) model and Amitai
Etzioni’s (1975) classification of means of control and power. According to Etzioni,
‘[p]ower differs according to the means employed to make the subjects comply. These
means may be physical, material, or symbolic.’ Therefore, power can be differentiated
in coercive, remunerative, and normative power. From this standpoint, Vedung (1998)
creates a basic of three classes of policy instruments that are regulations, economic
means, and information – the stick, the carrot, and the sermon (Table 6.2.3.).
Table 6.2.3. Policy instruments according to Vedung (1998)
Regulations
(Sticks)

Economic means
(Carrots)

Information
(Sermons)

According to Vedung, ‘[r]egulations are measures undertaken by governmental units
to influence people by means of formulated rules and directives which mandate
receivers to act in accordance with what is ordered in these rules and directives’
(Ibid.)
Secondly, economic policy instruments are based on ‘the handing out or the taking
away of material resources, be they in cash or in kind’. Economic instruments leave
the subjects of governance possibilities to choose whether to take actions asked for or
not to do it. Examples of economic instruments are incentives or taxes. Even though
taxes include coercive traits, they can be understood as economic instruments: for
instance, taxes set up for certain products or services such as tobacco or alcohol, are
transferred to the purchaser who decides whether or not to adopt the extra monetary
loss by buying the product or paying for the service. (Ibid.)
The third form of policy instruments is information or moral exhortation, which
means ‘influencing people through the transfer of knowledge, the communication of
reasoned argument, and persuasion’. Such instruments cover various communication
campaigns by which the government can inform the people what is good or bad, what
is right or wrong, what people are allowed to do, or how they are expected to behave.
‘Information’ is not purely only objective information and correct knowledge, but also
it covers normative judgements and recommendations about accepted behaviour.
(Ibid., p. 33.)
These categories have been important ideas for my own understanding in order to
create other, even quite different, indexing categories of the interview data and the
data of policy instruments. I have applied this three-fold categorisation in the analysis
of the empirical material in Chapter 8 (8.2) and 9 (9.3.) on policies on the sex trade
and ICTs. In addition, this theoretical framing has led me to look at the policies and
policy practices in the context of the sex trade and Finland also from a perspective of
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‘obligatory’ (international conventions35 and national policies and policy practices) to
‘binding’ (organisational policies) and ‘morally binding’ (personal policies), which
are described in Chapter 8.

6.2.4. Additional sources
Rapid and constant changes in the field of the sex trade and of ICTs have been both a
blessing and a curse to the research process. On one hand, it has been extremely
interesting to follow up how the underlying presumptions and hypotheses of this
research, namely that the sex trade which is becoming normalised in the society and
ICTs play an increasing role in this, seem to be accurate. On the other hand, the
constant changes have complicated the analysis of the empirical material and
necessitated a continuous search for complementary references and additional sources
to the original empirical material. This has also meant that partly the Chapters have
needed constant rewriting and updating.
The research plan (Jyrkinen 2001) as part of the Project ‘Sexualised Violence, Global
Linkages and Policy Discourses’ (Hearn and Jyrkinen 2000a) named the constant
media follow-up, nationally and internationally, as an important aspect of the research
and its data collection and theory building. The media follow-up before and during the
research has been invaluable form of ‘keeping on track’ of the current situation in the
field of the sex trade and other relevant issues around it. However, this work does not
include a systematic media analysis as such, which would be a theme of its own for
future research. Instead, media sources, including articles in newspapers, popular
magazines and documentaries on the television, have been used as complementary
data sources. These have been used in reflection to the main empirical data and in
building up of the multidisciplinary theoretical framework of Part One of this
dissertation. The abductive research approach has been a suitable method for this
moving back and forth between the data, other researches, theoretical sources as well
with media sources.
In addition to the national media, international media coverage has been important for
this work. This has been possible through Web searches and the participation to the
Dignity list, which is a list focusing particularly on issues on sexualised violence and
abuses. One methodological and ethical question arises although from this, because
the Dignity list has not been an open list to be joined by everyone36. Instead, the
participants had to be recommended by other list members. In addition, the list
members are not allowed to use the personal comments or messages by other list
members outside the list. Thus I have used only the articles and other references
35

International law has been often understood as a subordinate to national laws, which is not the
original idea of this kind of legislation. Unfortunately, often many countries do not follow even the
most crucial obligations set by the international law and the conventions that countries sometimes even
particularly commit themselves into, especially on human rights. Finland, among other countries, has
been in one sense a country which ‘tries to follow the obligations’, even though not succeeding in all
cases.
36
Dignity list is maintained and administered by Professor Donna M. Hughes, to whom I am indebted
for her help in finding many relevant media and research sources. The list policy has changed in 2004
and 2005, and the entrance to the list consisting of ‘daily global news updates on trafficking and sexual
exploitation’ is not any more restricted to those who are recommended by someone else on the list.
http://www.uri.edu/artsci/wms/hughes/csenews.htm
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which have been on the list but also been published elsewhere, whether in the
international media or in scientific publications.
In addition to the 30 interviewees, I have been able to fulfil some of the gaps of
information through four additional personal communications37. One of these was an
interview38, and three were communications by email and phone. I have also gained
additional information particularly on ICTs through discussions with experts in the
area, about which I am also very thankful.

6.3. Relationship with the media
Research and researchers are increasingly expected to create ‘social relevance’ and
take part also in the public debate on their area of interest and expertise. Relationship
with the media is two-fold in many social-political research areas: on one hand, the
results can be delivered in popularised form effectively through the media, which
often is in the researcher’s interests. Thereby publicity of the results may cause
positive effects, for instance, on policy level. On the other hand, it is important for a
researcher to be cautions about what to say, how and when in the context of media
and publicity. But, it is still sometimes possible that the interpretations by the press
are not at all valid, which can cause damage to the researcher and impact negatively
on future policies on the topic.
Issues of sensitive nature often raise particular interest in the media, especially during
low-season news periods, or during times when such issues are on the political agenda
for a reason or another. The media interest, particularly on topics with ‘human
interest’, can, however, be so intensive and time-consuming that the actual research
suffers. Regular contacts by reporters can become stressful for the researcher,
particularly if there is no media strategy. Thus how to handle the contacts with media
has been an item discussed in the research group and especially with the supervisor. It
could be claimed that a strategy for media is needed when researching topics that have
strong ‘human interest’ value such as issues on sexuality, violence, gender and
commercial sex. The strategy developed in this research project basis much on my
earlier work history and the principle that press contacts need to be quite carefully
handled, and all requests do not have to be answered ‘yes’. According to Joan Sieber
(1993, p. 25), in particular when researching sensitive topics, ‘[i]t is best to speak
wisely and with good counsel, or to say nothing’.
Firstly, in the context of written media, if an interview was given, the reporter was
asked to send the draft of the text back to the researcher (see ibid., p. 24). Most
reporters in Finland accept this kind of a deal39, but it has proved to be safest to tell
about this condition at the very beginning of the interview. The negative point is that
‘giving an interview’ takes often several hours because of the proof-reading and
commenting of the text. Even if such precautions are taken, it is possible that the
printed result is not satisfactory: sometimes the titles and pictures that are later on
added to texts are totally misleading. In many newspapers and magazines, a single
37

I thank warmly these four sources of additional information.
This interview was not included to the 30 main interviews and their analysis.
39
This kind of ‘strategy’ is, however, not accepted in all countries and media.
38
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reporter is not responsible for these, but instead sub-editors take care of the layout and
format of the article. Therefore, the result can still be astonishing for the researcher.
The second ‘rule of thumb’ here has been that even though the requests from the
media are often abrupt and even may at first sound tempting, it is important not to
accept anything immediately, for example, during the first telephone conversation. It
has proved to be better to first find out as much as possible about the details of the
interview, such as the reporter’s own position and knowledge on the topic, and who
else is/are going to be interviewed in the same context. It is common that with
sensitive and politicised issues, the media often prefers to find as polarised
standpoints as possible. This may cause quite unpleasant and unfruitful interview
situations, where conflict is not to be avoided. Sometimes it seems to have been better
to refuse to give an interview, if an open conflict is too stressful or fruitless. Also the
use of one’s photograph is good to think through. One time-saving strategy is to
prepare a press release or position paper that is available for the media when
contacted. Another method is to refuse to give any interviews during a particular
research process. During the actual writing process (2003 and early 2004) I refused
most of requests for interviews from the media, and limited my participation in the
public debate to publications in the academic arena. Towards the very end of the
research process when I had had analysed my research material and finalised the
manuscript for this monograph, it seemed to be necessary to take a stand as an
academic on the public debate on the sex trade in carefully considered media
contexts40.
Media, national and international, has been an invaluable information source
particularly for this thesis: often in such areas, which are seldom or not researched at
all, very few official sources are available. Thus media and NGO sources are often the
best and more reliable source of information in difficult, sensitive and powerful
issues, such as the sex trade. I am indebted to many reports and news on these themes
published during the last years by reporters in printed and electronic media and the
sources by the NGOs.

40

Citations in Tiihonen (2004) and in Häkli (2004).
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CHAPTER 7
Discourses on the Sex Trade and Its Policies
This Chapter focuses on the discourses on the sex trade by the interviewees who
represent professional elites in Finland. The informants are key agents in preparing
and defining the policies concerning commercial sex, as well as giving interpretations
and directives for the implementation of such policies. Thus their discourses and the
argumentations which are employed within the discourses on the topic are interesting
and relevant in this research setting.
Through reading and re-reading the interviews and using NVivo for preliminary
indexing the data, sub-questions of the main research questions started to emerge:
a) How do the informants see the sex trade, what do they include within its definition?
Do the informants see the sex trade as normal business or abuse?;
b) Do the organisational groupings (groups 1-5) impact on the definition of sex trade
and the preferred policies?;
c) How does the gender of the informant affect the definition of the sex trade and the
policies preferred?;
d) Does the organisational position of the informant (manager, professional, managerexpert) have an impact on the definition of the sex trade and its policies?
Thereby three main discourses emerge, namely the legal/procedural discourse, the
negotiated discourse, and the sexualised violence discourse. These patterns of
discourses are looked at through a gender perspective, namely how does the gender of
the informant affect the definition of the sex trade and the policies that are needed or
suggested, and what is the gender position of the interviewee (gender-absent, genderimplicit or gender-explicit) (Hanmer and Hearn 1999). In addition, other categories
through which the interview material is discussed are the knowledge level of the
informants on the sex trade (excellent, good, moderate or minimal knowledge), the
organisational position (manager, professional, manager-expert) of the interviewees,
and how these may impact on the discourses on the sex trade.

7.1. Business as usual – or something else?
According to interviewees’ definitions of the sex trade, the underlying premises, and
argumentations behind them, the discourses can be categorised in three groups. The
opposite positions here are the understanding of the sex trade as normal business
activity, and on the other hand, understanding such trade as abuse and part of
sexualised violence. In the analysis of the discourses of the interviewees, a framework
drawn from political science is applied. Glendon Schubert (1961) identifies three
positions how ‘public interest’ can be understood, namely the rationalist, realist and
idealist positions. These three positions are developed and applied by Barry Bozeman
(1979), who also states that the positions are not evaluated as normative statements on
how the public interest is best implemented, and instead, all three have problems.
According to ‘rationalist’ position, governmental officials follow the positions made
by the ‘public’, which is manifested through the elected policy-makers, (here) the
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Members of the Parliament and Government. The second position is ‘realist’ where
there are various interest groups in the society, and through their debates the best – or
most realist – possible public interest can be reached. The third, ‘idealist’ position is a
one where the public authorities with experts in and even outside the governmental
offices end up with better solutions than that which the legitimate political process
could ever reach. Therefore, the public interest is better guaranteed by expertise. This
framework is applied in reflecting on and understanding the purpose, meaning and
functioning of policies on the sex trade and their discourses (Jyrkinen and Hearn
2005).
In this data there are three different groups of discourses that can be distinguished to
reflect the above mentioned rationalist, idealist and realist positioning. I call these
positions and their embedded argumentations as 1) the legal/procedural discourse; 2)
the negotiated discourse; and 3) the sexualised violence discourse. The three different
positions do not refer here only to the interpretation of the public interest by the
informants, but also to their contextualisation of the sex trade as a phenomenon
whether as business as usual, as something that needs to be negotiated constantly, or
as sexualised and gendered violence.
Table 7.1.a. Discourses on the sex trade and gender
Legal/procedural
Negotiated
Sexualised violence

Female
Male
Total
11
11
6
4
10
8
1
9
_______________________________

Total

14

16

30

The first discourse on the sex trade, the legal/procedural discourse (rationalist
position), is based on strong belief in law and the assumption that the (current)
legislation is an adequate guarantee of ‘rights’ – human and women’s rights – even in
the world of the commercialisation of sex. In this discourse (n=11) the presumption is
that the acts which are not strictly forbidden or regulated by the law, are then quite
acceptable. In this discourse, there are no additional official policies needed in
controlling the sex trade, and such a trade is to be understood much as business like
other businesses. The trust in legislation is strong, and there is no special need for
extra ethical considerations.
MJ: (--) the legal and illegal is though an important element here in
defining the sex trade?
I: Yes, according to me, but of course it is so that the illegal trade is
also commercial of course, because through the illegal, well of course
like with the legal, profits are what one is after. In illegal [trade], the
profits are faster and bigger, so that these entrepreneurs, at least in
part of them who act in the legal side as sex entrepreneurs, it is so that
it [sex telephone lines] is really only a form of business, so that one
really tries to do everything according the law. It must be also such a
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starting point that it is decided that let’s act legally, and so it is then.
(Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and businesses)1
Typical forms of expressions used in the legal/procedural discourse are
entrepreneurship; prostitution as work or as occupation; sex services; [sex] markets;
prostitution services and entertainment.
I: (--) it [striptease] is entertainment, so that I do not count it as
belonging to the sex trade. That might go too far. It is entertainment.
(Male; international affairs)
The second discourse is called negotiated discourse (realist position). According to
these interviewees (n=10), one part of the phenomena in the sex trade is abuse, and
another part is interpreted as business that is not very acceptable but not, however,
needed to be banned by law. Central to this discourse is that the interviewees
emphasise the importance of discussion and negotiation on the sex trade and its limits
in order to clarify what is accepted in society. These interviewees are eager to find a
‘golden mean’ for the existence of the sex trade. They consider that it is impossible to
abolish the sex trade totally from society, and therefore they are keen on to find
policies through which the sex trade could be restrained at a tolerable level, and thus
to become at least to partly ‘controlled’. Typical expressions in this discourse are [the
need to] discuss what should be done about the sex trade, and expressions of unclarity
and confusion about current and necessarily policies are common.
I: I think that in Finland we have a kind of unclear position at the
moment. So I think that we should discuss in order to make a position
clear [on the sex trade]. Because at the moment there are conflicting
viewpoints on that. So I think it [the public discussion] is needed. And
in a way, if I compare that to other countries, we have a very unclear
situation and we have a cold feet about bringing this issue into
discussion. But I think that it is necessary to see that OK, this matter
exists, that it cannot be bypassed as meaningless. (Female;
technologies, communication and trade)
The third discourse emphasise the sex trade as sexualised violence (idealist position).
In this discourse (n=9) the sex trade is understood as violation(s) of human rights,
especially of women’s rights. Those who employ this discourse are women plus one
male informant. Many of these interviewees analyse various aspects of global
phenomena that cause poverty, feminisation of poverty, and as a consequence of
these, prostitution and other forms of (ab)use of women in the sex trade. Thus they
address critically the underlying origins of the sex trade in societies. The sexualised
violence discourse can be understood as representing a more holistic and global view
on the phenomena.
I: (--) the situation of some African countries is really hard and awful
[concerning] the HIV-situation and prostitution, the amount of
commercial sex, how bleak it is (--). (Female; social and health care
and equality issues)
1
In all the interview extracts, my own emphasis is marked by bolding and the emphasis by the
interviewees by underlying.
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I: (--) at the international level I think that we [Finland] are quite
advanced particularly on promoting women’s rights (--) but it is often
so that the work within developing countries, for instance, aiming at on
combating commercial abuse (--) is not necessarily connected to [be
needed] here in our own context. (Female; international affairs)
The expressions differ quite radically from those used in the legal/procedural
discourse. Here, the informants speak of victims and abuse. This discourse includes
the most critical argumentations towards the sex trade. Here the effects of the
commercialisation of sex are seen to extend beyond those who are directly involved in
the sex trade. Women especially are the ones who pay the price of the effects of the
sex trade.
I: (--) And then also that in some Finnish research there are
explanations that it [pornography] gives stimulation. I think that it
only gives stimulation to battering and rape, and there are no positive
elements in it. (Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
I: (--) there was one ambassador (--) the embassy was situated in
prostitution area, and when the female workers of the embassy had
complained about their [low] wages, he had announced that down
there on the street there you can find good income possibilities. So this
kind of humour has been part of this crude game. (Female;
international affairs)
When looking at the discourses and organisational positions of the informants, there is
at least some difference(s) in relation to the organisational position to be seen (Table
7.1.b.).
Table 7.1.b. Discourses on the sex trade and organisational positions
Managers

Professionals

Managerexperts

Total

Legal/procedural
discourse

6

3

2

11

Negotiated
discourse

3

5

2

10

Sexualised violence
discourse

0

6

3

9

_________________________________________________
Total

9

14

7

30

The managers tend to believe in the existing legislation’s adequacy more often than
professionals or manager-experts. None of the managers in this sample represent the
sexualised violence discourse. The managers have quite a strong belief in the law as a
sufficient policy, and they are the main carriers of the legal/procedural discourses
(n=6).
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The professionals of the sample are more suspicious of the effectiveness and
sufficiency of the existing laws and other formal policy instruments, and in six cases
they represent sexualised violence argumentation, in five cases the negotiated
argumentation and only in three cases legal/procedural argumentation. The group of
manager-experts represent all discourses quite evenly.

7.2. Gendering the interviews
In this work an underlying hypothesis was that gender plays an important role in
constructing the discourses of the interviewees and the policies which are seen as
necessary and important. Firstly, I look at the organisational positions of the
interviewees in the context of gender and the discourses they carry (Table 7.2.a.).
Table 7.2.a. Organisational positions, gender and the discourses on the sex trade
Managers

Professionals

Managerexperts

Total

Legal/procedural
discourse (n=11)

Females 0
Males 6

Females 0
Males 3

Females 0
Males 2

Females 0
Males 11

Negotiated
discourse (n=10)

Females 1
Males 2

Females 4
Males 1

Females 1
Males 1

Females 6
Males 4

Sexualised violence
discourse (n=9)

Females 0
Females 5
Females 3
Females 8
Males 0
Males 1
Males 0
Males 1
____________________________________________________

Total

9

14

7

30

Gendering the organisational position of the interviewees and their discourses brings
up a clearer pattern how the discourses are divided. Female interviewees tend to be
more doubtful on the functioning of (only) the existing legislation as a policing
mechanism on the sex trade. Female informants of this sample, particularly the female
professionals, are the main carriers of the sexualised violence discourse. Most of the
male interviewees are stronger believers in the legislation (legal/procedural discourse)
as a sufficient policy mechanism for the sex trade than the female interviewees.
Another way to look at gender and gender positioning here is to divide the implicit
and outspoken gender positions of the interviewees to three categories, namely as
gender-absent, gender-implicit, and gender-explicit positions (see Hanmer and Hearn
1999). This categorisation (Table 7.2.b.) was created by analysing how informants
handle gender:
i) in gender-absent position the informants do not bring up gender at all;
ii) in gender-implicit position the informants assume that the sex trade is
automatically and inevitably a business where the women are the providers of such
services;
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iii) in gender-explicit position the informants contest the gender structures of the sex
trade and explicitly bring this issue up.
Table 7.2.b. Gender positions in the interviews
Gender-absent
Female (n=14)
Male (n=16)
Total (n=30)

Gender-implicit

Gender-explicit

1
2
11
7
9
________________________________________________________
8

11

11

The distinctions that are addressed in the terminology – the gender-absent, genderimplicit and gender-explicit positions – used in this analysis could also be described
through other dimensions. For instance, the gender positions of the interviewees could
be analysed in terms of the continuum between ‘traditional’ and/or ’essentialist’
positions and ‘critical’ positions on gender. In the gender-absent position gender is
merely passed over as irrelevant, as in traditional ‘gender-neutrality’ in both
organisational life and research. The gender-implicit position, although distinct from
the gender-absent position as defined in the text above, is also often based on
elements of traditionalism and essentialism. The gender-explicit position, although
more critical on the existing gender order, may also include some elements of
traditionalism and essentialism, but to a lesser extent2.
‘Gender-neutrality’ has been and still much is strongly embedded in Finnish society
(Korvajärvi 2002; see Holli 2003). Outspoken and implicit gender-neutrality have
often been interpreted as a synonym to gender equality in official politics and policies
in several areas of the society. Such positioning has much ignored issues on gendered
violence, especially sexualised violence, because of the consensus orientation in
society concerning gender – women’s and men’s interests are avoided to be seen as
conflicting. In particular violence against women by known men is often interpreted
as a problem where the origins are in both of the spouses, and which is to be solved by
‘mutual agreement’ rather than by law proceedings3. For instance, ‘family violence’
terminology and the policies that are built in this respects emphasise the importance of
safeguarding the consistency of the nuclear family, rather than women’s rights and
effective combating of violence. (Niemi-Kiesiläinen 2000, 2004b; Ronkainen 2001;
Jyrkinen and Ruusuvuori 2002.) Thus gender neutrality may sometimes work against
women by protecting men’s ‘interests’ (see Bacchi 1999).
A corresponding gender ignorance and protection of especially of the (rights of the)
male sex buyer is present in this empirical data: the gender-absent and gender-implicit
positions do not contest this. Table 7.2.c. shows the gender positions in the
legal/procedural discourse, negotiated discourse and sexualised violence discourse
employed by the interviewees.
2

At the same time, the gender-explicit position cannot necessarily be described as a ‘radically’
contesting position; see, for example, section 7.5. on race/racism.
3
In Finnish ‘sovittelu’.
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Table 7.2.c. The discourses and gender positions
Gender-absent Gender-implicit

Gender-explicit

Legal/procedural
discourse (n=11)

6

5

-

Negotiated discourse (n=10)

2

5

3

Sexualised violence
discourse (n=9)

-

1

8

____________________________________________
Total (n=30)

8

11

11

Gender-absent position is carried mainly by informants within legal/procedural
discourse (n=6) and by two informants within the negotiated discourse. There the
causes and effects of the sex trade are interpreted as quite similar to women and men.
Terminology used of the sex trade is gender-neutral as such, and those who are
involved are people, adults, and clients.
I: (--) Adults are nowadays surprisingly open with their desires that
they individually want. In the old days those desires were more hidden,
nowadays other public is informed directly about such [desires]. (--) I
know that everyone has a need for privacy, this is for sure, but still
some people sell their privacy. (Female; technologies, trade and
communication)
I: (--) To put it in a bit rude way, if you have a worker who wants to
use time for such [the sex trade], the employer cannot prevent it by
banning it because then the person still dreams about sex instead of
working. (Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and businesses)
A relatively similar kind of position is called gender-implicit position, where the sex
roles of women and men are traditional and taken for granted. In the sex trade women
are self-evident sellers of sex, and men as ‘natural’ buyers and consumers of services
provided. Sexuality is seen to be separated into two natural and monolithic categories.
The ‘sexuality of men’ is as a strong and uncontrollable force, and opposite but
subordinate to that is the ‘sexuality of women’ (Holland et al. 1994). Therefore,
prostitution as a phenomenon is associated with prostitute women, from whom the
(male) buyers of sex, for one reason or another, search for sex services.
In the gender-implicit position the sex client is outlined as a Finnish male who just
follows his sex drive especially when drunk. He is not necessarily anything but a
harmless and quite nice man, who hardly abuses anyone – even when buying sex.
Alcohol is often used as an explanation for buying of sex, just as in a similar way it
has been an explanation for men’s violence against women in general in Finland, and
indeed elsewhere.
I: (--) if someone [Finnish male] gets plastered, he can be drawn off
the track. Quite often, there is not so much more than that [he] passes
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out in some place, and then cannot find his wallet. So, that is probably
the basic role of Finnish man in this [sex business], and therefore I
suppose that the Finns are quite liked as clients [of sex]. (Male;
international affairs)
Through the gender-absent and gender-implicit positions a picture of a typical
(Finnish) sex client is drawn as a bit simple-minded, unmarried man – a poor little
thing, often a lonely farmer from the backwoods4. In comparison to existing
knowledge on sex clients (Lammi-Taskula 1999; see Sandell et al. 1996; Kuosmanen
1999), this characterisation is quite restrictive. On the contrary, the typical client is
also a quite typical male according to his socio-economic status. He is not a lonely
maverick; over half of the buyers of sex are married or co-habiting. He lives in capital
area or another bigger population centre rather than in a small town or remote rural
area (Lammi-Taskula 1999; see also Kuosmanen 1999).
The gender-implicit position has similarities with the gender-absent position as
represented in legal/procedural and negotiated discourses. The sex client is
‘understood’ because of his naturally strong sexual need:
I: (--) on one hand it is so that when one comes to a human being, what
a human being is and why the human being is needy. And this is such
a consideration that why such needs are born in society, and why do
we want to buy such businesses. (Male; co- and self-regulation
organisations and businesses)
The same interviewee finds a logic for the sex trade as follows:
I: (--) let those people who sort of need it in their life, like we know that
there are sick people and others that for various reasons cannot [find
sex company], this is one way for them to satisfy oneself and one’s
needs. And when it [the sex trade] is under control like in Finnish
society as far as I know, it is a thing of only a very small minority.
(Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and businesses)
In addition to explaining the sex trade as a form of commerce that is mostly used by
lonely farmers and sick people, according to these informants, the sex trade is actually
not abuse, but instead it is more like a therapy:
I: (--) in these adult entertainment lines [sex telephone lines], most of
the discussion is actually just the normal need of a human being to be
near to another human being (--) and through this it has presumably
a therapeutic meaning. (Male; co- and self-regulation organisations
and businesses)
A corresponding reference to human [male, MJ] ‘needs’ as an explanation for and
legitimisation of prostitution is also present in earlier writings and some research5. For
example, George Ryley Scott (1996 [1968], p. 19) states that ‘[i]n its essence
4

In this interview data such terminology as ‘peräkammarin poika’, ‘raukka’, ‘ressukka’ and
‘yksinäinen maanviljelijä’ is used to describe the sex clients. See also 7.1.
5
See Chapter 5.
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prostitution is physical. Its existence is due to the physiological urge which drives the
virile male animal to search for his mate and to have intercourse with her’. Similarly,
according to Lars Ericsson (1980) ‘[s]atisfaction of a basic need, [is] intrinsically
good, love or no love. (--) And, contrary to popular belief, we may have something to
learn from prostitution in this respect, namely, that coition resembles nourishment in
that if it can not be obtained in any other way it can always be bought. And bought
meals are not always the worst’. (Ibid., pp. 341, 355; italics original.)
A position that contests the gender-absent and gender-implicit positions is the genderexplicit position. This is present only in the talk of female interviewees, who represent
gendered violence discourse (n=8) or negotiated discourse (n=3).
I: (--) So I hold the view that in this sense women are the objects of the
gaze, objects of sale. This is a clearly polarised [issue], who are the
buyers who are safeguarded, and who are those to be bought. Buyers
are men and those to be bought are women. (Female; law and law
enforcement)
A common factor for all gender positions is a strong heterosexual pre-assumption,
which excludes, for instance, homosexual or transsexual prostitution or pornography
from nearly all of the interviewees’ talk.

7.3. Knowledge of the sex trade
All the interviewees are key persons in their organisations in the context of policy on
the sex trade. However, there are differences between the level of knowledge of the
informants on sex businesses as phenomena, and their functioning in Finland and
globally. I have ranked this into four categories: excellent, good, moderate and
minimal knowledge, and I discuss here how the level of knowledge impacts on the
policies that the interviewees see as important and what is lacking. The knowledge
level category is of course my subjective interpretation of the interviews. (Table 7.3.)
Table 7.3. Knowledge of the sex trade and gender positions of the interviewees
Gender-absent
Excellent (n=5)
Good (n=8)
Moderate (n=7)
Minimal (n=10)
Total (n=30)

Gender-implicit

Gender-explicit

5
4
4
2
4
1
6
3
1
_________________________________________________________
8

11

11

Those informants whose knowledge on the sex trade is ranked as excellent (n=5) are
all females from the first three administrative groups (foreign affairs; law and law
enforcement; and, social and health affairs and equality issues). They offer the most
holistic views on the sex trade and its policies, connecting global phenomena with the
local problems and suggested solutions. They highlight the importance of
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international instruments to be implemented effectively at the national level – and also
the lack of the implementation in practice.
I: I think that international conventions offer an important basis. And
Finland is a bit extraordinary member country of the UN that we ratify
the conventions only after our own legislation has been changed [to
correspond such conventions]. Actually therefore the conventions are
important because they guide us to amend our legislation. They are
important, but legislation is of course the primary [instrument]. But,
without those conventions several laws and legislation amendments
would not had been made, especially those concerning women’s
rights. (Female; international affairs)
All these informants represent the sexualised violence discourse and have genderexplicit position. They emphasise the negative impacts of the sex trade on women in
general, and the informants are of the opinion that structural changes are needed. A
necessary, but at present lacking policy that they bring up is the need for the
criminalisation of the buying of sex6.
I: I think that we can and should move towards giving sanctions on
buying of sex. So that the clients should become responsible for their
behaviour in this detrimental development and its [the sex trade’s]
detrimental consequences. And because it is [otherwise] difficult to
carry out, therefore the buying of sex could easily become
criminalised. (Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
The interviewees classified as having good knowledge on the sex trade (n=8) are half
men and half women from the first four administrative groups (international affairs;
law and law enforcement; social and health affairs and equality issues; and,
technologies, communication and trade). They represent a more varied set of positions
on the sex trade and its policies. In four cases gender is explicitly present in their
speech, and in the other four, gender is implicitly handled. A common feature is that
they have quite good knowledge on the sex trade in their own arena, but this does not
necessarily cover other sectors in society, such as the sex trade and international
developments and conventions7.
The third category of interviewees consists of those with moderate knowledge on the
sex trade (n=7). Three of the interviewees here are women, four are men. With one
exception (gender explicitly present), gender is here (only) implicitly present, or they
look at the sex trade from a gender-absent perspective. They represent mainly the
negotiated discourse, emphasising the need for careful consideration in the policies
that are needed. Two informants of this category with moderate knowledge represent
the legal/procedural discourse.
The fourth category of informants with minimal knowledge on the sex trade is
surprisingly the largest (n=10). They represent mainly administrative areas of the
groups 4 and 5 (technologies, communication and trade; and, co- and self-regulating
6

The issue of potential criminalisation of buying of sex was not explicitly asked, but some of the
informants brought this up as a future policy that was not recommended. See also Chapter 8.
7
On the knowledge of ICTs, see more in Chapter 9.
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organisations and businesses), and two interviewees are from the group of
international affairs. Even though all the interviewees were selected by their position
as managers and professionals responsible in their work for issues and policies on the
sex trade, one third of the informants have, according to my interpretation, quite
limited knowledge on the area. Only two informants here are women, and eight are
men. Trust on the existing law as a sufficient form of policing the sex trade is high –
the men represent the legal/procedural discourse, and the two females and one male
the negotiated discourse. In the category of minimal knowledge, gender positioning is
gender-absent, or gender is handled only implicitly like in the following extract, i.e.
without contesting the traditional patriarchal interpretations of women and men and
the sexualities attached to these categorisations of gender.
I: (--) in women’s sexuality, there is, on the average, more to do with
intimate things between two people (--) and if one goes into biology,
all such things as attachments, they function in a different way
[between women and men] (Male; co- and self-regulation organisations
and businesses)

7.4. Encountering the sex trade
In addition to their professional status and general knowledge on issues concerning
the sex trade, all interviewees had also had some kind of personal meeting points with
such trade. In general, female interviewees were more open to talk about their
encounters with commercial sex during their professional life. In particularly those
informants with gender-explicit position told about various incidents where the sex
trade has been present in their career, and in all of the cases the experiences had been
more or less unpleasant. In many cases – even in situations such as conferences
organised especially for the prevention of gendered violence – it was not possible to
avoid the sex trade. An example of these encounters was told by a female interviewee:
I: We had already seen in the lobby those beautiful girls.
MJ: In the hotel lobby?
I: Yes, and it was not difficult to guess why they were there (--). [In this
conference on violence and prostitution] two of us delegates we could
not get our rooms (--). Then finally I demanded to be able to get my
room, and finally I got one. I had ordered a non-smoking room. When I
went to the room, there were still cigarettes burning. The bed was
used, and there were two whiskies taken from the mini-bar. It was
clear that there had been such a service [with sarcasm, MJ] just going
on. And it was really depressing, that after 12 o’clock the rooms were
rented out [for prostitution], and the hotel crew was certainly
involved with this. (Female; social and health affairs and equality
issues)
Many female interviewees had come into contact with the sex trade during their work
careers, especially when travelling abroad.
I: (--) I remember that it was really amazing, once I went to look at a
project [abroad], and then we drove with the project workers through
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the [prostitution] routes where they delivered condoms and tried to
help them [the prostitutes]. So we went by such incredible shanties,
into which men with suits from glossy cars went, into such places that
are in beastly conditions, and then they soon come out and buttoned up
their pants. So that somehow mirrors the absurdity of what it is all
about. It is nothing to do with the sex or what is the quality of the
human relationship, especially when the prostitutes were shockingly
stoned, and some of them very young and in really poor condition.
(Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
Through these interviewees, a picture of the gendered nature of the sex trade becomes
clear:
I: It is quite obvious that for whom such things [pornography and
prostitution] are for. And is it really self-evident that when people are
travelling for work purposes that they want sex and porn? And
somehow what is this, that these are services clearly made for men.
And this is not anyhow criticism [of the lack of those offered for
women], but just that it is for men’s satisfaction. (Female; law and law
enforcement)
Also females with high managerial positions had encountered commercial sex even in
very ‘official’ situations:
I: (--) there were this very fine party organised for us, and then I [as
the only female manager] was given genuine pearls as a present. And
then the mayor of this city announced just in the end of the party, that
now this banquet is over, but the girls will be ready and soft [with
sarcasm, MJ] and giving. And then I was really, gee, this cannot be
true, that how can anyone say something like that. And then the
Americans and Australians who were there, they just really did not
react on that at all. I thought that I have never heard anything so
appalling from anyone’s mouth. (Female; social and health affairs and
equality issues)
These encounters of women with the sex trade were experienced as unpleasant and
often quite surprising. In contrast to that, most male interviewees whether did not
have such encounters or were not willing to talk about them. It seems that if or when
they had had contacts with the sex trade, they did not feel that these encounters would
had been unpleasant and/or so remarkable worth remembering. Thus the gender of the
interviewer and the interviewee (women interviewing woman and/or men, man
interviewing women and/or men) is a relevant issue in doing the interviews. Gender
can encourage or disclose some parts of the research topics (Hearn 1998, pp. 53-55)8.
Actually, when asking the question about encountering the sex trade, many male
interviewees just skipped the question, left it unnoticed and started to talk about
something else. This can be given various interpretations, for instance, the avoidance
of revealing (other) men’s use of such services, or reluctance to speak about sexual
issues from more personal perspective, because it can be embarrassing. On the other
8

Gender in the interview setting is discussed in Chapter 6. See also Chapter 10.
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hand, according to many interviewees, the use of commercial sex is not necessarily
seen as heroic, but a rather pathetic activity for which there has to be some particular
reasons.
I: (--) Well, these [sex phones] came up something like ten years ago.
Then I met a colleague, whose family affairs were in a bad condition
and other affairs in bad shape too, and then he had got hooked with
sex phones, and ended up with terrible economic difficulties, also
because of these, because they are so expensive these lines. (Male; law
and law enforcement)
One interpretation of this extract is that the interviewee found a valid reason for the
sex trade use through the crisis of the man. The friend had had a ‘family crises’ which
had ‘led’ him to calling to sex telephone lines. In fact ‘the Crisis of the Finnish Man’
has become during the 10-15 years a quite common discourse in public debate. The
crisis is represented also in cultural narratives and even in some parts of studies of
men (see Hearn and Lattu 2002; Hearn et al. 2003) and it can be employed also for
presenting an explanation for the consumption of commercial sex by men. The crisis
theme is present also in the following:
I: (--) one has to understand that the man is only one poor little thing
in part of that [the sex trade], and then he is a pawn in the game (--).
And the Finnish man has not earlier much meet that [the sex trade],
and I believe that it is very confusing. (Male; international affairs)
Personal encounters by male interviewees were seldom mentioned other than as
harmless experiences when younger, and where the contents of such acts were
interpreted rather as ‘something else’ than the sex trade.
I: If one looks briefly this [definition of commercial sex] and what
belongs there, so striptease can depend on its environment. I was once
in a nightclub [abroad], where I did not think it as commercial sex, it
was so artistic, and there were representatives of both sexes included.
There comes some difference in degree. (Male; social and health affairs
and equality issues)
However, among male informants there are more or less direct hints about use of
commercial sex by their colleagues, friends or by themselves, but such encounters are
underrated or explained to have happened as normal acts as young (men).
I: (--) [the reason for the sex trade consumption] is probably people’s
imagination, that of course some Kama Sutras and pornographic
magazines one had already looked at since one was a small boy (--)
(Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and businesses)
I: But I do not know about those conference trips [and the use of the
sex trade], maybe more likely are those encounters with colleagues, so
that a female and a male colleague meet [have an affair], so that a
romance is much more likely. (--) So that they who use those
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[commercial sex services] do that by concealing it [from others],
compared to where I myself mingle. (Male; international affairs)
In this material, there are very few cases that male informants would directly and
proudly talk about the use of commercial sex by themselves or by their colleagues.
However, such actions are not necessarily interpreted as unacceptable. Particularly if
this had happened earlier, for instance, during the times when the men were young,
‘boys are always boys’ attitude seems to explain the use of commercial sex: boys/men
are living following their natural male (sexual) instincts which they cannot control, or
they are not even demanded to do so. In contrast, girls/women are responsible carriers
of rational (sexual) behaviour, and they are assumed to be capable of self-control. If
the girl or woman does not do that, she can be judged as a bad girl, a whore. The
stigma can be also laid on girls or women who are suspected of various sexual
relationships, and especially among young people, even without that. (Saarikoski
2001, p. 39; see also Näre and Lähteenmaa 1992.) The different standards set for girls
and boys are represented in the context of worrying about minors and the sex trade
discussed in the following section.

7.4.1. Common worries – impacts on minors
The interview material brings up one common worry among the interviewees about
the impacts of commercialisation of sex and sexuality, namely its negative impacts on
children and adolescents. Even though there was no particular question about young
people and children in the questionnaire framework, 5/6 of the informants emphasise
their concerns about minors, and also discuss policies that are needed in order to
prevent detrimental effects on young people. Many informants’ concerns come up
through thinking about their own children.
I: (--) And if it was for example my own child, it [prostitution] would
not be acceptable. So these are the issues where they [the buyers of
sex] start to disentangle such issues. (Male; international affairs)
Even though the substantive linkages between other forms of the commercialisation of
sex, for instance, the current and maybe increasing use of (mainly female) sexualised
bodies in advertising, beauty contests or modelling businesses, are not emphasised
very often by the interviewees, concerns about minors bring up this evident
intersection9. Young people are seen vulnerable to influences of images set by
advertisers, who use ‘sexiness’ and stereotypical beauty images in order to sell assets
and services.
I: What it is all behind this is that adolescents and children are the
vulnerable group, to whom there is the creation of images that
everybody needs to be sexy in order not to be different [from other
young people]. (Female; technologies, communication and trade)
Both female and male interviewees are worried about the impacts of ‘sexist’ dressing
up by young people – obviously meaning young women.
9

See Chapter 2.
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I: What is not included here [in the list of sex trade forms] what comes
to my mind is in general in society – I have [x] [number of] daughters
– is that the number of media channels has increased, [and] from
everywhere there comes this kind of mode of young people which is
very sexist. One needs to have navel jewels, one needs to have
sleeveless tops when one goes to school. It is that when one starts to
dress like this when just over ten years of age. (Male; law and law
enforcement)
I: I think that such issues as fashion is one [to be added to definition of
the sex trade]. I think that there is the issue of equality which is an
important question, that women’s position there is worse, and abused
already in clothing. (Male; law and law enforcement)
Far less worries are emphasised on the fact that young men and boys are also affected
by commercialisation of sex, especially that of young women’s. Young men’s
attitudes and their behaviour are not problematised in the interviews. Like much of the
earlier research has stated, young women are much more tightly morally supervised
by their parents and other adults than young men, and they are given (bad) names
easily if and when a girl crosses the borders of ‘acceptable female behaviour’ or
dressing up, or, even without doing that. (See Näre and Lähteenmaa 1992; Saarikoski
2001) Also according to my informants, particularly young women are responsible for
not getting involved with ‘whorish style’:
I: (--) It is that someone [a girl] who is only over ten [years old] starts
to dress up, I am not myself so conservative, but when my oldest
daughter’s friend’s father, who is from [the east-western part of
Finland] forbade her [the daughter] to dress up in such whorish
dresses. (Male; law and law enforcement)
Many informants who do not see the sex trade as such an extremely bad phenomenon
in general, are much of the opinion that children should be somehow safeguarded
from the sex trade. In particular child prostitution and child pornography are seen as
totally unacceptable forms of commercial sex, and some informants want to separate
these from the definition of the sex trade.
I: (--) there is this one thing that immediately one notices [from the list
of forms of sex trade] is this child pornography (--) commercial sex is
too mild word for that, which is somehow sick and already criminal.
MJ: (--) and what about child prostitution?
I: I would not hold it in this list. I would say that there is [on one hand]
commercial sex, and then there is this kind of criminality, which of
course is connected to the sex trade. (Male; co- and self-regulation
organisations and businesses)
An open question that remains is that how to handle those cases where a person has
started in the sex trade when being a ‘minor’ and maybe continues later in the same
field. The global sex trade as such often tends to search for and recruit underage
people, whose youth, vulnerability and ‘freshness’ offers a particular value for the
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traders, buyers and consumers of commercial sex (Gurvich 2000; O’Connell
Davidson 2001; Nurmi 2001; Rusakova et al. 2001; Trummal 2001).
Informants who represent the legal/procedural discourse are especially keen to make a
clear distinction between ‘adult entertainment’ [the sex trade, MJ] and child
prostitution and child pornography. Effective policies are seen to be needed, but not
necessarily by officials or business entrepreneurs – much of the responsibilities are
directed to parents and schools, especially concerning the children’s ‘safe’ use of
ICTs10.
I: (--) But I think that parents [are also responsible], that not
everything can be pushed to the responsibility of business world. I
think that the traditional upbringing [is important], that the parents
are also responsible, even though many would rather push the
responsibility to day nurseries and schools. But when one gets
children, one needs to do something by oneself, too. (Female;
technologies, communication and trade)
Policies for safeguarding young people through ‘upbringing and education’ are
addressed particularly strongly by informants who represent business life and related
administrative groups (the groups 4-5). A bit similar kind of argumentation is present
in speeches by some informants with implicit gender position from social and health
care sector, where policies such as information guidance are seen important.
I: I think that here, also because of this project [for the Prevention of
Prostitution] and partly otherwise, there have been awakening to
realise [the importance of] inputs on education and upbringing of
children and adolescents, and that this is not only rhetoric. The
question is that such things as health education, social studies or sex
education, all these are fruitful. (Male; social and health affairs and
equality issues)

7.4.2. The role of the media
An additional – and partly competing – argumentation to the highlighting of the
families’ and schools’ responsibilities concerning the sex trade’s negative impacts on
children is the one that focuses on the role of the media. Policies that are whether set
by legislation or by self-control by media itself are seen as crucial for the prevention
of harms by the commercialisation of sex especially according to the groups of
informants that are not close to business life.
During the collection of this empirical material, there was a vivid debate in Finnish
society about publishing of sex advertisements in daily papers. Research by MariElina Laukkanen (2000) brought up the vast economic profits of such advertising11.
Afterwards, the previous practice of publishing of sex advertisements was ended up

10
11

See more in Chapter 9.
See 3.2.2. and 3.2.3.
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by many main newspapers, and several informants brought this up as a welcome new
policy.
I: (--) there is not only one switch that one can turn [in order to
change policy], but there is a need to connect wisely many elements. I
mean, for example, that I was satisfied when the project [of Prevention
of Prostitution] made this [sex] advertising public in a wise way by
pertinent research. So that its significance was great. So that it put the
chief editors so to say into a moral test, ethical test, and part of them
had to draw conclusions [to end up sex advertising]. And this is an
interesting example on that we have several means to be used, and also
good means [policies], and they are not always like legislative or that
kind, but they can be like so to say effective moral disapproval. (Male;
social and health affairs and equality issues)
I: (--) And what I am very happy about is that this sex advertising in
our main press [was deceased], I am so proud about these chief
editors of ours, even though that for some it went in a difficult way, but
it still happened. (Female; law and law enforcement)
I: (--) And like Hesari [Helsingin Sanomat] decided few months ago
that they will not any more publish these procuring advertisements.
Let’s say that this paper’s statement, which of course is based on this
feedback by their readers. (Male; technologies, communication and
trade)
However, the decisions by the chief editors (or the newspaper boards) to end sex
advertising in 2002 was not based purely on the good will and willingness to take care
of women’s rights, gender equality, or even because of the emphasis on children and
adolescents. Instead, the decision on the change of policy in part of the newspapers
came after police investigation into the content of published sex advertisements which
stated that these could be interpreted as procuring (see Leskinen 2003), and after the
threat by many women’s organisations to encourage their members and member
organisations to stop their subscriptions to such newspaper(s)12.
In addition to the focus on sex advertisements, more general policies inside the media
concerning pornography are also brought up by various interviewees.
I: (--) And I compare it [pornography] in a sense of course to violence,
and I think that constant seeing of violent acts does numb a human
person to violence, and it nubs about thinking about the consequences
of violence. Seeing of erotic pictures does not necessarily make one
numb to erotic, but it may blur the borders between sick and healthy,
between what is acceptable and what is not acceptable. And it is also
that the atmosphere is so over-eroticised, which is typical for our era.
(Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)

12

See Chapter 3.
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Concerns on young people and the sex trade are well grounded: the (ab)uses of ICTs
in and for the sex trade are increasing, and young people are a major group of ICTusers and often early users and adapters of ICT-applications13. However, the concerns
of the interviewees are partly very ‘traditional’ in respect to gender, because they are
directed mainly to young women and the impact of the sex trade on them, leaving
young men and their behaviour much unproblematised.

7.4.3. Women with buns and flowery hats
In particular through the interviews by those who carry gender-explicit position it
became clear that to resist the sex trade is a burden to those who do that, but this was
seen as an important one which many informants, mainly females, carry. These
informants describe the ridiculing of the(ir) criticism on the commercialisation of sex
as a phenomenon that one had needed to live with. In spite of even the most negative
effects of the sex trade, such as the connections of the sex trade and organised crime,
criticism of the phenomenon is not often taken seriously. A critical position on the sex
trade is rather personified to be a matter of laugh or mockery.
Interestingly, in two interviews, the female informants from two different
organisations talk about their attempts to resist commercial sex with exactly same
words. They describe their efforts to criticise the sex trade as being interpreted in their
professional contexts as ‘peeping against’14 the irresistible changes in the society.
I: (--) but then ten years ago we tried to peep and pay attention to this
problem, but we only got mockery that what are you, just a bunch of
'femakko'15 who try something here. So that this [the sex trade]
belongs to Europeanisation and do you really want to resist that.
(Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
I: (--) And one of those biggest shocks was that how it [rapid increase
of the sex trade in the 1990s] could happen, and it would be interesting
to research how it happened in people’s minds, when the commercial
sex became suddenly acceptable, and this happened in a month or two.
Suddenly, there was economic depression, which was surely dramatic,
but at the same time there topless [sex bars] and all this [sex]
commerce, it became so open. Who was peeping against? If you tried
to say something, then you were hopelessly auntie-like, a real social
service aunts’ auntie16. (Female; social and health affairs and equality
issues)
The rapid increase in the sex trade in the 1990s was like a ‘slap on the face’ of gender
equality efforts which had been quite successful, at least in some parts of the societal
life during the earlier decades. Resistance to the spread of commercial sex is often
13

On technologies and the sex trade, see Chapter 4.
In Finnish ‘piipittää vastaan’.
15
‘Femakko’ is a word of mockery in the Finnish language that is a combination of the word feminist
[feministi] and a female pig [emakko].
16
In Finnish the expression ‘sosiaalitanttojen tantta’ is a word of mockery, which claims the other
person to be an old-fashioned and maternalistic (female) go-doing person.
14
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ridiculed and mocked as old-fashioned. Even in state organisations which are
responsible for implementing women’s rights conventions and preparing policies on
these respects, the attitudes are described to be quite positive to the sex trade and
negative on those who resist it.
I: Well, it is of course this so called public servant [male] culture that
is the problem, and into that belongs a specific male approach, where
this [the sex trade] is more like a thing to be laughed at or to be
admired. It is such an operetta atmosphere in all this (--) sort of that it
belongs to the game that there are those attractive courtesans here and
there, that the atmosphere is such that this cannot be a serious matter
(--) (Female; international affairs)
Many female informants’ experiences of mocking of even the talk about the sex trade
concern the gender issues also more generally. Criticism on the sex trade is often seen
as issues of ‘women with buns and flowery hats’ – including myself doing research on
the issue.
I: (--) stigmatising of equality affairs is quite common in Finland. Also
you who do you Ph.D. research on the sex trade [meaning MJ] is
similar kind of ‘fussing’ [nipottaa17]. (Female; international affairs)
I: (--) so that this [the issues on the sex trade] is left in a way a
concern of us aunts with buns, and then it is passed by easily. (Female,
law and law enforcement)
This interpretation of ‘ridiculous’ criticism on the sex trade is present and even
outspoken by several male informants.
I: I suppose that of course there is this that again social service
aunties [sosiaalitantat18], aunties with flowery hats can be again
worried about something. (Male; co- and self-regulation organisations
and businesses)
I: (--) and playfully said, that here you have a kind of auntie-energy
[tätienergia19], that now let’s fix this [problem of sex trade] (--).
(Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and businesses)
In my interview situations it became clear that for some male informants to ‘be
worried about’ the sex trade is an issue that does not make much sense. In addition to
the female professional elite, the group of ‘social service aunties’, i.e. those who
(ridiculously) might demand some stronger policies on the sex trade, include also

17

The Finnish term ‘nipottaa’ is a verb for being very narrow-minded and niggling about even very
tiny things.
18
See footnote 16.
19
‘Tätienergia’ is a compound for an auntie (täti) and energy (energia), originally used apparently by
Professor and writer Merete Mazzarella. ‘Tätienergia’ is sometimes used also as a word of mockery for
older (than 40 years, I suppose) women’s activities and acts as fussing.
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female members of the Parliament, especially those who are members of the Women
MP’s Network20:
MJ: There are not any new policies?
I: Well, not unless the Women MP’s Network succeeds to criminalise
buying of prostitution [laughs]. (Male; co- and self-regulation
organisations and businesses)
Also NGO-based organisations which hold a critical position on the sex trade are
looked at being biased – mainly because they do not understand the ‘business angle’.
Therefore, it is important that they would be ‘informed about’ these facts of business
life by those organisations that ‘know better’.
I: (--) and it is of course ‘nice’ [inverted commas with sarcasm, MJ]
though, that angry children’s rights organisations (--) and others that
they discuss with us. (Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and
businesses)
Ridiculing of those who demand stricter policies on the sex trade is not limited only to
females. Also some male respondents brought up that there would had been needed
stronger policies on the sex trade already earlier in Finland. However, to demand
stricter policies would have had been interpreted as madness.
I: (--) But I think that at the moment we are going to a very bad
direction, so that (--)
MJ: You mean this practical situation?
I: Yes. In general, the changes in criminality, not necessarily the
increase of it, but rather that it has changed so fundamentally, that if
we went back 15 years, back to the end of 1980s, and then I would
start to say that listen to me, before this millennium ends, we have here
in Finland organised motorcycle groups who shoot each others with
recoilless guns, machine pistols (--) that we will have in prisons
organised groups (--) that we will have whores from Russia so much,
whores from Estonia, and that we will have drug problem with white
heroine etc. I would had been taken as a lunatic, fanatic and so on.
(Male; law and law enforcement)
Even though the prevailing assumptions are clearly different between the last example
and the earlier ones by female interviewees, there is a common feature that is
emphasised by all of them: in Finland it has been difficult to argue – or especially to
be believed – that negative global changes would ever touch Finland. Finland has
been taken (by many Finns) as a land of safety and equality – in Finnish ‘lintukoto’,
meaning bird’s nest. Therefore, even though everywhere else in the world there are

20
In Finnish ‘Eduskunnan naisverkosto’. The Network of Finnish Women Members in the Parliament
was founded in 1991 for ‘assembling women MPs across party political lines to discuss questions of
particular relevance to women. The aim of the network is to promote the equality between women and
men and as well as women’s rights, and to introduce a female approach to all legislative work in
general’. http://www.eduskunta.fi/fakta/opas/tiedotus/naiset.pdf. See also Chapters 3 and 5 on
women’s organisations in politics and initiatives on the sex trade by women’s NGOs.
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plenty of negative effects brought along by the sex trade and the organising of it, that
would not be our case. One informant summarised it like this:
I: I think that it has been quite interesting, that the understanding of
officials on commercial sex has in a quite short time been changing as
more negative, when it has become clear that a great part of it belongs
to territory of foreign organised crime. So this was the rivet of it. So
when this comes, then it is a bad thing. But until that, even though
experts say the same things [much earlier] (--) it was not many years
ago that it was thought that there is no prostitution problem, that it is
only fussing by some aunties, only fussing [taivastella21]. And I feel
that there has been quite fast realisation of cold facts. (Female; social
and health affairs and equality issues)

7.5. ‘Them’ and ‘us’ – embedded racism
The recent growth of prostitution and other forms of the sex trade at the beginning of
1990s was much linked to the geopolitical and economic changes in the area,
especially with the rapid collapse of the former USSR, and what followed from that.
Grave economic and societal problems in various ex-Soviet areas had created a lack
of possibilities for many women to survive, as well as huge possibilities to abuse both
minors and women by organised crime: trafficking in women and children from those
areas into Europe, other countries and continents has been estimated to be hundreds of
thousands per year (for instance, see Hughes 2000). Finland, a country with over
1,300 kilometres long border with Russia, is one of the destination and transit
countries of this traffic, as well as of trafficking in women from Estonia. During the
last 10 years, foreign prostitution by trafficking has increased in Finland, even though
it took quite a while before any policies on that have taken (any) place22. However,
the sex trade in Finland cannot be explained (only) by ‘the import of Eastern women’
for commercial sex purposes, but instead, there are other underlying factors and glocal
linkages that have created the basis for sex businesses23.
Here I focus on the interpretations of the interviewees on foreign prostitution and/or
trafficking in women into Finland. One of the clearest and most common critical view
concerning the sex trade that comes up in nearly all interviews is the non-acceptance
of trafficking in children and even in women.
I: (--) [about trafficking] is that first there comes tempting with job
opportunities or else, then with violence by taking the passports away
or something like drugs, there is success. That is not only commerce
nor smuggling, but it is crude criminality and violence. (Male;
technologies, communication and trade)

21

The Finnish verb ‘taivastella’ means that someone is horrified and fussing about something, even
though there is not really much reason to do that.
22
See particularly Chapters 2 and 3.
23
See Chapters 2-5.
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Trafficking in women and children is understood commonly as ‘a bad thing’, but
often the linkage between that and the existence of foreign prostitution in Finland is
unclear to the interviewees.
I: Well, commercial sex is internationally a bit different than what it is
nationally here in Finland. So that internationally it is very much
connected with awful aspects like child prostitution and sexual slavery
and such activities, maybe kidnapping of women, active subordination
of women, so these phenomena I do not see that they exist in Finland.
But here in Finland, prostitution is very common (--). (Male; law and
law enforcement)
According to empirical research and screening done in Finland in the late 1990s and
beyond (Rakkaus kaupan … 1994; Turunen 1996; Nurmi 1999a, 1999b, 2002;
Semenkov 2000; Leskinen 2003), the majority of female prostitution consists of
foreign women selling sex, whether they are to be reached by advertisements, through
the websites, or especially from the sex bars. One of the paradoxes according to this
interview data is that many officials agree that the amount of prostitution, especially
foreign prostitution, has increased, but these foreign women are understood to have
come in Finland somehow otherwise than to be trafficked. The same interviewee
continues:
I: (--) prostitution is absolutely so that what happens always and what
has always happened through the history of the world, and in Europe
prostitution is organised by various brothels, and in most parts of the
Europe, this is all accepted. And on the other hand, here in Finland,
this prostitution has really exploded after the collapse of the Soviet (--)
And now the situation is that these prostitutes come from Russia,
Estonia, other parts of the Baltic (--). (Male; law and law enforcement)
Even though legally determined policies on trafficking have been much lacking in
Finland, it was quite amazing that many informants did not see any connection
between foreign prostitution and trafficking in women. An example is that since the
mid-1990s in a various parts of Finland – in remote rural areas or small towns – there
have been several illegal brothels both in a form of motels, ‘bed and breakfast’24, or
camping places. These businesses have been based on foreign prostitution mainly
from the Russian Federation and also from the Baltic states. It has taken several years
before the officials ‘realised’ that such places existed, even though that is has been a
common knowledge shared by the public in the whole area. A relevant question here
is how do the women from a foreign country like the Russian Federation, without
language skills or knowledge about Finnish society find out by themselves where to
go for selling sex? How was it possible that even though loads of Russian women
were brought to Finland by buses for every weekend for selling sex, that it was/is not
counted as trafficking? An example of how some of the female informants within the
sexualised violence discourse ponder about this lack of measures by the official
organisations as follows:

24

In Finland, bed and breakfast can be called ‘matkakoti’ or sometimes a motel.
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I: (--) Then there is also that, and I do not know whether it is a
problem of legislation, or a problem of resources, or what it is, but that
in Finland there is not even a single one pure trafficking case [that has
come up], but I am sure that there are such cases. Why cannot those be
found? (--) If it is some sort of resource problem in police forces that
they [foreign prostitution cases] just simply cannot be investigated, or
it might be a connection of a problem of resources connected with a
problem in attitudes. (--) It is somehow odd that in Finland such cases
[trafficking in women] do not exist, when in Sweden there are those
quite a lot. And in Finland, there is quite a plenty of prostitution
coming from the bordering areas. Everything cannot be voluntary.
(Female; law and law enforcement)
It is obvious that the lack of a specific law against trafficking in women has been a
strong official reason for not noticing that foreign prostitution is well organised and
much of it to be understood as trafficking. But, there are some hints about other
reasons for the lack of activities and use of those laws that would had been possible to
be used, such as legislation on procuring or on illegal organising of entry of a
foreigner25. When I asked about policies needed or policies that are lacking, one
female informant interpreted the situation as the following:
I: (--) But then it probably is so, that those core officials and so called
professional helpers, there is a place to increase their awareness and
organising of training. (--) And evidently, it is obligatory to admit that
there are some quite racist attitudes on the girls that come form east or
over the see in the south [Finnish Gulf], that they are then [just] game
that does not need to be taken seriously. (Female; social and health
affairs and equality issues)
In other words by another female interviewee:
I: (--) And of course this widest gap in standard of living between us
and our neighbour [Russia] is a thing that adds its own flavours. But
for us, it is so easy to think that they are just there, and those people
are not so much a matter [of us].
MJ: And there is a connection to racism?
I: Oh yes, and also [connection to] understatements of peoples.
(Female, social and health affairs and equality issues)
My empirical material reiterates features of racism that has been studied more
generally in Finland: women are more often open-minded, and tolerate more ‘nonFinnish’ people and phenomena than Finnish men do. In fact, none of the male
informants bring up racism as an issue in the context of the sex trade. Many
interviewees, however, talk about ‘girls’ or ‘Russian girls’ when referring to women
in prostitution (see Laukkanen 2000; Penttinen 2004)26. Often the sex trade,
particularly prostitution, is connected to the ‘eastern’ context, and according to some
25

See 5.1.3. and Chapter 8.
In Finnish a word ‘ilotyttö’ is often used for a woman who sells sex, consisting of two words, namely
‘ilo’ meaning happiness, and ‘tyttö’ meaning girl.
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male interviewees, the entry by foreign women for commercial sex purposes to
Finland is seen as reciprocal and happy business.
I: (--) and at least this entrepreneur [of sex and date lines] in eastern
Finland claimed to be very satisfied and boasted with over 100
marriages [between Russian women and Finnish men] of tens of which
were still existing. (Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and
businesses)
Racism is embedded also in the organisations themselves.
I: (--) actually, it has been a bit of a surprise when I entered this work
community where people have travelled a lot (--). It was a surprise
how such issues [encounters with the sex trade] are being told in a
bragging way during evening happenings [parties]. But on the other
hand, this mirrors also what I think is quite concerning is that (--) in
the field [when travelling abroad] it [the sex trade] is just ok. But the
same people would not (--) in their home country behave in a similar
way, or if so, they would not necessarily never speak about it so
openly. (Female; international affairs)

7.6. Normalisation of the sex trade
In Part One of the book, particularly in Chapter 2, I explored the main forms and
linkages of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities, where these are
turning towards easily accessed assets, services and products to be consumed like
other assets. I introduced also an idea of the sex trade becoming McSexualised27.
Here, the focus is on how the interviewees see these developments: whether bodies,
sex and sexualities are assets to be commercialised, and the sex trade phenomena to
be normalised as a part of everyday life.
In the interviews with the administrative groups 4-5 (technologies, communication
and trade; and, co- and self-regulating organisations and businesses) which are in or
near to businesses, there is quite a lot of sympathy for giving a free hand to free
commerce, or at least not to draft any regulative policies.
MJ: Do you think that such a commerce should be legalised?
I: Well, I do not know. I think that the markets are already functioning.
(Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and businesses)
According to these informants, there should not be much or any policies on limiting
the sex trade. They would prefer that the existing and future policies were developed
towards to the markets of total freedom – also including that men would be offered
services, for instance, sex telephone services as ‘cheaply’ as women ‘get’ them. Some
telephone discussion lines have been free for women to call, much because that there
27

In doing the interviews, I did not offer or bring up the concept McSexualisation (applied from Ritzer
1993; 2002) as such. Instead I have applied this concept in building up the framework of this study,
particularly in Chapter 2. Later on in Chapter 10 I return to this concept and discuss the possible future
and further commercialisation(s) of bodies sex and sexualities.
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have not been enough women who would like to use these lines. Many
‘conversational’ lines are sex telephone lines where mostly men call for masturbation
purposes. Because of the lack of ‘voluntary’ female callers, there are paid female
‘workers’ who talk with men in these telephone lines, as is the situation particularly in
the more ‘direct’ sex telephone lines (see Laukkanen 2000). Therefore, it might seem
that men ‘are not treated equally’ when they want to talk on such lines, or to
masturbate whilst listening to the talk and sounds on the telephone. Interestingly, this
turned out to be a question of inequality for those male informants who were the
strongest supporters of business rights without any limitations.
I: But here comes similarly, as in dances were women lead
[naistentanssi] that also men can be bitter that women enter to that
[particular dancing] place without entrance fee, and in addition they
[women] get a drink for free. So that I would not see that equality is
[always] needed here [sex telephones], but if a service is not
functioning, there needs to be some sort of freedom, otherwise the
whole business dies. (Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and
businesses)
In this sense, the ‘rights’ of men are seen to be violated, because they need to pay for
the ‘services’. Financial difficulties in relation to commercial sex services of some
[men] are addressed as a problem also by other male informants.
I: (--) Or like these [sex] advertisements which are sent on television in
the evening, [saying that] ‘call man, costs five euros’. And then
women call for free. One sees from that who are being exploited.
(Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and businesses)
To call to a sex line, the purpose of which is to listen to ‘sexy’ talk and masturbate, is
described as normal, and the only problems are that some [men] will not be able to
pay for this.
I: Then there became those complaints about the [sex telephone] bills,
(--) but there have been even those questions about should these calls
[to sex lines] be prevented. We have always said that it is impossible,
because there are always countries where you can move these (--) And
then if one thinks normally, let’s say for example this traditionally
happening service through phone [masturbation lines] (--). (Male;
technologies, communication and trade)
Policies that are needed might be, for instance, the legalisation and regulation of the
pornography producing businesses.
MJ: Do you see that there are some policies needed for restrictions or
legalisation of this [the sex trade]?
I: Well, I think that it would be a good thing that porn-sector could be
organised, as a same way as sectors of film and video and game sector
have done, and also that we could also have sex shops and overall,
especially hard porn selling companies to be registered (--). (Male,
technologies, communication and trade)
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In these speeches, there are no worries about the women who are ‘in the business’.
When I asked about possible policies needed, a typical answer in groups 4 and 5
followed this example:
I: Well, I think that [the situation] is quite ok. (Male; co- and selfregulation organisations and businesses)
The same interviewee crystallises his understanding of the nature of the sex trade with
following words:
I: (--) So I do not think, or do not see such, that in there [sex phones]
women would be subordinated, or that women would suffer. (Male; coand self-regulation organisations and businesses)
A part of the informants are keen on to tolerate prostitution and other phenomena
related to the sex trade because ‘they have always existed’.
I: (--) Of course for instance prostitution is, it has always existed (--) I
think that in Finland it has become quantitatively significant only
something like in the 1980s (--) (Male; international affairs)
On the other hand, the normalisation of the sex trade into the society and
organisational life is not necessarily a new phenomenon according to interviewees
who criticise this kind of processes.
I: (--) in part of this old pattern is that the ambassador has a wife,
mistress, housemaid, secretary. From five till six women are needed to
take care of one man in a way, including this kind of a bit elegant
[feature] that courtesans belong to this. I think it is a cultural
character, in a similar way that in business men’s cultures have
happened, that professional culture can include such [phenomena] (--)
(Female; international affairs)
The informants with critical view on the sex trade emphasise the impacts of the
increase of the volume and forms of such trade.
I: (--) Some 15 or 10 years ago, there were huge debates about
violence, virtually, visually seen violence that it does not effect
children at all. Now we now that it was all pap. We know that it has
impacts, and it is even systematically used. With commercial sex it is
similar. It is exactly the same. It effects one’s psyche, mental
development, it has detrimental effects. And I am sure that after 20
years, then there will be wondering that why there were no actions
upon it, why there were no preventive actions [on the sex trade].
(Female, social and health affairs and equality issues)
Normalisation is seen to be effective through marketing in various contexts;
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I: So it is in Amsterdam advertisements that it is lifestyle, that brothels
are lifestyle places, hence this markets this [the sex trade] as a natural
part of way of life. Everything that does that, that makes it natural, [for
instance] a television item of news, it is that [normalisation]. (Female,
international affairs)
According to the majority of the interviewees, the commercialisation of bodies, sex
and sexualities and normalisation of the sex trade are phenomena that have happened
rapidly, and which seem to be increasing with speed. How do the informants see that
this kind of processes could be stopped, or if they should be stopped at all, are further
discussed in the next Chapter, which focuses on policies and policy practices on the
sex trade.

7.7. Concluding remarks
In the interview data, there are three main discourses on the sex trade that emerged,
namely the legal/ procedural discourse, the negotiated discourse and the sexualised
violence discourse. These discourses construct the sex trade in different ways, and
they were represented in the data nearly in the same amounts of interviews28. These
three discourses include differing argumentations on the sex trade and were
constructed through various gender positions.
The first, legal/procedural discourse (n=11), refers to the sex trade as business as
usual, which functions through free market forces and can be best controlled by a few
legislative orders. In the sexualised violence discourse (n=9) the sex trade was
interpreted as gendered abuse. This sexualised violence discourse was represented by
women and only by one male informant. The in-between discourse, the negotiated
discourse (n=10), is more unstable and blurred, and it focuses on discussions and
negotiation of the limits of the acceptable and unacceptable concerning commercial
sex.
In the analysis of the interview data, three main perspectives were taken: to look at the
organisational position of the interviewees (managers, professionals and managerexperts), the gender position (gender-absent, gender-implicit and gender-explicit), and
the knowledge (excellent, good, moderate and minimal) of the sex trade of the
informants.
The organisational position of the interviewees was quite relevant in defining of the
sex trade and its essence in society. In this data, managers were more prone to believe
in the adequacy of the existing laws and other formal policies than the professionals.
When gendering the interviews, the differences among the informants with differing
organisational status become stronger. Female interviewees, both working as
managers, professionals, and manager-experts, tended to be far more critical on the
sex trade, and pinpointed various negative aspects of such businesses in their own
working life and in general. They were more sceptical on the sufficiency of the
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Sari Näre and Jaana Lähteenmaa (1994, 1995) have analysed the discourses on sex bars in Finnish
media in the 1990s, and divided them into libertarian, egalitarian and legalitarian discourses.
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existing formal policies, and more prone to suggest new ones also at the legislative
level.
According to my interpretation, knowledge of the sex trade of the interviewees was
two-fold. Those interviewees who much ignored gender perspective, tended also to
have only quite little knowledge on the sex trade as such. On the other hand, the
interviewees who had a wide knowledge on the sex trade as a phenomenon and its
behind-lying structures, analysed the sex trade explicitly from a gendered perspective.
A common nominator in the most interviewees was the concern on the effects of the
sex trade and its normalisation into society, particularly on children and adolescents.
However, those informants who represented the discourse of the sex trade as a normal
business activity which can/should be controlled only by minimal legislation
(legal/procedural discourse), wanted to make a difference between ‘adult
entertainment’ and ‘other’ forms of the sex trade, such as child pornography and
child prostitution. Also in the negotiated and the sexualised violence discourse the
concern on particularly on children was quite strongly present. However, the
responsibility for safeguarding children from encountering the sex trade divided the
interviewees. Those whose represented organisations in or nearby business life tended
to address the responsibilities of parents and schools, instead of policies which would
set limits to the businesses themselves.
However, the processes of the sex trade are complicated, and globally often those who
are in the sex trade have been recruited and abused in sex businesses already before
they reach the age of 18 years. Thus the concern about minors can be interpreted as a
moral remission, which at the same time legitimises the ‘business rights’ of ‘adult
entertainment’. Many of these interviewees, often with a surprisingly limited
knowledge on the functioning of the sex trade, did not necessarily emphasise the
linkages of the sex trade with poverty and gender discrimination.
Quite many of the informants had had some kind of personal encounters with the sex
trade in their professional lives. Most of the female interviewees did not have any
positive feelings about that, but instead, felt that these encounters had been
unpleasant. Male interviewees mainly avoided the question, or, rather talked about the
earlier life encounters with sex businesses as a part of ‘male life experiences’,
particularly when one was young. Personal involvement during the professional life
with the sex trade was quite seldom mentioned, and the involvement of [male] friends
or colleagues was explained to originate from ‘the crisis’ of the man, rather than a
consistent behaviour of many men.
According to the data, to criticise the sex trade in the organisations that are
responsible for its policies is not very acceptable behaviour. Those who had dared to
do so were quite automatically categorised as ‘social service aunties’ and other oldfashioned ‘women with buns’ with very conservative attitudes. Also some male
interviewees had met resistance when taking up the sex trade as a problem.
Interpreting the data, it was very difficult for both women and men to take up issues
on the sex trade without being blamed for ‘moralism’ and short-sightedness.
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CHAPTER 8
Policies and Policy Practices
This Chapter analyses the policies, especially the policy instruments1 and practices
that the interviewees brought up as the most relevant in the context of the sex trade.
There are four levels of policies, policy instruments and policy practices that emerged
from the data, namely international, national, organisational and personal policies that
are of interest here. The international, national and organisational policies and policy
practices were represented particularly in the formal talk of the interviewees, but also
in their more informal talks when the informants spoke about their own feelings about
the issues of and around the research topic. The fifth area which is discussed here
concerns the necessary policies and policy practices that the interviewees emphasised
as lacking from Finland and from their organisational contexts.

8.1. International policies on the sex trade
In several interviews, the global nature of the sex trade was clearly acknowledged.
Interviewees from the group of international affairs particularly focused on the
importance of international policies and instruments, especially international
conventions, in policing the sex trade. In the other groups international policy
practices and instruments were also addressed as crucial by many interviewees, who
mainly addressed instruments and practices which belong somehow to their area of
expertise. Only in the group co- and self-regulating organisations and businesses was
the importance of international policies on the sex trade, especially binding
instruments, not emphasised. Instead, more or less freedom of the markets and its own
control were seen there as sufficient ways to balance the interests between
commercial sex businesses and those of citizens and society more generally. In the
interviews, there were two groups of international conventions which were seen as the
most crucial in the context of the sex trade: the instruments by the European Union
and the conventions by the United Nations.
According to the interviewees, the European Union directives, Council framework
decisions and joint actions are important international instruments that have direct
impact on Finland. There are two major instruments which were referred to by one
third of the informants: the Council Framework Decision on Combating Trafficking in
Human Beings (2002) and the Council Framework Decision on Combating the Sexual
Exploitation of Children and Child Pornography (2003). These instruments have
been preceeded by the Council Joint Action concerning trafficking in human beings
and sexual exploitation of children (1997), the Council Conclusions of Tampere
concerning freedom, security and justice (1999), and the Council Decision on
combating child pornography on the Internet (2000). Combating child sex tourism
1

It is obvious that particularly internationally, there can be potential future policy instruments relevant
in the context of the sex trade. However, here only the main instruments referred by the informants
could have been possible to be emphasised. In addition, the time perspective limits the analysis,
because since 2002 and 2003 when the interviews were accomplished, plenty of new policies have
emerged. See also particularly Chapters 3 and 5.1.3. on the legislation and policies which are not
necessarily referred to by the interviewees.
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has been a theme which has been on the political agenda since the mid-1990s of the
European Commission (Communication from … 1996), and during the Finnish
presidency of the European Union in 1999, child sex tourism was addressed in
particular (Communications from … 1999). The main focus has been two-fold,
namely reducing the demand, in co-operation with the tourism industry and the NGOs
concerned, and addressing the sources of supply in destination countries2.
In the Council Framework Decision on trafficking in human beings (2002) the
Member States agreed to review their national legislation and include sanctions in
regards to trafficking in human beings for the purpose of the exploitation of other
person’s labour or service or for the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other
forms of sexual exploitation, including pornography (Article 1). Each Member State is
obliged to take measures in order to penalise acts of trafficking in human beings and
its attempt and instigation, aiding and abetting in such crimes. In addition, if the
offences are committed in aggravating circumstances, a maximum penalty should not
be less than eight years. (Ibid., Articles 2 and 3.) This demand for comparatively long
penalties has caused problems with the implementation of the framework decision in
Finland, where the criminal policy has been far milder3. The Article 10 of the
framework decision on trafficking in persons pressured the Member States to amend
their legislation in this area to be accomplished before August 2004. The new Finnish
legislation on paragraphs on sex crimes entered into force just in time, and it includes
also a paragraph on trafficking in persons4.
In fact, in the context of the European Union there have been various initiatives,
recommendations, reports and declarations on trafficking in human beings. Major
disagreement inside the EU does not concern issues on trafficking as such, but rather
the status of prostitution: whether prostitution should be recognised as ‘sex work’
where those persons in the business would be given legal status as workers and
guarantees of social security; or whether prostitution should be treated as (sexual)
abuse of and violence against women. Therefore, the focus inside the EU apparatus
has been on trafficking in human beings which is the smallest common denominator
between the member states.
In particular interviewees who carry the legal argumentation emphasised that ‘other’
European models would be welcome also to Finland.
I: (--) so if something is legal in Germany, Holland, France and
Belgium, then it is a bad thing that if the same which is totally
acceptable there then is deeply forbidden in the Nordic countries. This
cannot be an object. And if we then devoutly imagine that this is a kind
of symbolic thing by which we show our own high moral [with sarcasm,
MJ], and try to direct the development of legislation in Europe and in
the European Union, so then we are more or less naive. We are only few
millions here in the Nordic states, and there are tens thousands of
millions of people in each European country with very strong opinion on
2

http://europa.eu.int/comm/enterprise/services/tourism/policy-areas/child.htm
The collision and reconciliation of milder and stricter criminal policies is a more general problem in
the context of the EU and particularly its Nordic member states. The new Constitution of the EU brings
the issues on more harmonised legislation especially on criminality into the agenda.
4
See 5.1.3. on the amended legislation.
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them being right, so we cannot really have impact on that, even if we in
our nice thought would imagine whatever. (Male; law and law
enforcement)
This interviewee bases his argumentation on the logic of the power of larger countries
compared to smaller countries to define the policies concerning the sex trade.
Therefore, Finland should follow the larger European states in its national policies on
commercial sex. On the other hand, it is obvious that there are variations in opinions
between the EU-countries because of differing historical, geographical and cultural
developments and linkages. The argumentation on the legalisation of prostitution on
the basis of ‘Europeanisation’ is acquainted already from the earlier phases of
prostitution debate in the beginning of 1990s5. The argumentation that prostitution is
totally acceptable if not legally criminalised can be interpreted as quite narrow, and
can be interpreted to represent the interviewee’s own personal policy. In reality, even
when prostitution – or sale and/or buying of sex – is not criminalised, that does not
mean necessarily acceptance on the phenomenon in societies.
I: (--) The opinions by the Dutch differ very much from ours. They do
not see it [commercial sex] as a problem, they see it as quite normal, [at
least those] who are mainly making the running, but of course there are
people who think about it in a different way (--). (Male; international
affairs)
The combating argument to ‘Europeanisation’ of policies on the sex trade is
represented by interviewees who see criminalisation of the buying of sex as a
necessary policy to be brought to Finland.
I: And I hold a position, that according to experiences of Sweden, it
would be a clear message by the society to that side, criminalisation of
buying of sex. But I know that it is a difficult issue, and in Europe it is a
difficult issue, Sweden is only one islet there. But I see it at the moment,
that it is easily seen, that it would be a good measure to prevent
trafficking in women. (Female; law and law enforcement)
Therefore, the impact of the EU is two-fold, not least because of the (lacking) gender
perspectives by the Finnish (male) decision makes and authorities:
I: (--) So that the boys are rather listening to Brussels than Finnish
women. (Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
The Council Framework Decision on Combating the Sexual Exploitation of Children
and Child Pornography (2003) defines a child to mean any person who is below the
age of 18 years (Article 1), which follows the United Nations definition of the child.
Child pornography means pornography which involves real children to sexual
encounters and also ‘realistic images’ of children in this context. Article 3 obliges the
Member states to take measures to make punishable the production, distribution,
dissemination or transmission, supplying or making available, and acquisition or
possession of child pornography. However, ‘in the case of production and possession,
5

See Chapter 2.
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images of children having reached the age of sexual consent are produced and
possessed with their consent and solely for their own private use’, the Member States
can exclude these from criminal reliability (Article 3, paragraph 2). This possibility
was taken into consideration in drafting the new Finnish legislation, but the
Parliament decided not to include an option for ‘consentual teenage pornography
production’6.
Of the United Nations conventions, the human rights instruments and those
instruments that directly effect on human rights, were mentioned to be important in
this context. There were three conventions which were addressed by half of the
informants: the Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (2000) and
especially its Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children (2000), the Convention of the Rights of the Child
(1989), and its Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child prostitution and child
pornography (2002), and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (1979). These international instruments were
discussed by interviewees from the groups of international affairs, law and law
enforcement, and social and health affairs and equality issues.
The Convention against Transnational Organised Crime and its Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children7, were
opened up for signatures in 20008. The Trafficking Protocol entered into force in
December 25th 2003. By the time of the interviews these instruments were
surprisingly very well known by the informants, even though they had not then been
ratified by Finland9. One third of the interviewees addressed that the existing
legislation in Finland is insufficient concerning the demands set by the Trafficking
Protocol.
I: (--) and I at least hold a position that currently the sex trade and
trafficking in women has taken such forms that these old laws are not
enough (--). And then this [Palermo Trafficking Protocol] requires quite
new things also from Finland, and for them Finland’s existing
legislation is not enough. (Female; law and law enforcement)
According to many informants, a major problem that has emerged in the context of
international instruments, has been their insufficient implementation and too narrow
interpretation. The ratification of a convention is important, because it guarantees that
the obligations are not forgotten nationally, but instead, at least some measures are
taken towards the aims of the international commitment. However, the problems after
6

See 5.1.3.
From now on in the text these are referred as the Palermo Convention and the Trafficking Protocol.
8
Two of the protocols, namely the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children and the Protocol Against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and
Air were opened up for signatures 15.11.2000 in Palermo, Italy. The third Protocol against Illicit
Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components has not entered yet into
force yet. http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/crime_cicp_signatures.html
9
There had been preparatory work in Finland for the ratification of the Trafficking Protocol, such as a
working group by the Ministry of Justice and evaluation for the impacts of the obligations to the
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health (Mahkonen 2003). In 2004 the Ministry for Foreign affairs set up
a working group for the preparation of National Action Plan of the Government for Combating
Trafficking in Human Beings.
7
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the ratification of an international convention by Finland often take place because of
the inappropriate implementation of that particular convention, particularly if this
concerns women’s rights.
This problem has been met by the interpretation of new international instruments,
such as the United Nations Trafficking Protocol (see below), which focuses the on
prevention of trafficking in persons, and prosecuting those who have accomplished
that. At the same time, the Protocol focuses on safeguarding of the victims, but the
main confrontation still seems to be that who are the ‘victims’ – even though the
wording of the Conventions is very clear and states that each and everyone who is
trafficked for sexual exploitation, such as for prostitution where someone else exploits
her or him, is a victim, and has to be safeguarded, not punished for, for instance,
illegal entrance of the country.
I: The problem with these conventions is that because they are such big
compromises that they in purpose are open to various interpretations in
national legislation. But it is so that Palermo [Protocol on Trafficking]
has been interpreted in many countries also in totally wrong way.
(Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
However, international conventions have functioned as a push factor for
improvements in position of women – otherwise the changes would had taken much
longer time.
I: (--) one can state this historical development so that people who in
Finland have promoted equality and women’s status, have not gotten
enough support from national level. Only with the help of some
international instrument, after then results have been reached. For
instance, the CEDAW offered us the possibility to get equality law and
equality ombudsman. Otherwise such would not indeed had been seen as
necessary, and of course we women were a bit smart and interpreted its
obligations and demands in the strictest way. (Female; social and health
affairs and equality issues)
The United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (1979), the CEDAW, was also named as an important instrument in
the context of the sex trade. According to the CEDAW, the States Parties are obliged
‘to take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to modify or abolish existing
laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute discrimination against
women’. According to the Article 6, ‘States Parties shall take all appropriate
measures, including legislation, to suppress all forms of traffick in women and
exploitation of prostitution of women’. Finland ratified the CEDAW in 1986.
A similar kind of position on trafficking and prostitution of the CEDAW is taken in
the Palermo Trafficking Protocol. After difficult negotiations that lasted two years, a
definition on trafficking was accepted10. Article 3 of the Trafficking Protocol defines
trafficking in the following way11:
10
11

See also 5.2.1.
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a) “Trafficking in persons” shall mean the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use
of force or other forms of coercion, or abduction, of force, of deception,
of the abuse of power or of the position of vulnerability or of the giving
or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person
having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.
Exploitation shall mean, at the minimum, the exploitation of the
prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour
or service, slavery or similar practices to slavery, servitude or the
removal of organs;
b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended
exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be
irrelevant where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have
been used;
c) The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of a
child shall be considered “trafficking in persons” even if this does not
involve any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article;
d) “Child” shall mean any person under eighteen years of age.
The Palermo Protocol on Trafficking is in one way historically important, because for
the first time, the focus is not purely on those who sell sex and are trafficked over the
borders for such purposes, but instead it brings explicitly up the responsibilities of the
States Parties to diminish the ‘demand’ of the sex trade. In Article 9 which concerns
prevention of trafficking in persons, paragraph 5 takes a position on the reduction of
the demand for exploitation:
States Parties shall adopt or strengthen legislative or other measures,
such as educational, social or cultural measures, including through
bilateral and multilateral cooperation, to discourage the demand that
fosters all forms of exploitation of persons, especially women and
children, that leads to trafficking (ibid., italics MJ).
According to some interviewees, the Trafficking Protocol is an important instrument
also for clarifying the evident connection between prostitution and trafficking in
women – which is sometimes diminished purposefully by the sex traders and proprostitution lobbyists.
I: Such instruments as Palermo [Trafficking Protocol] are also
[important], it is a major opening. I think that for the first time the real
issue is brought up to the table, that trafficking in women and such
transports, that they are often connected to sex business, nearly always.
(Female; international affairs)
The third UN convention which was mentioned as particularly relevant by many
interviewees is the Convention of the Rights of the Child (1989), and its Optional
Protocol on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography. Article 34
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of the Convention of the Rights of the Child (CRC) commits the States Parties to
protect children from all forms of sexual abuse, including abuse of children in
prostitution and pornography. Article 35 states that States Parties shall take bilateral
and multilateral measures in order to prevent trafficking in and sale of children in any
forms. Although the main Convention is ratified by most countries in the world12, and
it states clearly that all minors – everyone under 18-years-of-age – have to be
safeguarded from all sexual exploitation, this has obviously not happened in a way
how it should be.
I: (--) such practices are needed to be created where children would not
even by accident meet [the sex trade] that they are not mature to and
ready for (--) of course we have human rights and trafficking
instruments and others, but this is not enough. (Female; social and
health affairs and equality issues)
The Optional Protocol of the CRC13 entered into force in 2002, and the States
Parties14 commit to ensure that the acts against children mentioned in the Protocol are
fully covered in their penal or criminal law. One problem, according to several
interviewees, is that in Finland the situation seems to be quite satisfactory in
legislative level concerning the minors, but this does not necessarily mean that in
reality the violations of the rights of children in the context of the sex trade would be
realised.
I: Then of course the Convention of the Rights of the Child (--) and its
Protocol on trafficking in children, and against [child] pornography
and prostitution (--) they are important, but have not necessarily been
connected to commercial sex, because here in Finland it is so far a
world of adults, or at least has been for now on. (Female; international
affairs)
International conventions were clearly seen to be important policy instruments, which
have pressured Finland to reconsider the national legislation. However, the
insufficient implementation of the conventions were seen by many informants a
problem in Finland as well as more generally.

8.2. National policies and policy practices
In pondering on national policies and policy practises which are relevant in the
context of the sex trade, a variety of instruments and actions were brought up by the
interviewees. The model by Evert Vedung (1998) of policy instruments as Sticks,
Carrots and Sermons is applied here in order to organise and categorise the policies
suggested by the interviewees15. Firstly, there are restrictive and regulative measures
(Sticks), for instance, legislation and actions by the authorities, especially in the law
12

The United States and Somalia are the two countries that have not ratified the Convention of the
Rights of the Child – together 192 countries have ratified the CRC.
13
http://www.unicef.org/crc/crc.htm
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All together 71 countries, including Finland, have ratified the Optional Protocol of the CRC. Also the
United States has ratified this.
15
See 6.2.3. and also 9.3.
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and order sector, which were named as particularly needed policy practices. Secondly,
many informants believed in self-regulative actions by businesses themselves
(Carrots). Thirdly, there were educational practises (Sermons) named by the
interviewees as important the purpose of which is informative rather than coercive.

8.2.1. Regulative policies (Sticks)
Of the most general restrictive and regulative policies (sticks), legislation was named
as the most important policy practice in the context of the sex trade, and half of the
interviewees emphasised the significance of the Penal Code16, although it was not
necessarily seen as perfect or sufficient for the monitoring of the sex trade. Especially
important were the provisions on sex crimes, including particularly the paragraphs on
procuring (PC 20, 9 §) and criminalisation of the buying of sex from minors (PC 20, 8
§), as well as provisions on criminalisation of possession and delivery of child
pornography (PC 17, 18 §; 19 §). The provision of procuring which was in force
during the time when the interviews were accomplished focused on person(s) who, in
order to gain economic gain for oneself or someone else, organises a place for sexual
intercourse or for other relative sexual encounters, or, otherwise uses someone else in
order to do such a thing; or, otherwise uses someone for this kind of action, or seduces
or pressures someone to such an act17.
The major criticism of the legislation on procuring was presented because of the
narrow scope of the punishment – the maximum punishment of three years
imprisonment – which the interviewees saw as limiting the powers of authorities to
use wiretapping and other modern technical investigation methods in order to solve
the cases. Therefore, the amendment of this paragraph was seen necessary by several
interviewees.
I: (--) and if one thinks about [the lacking possibility of] wiretapping in
procurement crimes, so that if such tools were available then we could
manage with much less expenses. For instance untangling a web of
procuring requires working [by the police] during the weekends and
night-time which is very expensive. (--) But of course this kind of
thinking [is important] that one tries to get a grip of the criminality
behind [prostitution]. (Male; law and law enforcement)
I: (--) And now we have clearly a problem there that the maximum
penalty [in procuring crimes] is three years, and we cannot use such
revelation methods, (--) for instance wiretapping which is at the moment
the most effective one. Thus we clearly have a need to amend whether
provisions on wiretapping or to raise the maximum [penalty]. (Female;
law and law enforcement)

16

The interviews were accomplished in 2002 and 2003, and the interviewees referred to the Penal Code
which was in force then. However, the main paragraphs were amended after that, and they entered into
force in August 2004. See 5.1.3.
17
See 5.1.3.
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The problems concerning the lack of legislation, programmes and practices for the
protection of witnesses was another central concern in trafficking in women and
procuring cases.
I: Of course if we could get a paragraph on witness protection, position
of the victim (--). And then this kind of places [shelters] where people
[witnesses] could go to. So that it would encourage these people (--).
(Male; law and law enforcement)
Many interviewees emphasised the importance of the supervision and control of the
sex trade by the authorities. Multi-agency co-operation between the authorities was
seen to be an important restrictive action in the context of the sex trade.
I: (--) And then I think that there is a need to intensify the actions by the
police and to clarify there their obligations. And also actions by the
courts and the [increase of] consciousness of prosecutors [are
important]. And evidently crucial is border guard detachment and
customs. (--) then here in our sector the [social] service sector (--) and
its development. (Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
Interestingly, only one informant highlighted the importance of the provisions on the
immigration and the entry to Finland. The Finnish Aliens Act (1991) was replenished
in 1999, and according to the Article 37, the entry to the country can be turned up at
the border (also) if the person ‘may justifiably be assumed to obtain income through
dishonest means or to sell sex-related services’18. This paragraph has been debated in
public discussion, because the suspicions and investigation acts on the border are in
practice purely focused on (all) foreign women, especially women from the Russian
Federation and the Baltic states. It is obvious that only a small part of the travels from
these areas are for the sex trade purposes, and therefore it is unfortunate that such
suspicions can be laid on all female passengers.
I: (--) To recognise a prostitute [woman] at the border is extremely
difficult. It is not so that if a women dresses in a specific way makes [her
as] a prostitute. And on the other and, they [prostitute women] know
what is the name of the game, and consciously try to avoid looking like
that. (Male; law and law enforcement)
Therefore, in the border control there needs to be clear evidence to refuse the entry
because of the suspicion of that to be for the purpose of sale of sex.
I: (--) And then there are, for instance, vocabularies on sexual service.
For instance, a Russian woman who does not know the Finnish
language, only few words, but then among the luggage there is a manual
dictionary from where one can show that this and that kind of [sex]
service costs this and that much. Perhaps such clothing on the basis of
what it is possible to reason that [the woman] is in that kind of work.
Huge amounts of lubricants, huge amounts of condoms and this kind.

18
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From these it is possible to reason about the purpose of the trip. (Male;
law and law enforcement)
A more critical view on the national policies concerning (foreign) prostitution
emphasised the underlying motives of such policy practices.
I: (--) And this is not such a straightforward question that only to
prevent and combat [external] threats, which is quite much the focus of
our co-operation with the neighbouring areas, to combat threats and to
protect [Finland] against evil. But it would be much better that we
would build something good there [over the border of Russia]. In the
long run that combats it [prostitution] is much better. (Female;
international affairs)
The Aliens Act was amended in 2004, and the same paragraph on the refuse of entry
if the person entering the country for selling sex services is included also to the new
legislation (Ulkomaalaislaki 2004, 148 §). The Finnish legislation includes also
criminalisation of the arranging of illegal immigration (Rikoslaki 2003)19. However,
there were not specific paragraphs on trafficking in persons in the Finnish law
apparatus. The connections of organised foreign prostitution to other forms of
organised crime activities have been recognised by researchers and some authorities
already in the mid-1990s (Nurmi 1999a; Hollmén and Jyrkinen 1999; Rinne 1999).
Partly because of the lack of particular paragraphs on trafficking in people, concrete
policies against trafficking in women have been vague, and in the beginning of the
2000 and on, organising of prostitution markets in Finland has been much taken over
by foreign crime groups. These groups originate mainly from the Russian Federation
and Estonia, and Finland has become segmented into spheres of interest between
major crime groups (Leskinen 2003). This was seen according to the interviews to be
related to the development of ICTs and their use effectively also for criminal
activities, including procuring and trafficking in persons20.
I: (--) And this [development of ICTs] means that criminal activities can
be planned and implemented totally invisibly. And this kind of criminal
groups can be scattered like a swarm of sparrows [varpusparvi]. And
this means that it is impossible to get a grip of such network by
traditional police work methods, [because] it is totally invisible. And
this causes a challenge to the work of authorities. (Male; law and law
enforcement)
Only one interviewee named local city orders as potential policy practices by which
the sex trade can be controlled. In October 2003, a new legislation on Public Order
entered into force, and through that the separate City Orders were replaced. By this
new legislation the sale and buying of sexual services was banned in public places. A
‘public place’ means ’a street, market-place, park, beach, sports field or graveyard, or
such a building, public transport station or vehicle, office, mall, business premises or
restaurant which is open for public’ (Järjestyslaki 2003).
19
20

Penal Code (563/1998), Chapter 17, Article 8.
See also Chapters 4 and 9 on ICTs.
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8.2.2. Co- and self-regulative policies (Carrots)
The second group of policies and policy practices the interviewees saw as relevant
consists of self-regulative actions (Carrots), including self-regulative boards and
codes of conducts in various sectors. Vedung (1998) has used this category of policy
instruments of carrots much as economic instruments. In this context, the carrots are
interpreted to mean the avoidance of stricter policies (Sticks) which would be more
restrictive towards the businesses. The instruments of carrot-like can be more
preferable in order to avoid interventions by (other) official organisations to the (sex)
trade. Especially interviewees who work in (administrative) areas near business life or
in businesses themselves (groups 4 and 5) tended to believe in policy practices of this
kind.
MJ: Do you think that there are some crucial policies or policy
instruments that are lacking?
I: No, we emphasise more the self-regulation of business life, and I hold
a position that let’s say in decent firms it is functioning and has always
functioned. Then there are those solitary [firms] whose whole area of
work is questionable. (Female; technologies, communication and trade)
In Finland there are two boards which have been built up especially for the co- and
self-regulation21: the Council of Ethics in Advertising in Finland of the Central
Chamber of Commerce22 and the Self-Regulatory Board for Premium Rate Services
(MAPEL)23. Both of these have been built up by the businesses themselves, but with
the help and/or pressure by the authorities that are the main responsible organisations
in the area. In the beginning, the official organisations such as Ministries, were
helping up with the creating of this kind of secondary system of regulation24.
The Council of Ethics in Advertising25, which follows the earlier Council of Equality
in Advertising, and thereby claims to have a wider scope of issues that can be
discussed. The main action of the Council consists of taking a stand on whether
particular advertising methods are ethically acceptable, but not whether they are
against the law. The Council follows the International Chamber of Commerce’s
International Code of Advertising Practice26. According to these practices,
‘advertisements should not condone any form of discrimination, including that based
upon race, national origin, religion, sex or age, nor should they in any way undermine
human dignity’. Accordingly:
The adoption of these self-disciplinary rules is the best way that
business leaders have of demonstrating that they are motivated by a

21

See Chapter 3.
In Finnish ‘Mainonnan eettinen neuvosto’.
23
In Finnish ‘Maksullisten puhelinpalveluiden eettinen lautakunta’.
24
My interpretation is that particularly the co- and self-regulation of sex telephone lines has originated
much from the official organisations, and through this kind of co/self-regulation, there have been much
stronger arguments for avoiding other stricter measures in the area.
25
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26
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sense of social responsibility, particularly in light of the increased
liberalization of markets (International Code … 1997; emphasis MJ).
The Council of Ethics in Advertising delivers its statement to the marketeer or
advertiser, the person or organisation that has done the complaint and to the media.
Most complaints which have been dispatched to the Council have concerned the status
of women in advertising and/or gender equality. The statements are ‘only statements’,
and they do not include any sanctions, and they are not interpreted as whether the
advertisement follows the existing legislation. In other words, the decisions of the
Council are (only) statements without any legal binding.
In a relatively similar way, the Self-Regulatory Board for Premium Rate Services
(MAPEL)27 of TeleForum28 is a board for self-regulation of businesses. MAPEL
committee and its Ombudsman handle issues concerning the added-value (premium
rate) phone and text message activities according to the basic set of norms of premium
rate services. According to its norms, the committee can ‘require that the service
provider against whom the complaint has been made correct the fault within a certain
time’29. The committee can advise the billing network operator to annul the billing
contract between the operator and the service provider. Until 2002, the committee
only once had threatened to suggest the operator to annul the contract with a service
provided. This did not although happen, but according to an expert interviewee in the
field, the service provider ‘changed the tone’ of the business30. A new area where selfregulation is suggested to be extended is the Internet31.
Several interviewees named the rules concerning the barring categories of particular
telephone lines as a meaningful policy practice. Since the mid-1990s there has been a
set of rules by the Ministry of Transport and Communication concerning the valueadded telephone services, including sex lines. In 2002, the Finnish Communications
Regulatory Authority (FICORA) codified new rules concerning also short message
services (SMS). According to these rules, service numbers are to be grouped into four
categories. The fourth category consists of ‘adult entertainment’ and entertainment
services which cost more than EUR 1.90/minute’32.
I: (--) For instance in the beginning of 1990s, when this numbering was
organised in a way that these chargeable telephone services [addedvalue services] went under 0700-services (--) and now the Finnish
Communications Regulatory Authority is certainly [the organisation]
that has to also go into it. But most probably there will not be any
bigger [changes], so that they are like statements (--) (Female;
technologies, communication and trade)
Policies without particular intervention by the authorities were seen important and
sufficient particularly in the groups technologies, communication and trade and coand self-regulation.
27
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I: I think in a way that business life has lately quite much done selfregulation, one example is this exclusion of sex advertisements [from
main daily papers], so purely because of pressure by the readers that
they will not subscribe Hesari [Helsingin Sanomat newspaper] if there
are still those [advertisements]. I think that this also functions quite well
at the present world. (Female; technologies, communication and trade)
In these groups of the informants, this kind of ‘voluntary’ control of businesses
themselves was much more preferred than stricter regulation, for example, through
legislation. One interpretation for the relatively strong focus on this is that since the
1990s when the public debate on the sex trade started, and several groups of citizens
and (even) authorities began to demand restrictions on the flow of commercial sex,
there were actions taken by the businesses themselves with the help of (some) public
organisations towards co- and self-regulation in order to avoid legislative restrictive
measures on the sex trade. In this sense, the carrot was to build up at least ostensible
policies inside sex businesses. However, it can be claimed that there are several
problematic elements in this kind of self-regulative monitoring (only part) of the sex
trade; it seems that only some follow constantly the statements or suggestions given
by self-regulative instances; and that their statements are only indicative without any
serious consequences.

8.2.3. Educational policies (Sermons)
The third category of policies which the interviewees pointed out as having
importance consists of educational practices (Sermons), such as public discussion on
values in society, (sex) education at schools, and promotion of (gender) equality, and
training of the personnel in organisations concerning issues of prevention and
combating sexual abuses.
I: There is the discussion on values [on what is important] (--) the
creation of values in a longer perspective (--) It is not only what media
supplies, but the reasons [of the sex trade] are much more deeper
rooted. And then we return to [the questions of] school and home and
work environment. This starts what is created into our heads. (Male;
international affairs)
Enlightenment by information delivery33 was seen to be a good policy practice
especially if the objectives are codified in the Governmental Programme34 or
implemented through effective projects.
33

In Finnish ‘valistus’.
In Finnish ‘hallitusohjelma’, which is drafted after each Parliamentary elections and the setting up of
the new government. The current Governmental Programme (Pääministeri … 2003, p. 14) states that
‘there will be costs counted for the whole Government period for the prevention of intimate violence,
violence against women and prevention of prostitution. Resources for the support services of the
victims of violence and prostitutes will be added, and the protection of the victims of trafficking will be
enforced. Penal provisions for procuring will be increased, and solving of such crimes will be
improved. The criminalisation of the buying of sex will be evaluated on the basis of disentangling work
at the Ministry of Justice’.
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I: (--) and an important issue from our perspective is that (--) the
Government commits itself into longer period programmes, and (--) it is
important whether this issue is going to be mentioned in the
Governmental Programme. (Male; social and health affairs and equality
Issues)
I: (--) For instance, I would see the importance of the increase of
general public knowledge (--), it takes some time before people,
politicians as well as authorities, realise what is there behind [of the sex
trade] (--) there is a need to build up a working group on trafficking in
persons, in order to draft a position paper which would become later,
for instance, a governmental decision of principle, and then there would
be resources to be reserved for that (--). (Male; law and law
enforcement)
Public discussion and information delivery which several informants highlighted,
however, were generally left open in a sense that who or which organisations should
be doing this. But, it was highlighted that there is a need for multi-agency work
between organisations, and that the lack of co-ordination concerning the issues around
the sex trade, its monitoring and information delivery often hinders effective
combating sexual abuses.

8.3. Organisational policies and policy practices
Among the organisations that the interviewees represent there is a variety of existing
or possible internal organisational policies that the informants saw as important in the
context of the sex trade. However, there are very few particular, explicit policies on
commercial sex inside the organisations. Instead, many interviewees, even with the
managerial position, state that they had not even thought about such issues more
thoroughly.
MJ: (--) is there any restrictions in this working place concerning, for
example, the use of Internet or mobile phones on commercial sex?
I: A good question. I do not know. Thus we follow of course the use of
mobile phones, but mainly only the bills. Maybe we have something
about the Internet [use], that would certainly be quite sensible, of course
it is claimed that porn is the largest area what people search to look at
from the net. (Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
It was common that the policies drafted in these organisation concerned merely the
use of mobile phones, and especially from the perspective of avoidance of intolerable
bills caused by excessive use of mobile phones for the employer. Another common
trend was that many organisations lack specific written policies on issues concerning
the sex trade, and the focus was on the ‘code of conduct’ or ethical rules that the
members of the organisation are supposed to hold and follow.
I: (--) this administrative sector of ours is such that everyone has this
whole code of conduct (--). The starting point is that each and every
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person is supposed to behave well and diplomatically, even though this
[policy] is not codified. (Male; international affairs)
I: (--) It [behaviour during work travels] probably starts from an idea
that everybody is very decent and afraid of getting caught that will not
do anything [improper]. (Female; law and law enforcement)
On the other hand, often the common ethical rules concerning the sex trade were not
very clear. If such ethical rules existed, they were not necessarily followed by the
members of the organisations.
I: (--) old company health nurses have told about managers who have
expected from their secretaries various kinds of actions of
entertainment, far reaching entertainment of foreign delegations of
men (--) (Female; international affairs)
I: (--) And I also [wonder] really, we have also had a case where a
person had a porn calendar hanging from the wall in a state office (--)
there have been actions on that. But in a way this only tells that the
common sense of people does not function. (--) And I have seen similar
also here, and reported about it further (--). (Female; international
affairs)
The lack of specific policies on the sex trade, and ICTs and the sex trade35 causes not
only negative economic consequences to the employers, but can have far more serious
impacts for organisations themselves. Some of the informants brought up the possible
negative effects of the sex trade use also on the societal level.
I: (--) in many work places this [policies on the sex trade] has started
apparently because of economic reasons, when people have got caught,
and if one listens to someone panting [on sex telephone line] for hours,
that costs. And on the other hand, it is dangerous in the context of
officials if a high-ranking official visits brothels or sex-tourism
[destinations]. Then he is prone also to blackmailing. Thus these are
not purely private issues (--). (Female; social and health affairs and
equality issues)
The connections by authorities with the sex trade can become a serious matter which
has impacts on the civil society and trust by citizens on the democratic and impartial
functioning of the state. For instance, in Finland many forms of prostitution are
controlled by foreign organised crime groups (Leskinen 2003). Organised crime
activities are typically horizontally and vertically interrelated, i.e. same groups may
run various legal and illegal businesses, and have an umbrella organisation under
which there are lower level, ‘grass-root’ organisations. By negotiating with other
groups and segmenting the markets organised crime groups can avoid unnecessary
conflicts, which would decrease their profits and expose their activities to authorities’
interventions. According to Adamoli et al. (1998, p. 17), for example, organisations
which accomplish trafficking in persons for prostitution purposes, ‘must usually plan
35

See Chapter 9.
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the commission of further offences, such as deception, illegal immigration, corruption
of public officials and theft and counterfeiting of documents or use in their trafficking
operations’. Corruption of authorities by organised crime groups is a possible future
threat also in Finland.
I: (--) in fact it is definite that prostitute’s services has been offered also
to officials of our ministry. A friend of mine who works in private sector
told that always in a business trip in China they were offered women. It
is very difficult for me to imagine that this would not be the case of
public officials. (Female; law and law enforcement)
A tragic example of encountering with the sex trade of a public official happened in
January 2003 when a highly-ranked Finnish police officer who worked for the
Ministry of the Interior, died of a heart attack in Hong Kong during a work trip. This
officer had earlier been involved in various working groups on combating the sex
trade. The death happened after a prostitute had drugged him with Rohypnol. The
cause of the death and its connection to the use of prostitution services was kept in
total silence until a copy of a confidential report detailing the circumstances after half
a year later from the death was accessed by the media. The international attention to
the case was commented by the Finnish police officer by saying that they cannot
comment on the information by the Hong Kong and international media reports,
because the information of forensic is according to the Finnish law ‘restricted from
outsiders’; the Finnish police ‘could not admit nor deny the information’. (‘Sex
Workers …’ 2003; Lapintie 2003.)
In general, the lack of policies on the sex trade in organisations may become a
problem for the functioning and image of both public and private organisations. Even
though one fourth of the interviewees emphasised the importance of ‘codes of
conduct’ of the organisations, this seems to be deficient. For instance, the increase in
work travels and longer stays abroad for work purposes (expatriates) might encourage
organisations to clearly profile their policies on the sex trade36.
I: (--) there are such business areas where it is a normal business
behaviour that the managers acquire women [prostitutes]. (--) I do not
claim that it is so in all enterprises (--) but if the ethical side of the firm
is not in faultless condition, then such things can still happen. (Male;
social and health affairs and equality issues)
I: (--) there [in the context of work travels] should obviously be clear
guidelines about how to look at trafficking in human beings. But as long
as there is no clear national policy, then it is more difficult than, for
instance, in Sweden where buying of sex is criminalised. Then it would
be easy to draw a conclusion on the basis of our own Penal Code that
whoever public official has bought or delivered sex has done wrong.
Now it is not clear. (Female; social and health affairs and equality
issues)

36
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In November 2003, the Council for the Equality between Women and Men made an
initiative to the Ministry of Social and Health that in addition to legislative measures,
there is a need to create policies for public officials in order to point out that when
travelling for work-related trips it is necessary to commit oneself not to buy sex. The
Council referred to the policies drafted by the Government of Norway in 2002 which
states that this kind of actions are not acceptable. The Council stated that when worktravelling abroad, the person in an official duty represents not only himself or herself,
but also the whole country of Finland. (Aloite sosiaali- ja terveysministeriölle …
2003; Tasa-arvoasian … 2003).

8.4. Personal policies
In terms of personal encounters with the sex trade within and outside the working life,
there is quite little material in the interviews37. Here, the personal policies mean how
the interviewees saw their own role both as workers and as persons in the context of
the sex trade. One third of the informants talked about their experiences and
encounters with commercial sex in part and in side of their formal speech38 on
national and/or organisational policies, or in defining the phenomenon.
I: (--) I do not know how honestly everybody [other interviewees]
answers that whether one has been there [in sex clubs], whether one has
experience on that. But I have not those [experiences] (--). Maybe I
think it is a bit strange [to visit sex clubs]. (Female; technologies,
communication and trade)
The personal policies of the interviewees can be figured out through the answers to
the last part of the questionnaire39 where the informants were asked, for instance,
whether the sex trade should be legalised, or maybe regularised or criminalised in a
more strict ways.
MJ: (--) How do you figure, is there a need in Finland (--) to restrict or
to legalise commercial sex?
I: Well, I do not have any particular opinion [about it]. But I do not see
any harm if it [the sex trade] exists. But then it should probably be
thought about how and where this can happen (--). (Male; technologies,
communication and trade)
The interviewees who were the least critical on the sex trade were mostly men. The
reason for the existence of such commercial sex was often understood to origin from
the ‘need’ of (other) men to use such products or services.
I: (--) But I think that first of all it is not necessary nor desirable that all
sex filming would be ended up. There is obvious need for them, but they
[pornographic films] need to be according to law and good taste (--).
(Male; technologies, communication and trade)
37
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According to these interviewees, stricter policies should not be implemented. Instead,
what is needed is to take better care of the ‘business rights’ of the sex trade.
I: (--) I want to highlight especially that I do not believe that banning of
commercial sex is the answer in this world. (--) It belongs to the open
society that such issues [the sex trade] are discussed and that we try,
without violating the freedom of speech, to create business rights and
rights to do business also in the area of commercial sex in the sense that
it is accepted in society (--). (Male; co- and self-regulation organisations
and businesses)
I: Once and for all, there is demand. And of course this is an item with
which a lot of money is made, one cannot help it. (Female co- and selfregulation organisations and businesses)
The reason for the existence of the sex trade in its current forms was rationalised by
the idea that ‘prostitution has always existed’. Therefore, restrictions on the sex trade
would be difficult, and even the popularity of the decision makers who would suggest
stricter policies might diminish40.
I: And if people are accustomed with certain services, then it is difficult
to give them up, (--) decision-makers can sometimes think that those are
issues that people do not want to give up. This is nicely put. (Male; law
and law enforcement)
In a sense, the responsibility of taking a stand on such a difficult issue was left open,
an issue which should be taken care of by ‘someone else’. In many cases, it seemed to
be difficult to take a stand personally. Particularly for the male informants the threat
was to be ‘named’ as and associated with the breakers of the code of conduct of
silence concerning other men’s or colleagues involvement in the sex trade. (See also
Häkkinen 1995; Jokinen 2000.)
The own involvement on the use of sex trade was only seldom and in a hidden way
referred to, and if so, this was named as coincidental happenings through other
persons’ initiatives.
I: (--) I would not see our home country such a big problem [concerning
the sex trade]. (--) One service provider [of sex telephone lines] brought
us a big pile of Jallu and Kalle magazines [sex magazines], and told as
that look at these what is the content (--) (Male; technologies,
communication and trade)
More critical personal policies were found amongst female interviewees with good or
excellent knowledge on the phenomena. These interviewees had had various
encounters with the sex trade, but they found these rather disturbing.

40
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I: (--) I was at this meeting in Amsterdam last summer, and then I went
through the red lights’ district where there were loads of people. And
there the women, prostitutes, are in windows, so it was like from a world
that one cannot reach where a human being has no value. And all of
them [the prostitutes] had a peculiar, mechanic smile. Of course part of
them are heavily on drugs. (Female; social and health affairs and
equality issues)
In general, the personal policies of the interviewees mirror their discourse positions.
The informants within the legal/procedural discourse, all male, were particularly
worried about ‘business right’ (of the sex trade) and the rights (other men) to consume
sex services. Prostitution ‘has always existed’ argumentation and its inevitability was
highlighted by these interviewees as well as those within the negotiated discourse.
The interviewees who carried the sexualised violence discourse were most prone to
accept and even demand stricter policies on the sex trade.

8.5. Lacking policies
There are various deficiencies in policies and policy practices on the sex trade
according to the interviewees. At the global level, the problems seem not to lie in the
lack of decent policy instruments, but rather in the improper implementation of
various conventions especially in the area of human rights41.
I: (--) when you look at [the situation] globally, there are hundred such
conventions that are simply not implemented at all. Thus our input
should rather be to oversee that even the existing ones would be
implemented somehow rather than to fine-tune (--) some details [in
becoming conventions]. (Male; international affairs)
One problem which seems to be related to ‘Finnishness’ here are the deficiencies in
defining which authorities the issues concerning the sex trade belong to and who carry
the final responsibility for monitoring and combating such issues. Many of the
informants carried the opinion that in one sense, prostitution and other forms of
commercial sex did not become noticed as problems that need to be tackled until the
1990s.
I: (--) And then of course when prostitution became visible in the streets
and these sex bars appeared, then these issues became publicly debated
(--). Interestingly this [prostitution] had existed for long and it had been
surprisingly open without any interference. (Female; social and health
affairs and equality issues)
Because of the multifaceted nature of these phenomena, the informants thought that
there is currently not one and only particular official organisation which would or
could take care of the sex trade and the problems caused by that. Thus there is a need
for better co-operation between various sectors of official organisations. This was
seen to be complicated, for instance, because of differing organisational cultures.
41

See also Chapter 7.
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I: And then in Finland the cultures in various organisations differ, and
for instance police and the Ministry of Interior are always much more
cautious than others. I think that all authorities that handle legislation
are always much more cautious golden mean followers, and therefore it
is difficult to generate any larger debate, ideological debate, because
the whole issue is often somehow hush-hushed to death. (Female; law
and law enforcement)
In many organisations, the sex trade was not seen to belong to their particular area of
expertise and responsibility. The responsibility of everyone seemed to be a
responsibility of no one. The existence and responsibilities concerning this kind of
issues were often minimised in organisations.
I: Many people [in the organisation] say that this [sex trade] does not
belong to us or this is not a relevant issue for us. (Female; international
affairs)
The sex trade is changing rapidly, and several interviewees emphasised the oldfashioned way of the (then) existing legislation concerning such issues.
I: And for instance, the Palermo Convention requires new things also
from Finland, and I think that the existing legislation of Finland
[concerning the sex trade] is not sufficient. And the Ministry of Justice
has also realised that and started to prepare for this, but it has been
overdriven by terrorism issues and other issues42. (Female; law and law
enforcement)
According to many informants, especially in the legislation concerning trafficking in
persons, there are serious deficiencies. A specific paragraph on trafficking in persons
and witness protection programmes are needed. Also enabling of new methods by the
police authorities, such as wire-tapping, in order to investigate procuring cases, were
emphasised. In addition, several interviewees stated that the late awakening in Finland
to the issues concerning to gendered violence in general ‘correlates’ with the low
status of sex crimes and their investigation.
I: (--) Thus, these sex crimes should not be minor offences which are
skipped by a shrug. [Instead] the society should somehow indicate that
this is such kind of criminality which we want to impact on and prevent
[it], and this we can reach by [stricter] punishment practices and by
legal measures. (Male; law and law enforcement)
Investigations of sex crimes by the authorities are time consuming, and many
interviewees emphasised that it is problematic that the punishments are quite mild
compared to the consequences to the victims. In general, the punishments were seen
to be too mild, particularly concerning the possession of child pornography.
42

In the time period when the first attempts to amend Finnish law in order that Finland could ratify the
Palermo Convention and its Protocols was particular, because of the consequences by the terrorist
attacks to New York. After that, legislative amendments concerning terrorism were started, which
overdrove the ratification process of the Palermo Convention, and especially its Trafficking Protocol.
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I: (--) Compared to how condemnable the acts [sex crimes] are, the
lawful sanctions are totally ridiculous. (Male; law and law enforcement)
In thinking about possible legislation on criminalisation of buying of sex there were
rather bipolar attitudes towards it. The majority of the interviewees who raised the
issue of the potential criminalisation of the buying of sex hold the opinion that this
amendment is necessary in the legislation.
I: (--) I think that it is not very good that buying of [sex] services is
totally allowed. Of course there are differing opinions and analysis
about the Swedish model [criminalisation of buying of sex], but I do
think that those that carry that are quite credible. (Female; international
affairs)
I: (--) my personal opinion is that for example the ban on buying [of
sex] should be accomplished as soon as possible, because then it is one
[policy] instrument in society. (Male; law and law enforcement)
The interviewees who had a more positive attitude on the sex trade, far less often
brought up the issue of the criminalisation of the buying of sex. When this happened,
the expressions were rather evasive.
I: (--) Well, then there are these [policy instruments], but I am not so
terribly sure about [them], whether this is to be banned to buy sex
services. I do not have personally a very clear position, but it does not
necessarily hurt me personally even if that would be criminalised
[laughs].
MJ: You mean something like in Sweden?
I: Yes. I would although pay more attention to this supply side (--).
Well, of course there is always the demand, but the demand is already
otherwise often half-illegal (--). (Male; international affairs)
Another interviewee who saw many sex trade phenomena as quite harmless activities,
avoided totally talking about the criminalisation of buying of sex.
I: (--) Then this issues that whether buying of sexual services is to be
criminalised, that I do not want to comment at all. (Male; law and law
enforcement)
In most organisations, there is a lack of explicitly coded ethical rules that would
clearly state the policy on the sex trade.
I: (--) Well, then there is this [initiative] by the Nordic Council of
Ministers on ethical rules [concerning the sex trade]. And in the future it
is certainly an important question, because we have plenty of people
who travel abroad to work there. (Male; law and law enforcement)
The majority of the interviewees connected the sex trade in a way or another to issues
on equality between women and men. However, the current Act on Equality between
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Women and Men (Laki naisten ja … 1986; 1995) was emphasised only once as a
relevant policy instrument in this area. The main problem concerning this is that this
legislation does not in practice reach to the issues on the sex trade. The Equality Act’s
scope of application is general, and it prevents direct and indirect discrimination on
the bases of gender, including sexual harassment. In reality, it focuses on questions of
traditional working life, such as improving of the status of women in working life,
reconciliation of working life and home, advertising of jobs and training vacancies,
and giving a possibility for compensation in cases of discrimination. Other scopes of
application of this legislation are equal opportunities of women and men in
educational and occupational advancement, and even distribution of female and male
members in states and municipal bodies43. The Equality Act excludes the interference
‘in family’s internal affairs or in people’s private life’, and it does not have any
paragraphs on sexist marketing and advertising (other than concerning jobs and
vacancies)44.
The lack of scope of application of the Equality Act to issues on the sex trade was
seen as a problem according to three interviewees.
I: (--) But then on the other hand, the ordinary equality legislation
should cover this kind of practices [of sex trade]. (Female; social and
health affairs and equality issues)
The Equality Act originates from 1987, and it was amended 1995, when the main
amendment was inclusion of quotas concerning the state and municipal bodies’ even
gender distribution. In 2000, a Committee on the renewal of the Equality Act was set
up by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health. The report of the Committee
suggested the inclusion of a paragraph on sexual harassment in working places, and
that to be reached also to schools and other educational institutes, which, however,
was not included into the amended law45. One part of sexual harassment which is
tightly connected to the sex trade in current society is sexist and misogynist
vocabularies used in the Finnish language. The parlance of especially young people
includes often derogatory naming of women as ‘hookers’, and the use of invective of
female genitals as one of the commonest swearwords as well as an expletive46. In this
sense, the amended Equality Act was seen to be a possible future policy impacting on
the attitudes in the society47.
I: (--) But it certainly affects attitudes in general, if people are told what
is sexual harassment etc., and if parlance of young people is interfered
(--). (Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
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A more pessimistic perspective on the policies and policy practices was also present
in the material. By these interviewees the expansion and effects of the sex trade are
poorly understood in the society, and the policies lie far behind the reality especially
concerning the use of ICTs for the purposes of such trade.
I: (--) but the commercial sex in larger perspective when it comes to
virtual modes, there I think that Finland is naively fast asleep. In one
sense its injurious effects are in fact known, but this has not caused any
[preventive] actions yet. (Female; co- and self-regulation organisations
and businesses)
I: The whole situation in Finland is that we are in quicksand, in very
difficult quicksand, where there is no easy solution in horizon, because
of the gap of standard of living with and social problems in Estonia and
Russia. And there is not much light to be seen at the other end of the
tunnel, or if there is light that can be an oncoming train. (Male; law and
law enforcement)
The interviewees found various deficiencies concerning the policy instruments and
their implementation. In addition, the quite slow reaction by the official authorities
were seen to be a problem in Finland concerning the sex trade, which have enabled
that sex businesses have become rooted in society.

8.6. Concluding remarks
The empirical data referred and interpreted in this Chapter focuses on the views
presented by the interviewees on the most important policies and policy practices.
This data has been categorised to five main themes, namely the international policies
on the sex trade; national policies and policy practices; organisational policies and
policy practices; personal policies of the interviewees; and the policies which are
lacking.
Internationally, according to the interviewees, there are plenty of measures that are
needed to be taken in order that Finland would follow the commitments done through
international conventions. Most important are the European Union commitments, the
Palermo Convention and its Trafficking Protocol, the Convention on the Rights of the
Child and its Optional Protocol which focuses actions against sale of children and
abuse of children in prostitution and pornography, and the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. The European Union
agreements concerning trafficking in persons and on abuse of children were seen as
the central policy practices. In this data, most interviewees, even those who did not
see the sex trade as a very problematic issue, hold the position that Finland has a duty
to accomplish its international commitments. This I have interpreted to be a positive
side of the ‘Finnishness’ in this context: the commitments are to be held.
The national policies, policy practices and instruments which are relevant in Finland
and emphasised by the informants, were divided into three categories: restrictive,
educational and self-regulative practices – the Sticks, Carrots and Sermons. In
general, many of the interviewees saw that there is a need for all of these practices to
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be implemented side by side. But, as was expected, those who had a more critical
attitude on the sex trade as a phenomenon and its impacts on people and the whole
society, were more keen on to demand policy practices that are restrictive, especially
law instruments, both national and international, and they emphasised also the
importance of educational practices. Those interviewees, especially who work in
business life or in administrative sectors nearby businesses, believed more on selfregulative practices, and addressed also educational measures, but highlighted there
the responsibilities by official organisations, schools and parents.
Many interviewees hold an opinion that the sex trade is a question of gender equality,
but the policy instruments were seen quite vague for that. Therefore, in the renewal of
the Equality Act new paragraphs on the issues on the sex trade would have been
necessary, especially concerning sexual harassment also elsewhere than working life,
such as schools. Informants in law and law enforcement sectors were concerned
particularly on the lack of legislation on trafficking in women, and the (improper)
possibilities to investigate procuring and trafficking in women cases (investigation
methods).
In the organisations themselves there seemed to be various deficiencies concerning
the internal policies and the sex trade. In most organisations, there were no explicit
and written policies on the sex trade. Much of the trust and responsibility was laid on
to the people who ‘should know’ how to behave. For instance, work travels have and
are in many organisations increasing, but in many organisations there seems to be no
policies on the work trips and/or behaviour during these. The official organisations
seemed to be more interested, for instance, in the follow up of the costs by mobile
phone calls than how their employees operate when travelling. The need for explicit
policies was brought up by many interviewees, particularly female ones, who stated
that in their work contexts there have been various encounters with the sex trade with
(at least a) sort of unnamed acceptance by the organisation itself.
A paradox that comes up from the data is the belief in the ‘common sense’ of people
in various organisations to follow up ethical rules concerning the sex trade: the
employees as well as managers ought to ‘behave themselves’, for instance, concerning
the behaviour when travelling for work. However, the ethical codes are rather vague,
consisting mostly of unwritten and unknown ‘codes of conduct’. Secondly, the codes
seem to be different for men and women. The use of prostitutes and other forms of the
sex trade as well as ‘covering up’ for other men, unifies (part of) the male population.
These kind of acts seemed to be embedded in many organisational cultures, and they
to be interpreted as ‘a part of the game’ where (other women) are excluded from the
scene.
A major threat for the official and business organisations and civil society seems to
come up through the lacking explicit policies and policy practices on the sex trade in
organisations. The negative side of ‘Finnishness’ in this context is much to do with
the attitude that in Finland, ‘in the bird’s nest’, very little bad can happen even in the
context of the sex trade48, although there is strong evidence of possibilities of, for
example, corruption of officials and managers/employees through the use of sex
services, which are often connected to (other) forms of organised crime.
48

‘Lintukoto’, a bird’s nest , is a metaphor used often in and for Finland, meaning that this particular
country is out of reach of much of the evil happening elsewhere.
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The personal policies of the interviewees varied quite a lot. As was expected, there
were quite differing policies between the male and female respondents, but there were
also other differences. Another main difference was between the interviewees who
represented organisations which are responsible for prevention of and regulation on
negative social phenomena, and those who work for the organisations which are
taking care (more) of the interests of the business rights. Those who represented
business life advocated more libertarian way of thinking on the organising of society
than those who were working on the areas which are more connected to the negative
consequences of the sex trade.
Various omissions in policies and policy practices were emphasised by most
informants, whether be that law, co/self-regulation or educational policies. An
interesting feature was that none of the interviewees named clearly one particular
organisation, which would or could be responsible for the issues concerning the sex
trade. The responsibility of co-ordination seemed to be much lacking in Finland
according to the informants.
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CHAPTER 9
ICTs, the Sex Trade and Policy
In this Chapter I discuss how the impacts of new information and communication
technologies (ICTs) on the sex trade phenomena are seen by the interviewees. The use
of new technologies is a major change in commercial sex area which has taken place
in recent years. ICTs enable, for example, easier access to traditional sex services, and
the creation of totally new forms of paid sexual encounters, both real and virtual.
Finland is an interesting country in this context because of the high level use of
advanced technologies through whole society. Finland is also a country with wellestablished gender equality goals and gains in many sectors of societal life. Therefore,
the rapid increase of commercial sex over the last decade astonished many citizens,
public officials and decision-makers. In addition to the increase of (foreign)
prostitution, new forms of the sex trade have emerged, and ICTs play a key role there.
There are three issues on which I focus here. Firstly, I examine the empirical data to
analyse how the managers and professionals of this sample see the changes caused by
ICTs and their use by the sex traders. Secondly, I explore what are the discourses
concerning this in the data. Thirdly, I look at the policies and policy instruments that
exist on ICTs in the context of the sex trade. What are the policies – or, are there any
policies – through which ICTs in the context of the sex trade are controlled. In the
analysis of policies I apply again the categories of policy instruments by Evert
Vedung (1998). In the summary of this Chapter I discuss whether the changes in the
field mean that Finland, among other countries, is moving towards a free flow of sex
e-businesses.

9.1. Impacts of ICTs on the sex trade
Finland is among one of the leading countries in many aspects of ICT-uses and
production of such technologies. According to recent studies, the attitudes of Finns
towards ICTs are quite positive in general, and ICTs are interpreted as valuable
resources for economic success of the nation. ICTs are also practical assets for
everyday work life and leisure time (Nurmela 2001; Nurmela et al. 2003). A kind of
pro-ICT attitude is quite typical in Finland without much differences between women
and men (Korvajärvi 2004, p. 125). Even though many IT-professions are (still)
dominated by men, women use new technologies increasingly in their work and
leisure time (see Hearn and Parkin 2001)1.
In the interview data, of the new technologies the interviewees pay most often
attention to the Internet. This is in general understood to be a useful media.
I: (--) thus the Internet provides significantly more good than bad.
(Male; law and law enforcement)

1

On technological linkages, see Chapter 4.
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The general changes of ICTs are described, for instance, in the following way:
I: Well, anyway the transfer of all kinds of pictures and voices and
methods of saving [of data and information], they are developing
continuously (--). Thus they bring up possibilities to both voice-based
and visual communication as well as to both simultaneously, and not
only to one-sided communication but also interactive [communication].
(Male; technologies, communication and trade)
Over half of the interviewees bring particularly up the increasing impact of mobile
phones on the sex trade. Finland is one of the leading countries concerning the
ownership of mobile phones by citizens. In January 2001, 88 % of Finnish households
had at least one mobile phone (Nurmela 2001, p. 20). In 2002, in other EU countries
over 70 % of all persons over 15 years of age had a mobile phone in their own
personal use, and in Finland the figure was over 80 %2.
One of the major innovations in Finnish sex markets in the 1990s was the creation of
and increase in sex telephone services – at first taped recordings, which gradually
were replaced by live sex telephone3. The latest changes are the use of the mobile
telephone technique with moving pornographic pictures. This ‘third generation
mobile’ (3G) technique requires a new kind of phone in order to be used for looking
at (live) pictures. With the mobile camera phones4 it is possible to take digital colour
photographs, send them forward, and receive such photos and video clips. It is also
possible to add a media player to the phone, which enables watching of videos
available through the Internet. In the autumn 2002, a Finnish-based sex trade
company launched the first life-porn service, which became available for EUR 2.5 per
minute5. These kinds of developments are discussed by many interviewees, who
emphasise that the third generation mobile phone impacts strongly on commercial sex
now and particularly in the future.
I: Well, for instance this third generation mobile [phone] culture with its
pictures, it opens up totally new markets for commercial sex, which are
much more difficult to trace and control. And I am totally convinced that
this will be used (--) (Male; social and health affairs and equality issues)
The convergence of various technological innovations is an important aspect for the
spread and increase of the sex trade. One of the areas of interest for the sex traders is
television, not only for the broadcasting of (pornographic) programmes on television,
but also for the use of text-TV and TV-chats as a channel for sex advertising. In 2003,
in addition to the channels of the public broadcasting company, Yleisradio, there were
two other traditional television channels and a variety of cable and satellite channels
that finance(d) their activities mainly by selling advertising time6. Often channels,
which finance their activities mainly by the sale of advertising time, gain money also
through the time and space sold for sex businesses. One part of this are TV-chats,
2
http://www.stat.fi/tk/yr/tietoyhteiskunta/matkapuhelin_vrteurooppa_kuvasivu_en.html and
http://e.finland.fi/netcomm/news/showarticle.asp?intNWSAID=9913
3
‘Premium rate adult entertainment’ or ‘added-value telephone service’. See more in Chapter 4.
4
In Finnish ‘kamerapuhelin’ or ‘kamerakännykkä’.
5
‘Live-pornoa kamerakännykkään’ Ilta-Sanomat, 9th September 2002.
6
In writing this, the digitalised television is only starting to be spread to Finland.
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where people can send text messages (SMS). Some television chats are used also for
sexual encounters of various kinds.
I: Well, I think that chats [on television] are such that parents know very
little about them, because they are broadcasted late in the night (--) and
they are used to advertise porno and date sites [in the Internet], and
then one just moves into other sites. (Female; technologies,
communication and trade)
Often channels with text-TV enable also advertising of sex services7, which,
interestingly, was not mentioned by any of the interviewees. These pages can be
found under titles like ‘adult entertainment’ or ‘date service’. In addition, these pages
are advertised on the banners of other text-TV pages, which themselves can be
generally informative, for example, pages offering news. Sex-pages on television can
include references to Internet sites, and, like advertisements in (some) newspapers and
(sex) magazines8, they advertise sex phone lines. Of the traditional TV-channels in
Finland, two have such pages9. Changes from traditional television broadcasting
to(wards) digital television in few years’ time in Finland are likely to accelerate the
convergence of technologies, and simultaneously to increase possibilities for the sex
trade to use various media channels and means in conjunction.
I: As such the Internet changes it [the sex trade], and through digi-TV
the Internet will be spread to more and more homes. And there will
certainly be all kinds of ordering services, one can order films and
whatever, legal and illegal. (Male; technologies, communication and
trade)
ICTs have not only impacted on the increase of access to the sex trade, the
multiplicity of means for transfer, and the forms (visual, voice-based, physical and
virtual) of sex services offered – they also change quite radically the transfer of
payments for such services and products.
I: Of course they [ICTs] have changed it [the sex trade] to become
incredibly enticing because now those various means can be used in
different ways. (--) it has brought it much easier to access, people do not
need to find their way to anywhere, [and] instead it can be handled from
home. And then of course there is this development of payment systems
which is another [aspect] that payments are much easier to handle
through new technologies. (Female; technologies, communication and
trade)
Most interviewees – both women and men – are in favour of ICTs as such. For
instance, the easy access of the Internet is seen an important aspect of life of all
people. In addition, most interviewees address the impact of ICTs on the sex trade as
significant already now and especially in the future, even though there are differing
7

This refers to situation in summer 2004.
According to the amended legislation which entered into force in August 2004, to transmit
information on prostitution services or otherwise market prostitution can be convicted for procuring
(Hallituksen esitys Eduskunnalle … 2004).
9
MTV 3 and Channel 4.
8
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opinions whether that is good or bad. In general, women are more concerned about
the negative effects of ICTs on societal and individual level than men, and bring up
such issues as normalisation of the sex trade and the values it includes as negative.
However, gender is not the only factor that determined interviewees’ positions on ICT
impacts, and therefore I focus here on the dominant discourses among the
interviewees.

9.2. Discourses on ICTs and the sex trade
In this data, there are three main discourses on ICTs and the sex trade, which differ in
their underlying presumptions on the phenomena. These three discourses are
presented nearly evenly in the data: the discourse of the committed (n=10), the
compromising discourse (n=9), and the discourse of the concerned (n=11)
The first discourse on the impacts of ICTs on the sex trade is the discourse of the
committed. These interviewees emphasise the flexibility to reach for the sex trade
services offered by and through ICTs much as a merely positive factor. This group
consists of interviewees, mainly men (n=8), who represent a strong liberal ethos
concerning all kinds of businesses, also in the field of ICTs. The most important value
is the free flow of business transactions, whether or not these might include (even
serious) threats to the well-being of part of the citizens. Their argumentation is based
on the belief that there is not much to be done about the negative aspects of ICTs and
the sex trade. Accordingly, the change towards technology-led society is inevitable, as
are some (even negative) impacts caused by the combination of ICTs and the sex
trade. In this discourse, the ICT impacts on the sex trade are often understated, and
ICTs are interpreted only a new channel for the inevitable commercialisation of
bodies, sex and sexualities.
I: Well, it is difficult to see that how on earth they [ICTs] could be used
[for the sex trade] more or in a different way. I do not really see any
such a danger. (--) I think that the possibilities of applicability of them
[ICTs] are quite restricted (--) (Male; international affairs)
In practice, often the use of new technologies is combined with older technologies in
the sex trade. For instance, the Internet provides a channel to find without much
difficulty paid sex companionship, who can be then contacted by mobile or ordinary
phone. This gives the potential buyer more possibilities to choose flexibly what
particular kind of sex services he (or she) orders for. The Internet provides also
greater anonymity for the buyer of sex compared to, for example, picking up a
prostitute from a street corner or a sex club. Such possibilities are not criticised in this
discourse, but instead, they are seen as a natural and even positive effect.
I: I would see the Internet (--) as a quite remarkable possibility, and
from there it is extremely easy to find nearly anything, so that if one
aches for company for instance in Helsinki, then one just looks from
here [the Internet] during the lunch time, and chooses a suitable partner
by looking at if this is what is of one’s interest, and then one calls there
[and asks] are the services available now or shall one choose someone
else. (Male; law and law enforcement)
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The use of Internet-based payment systems has increased during the last years in
Finland. Such transmissions have obvious positive implications in general, but they
include also possibilities for malpractice, as is the case in the use of the credit card
number in present system without electronic signature possibility or other
precautions10. In the context of the sex trade, the payments through the Internet by a
credit card make the access to commercial sex more discreet and subtle, and increase
the anonymity of the buyers of sex.
Money – or the lack or loss of it by consuming the sex trade services – is strongly
present in the talk of the committed. On one hand, the consumers of the sex trade are
understood as ‘those men in need’, who whether can or cannot afford the use of
commercial sex. In the discourse of the committed, it is understood as ‘stupidity’ or a
lack of self-control, if one cannot pay the bills cased by the use of commercial sex
services. In these interviews, the sympathy is directed partly to those ‘loosers’ who
get addicted to such services. On the other hand, sex businesses themselves are
understood as ‘sufferers’ because of the non-paying customers. Therefore, the
discourse of the committed includes sympathy both for the sex customers as well as
for those who run sex businesses.
I: (--) about the more traditional [sex phone] services, there are not
really problems with the contents, [but] one problem is that we have
tried Internet payment system for 0700 [sex phones] which technically
functions. There has been a problem that when there are many
languages and else, then the consumer who can be [pretend to be] very
stupid in the context of money, [say that] they have not called there [sex
phones] and such unclarity. (Male; technologies, communication and
trade)
The second discourse concerning ICTs and the sex trade which emerge from the data
is the compromising discourse. These informants address both the positive and
negative aspects of ICTs, and their interconnectedness, also in a negative side within
the context of the sex trade. Therefore, for instance, networking possibilities that are
increased by ICTs, especially via the Internet, are not only options but also threats.
Serious threats addressed in the compromising discourse are the networks of criminal
groups, which can be involved in organising of the sex trade. Therefore, technological
and organisational linkages are not only positive, but can have serious detrimental
effects to civil society.
I: (--) through these networks local ideological and criminal groups can
find each other, and communicate and support each other (--) and
create networks. The world has shrunken extremely, [and] the locals has
become international phenomenon. (Male; law and law enforcement)
The gendered nature of the sex trade is only slightly emphasised in either of these
discourses (the discourse of the committed and the compromising discourse). In the
compromising discourse, gender is mainly implicitly present or totally absent, and
only in two female’s talk gender is explicitly present. Like in the more general context
10

See http://www.kuluttajavirasto.fi/user/loadFile.asp?id=3738
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of the commercialisation of sex and sexualities11, the interviewees who carry the
compromising discourse, are mostly concerned about the impacts of ICTs especially
on children and adolescents in connection to the sex trade.
I: (--) the same [pornographic] material is neatly available through
those [ICTs] (--) But now the equipment is improving all the time, and
when this material is more easily accessed and we cannot restrict who
goes there, then minors, really young children hang around there, [and]
I do think that this is a problem. (Female; co- and self-regulation
organisations and businesses)
Thus the access of minors to pornography is seen as a problem, and much less
attention is paid on ‘adult’ pornography as such. A serious form of violation which is
brought up in this discourse is child pornography. However, earlier and current
research in the area shows that in particular the increase of child pornography and its
delivery is tightly linked to the Internet use, and often this happens together with the
use of other technical innovations, such as easy-use video cameras, scanners and
printers (Hughes 2002; see also Månsson and Söderlind 2004). Child pornography is
used not only for paedophiles’ direct sexual purposes, but also in order to connect new
children to the rings of abuse by normalising sex acts between adults and children.
Many of the interviewees within the compromising discourse point out that child
pornography is used also through and for blackmailing young people who are victims
of pornographic abuse in order to keep them silent later on12.
I: Child pornography is [also] used so that it is shown to children in
order to generate a new victim. It is presented that this is common,
also others do this. By child pornography a paedophile in a way opens,
it is his key to paedophile rings. (--) and when the child is used in
pornography, it is a means of blackmailing in order to keep [the child]
quiet, so that if you do not keep silent I will put this onto the wall of
your school, and your parents will see the picture, or I will put it to the
Internet. (Male; law and law enforcement)
The third discourse is the discourse of the concerned. This group (n=11) mainly
consists of female interviewees (n=9), in addition to two male informants. They bring
up concerns about the current and future challenges that ICTs pose on the society,
organisations and citizens in this context. The carriers of this discourse are worried
specifically about what the (ab)uses of new technologies may mean for women and
minors in the sex trade and outside of it. Thereby, gender is explicitly present in their
speech. The discourse of the concerned appears to especially highlight encounters
with the sex trade through ICTs. Accordingly, the sex trade intrudes into people’s
everyday life, whether wanted or not, and in this development ICTs play a key role.
I: (--) they [ICTs] have clearly had an impact so that commercial sex
has extended, and in a way taken over these means. And I think that (--)
this has lowered the threshold to this kind of sexuality and in a manner
11

See Chapter 7.
This kinds of abuses were pointed out also and in particular by the interviewees who carries the
discourse of the concerned.
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of speaking, brought it as obligatory for everyone to look at
pornographic pictures. (Female; law and law enforcement)
Therefore, ICTs have expanded the amount and forms of the sex trade, and it is nearly
impossible to avoid encountering such phenomena in one’s personal or professional
life.
MJ: How do you see the impacts of ICTs in the context of the sex trade?
I: I think it has exploded. Yesterday there was [a news] that the first
pornographic transmission will be available through mobile phones.
And this was even praised, that what a great thing. This must certainly
increase car accidents, so that this becomes also a question of traffic
safety [with sarcasm, MJ]. And it is revolting when one opens one’s
email box, and then there are those [sex advertisements]. So that they
[sex traders] have gotten a hold of the most skilful technical experts.
(Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
The Internet is playing a central role concerning the negative aspects of ICTs. The
Internet was interpreted as creating totally novel forms for commercial sex businesses,
and it is used as a channel for advertising sex services, changing of information
amongst buyers and consumers of sex and downloading of pornography. The access
to commercial sex has grown drastically especially through the Internet.
I: The Internet has been a revolution also for this, so that now the sex
trade in all its forms is accessible by everybody, or at least nearly
everybody. (Female; law and law enforcement)
This discourse emphasises that ICTs have accelerated the normalisation of the sex
trade in society. In addition, through new technologies, sexual acts that earlier may
have had been popular only in particular small groups of people, become justified and
normalised not only inside those groups, but also further on in the society.
I: (--) then there is a problem, that when earlier concerning perversions,
there have always been eccentric people who engage in odd things, but
they have been in average quite few who have been aloof (--) But now
this new technology enables even very small subcultures to find each
other (--) which gives one a clear illusion that I belong to a group, we
are many, and that my way of action or my perversion is actually quite
normal. That there are others too. And in this means it dispels the
reality. (Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
In spite of the developing techniques, there is still, and even increasingly, a need for
‘real’ people, meaning mostly females, to carry out the sexual labour involved: sex
phones need women for ‘talking dirty’ to male callers, and women and girls are
actively recruited by the telephone sex enterprises with promises of good and easy
income. An interviewee with a managerial status formulates the situation as follows:
I: (--) they [the ICTs] bring everything into the reach of everyone, thus it
in a way democratises Marquis de Sade’s sophisticated possibilities. And
of course it [the sex trade] makes money. When thinking about the sex
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phones, young girls are asked to be recruited there and to gain good
money by some panting with some man. I know from young women in
our circle of acquaintances that it is not very uncommon that one gets
such an offer [for panting in sex phones]. (Female; social and health
affairs and equality issues)
In this research context, it was interesting how the two sets of discourses13 which
emerge from the data, namely the discourses on the sex trade14 and the discourses on
ICTs and the sex trade are related to each other. In fact, it was rather surprising how
tightly the discourses on the sex trade (legal/procedural, negotiated, and sexualised
violence discourses) correspond respectively to the discourses on ICTs and the sex
trade (the discourses of the committed, the compromising discourse, and the discourse
of the concerned). Table 9.2. summarises how the discourses on the sex trade, and, on
the other hand, the discourses on ICTs and the sex trade are related to each other.
Table 9.2. The discourses on the sex trade and discourses on ICTs and the sex
trade
The discourse of
the committed

The compromising
discourse

The discourse of
the concerned

Legal/procedural
(n=11)

8

3

-

Negotiated
(n= 10)

2

6

2

Sexualised violence
(n=9)

-

-

9

_________________________________________________________
Total

10

9

11

In fact, it might have been expected that that the impacts and the possible threats of
ICTs would in the talks of the interviewees make a change towards a direction of the
concerned15. This, however, is the case in this data to only in a very limited extent.
i) The interviewees within the discourse of legal/procedural are strong believers in
ICTs, and they bring up only very minimal criticisms on them. These informants have
quite strongly embedded values on ‘the rights of the businesses’, also and in
13

The discourses on the sex trade represented in the data are partly consistent with the discourses on
prostitution and related issues of some earlier studies in Finland (Lähteenmaa and Näre 1995; Näre
1998, 1999; Niemi-Kiesiläinen 2000, 2004a, 2004b; Holli 2003; see also Penttinen 2004).
14
See Chapter 7.
15
In the interviews, the questions on the ICTs followed the questions on the sex trade (see Appendix
1). Thus it is possible that within the interviews, the positions of the informants may have ‘developed’
particularly concerning ICTs. However, already in the very beginning of the interviews, a preliminary
‘map’ on potential issues that might be included to the area of the sex trade was represented and
discussed, and this map already included ICT-connected and ICT-based forms of the sex trade. Thus it
seems possible that the aspect of ICTs was present already in the very beginning of the interviews and
therefore that did not develop during the interviews in particular.
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particular, concerning ICT businesses and the trade. The majority, eight informants
within this discourse belong to the discourse of the committed concerning ICTs and
the sex trade, and the remaining three to the compromising discourse.
ii) The negotiated discourse is a bit more dispersed concerning ICTs and their impacts
on the sex trade than the other two discourses on the sex trade. In six cases out of the
negotiated discourse, there is an intersection with the compromising discourse; in two
cases this discourse intersects with the discourse of the committed, and in two with
the discourse of the concerned.
iii) All the nine informants who carry the sexualised violence discourse also carry the
discourse of the concerned on ICTs and the sex trade. In two cases, the informants
within the negotiated discourse are tightly interlinked with the discourse of the
concerned.
There seems to be a quite clear and consistent pattern in most cases (n=23) concerning
the discourses on the sex trade and the discourses on ICTs and the sex trade. In the
seven cases where the discourses on the sex trade and discourses on ICTs and the sex
trade do not intersect, they are linked to the ‘next beside’ discourse on ICTs and the
sex trade. Therefore I have come to a conclusion that the two sets of discourses are be
to understood as quite consistent in relation to each other.
To summarise, there are six discursive intersections out of the nine possible ones:
legal/procedural/committed;
legal/procedural/concerned;
negotiated/committed;
negotiated/compromising; negotiated/concerned; sexualised violence/concerned.
Three of these intersections are quite tight, and three more in tension.

9.3. Policies and policy instruments on ICTs and the sex trade
In comparison to their level of knowledge on the sex trade16, most interviewees have
in general much lesser competence with regard to ICTs. This is quite understandable,
because the majority of the informants work in other fields of society than technology
as such. Only the interviewees from the group technologies, communication and trade
and the group co- and self-regulation and businesses are more closely directed to
technological issues in their working life. However, nearly all the interviewees of the
data were acquainted with some forms of intersections of commercial sex and ICTs,
and were ready to think and talk about these aspects of the sex trade.
Compared to the quite large spectrum of policies and particular policy instruments
that were named in the context of the sex trade itself17, there seems to be much more
complex and restricted variation of instruments that are available on ICTs. I apply
here again Evert Vedung’s three-fold categorisation on policy instruments as
regulations (Sticks), economic means (Carrots) and information (Sermons)18 in order
to reflect, categorise and evaluate the policies which might be necessary according to
the interviewees, and even to open them up for a further discussion. In this empirical
16

See 7.3.
See Chapter 8.
18
See also 6.4.3. and 8.2.
17
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material, there are three main categories of policies brought up as relevant for the
control and monitoring of ICTs in the context of the sex trade, namely the regulative,
co- and self-regulative and educational policies.

9.3.1. Regulative policies (Sticks)
Compared to the more general role and forms of regulations and laws concerning the
sex trade, in the context of ICTs and the sex trade the role of legislative policies
(Sticks) is far more unclear or even totally non-existent according to the interviewees.
A major problem that arises is the global nature of ICTs and their use in and for the
sex trade. Many forms of the sex trade which function through ICTs can be run and
are operated from many places in the world (for instance, sex telephone lines or Web
servers). This causes problems to interpret the scope and sufficiency of national
legislation.
I: (--) this [policies on ICTs] is quite difficult, and I do not know how
and if it is possible to clarify for instance that which country’s
legislation is applied and when. And this is already a question of
interpretation. (Male; law and law enforcement)
I: (--) of course there is the problem that the rules are not yet clear. For
instance about the Internet use, because it is action that crosses [state]
borders, that where are the servers situated, in which country they exist,
and what kind of stuff or rubbish is available there. So, in which country
the crime happens and is it a crime, because it can be a crime in one
country, but not in another. And then it is difficult to catch the criminals
and to make them responsible for their acts. (Male; international affairs)
In August 2004, the amended legislation on sex crimes entered into force in Finland19,
and in part of that the crime of procuring was extended to include also marketing of
prostitution, both in newspapers, magazines and websites. Several newspapers and
Web-based chats declared in public to end up this kind of marketing, but at least the
largest Finnish Web-sex enterprise announced that their businesses are changed to be
run by foreign owners in order to be out of the reach of Finnish legislation and
authorities (Kerkelä 2004).
A basic principle in the Finnish legislation, according to interviewees in the law and
law enforcement sector, is the applicability of the existing laws concerning the sex
trade also to the use of ICTs. According to this principle, for example, procuring as a
crime should be punishable whether it happens through the Web or in the street
prostitution environment.
I: Well, of course it has been a starting point also of penal provisions
that regardless of the means, the same provisions would be applied [on
ICTs]. (Male; law and law enforcement)

19

See 5.1.3.
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However, many existing laws have been drafted for other kinds of circumstances
before ICTs. Their applicability to the virtual forms of criminality and/or abuses is not
always easy or self-evident. Another problem which clearly raises from this data
concerning policies on ICTs is that technical knowledge is much concentrated in
enterprises and authorities which are working specifically in such fields. Other
relevant organisations that have the obligation to monitor the sex trade in a way or
another, do not necessarily have the capabilities to follow up the very latest trends in
technologies in the area. They cannot predict the impacts of new innovations on
society at large. Therefore, in this context, the interests of technologies and businesses
can become overpowering, because the authorities and organisations which otherwise
are obliged to monitor various detrimental social phenomena and to create appropriate
policies for their prevention, can be excluded from the decision-making processes
concerning ICTs and their impacts also because of their non-knowledge on the field.
I: (--) I do fear that new technology in this sense includes moral dangers
in a sense that its development is uncontrolled, [especially] concerning
its contents. And even though it is much admired that it is free, I am a bit
old-fashioned here that this kind of enormous freedom does not
necessarily bring up the best possible outcome. It is also free from the
control of norms accepted by society, and then in fact it functions
against the society. This kind of pondering is not done there, because it
is technology and economy driven. (Male; social and health affairs and
equality issues)
The lack of policy instruments, especially legislative ones concerning ICTs and the
sex trade, is addressed by several interviewees. Accordingly, one reason for this has
been and will increasingly be in the future the rapid development of technologies and
the difficulties of authorities to follow up the current and future changes.
I: We are all a bit confused [about ICTs]. (--) I would love to be able to
tell you that of course this and that is done, and that the control systems
exist and such and such is to be developed at the moment, but we are in
front of a totally new world. And what is typical and characteristic here
is that those who abuse people, they are already ahead, they are very
quick. And we officials are far behind. (Female; law and law
enforcement)
The interviewees who carry the discourse of the concerned, emphasise most strongly
that ‘clear’ policies, including legislative measures on ICTs and the sex trade, need to
be drafted and implemented.
I: (--) I assume that that part of this [ICT use in the sex trade] is clearly
criminal activity, so that it is commercial but it is also criminal, and I
believe that there is a need also perhaps for stricter control. Now the
[sex] traders are listened to, but maybe similarly these criminal strata of
trafficking in women could be caught. (Female; social and health affairs
and equality issues)
I: I think that continuously [ICT development] should be followed up
very assertively, and the political decisions should be done on that basis
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(--). I think for instance Members of the Parliament there, that when
new laws are done and new paragraphs are drafted, that such issues
would be acknowledged, so that at least new possibilities [for the sex
trade] would not be increased just by accident. Always elements
concerning prevention of crimes should be taken into consideration. And
of course, issues like abuses [should be taken into consideration]. And
also issues of [gender] equality, so that it would be acknowledged in
behind. They, issues on human rights and children, they should be
considered that what kind of impacts these [new laws] can have on
those. (Male; law and law enforcement)
In addition to national legislation, many interviewees address the importance of
international policy instruments for the control of detrimental effects of ICTs in the
context of the sex trade. However, the forms of instruments are often not very clear,
and questions concerning which agency should draft such instruments become
relevant.
I: Then when it is possible, they [policies] should be done clearly, and
there should be international co-operation, because they [ICTs] cross
the borders. I do not know whether it should be a jurisdictional
instrument, [or] international convention, or something with
commitment to minimise this supply of sex services over the borders or
other issues linked to sex industry. And so that the common lines would
be found. (Male; international affairs)
The co-existence of national and international policy instruments in this context is
interpreted to be important. Or, according to several interviewees, if this is not
possible, there is a need to develop national policies in order to control the detrimental
effects of ICTs in the context of the sex trade.
I: I would put it this way that we do not have other options, thus we need
to make whether national or international solutions [on ICTs and the
sex trade], because we cannot live for long in a situation that everything
is allowed. To keep the society cohesive, and so to say the co-existence
nationally as well as internationally, it demands that there needs to be
some common rules for moral and commercial activities that can be
accepted, and then they also need to be controlled. But I think that at the
moment we are in a situation where we look at the level of control and
[its] possibility. It is the same thing that in the economy in general, it is
the same thing whether European or global, that it has to be done,
otherwise it destroys everything. (Male; social and health affairs and
equality issues)
Of the legislative measures that exist or were in final preparatory phase during the
interviews, the most important that were brought up are the Freedom of Expression
(Media) Act (2003)20 and the Communications Markets Act21. Various interviewees,
especially those who carry the committed discourse, refer to the freedom of speech as
20
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Laki sananvapauden käyttämisestä joukkoviestinnässä (2003).
Viestintämarkkinalaki (2003).
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a particularly important issue to be taken into consideration in the context policies and
policy instruments.
I: I do not think that anything is missing, I think that the instruments are
ok. The only thing is how they are followed. Then there is the monitoring
[issue], that how we monitor and how we can monitor, and then we
often come up terribly often with the issue of freedom of speech.
(Female; technologies, communication and trade)
I: (--) there is the Freedom of Speech Act in the Parliament [under
process], so that this question is connected partly to that. But how these
[ICTs] could be handled in the detailed legal paragraphs’ level, that
would be a very difficult task. (Female; co- and self-regulation
organisations and businesses)
The Freedom of Expression (Media) Act has a status as complementing the freedom
of speech and expression safeguarded in the Constitution of Finland22. The scope of
the application of the Freedom of Expression (Media) Act covers publication and
programme activities in Finland (Article 3). A new element of this legislation is the
obligation of the publishers and programme business entrepreneur(s)23 to nominate a
chief editor, not only to periodical publications and programmes, but also to network
publications (Article 4). However, this obligation and its wording ‘network
publications’ does not include chats on the Internet, but only such network
publications the contents of which are ‘dealt editorially’. Many chats have nominated
voluntary administrators who have the right to moderate the discussions and (even) to
exclude a person who does not follow the internal rules or policies often named in the
chats’ front pages. In practice, however, chats are often used also for marketing of
paid sex services24.
The Freedom of Expression (Media) Act obliges the publishers and programme
business entrepreneurs to take care of that such publications and programmes are
recorded and stored for 21 days. In the Governmental Bill (Hallituksen esitys …
2002a) of this law, the suggested time period was three months at the minimum,
which was then reduced to three weeks during the Parliamentary preparatory
processes. Another major reduction of the obligations which was suggested in the
Governmental Bill (Article 7) concerned the storage of identification information (for
instance IP-addresses): the suggested time was three months, but this article was
totally abolished from the final legislation. In this sense, the possibilities of police or
other authorities to trace, for example, child pornographers on the Web – users and/or
producers – was not improved when the new law entered into force in January 2004.
In the final preparatory phase of the Act, various interest groups of media and
businesses were able to give their statements on the Bill. Nearly half of the statements
given were by media oriented businesses, and in their interests was, obviously, to cut
the suggested storing time of the programmes and to abolish the article on storage of
identification information, because these would had demanded economic investments
by the enterprises. (Hallituksen esitys … 2002a; Perustuslakivaliokunnan … 2002;
Laki sananvapauden … 2003.)
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A crucial issue in the monitoring of Internet crimes is the ability of police authorities
to trace the suspected criminals through IP-addresses. The Police Act (1995, 2001)25
defines the entitlements of police authorities for obtaining information from
organisations engaged in telecommunication services. The police has the right to
obtain ‘contact information of telecommunication subscriptions that are not listed in a
public directory if the information is needed in an individual case to carry out a police
duty’ (Article 36). This right to gain information is successfully applied to secret
telephone numbers and fixed IP-addresses. However, the majority of IP-addresses are
not fixed but instead dynamic26, and telecommunications operators27 have interpreted
that they are not obliged to give information of dynamic IP-addresses unless this is
demanded through the permission by a court order28.
An opposite opinion on the responsibilities of the businesses, especially of the
telecommunications operators, to store identification information, is expressed by an
interviewee who represents the monitoring authorities:
I: (--) Secret telephone numbers [in cases of crime investigations] we
can get by counter call, then they [telecommunications operators]
records that who is asking et cetera, so that there will be a record that
to whom it is given. (--) The same concerns fixed IP-addresses, which
can be asked for by a written request from the telecommunications
operator. (--) If you have a PC, as a customer you do not necessarily
know whether you have a fixed or dynamic IP-address. (--) But suddenly
the tele-operators demand that you [the police] need to have
telecommunications monitoring permission. Why is this? I bet that it is
simply because of money, because this requires investigation of loginformation, because dynamic IP-address is time-bounded. It does not
appear just like this. Someone, a human being is needed to look at logs
et cetera, and I can easily understand that tele-operators do not want
that these requests on IP-addresses appear at every turn. (Male; law and
law enforcement)
The lack of access by authorities to information on (also) dynamic IP-addresses has
caused problems in tracing child pornography users.
I: In many our cases we are just hitting our heads against the wall. It
can be said that there are tens of cases that are stuck because of this law
interpretation. (Male; law and law enforcement)29
In 2003, an international police investigation uncovered a large child pornography
ring involving 26,500 suspects who had swapped illegal images on the Internet in 166
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countries30. German police which was leading the investigation, delivered information
also to police officials of Finland. However, the lack of possibility to reach dynamic
IP-addresses caused problems for the Finnish police authorities to reach the
perpetrators in Finland in this case, but also in other similar situations. According to a
Finnish National Bureau of Investigation officer, ‘this is the major reason why larger
child pornography rings have not been exposed in Finland’31.
Another main policy instrument in connection to ICTs mentioned by several
interviewees is the Communications Markets Act32, which was issued in 2003. This
Act aims at (Article 1) to the promotion of provision and use of services within
communications networks and that these networks and communications services are
available to telecommunications operators and users throughout the country
(Viestintämarkkinalaki 2003). In general, the official Finnish governmental
telecommunications policy seeks to ‘promote efficiency on the telecommunications
market’ through legislation and licensing policy based on open competition33, where
the Communications Markets Act plays a crucial role. In the context of the sex trade
and ICTs, the main technical surveillance is directed to the Finnish Communications
Regulatory Authority (FICORA).
Since 1995 there has been a system of classification of telephone service numbers,
and one main class of numbers consists of ‘adult entertainment services’
(Seksibisnestoimikunnan loppumietintö 1995). According to the order given by
FICORA (Määräys teleliikenteen … 2002) ‘adult entertainment services’ are defined
as ‘personal, companion search services the contents of which are to be perceived as
erotic’. The aim of the classification of service numbers to four main categories is to
give the owner-occupier the possibility to cease the connection from her or his
telephone line to a particular kind of service numbers. This possibility to deny access
to, for instance, sex telephone lines has to be offered by telecommunication operators
free of charge. In addition, the length of a call to an expensive service phone –
meaning mainly sex phones – has been limited to 20 minutes at the maximum, and the
service provider has been obliged to inform the potential consumers of the price of the
call per minute.
I: (--) We still [in 2002 when the interview was accomplished] have this
20 minutes disconnection limit. And there has been plenty of discussion
by the service providers that whether it should be abolished.
MJ: So they would have that interest?
I: Yes, they would have interest here, but we have seen that this
[disconnection limit of 20 minutes] could be good in order to protect
some uncomprehending people. And when there are those calls during
night-time totally blastered, and then the phone line can be left on.
(Male; technologies, communication and trade)
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This kind of policies were aimed at protecting the telephone line owner-occupier
particularly from economic losses. There have been various cases when the telephone
bills have increased enormously because of the calls to sex lines by someone else in
the family or in the work place, or by the telephone line owner-occupier himself –
especially when the person has (ab)used alcohol. Also the prevention of the calls by
minors to sex lines has been the focus of such policies. (Seksibisnestoimikunnan
loppumietintö 1995, p. 31.) In addition, the commercial sex service providers, when
advertising their services, were obliged to mention the price per minute in the
advertisement.
In the new order by FICORA (Määräys teleliikenteen … 2003) the definition of ‘adult
entertainment services’ is surprisingly not any more included at all to the text34, even
though the class of ‘adult entertainment’ is one of the major items of the whole system
of restriction classes created nearly ten years earlier (Viestintäviraston määräyksen
perustelumuistio 2003). This new order bases on the Communications Market Act35,
and does not any more include obligations for service providers to limit the length of
the call or to inform about the price of the service, as was the case before. In this
sense, the regulations have become milder. In fact, the earlier suggestion in 1995 by
the Committee on the Sex Business was very opposite to the current polices36. The
Committee proposed that the ‘erotic telephone services’ should be ordered separately
from the operator, instead of that these services are automatically available from all
telephone subscriber connections, as is the current situation. (Seksibisnestoimikunnan
loppumietintö 1995.)
However, the new legislation and regulation do not include any such limitations to sex
phone lines or short message services (SMS)37. According to the Government Bill on
Communications Market Act, limitations concerning the maximum length of the calls
and obligatory price information were not to be included in the new regulation.
(Hallituksen esitys … 2002b, p. 130). Thus the interests of the service providers seem
to have taken over of the interests of consumers and even telecommunication
operators, which have carried (some) limitations to ‘adult entertainment’ services
because of the complaints by consumers and the bills left unpaid38. According to the
Ministry of Transport and Communications, ‘the aim at the communications markets
is towards slightly regulated and effectively competed markets’. In addition to general
competition and consumer regulations, ‘the markets are wished to function also on the
basis of self-regulation by the businesses’39. Thereby, policies on the sex trade and
ICTs seem to be turning towards milder regulation at the same time as technical
equipments, for instance, data terminal equipments are rapidly evolving40.
In addition to national policy instruments, many interviewees from the technologies,
communications and trade, and co- and self-regulation and businesses highlighted the
34
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importance of the European Union instruments in this context. The most relevant
instrument mentioned is the European Union’s Safer Internet Action Plan41. In 1999
the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union decided on the
adopting of a multiannual Community action plan on promoting safer use of the
Internet by combating illegal and harmful content on global networks. This document
both highlights the positive and negative implications of the Internet, and encourages
the Member States to support and supplement information for consumers on the safer
use of the Internet. It focuses also on the promotion of self-regulation, contentmonitoring schemes and filtering tools, and rating systems of the industry as well as
hotline reporting mechanisms. In addition, the actions needed include increasing
awareness of services provided by the industry among users (in particular parents,
teachers and children), assessment of legal implications and activities fostering
international co-operation in the field. (Decision No … 1999.)
The Safer Internet Action Plan consists of possibilities for various organisations, also
NGOs, to apply financial support for their projects in the area. These have included
mainly filtering software, awareness raising and hotline programmes. The main focus
has thus been on children and their access to pornography and other forms of
improper material. To interpret that is that the ‘adult entertainment’ (i.e. pornography
and other forms of ICTs use in and for the sex trade) is not on the focus as such in this
Action Plan42, which (only) aims at denying of access of minors to ‘adult
entertainment’ websites.
Another European Union instrument mentioned by some of the interviewees is the
Council Directive on the television broadcasting activities (1989). Its Article 12 states
that television advertising and teleshopping ‘shall not prejudice respect for human
dignity; include any discrimination on grounds of race, sex or nationality; be
offensive to religious or political beliefs; encourage behaviour prejudicial to health
and safety; encourage behaviour prejudicial to the protection of the environment’.
(Ibid.; italics MJ). However, it seems to be possible that the interpretations of these
demands are much culturally contextualised, and so general that they do not
emphasise in details, for instance, sexist or sex advertisements on television. For
example, the following up and the interpretation of human dignity or the demand for
the non-discrimination on the basis of race, sex and nationality, according to my
interpretation, are not necessarily always successfully followed up in the Finnish
context.

9.3.2. Co- and self-regulative policies (Carrots)
The second pattern of policies on ICTs and the sex trade which is currently strongly
emphasised officially, and as well as by a part of the speeches of the interviewees, are
self-regulative measures (Carrots). In the mid-1990s, the first self-regulating body
was built up in the field of premium rate services43, with special focus on sex
telephone lines. The Finnish Self-regulatory Committee for Premium Rate Services
(MAPEL)44 is an organisation for service providers and telecommunication operators,
41
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where the internal ethical rules on businesses of sex phones are drafted. Accordingly,
their aim is that the member organisations commit themselves to follow the rules, and
if this does not happen, the association can pose a threat of a sanction to such an
organisation which does no comply with its suggested rules. The sanction for a
service producer of sex phone lines is that the telecommunication operator can
threaten to close the connections of a particular service producer. However, so far this
has not happened, and the member organisations have tended to follow the internal
rules of the MAPEL45. The control by this self-regulative organisation is done by spot
checks, and the competition between the sex businesses themselves is believed to
bring up violations of the internal rules by other enterprises. In the future, selfregulation is to be reached to ICT-sector, especially concerning the Internet
(sex)services.
Together one third of all the interviewees emphasises the self-regulation of sex
businesses as one policy instrument in order to control such trade. However, the selfregulation by the (sex) businesses themselves raises two-fold positions. Those who
carry such internal monitoring, most often represent the groups nearby the business
sectors.
MJ: How do you see this, are there any lacking policies or policy
instruments concerning ICTs and the sex trade in your field?
I: Now we try to generate a self-regulation body in the area of the
Internet, which would write down such practical regulations according
to which they are functioning. And then people would be informed about
that this kind of issues are paid attention to. And then a possibility is
given to people that if they have collided with something that they
experience detrimental, then it is possible for them to contact and make
a complaint, and depending what the complaint is about, they would be
informed where they can complain about it and in general what can be
done then. (Female; technologies; communication and trade)
I: (--) During this year there will be an international improvement [on
PC or console games], and a new European harmonised control system
will be commissioned also in Finland. Here all game producers will do
age-limit classification, (--) this is all self-regulation. (--) And then there
will be description classification so that in each game’s cover there will
be age-limit and also a symbolic picture [explaining] why this is
classified to a particular limit. There will be a symbol of violence, of
sex, of horror et cetera, so that by looking at the symbol one
immediately knows that this is violence and therefore one realises that
this is the reason that it is forbidden [for instance] for those under 15
years of age. This will tell a parent and buyer immediately what it is all
about. (Male; technologies, communication and trade)
More critical views on the self-regulation are expressed by interviewees who carry the
discourse of the concerned. There the self-regulation of ICTs and the sex trade is
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interpreted not to be enough deep measure, and legislation and other stricter policies
are emphasised as necessary as well.
I: (--) But self-control is a very slow road, and [the assumption] that the
choices of consumers could drive the markets is not functioning. And
information solely is not functioning, so that there needs to be the
support of legislation. (Female; technologies, communication and trade)
I: (--) It [self-regulation] has its significance. But that is extremely slow
route, and on the other hand it is toothless in cases where there is really
rough abuse. (Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
In addition to self-regulation by business organisations, some of the informants bring
up actions taken by the parents as important, and thus see the filtering programmes for
the Internet use to be possible policies to be used particularly at homes.
I: And then of course the filtering programmes that the families can buy.
(Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
However, the filtering programmes are not necessarily sufficient policies even inside
the families:
1: (--) parents need to look at the mirror if thinking that when there is a
filtering programme, then there is no need to pop in the children’s room.
(Male; co- and self-regulation organisations and businesses)
In practice, the responsibilities of parents and the control of their children on the use
of ICTs are quite difficult. Often young people and children are much more skilled
than their parent, for instance, on the Internet use. In addition, young people often use
the Internet by their own, and parents are not necessarily able to follow up what kind
of connections are made through the Web by the young people. A recent study in the
United Kingdom (Livingstone and Bober 2004) found out that the majority of
children and young people have come into Internet pornography. 57 % of the 1,511
interviewees, who were from nine to 19 years old, had viewed pornography, and one
in ten children had deliberately searched for that. According to this study, most
pornography was viewed unintentionally: 38 % of children had seen a pornographic
pop-up advertisement while doing something else online, and 36 % had accidentally
found themselves in a pornographic website. The parents (n=906) were quite ignorant
about the online behaviour of their children, and only 16 % of the parents thought that
the children have seen pornography. Nearly half of the children had given out some
personal information in the Internet, but only one of 20 adults had realised that46.
Thus the responsibilities of (only) parents to safeguard their children from abusive
and inappropriate material and contacts through the Internet seem to be a mission
impossible.
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9.3.3. Educational policies (Sermons)
Educational policies in respect to ICTs and the sex trade are important according to
several interviewees representing all three different discourses.
I: I would see first of all education, enlightenment and these sides [as
important]. (Female; social and health affairs and equality issues)
There are two main perspectives how and by whom such educational policies should
be done and run. The interviewees, especially with the committed discourse,
emphasise the responsibilities of schools and parents in the implementation of
educational policy practices concerning the ICTs.
I: I think that the most important area is education, the responsibility of
schools and especially of parents. (Male; co- and self-regulation
organisations and businesses)
Particularly these interviewees represent embedded criticism on individual parents
and educators, because they do not follow the developments in the area.
I: But first of all, I think that there are still parents who do not
comprehend what is available in the Internet. So that they do not use it
themselves, and they do not have knowledge on languages (--). And in a
same way as children in particular age look at porn videos, these stories
are then spread [to other minors], and thus then these organisations
that are in the field of education, like schools, and of course teachers,
that they have nationally extremely important role. (Male; co- and selfregulation organisations and businesses)
I: This [the Internet] is a channel, children can [go online] alone and
when parents are not necessarily interested what they do, then they can
during night-time do this and look at everything there. (Female;
technologies, communication and trade)
In one sense, this critique of parents not to follow their children’s ICT use can be
interpreted as fairly unreasonable. In reality, the possibilities of parents or teachers to
constantly monitor the behaviour of adolescents are quite limited (see Livinstone and
Bober 2004). Also the language capabilities of Finns in English is much lower in
older age groups than compared to younger generations, and therefore, following up
of adolescents’ Internet use can become difficult. However, the interviewees within
the committed discourse think that educational policies are important, but they look at
it in rather individual level, as a question of parents and educators to be taken care of.
I: (--) it is important that the media emphasises that parents warn their
children how to behave [with ICTs]. (--) I just read a story that one girl
had made a date with someone [abuser] through the Net. It is quite
similar than in the past children were warned about candy-men. It is
important to find such procedures concerning these new systems and
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find their dangerous spots. Dangerous spots [for minors] can be also
anywhere else (--). (Male; international affairs)
On the other hand, the interviewees who carry the discourse of the concerned,
emphasise more the societal responsibility of both businesses as well as of the society
in general. Reliance on the possibilities of parents to effectively safeguard their
children from detrimental material and contacts reached through ICTs is seen
inadequate.
I: (--) it is a very stupid answer that it is the responsibility of the parents
[to control minors’ use of ICTs in sex trade context], when we have new
technology, where it is impossible to interfere in any ways. So I think
that it is extremely old-fashioned statement that such things are
responsibility of parents, because their possibilities to intervention is
taken away [because of ICT developments]. (Female; technologies,
communication and trade)
Important means by a few interviewees are connected to the spread of relevant
information, based on accurate research results, through the media. The media plays
an important role in the construction of knowledge on the sex trade and ICTs.
However, it is also pointed out that the information given by various media sources
can be also even misleading and these can also reconstruct the problems.
I: In fact, sometimes the media actually mislead and picture a
phenomenon or act as much more common and normal than it actually
is. And quite interestingly here also the attitudes and interest areas of
newspaper and [other] media reporters and managing editors come up,
and they sometimes push through clearly. (Female; social and health
affairs and equality issues)
I: Here comes this point which is always referred that the media need to
have unlimited freedom and it cannot be restrained. (Female; social and
health affairs and equality issues)
Quite a few of the interviewees hold the opinion that relevant information is needed to
be gathered through research on the sex trade and ICTs – through research the
embedded problems and detrimental effects can be made visible to citizens and
politicians.
I: (--) in the information guidance, research and making [the
phenomena] visible, and through this conclusions can be made (--) and
to start wilfully influence [people]. (Male; social and health affairs and
equality issues)
I: I think that to increase of knowledge [on the sex trade and ICTs] of
decent citizens is one aim through which the whole issue can be
impacted on. (Male; law and law enforcement)
Lack of knowledge on the sex trade concerns also the media itself, and therefore
education of professionals in that area would be an important future policy.
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I: I think that chief editors should have an ethical point of view there
[ICTs]. (--). There should be criteria on programmes when it comes to
television activities and radio et cetera (--) and these people should be
well aware that in what ways the criminal world abuses these [media].
So that they would not act as advertises [for the sex trade], and there
should be limits on what are the economic gains and what is the
responsibility of maintaining [decent] society. (Male; law and law
enforcement)
In this data, there are quite common worries among the interviewees, such as how to
safeguard minors from accessing unsuitable, pornographic material through ICTs. The
means for that, however, differ greatly in the different discourses. Those within the
discourses of the committed and the compromising discourse, emphasise more the
responsibilities of the parent and schools. The contesting discourse of the concerned
restructures the issue through a more complex way by stating that it is not only
parents and schools who are responsible for young peoples’ exposure to the sex trade.
But instead, the responsibility is also on society to set limits to the sex trade nationally
and internationally.

9.4. Concluding remarks
In comparison to policies on the sex trade in general and the policy instruments which
have been developed particularly during the last years47, the ICT-connected sex trade
seems to be a far less monitored and regulated area. According to the empirical
interview data, the policies on ICTs and the sex trade are premised on the basis of
perspectives of freedoms rather than, for instance, perspectives of protecting women’s
rights or equality. The freedom of speech and entrepreneurship as values are strongly
represented in policies and policy instruments on ICTs and the sex trade. This is
reflected in the discourses of the majority of the interviewees (2/3), namely in the
compromising discourse and particularly in the discourse of the committed. There are
at least four intertwined interpretations for the relatively low control of ICTs in the
context of the sex trade.
Firstly, the knowledge on ICTs is much concentrated on technology-specific areas in
society, and organisations which represent traditional monitoring actions of the sex
trade seem not to have necessary expertise in order to follow up and react on the rapid
development in the area of ICTs. Sex businesses themselves and other organisations
that profit from the sex trade, have a broader expertise on the (ab)uses of ICTs, which
they briskly and fluently use for their business purposes. The main monitoring
organisations in the ICT sector48 have a two-fold position: to monitor the
inappropriate businesses and business actions, as well as to guarantee the most free
flow of all businesses.
Secondly, most of the interviewees, who represent professional elites responsible for
controlling and monitoring (here) ICTs and the sex trade, are senior officials in their
47
48

See Chapters 3, 5 and 8.
In my data, this was represented by the group of technologies, communications and trade.
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organisations. The average age of all informants is 48 years. The lowest average age,
40 years, is among the interviewees of the group co- and self-regulation and
businesses, in comparison to the other four groups: the average age these four groups
together is 50 years. Even though I am not claiming that age as such is any hindrance
to understanding developments in ICTs, I do claim that younger people are in general
more active and interested in many forms of ICTs and their new applications. For
instance, in Finland young people are the most active users of SMS messages of
mobile phones. They exchange text-messages for a variety of purposes, such as
gossiping with friends. Young people also play actively mobile phone games and use
their phones in larger scope than older population, such as calendar and clock.
(Nurmela 2001, pp. 26-27.) Therefore, younger generations follow up the latest trends
in ICTs quite intensively, and many applications and services are particularly created
for this niche. Young people are often much more familiar with ICTs than their
parents. This is reflected also in my interview sample, where the latest ICT
applications on the sex trade were often known better by younger interviewees. They
access this kind of knowledge not necessarily only through their professional lives but
through friends and acquaintances of similar age groups.
Thirdly, the position of Finland as an advanced country on ICTs is a highly
appreciated factor. Finns are, for obvious reasons, strong believers in new
technologies and the prosperity they bring to the nation. However, as a side effect,
technologies as such can be claimed to have become a ‘golden calf’ in the technologydriven society, where ICTs, their organisations and leading persons are often treated
as icons for progress and economic success. There are strong interests and interest
groups for the free flow of technology-based businesses, even sex e-businesses, and in
the official policy-making processes these have been taken quite strongly into
consideration. More traditional policy instruments have been partly replaced by coand self-regulation. This supplements the monitoring of ICTs and the sex trade, but
can be seen also as a replacement for stricter policy instruments, such as detailed
legislation. In this sense, there has been a move towards the free flow of sex ebusinesses which may be strengthened in the future through normalisation processes
of the sex trade.
Fourthly, the reason for the only mild monitoring of ICTs connected to the sex trade
seem to be based on that in the concrete (live) exchange of sex for economic
compensation, for example, in street prostitution, the abusive nature of the trade is
present more clearly than in the forms of the sex trade which happen at least partly
through virtual forms and channels, such as pornography or mail-order services in the
Internet. The abuses of the ‘traditional’ sex trade are easier to recognise, because their
embodiment is ‘real’ and present, instead of electronic/virtual forms which distance
the ‘performer’ of paid sex from real-life contexts for (other) people. This opens up
the possibilities of many forms of the sex trade to become normalised, from messy
and smudgy towards more acceptable businesses49.

49

In Finnish this possibility could be described as a change ‘suttuisesta salonkikelpoiseksi’.
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CHAPTER 10
Concluding Discussion
In this thesis I have examined policies and policy discourses on the sex trade, and on
ICTs and their relationship with the sex trade. For the research background I
presented the conceptualisation of global and local linkages of and within the
commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities, which as such has functioned a basis
for theoretical analysis of the data gathered during this research process. The analysis
of the linkages between the substantive, economic, organisational, temporal, spatial,
cultural, technological, legislative and policy aspects was central in developing the
framework for the main empirical data, consisting of the interviews (Chapters 7-9)
and the policy instruments (5.1.3. and Chapters 8 and 9), and its analysis.
It is emphasised here that linkages, which were discussed from different angles
throughout Part One, are increasingly important in the context of the globalising sex
trade, and also in the effort to understand its functioning and mechanisms. In
particular, the technological and economic linkages of various forms of sex
business(es) are rapidly developing both globally and locally. Their intersections have
already had, and are increasingly in the future likely to have, profound impacts not
only on sex businesses, but also on the processes of drafting and implementing
appropriate policies on the sex trade, and on ICTs and the sex trade.
In this final Chapter, I discuss, firstly, the research process and summarise the
findings in and conclusions of Parts One and Two in sections 10.1.2.1. and 10.1.2.2.,
respectively. In section 10.2. I concentrate on the broader implications of the thesis.
The question marks in the subtitles refer to fact that these issues are open-ended and
need further practical and theoretical work in the future. Last but not least, the
limitations of this research and recommendations for future research are discussed.

10.1. The research process and summaries of the findings
10.1.1. Reviewing the research process
This research process, in which I have addressed policies on the sex trade, and on
ICTs and the sex trade in Finland and in its glocal contexts, has developed into an
absorbing journey during the last four years. During that period there have been
plenty of changes in the field: changes in the sex trade and in the forms it takes,
developments in ICTs and their applications in and for the sex trade, and changes in
policies concerning the sex trade and ICTs. The changes have taken place not only
nationally but also internationally, and the rapidity of the changes has complicated the
analysis of and discussion about the topic. On the other hand, the research process has
been particularly interesting also because of these constant changes and because of the
more general focus on them in public debate and the media.
Research on a sensitive issue can be a complicated matter not only for the researcher
but also for those who are researched and/or interviewed. In my particular case, the
‘sensitiveness’ was not only based on the fact that sex and sexualities are not very
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easy topics to discuss, especially with a ‘stranger’: in addition, the sex trade as such
may suggest to some people, on the other hand, embedded taboos and even some
excitement. Thus not only what was said in the interviews, but also what was not said
aloud is important in this context.
The empirical material gathered during the research was rich. The abductive research
approach, which meant moving back and forth between and within the data, earlier
research and theoretical sources as well as my own knowledge, was fruitful for both
the whole research process and for myself as a researcher. This, in fact, led me to
make two particular methodological choices. These offered the possibility for
reconstructing a multifaceted perspective on the research topic, which is glocal,
complex and sensitive to the specific demands in both interviewees and the
researcher.
Firstly, Part One of the book set the scene for the analysis of the interview material
and policy documents. It has functioned as a framework for the (re)contextualisation
of the processes of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities and the
multifarious linkages of the sex trade. The multidisciplinary approach to the linkages
of and within the sex trade also offered a separate apparatus of empirical and
theoretical sources. Secondly, the interview material became a more central data
source than was expected in the research planning process. The interview data,
particularly the discourses, which were conceptualised and analysed through the
embedded argumentations and expressions within the interviews, the interviewees’
positions on gender and their organisational status and knowledge on the sex trade and
ICTs, have been of particular interest in this work. In describing the interview data I
used many interview extracts in order to leave the reader(s) space to re-evaluate the
data. Thus there is a room for critical analysis of my interpretations, and for offering
other possible interpretations. At the same time, I hope that this choice has made the
content of the book more lively and interesting for the reader.
This way of organising the empirical data and its analysis through a reciprocal,
abductive approach, helped in (re)constructing the understanding of the existence,
absence or vagueness of certain policies on the sex trade and ICTs in Finland1. Thus
the following summaries of the findings in and conclusions of the two parts of the
thesis are not contradictory but complementary to each other, as is the case with the
relationship of the two parts of the book itself. Because of my use of the abductive
approach and because of the format of this book as a monograph, the ‘setting of the
scene’ was written partly at the same time as the analysis of the interviews and policy
documents. This approach and writing different sections concurrently enabled me to
move back and forth and in-between the empirical materials and multidisciplinary
theoretical sources of this work. Therefore, these parts and their summaries are
‘inseparable’, and in that sense that they should be read and interpreted as the context
for each other.

1

See Figure 1.2.1. on relationships of linkages and empirical data in this research.
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10.1.2. Summaries of the findings
10.1.2.1. Summary of findings in and conclusions of Part One
1. Linkages of and in the sex trade are essential for its existence, increase and
expansion.
2. Normalisation of the sex trade takes place in multiple forms, and it is
interconnected with general processes of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities.
3. There are various direct and indirect profiteers of the sex trade, and the impacts of
sex businesses are much wider than the impacts on those people who are personally
involved in the sex trade.
4. Gender is relevant in the context of the sex trade in multiple ways. The organising
of such businesses is based on implicit and explicit gender(ed) inequalities in
societies.
5. Spatial, temporal and cultural linkages of Finland in the context are multifarious,
complex, and notably based on Finland’s geopolitical position and on changes in it.
6. Initiatives to restrict the increase in the sex trade in the 1990s, particularly the
initiatives concerning law and law enforcement, that were mainly taken by women’s
organisations and gender authorities, were reacted to quite slowly by (other) official
organisations.
7. Normalisation and globalisation processes of the sex trade have intensified.
8. Technologies are increasingly, in Finland and more generally, (ab)used in various
ways by the sex trade. Thus ICTs have a strong impact on current and future
businesses, including sex businesses.
9. Concurrently, commercial sex organisations are often involved with the
development of new technological applications. It can be claimed that often sex
businesses are in the forefront of the development of applications of ICTs.
10. The preparation and implementation of policies on ICTs and the sex trade are
often quite complicated.
11. There are embedded tensions between, on one hand, freedom of speech, the right
to carry on business, and the purely economic interests of businesses (i.e. both sex
businesses and other businesses which indirectly profit from commercial sex), and, on
the other hand, gender equality aims and efforts, and the demands for a right to have a
freedom from abusive and harassing material and gendered violence.
12. The conflicting interests are present in policing and monitoring – or lack of
policing and monitoring – of the sex trade in general, but ICTs reinforce the economic
interests in and for the sex trade.
13. There are differing and often blurred policies on the sex trade in contemporary
societies. The common denominator worldwide is the concern with ‘trafficking in
persons’. However, even this is not totally agreed upon in its policies and their
implementation, for instance, because of conflicting interests in relation to prostitution
and its organising.
14. Agencies and organisations that have radically divergent ideologies and/or
standpoints in general may find themselves on the same end of the anti- or proprostitution policy extremes, which often leads to the construction of ‘unholy
alliances’.
15. In the enlarged and further enlargening EU, the harmonisation of policies on the
sex trade, prostitution or even on trafficking in persons is not easy.
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10.1.2.2. Summary of findings in and conclusions of Part Two
Discourses on the sex trade and policies on it
1. In the interview data I identified three different kinds of discourses on the sex trade:
i) The legal/procedural discourse was based on the understanding that the existing
law is a sufficient tool for policing the sex trade. The sex trade was seen, more or less,
as a normal form of business. Therefore, it can or should be controlled (only) as other
businesses are controlled in Finland and in the European Union; ii) The negotiated
discourse included criticism of the sex trade as abuse, particularly as abuse of children
and women. However, the policy actions should be ‘mild’ in order for it to be
impossible to abolish the sex trade totally, and thus the sex trade should be tolerated at
a ‘certain’ level. There is a need to negotiate what is acceptable and tolerable, rather
than to demand amendments in law; iii) The sexualised violence discourse challenged
the other two discourses and the existing policies. This discourse was based on the
understanding(s) that the sex trade is a global form of abuses, particularly of women
and children. It included the idea that there need to be legislative and other actions
taken to combat the sex trade.
2. In this sample (n=30), most of the interviewed managers were stronger believers in
the existing legislation as a sufficient tool for policing the sex trade (legal/procedural
discourse). The professionals were more suspicious about the adequacy of the existing
laws. They mainly held to the negotiated discourse or the sexualised violence
discourse.
3. I divided the interviewees’ ways of mediating gender into 3 categories: i) the
gender-absent position (gender was not at all present in the speech); ii) the genderimplicit position (gender was implicitly present, but in a ‘traditional way’, for
instance, automatically it is women who sell sex, and men who buy sex); iii) the
gender-explicit position (the informants explicitly brought gender/sex issue(s) up in
their argumentation).
4. The gender-absent position was mainly present in male informants’ argumentation
(7 men, 1 woman); the gender-implicit position was present in the argumentation of 9
men and 2 women. The gender-explicit position was represented only by female
interviewees (n=11). (Table 7.2.b.) Female interviewees, particularly female
professionals and manager-expert women (i.e. managers who were well informed on
the sex trade) were the carriers of the sexualised violence discourse, which challenged
the adequacy of contemporary policies on the sex trade; gender was explicitly present
in their discourses.
5. Surprisingly, over half of the informants had, according to my interpretation, quite
moderate or even minimal knowledge on the sex trade (n=17), even though the
interviewees represented the key expertise and held significant power in the
preparation of policies on the sex trade.
6. Even though all interviewees had had encounters with the sex trade, gender was a
clear denominator in how these encounters had happened and what it had meant for
them. Most often the encounters by female interviewees were felt to have been
‘unpleasant’; the encounters by interviewed men were ‘not so important’ or they had
‘happened to some other man nearby in a crisis’. Even the high organisational
position of women did not act as a deterrent for encounters with the sex trade in
official situations, such as open or more hidden offerings of sex services for men in
work-related contexts.
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7. Most interviewees emphasised their concerns about the sex trade’s impacts on
minors, particularly their own children. Most concerns were directed towards girls and
young women, instead of being about boys and young men.
8. It seems to be a burden to be critical about the sex trade. Implicit and explicit
ridicule and mockery were often met by those, mainly women, who had dared to
question and/or criticise the sex trade.
9. Racism is embedded in the sex trade in various ways in practice. Racism was also
present in the interviews in multiple ways, both per se (as a phenomenon), and
through the analysis of the interviewees (expressions of ‘them and us’ thinking).
10. According to the majority of the interviewees, the commercialisation of bodies,
sex and sexualities, and normalisation of the sex trade are phenomena that have
happened rapidly and which are increasing and expanding.
Policies and policy practices
11. International policies: International conventions have been highly important for
changes in policies on the sex trade in Finland. Also at a more general level,
international pressure to improve gender equality has been pivotal.
12. National policies: In the analysis of the policy instruments that were identified by
interviewees as being most central, three categories were indexed: Sticks (legislative
policies), Carrots (co- and self-regulative policies) and Sermons (educational
policies). Many interviewees had the opinion that all these should be implemented
side by side. Those who were critical about the sex trade and its normalisation into
society emphasised more the importance of legislative policies.
13. Organisational policies: Most organisations lacked explicit or even implicit
policies on the sex trade.
14. Personal policies: Personal policies of the interviewees differed markedly,
particularly according to gender. There was also a difference between the
interviewees in organisations responsible for prevention of and/or regulation on
negative social phenomena, and those interviewees whose major tasks were connected
to the safeguarding of the ‘free flow of business’. Informants in the latter groups were
more prone to interpret the sex trade as ‘adult entertainment’ and as a part of normal
businesses.
15. Omissions in policies: Various omissions in policies on the sex trade were
mentioned. There is a need for co-ordination of the work in the context of sex trade
issues, particularly in its prevention and investigation.
ICTs and the sex trade
16. Most interviewees wanted to highlight the positive potential of ICTs for Finnish
society and beyond. Women were in general more concerned about the negative
impacts of ICTs in the context of commercial sex.
17. Discourses on ICTs and the sex trade: There were three discourses in the interview
data on ICTs and the sex trade: i) The discourse of the committed strongly represented
the ethos of libertarianism and the importance of the ‘free flow of business’, even sex
businesses; ii) In the compromising discourse, the positive aspects of the sex trade
were not so strongly represented as they were in the discourse of the committed.
Concern for minors was a pivotal aspect in this discourse, but little attention was
directed to the gendered nature of the sex trade; iii) The discourse of the concerned,
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expressed mainly by women, focused on detrimental effects of ICTs through and for
the sex trade.
18. The three discourses on the sex trade as such (the legal/procedural discourse, the
negotiated discourse, and the sexualised violence discourse) and the discourses on the
ICTs and the sex trade (the discourse of the committed, the compromising discourse,
and the discourse of the concerned, respectively) were related closely to each other
(see Table 9.2.).
19. ICTs have, according to most interviewees, had radical impact on the increase in
the sex trade and on the more general commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities. Because of the rapid and constant development of ICTs and the sex trade,
there is far less regulation than in other aspects of the sex trade.
20. In this sample of interviewees, the greatest knowledge on ICTs concentrated
mainly amongst those working in the areas of technologies and trade. It seems that
organisations in those sectors which should prevent and investigate possible
deficiencies in policies on the sex trade are not well equipped with knowledge in
ICTs.
21. The question of age becomes particularly relevant in the context of knowledge of
ICTs. The experts on ICTs are often younger. Older generations do not necessarily
follow the latest developments in ICTs and the sex trade. Thus the policies needed
might sometimes be lacking because of that. Parents and educators cannot always
follow upon the(ir) children’s and young people’s uses of ICTs. Adults’ familiarity
with ICTs, ICT language and ‘ICT-culture(s)’ is not necessarily strong.
22. Finland is a country in transition; many Finns have come to believe in
technologies as a saviour of the welfare society. This attitude of seeing technology as
a ‘golden calf’ also impacts on the lack of understandings, practices, management and
organisation of policies on ICTs and the sex trade.

10.2. Further implications of the thesis
As described in the Introduction of this thesis, there were three main reasons for the
why and how of my choosing to study this particular topic: namely, a concern with
the economic factors that drive the sex trade, the need for a more multidisciplinary
approach in studying the topic, and the aim to contribute to policy-making processes
and research and theorising on gender, management and organisations in relation to
the sex trade. While these have remained key motivations throughout, in the following
sections I discuss three implications that have grown in importance in the course of
this work, namely implications for organisational policy-making, for research and for
society more generally.

10.2.1. Implications for organisational policy-making: challenges for
organisations and managements?
Recent years have seen a multifaceted increase in the sex trade globally, so presenting
new policy challenges for organisations and managements. Towards to the end of this
research process, there have been several international examples in the media
concerning organisational policies, or, rather, the lack of policies on the sex trade. In
July 2004, the USA investment bank Morgan Stanley agreed to pay USD 54 million
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to settle the gender bias lawsuit brought up by its 340 female employees. The suit
against this Wall Street enterprise focused on salary and promotion issues. In addition,
female employees had been constantly subjected to ‘groping, slaps on the buttocks
and a range of other unacceptable office antics, including striptease shows and
breast-shaped birthday cakes’ (‘Morgan settles …’ 2004; ‘Morgan Stanley …’ 2004).
According to the lawyers for the plaintiffs, women were constantly excluded from
‘men-only golf outings’, which included, for instance, visits to strip clubs with
company clients. After the settlement of the case, the chairperson of the company
stated:
We are proud of our commitment to diversity, and would like to thank
EEOC [USA Equal Employment Opportunity Commission] staff for
working with us to conclude this matter in such a positive way. We look
forward to working with the EEOC in accomplishing our common goal.
(Ibid., italics MJ.)
According to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, ‘this settlement is
hoped to send a message to other companies that discrimination will not be tolerated’
(ibid.). This precedent can be a signal for businesses and other organisations, not only
in the USA but even worldwide, that policies on gender equality, including policies on
the sex trade, are needed and they have to be implemented in order to avoid expensive
law suits and negative publicity.
Another international example of the lack of policies on the sex trade concerns NATO
and its international peacekeeping troops. The personnel of NATO operations and
other civilian staff working for international organisations have been accused of
fuelling the sex trade, particularly trafficking in women and children for these
purposes, in various destination countries where peacekeeping has taken place. In July
2004, NATO released a statement that the alliance, consisting of 25 member countries
and 21 other states which co-operate with NATO in peacekeeping operations, will
follow a ‘zero tolerance policy’ on trafficking in persons. According to the new policy
guidelines, NATO staff will not engage in trafficking in human beings, including for
the purpose of sexual exploitation, nor will they facilitate it: ‘Nations are required to
ensure that members of their forces – as well as civilian elements – who engage in
trafficking in human beings or facilitate it, are liable to appropriate prosecution and
punishment under national legislation’2.
Organisational policies on the sex trade, or at least their non-existence, have also been
on the agenda in Finland very recently. In September 2004, a case of child
pornography downloading by a manager at Nokia became public3. In October 2004,
the Finnish police found out that the apartments of the embassy of the Russian
Federation in Helsinki were used for well-organised prostitution purposes (Markkula
and Mäkinen 2004). In November 2004, a host of a television programme for young
people was convicted of having sexually abused a minor, and resigned from his job
(Hoimela 2004). Thus even though there seems to be international and national

2
http://www.nato.int/issues/trafficking/index.html and ‘NATO Bans Sex with Trafficked Women’
(2004). See also Chapter 2.
3
See Chapter 4.
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pressure in organisations to limit sexual abuse committed by the members of the
organisations when on duty, there is still a long way to go to accomplish this.
Clear policies on the sex trade are very important for the organisations themselves as
well as for their members. But, it is necessary to consider very carefully the content of
policies as well as the forms of implementation. The empirical data in this thesis
suggests that in various organisations in Finland the policies on the sex trade are still
quite unclear and vague. In the organisations in this sample there was a strong belief,
particularly among male professional elites, that gender equality is so well established
in Finnish society and their own organisations that specific and explicit policies on the
sex trade and on ICTs and the sex trade are not necessarily needed. Often members of
the organisations are implicitly required to display ‘good manners’ and to follow the
‘code of conduct’ which is believed to be inherent in the organisational cultures and
practices, and, therefore, inherent in ‘good and decent’ conduct of each and every
worker in the organisation4. Unwritten and obscure organisational policies are not,
however, in reality a very effective way to deliver information on the policies of the
organisation concerning the sex trade. According to the empirical data, the unwritten
codes of conduct inside the organisations are often gender-related, and treat women
and men quite differently. Embedded gendered attitudes, such as ‘boys will be boys’,
implicitly legitimise commercial sex use and consumption as part of the male
organisational culture – as long as it does not become public knowledge.
The sex trade can also be connected to male-bonding in organisations and to exclusion
of women from important decision-making, for instance, by organising meetings or
informal get-togethers in strip clubs or sex bars. In this sense, silences and exclusions
can be further reinforced, rather than abolished or changed towards more ‘liberal’
directions. In addition, inadequate organisational policies and/or their improper
implementation can jeopardise the public images of organisations. This can also cause
expensive lawsuits in addition to the negative impacts on those who work in the
organisation. It appears likely that in the future many international business
organisations will become interested in drafting policies on the sex trade and ICTs in
order to avoid disputes or legal charges because of their employees’ consumption of
sex trade services, which can cause damage to an organisations’ image. However, the
motives are likely to be based more on economic reasons than those of the
safeguarding of women’s and children’s rights.

4
In practice, organisations may (try to) avoid responsibility by drafting internal policies, and at the
same time postponing the obligation of individual members to know the ‘proper code of conduct’. For
instance, in the NATO case, the new policy focuses literally on cases of trafficking in women or
children for prostitution, rather than prostitution use as such. Therefore, the sex trade in general is not
necessarily addressed when drafting or implementing new policies, but instead the focus is much more
limited. In this sense it becomes possible that, for example, visits to brothels are not interpreted as
unacceptable as such, but the sex clients become responsible for figuring out whether the prostitute is
trafficked or not, or ‘underage’ or not. It is quite interesting to guess how that might happen in practice:
For example, do clients ask the women if they are abused and trafficked, or if they are maybe selling
sex for ‘pure lust and happiness’? And, if such a question would be posed by a potential sex buyer, how
could the language problem be solved? Often there is no common language between a foreign
prostitute and her(his) client. In addition, in the circumstances of extreme (s)exploitation the victims do
not necessarily dare to talk about their situations because of threats of physical violence and
deportation if they are in a particular country illegally.
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10.2.2. Implications for research: silences in organisation and
management research?
In spite of the increase in gender analysis and theorising in management and
organisation studies during last decade, there are still tendencies to ignore gender as a
relevant aspect in mainstream research processes in the field5. Organisations are by no
means ‘genderless’ or gender neutral; but on the contrary, they are embedded with
different kinds of gender processes (Acker 1992). Organisations are also
interconnected, whether it is wanted or not, with the processes of the
commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities. However, often gender aspects are
neglected both in practical work in organisations, in research on management and
organisations, and also in policy-making processes in society.
In the interviews several female and some male informants stated explicitly that they
were very pleased that this topic is being researched, and wanted to give all possible
assistance. One of the nicest comments and some of the best encouragement that I
received was from a female informant who at the very beginning of the interview
sighed and said:
Finally, someone is asking these questions, which is already itself
important. There has been a total silence [concerning commercial sex]
among our [organisation’s] civil servants. (Female; international
affairs)
This comment inspired me, because it crystallises well what has often been going on
concerning the policies on the sex trade and ICTs in many organisations and in
society more generally: such issues and their monitoring are not necessarily
considered ‘proper issues’ to be discussed, and to be particularly concerned about.
Even though the commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities is taking place at an
increasing tempo, including intensive marketing and normalisation processes around
the sex trade, there are often silences about and perhaps also silencing of critical and
challenging discourses on them6. Therefore, in analysing the interviews, not only the
explicit talk but also silences within them have been very relevant and interesting to
look at, or rather to listen to.
In addition to the ‘explicit and outspoken’, the ‘implicit and not-spoken’ raise
important and interesting aspects of management and organisations and how these are
researched (Harlow et al. 1995; Hearn and Parkin 1995, 2001; Husu 2001; see also
Foucault 1976). According to Jeff Hearn (2004b, p. 66), silences in organisations and
management are multi-sided and paradoxical. Silences can indicate power or
powerlessness; for instance, they can show the power of speaking and also of refusing
to speak (such as top managers giving or not giving crucial information to workers),
or the subordinate position of those who dare not to speak for the fear of negative
consequences for their professional life. Silence in organisations is often connected to
5

See, for instance, Eriksson et al. (2004).
Breaking silences has been and is a central aspect in many feminist research projects internationally
and in Finland. On research on sexualities and violence, see, for instance, Varsa (1986, 1993); Kelly
(1987, 1988); Dworkin and MacKinnon (1998); Pateman (1988); Mankkinen (1995); Ronkainen (1998;
2001); Hanmer (2000); Jeffreys (1997, 2002); Husu (2001); Saarikoski (2001).
6
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exclusions – those who are not invited or allowed to be present are often
automatically silenced through their absence. Silences can also reflect underlying
tensions in organisations, when some items are more or less collectively not spoken
about in order to avoid confrontations. (Ibid., p. 66.) Thus silences in organisation and
management may have many purposes, meanings and representations which affect
internal organisational policies on particular and more general matters.
As a female and a feminist I may well have had a certain ‘label’ stamped on me when
I approached the interviewees and later on when I met them face to face. Many of the
informants were probably familiar with my standpoint on the sex trade because of my
previous work history and my interest and involvement in feminist research7, but still,
or because of that, they were willing to be interviewed on this sensitive research
theme. However, especially at the beginning of the interviews many (male)
informants were somewhat cautious in presenting opinions very much ‘in favour’ of
the sex trade, even though these often became obvious later during the interview.
Often the discussions also brought up ‘hidden agendas’, such as the implicit
acceptance of the sex trade and resistance to preparing national or organisational
policies on the area.
During the interviews it was common that female informants, both managers and
professionals, were more open and willing to talk about encounters with the sex trade
and to analyse these from different viewpoints. It is quite possible that without these
positionings – the researcher being a female and a feminist – some of the
interviewees, particularly the male interviewees, might have been more open in
talking about the direct and indirect encounters with the sex trade. In this sense, not
only the discourses what they acknowledged, but also the silences in the interviews
and in the organisations concerning the sex trade and ICTs are meaningful. The
silences are often connected to the question of gender, both that of the researcher and
of the researched (see Hearn 1998).
According to Joan Acker (1992, p. 254), gender, sexuality and bodies can be
understood as organisational resources, primarily available to management but also
used by individuals and groups of workers. At the same time, gender, sexuality and
bodies are problems for management, the solutions to which become in turn resources
for control. Silences concerning questions of sexuality in organisations can be related
to the (still) taboo nature and sensitivity of the topics, but also to the processes of the
suppression of sexuality in the interests of the organisation, and to the conceptual
exclusion of the body as a living whole (Acker 2003, p. 56; see also Hearn and Parkin
1987, 1995).
Such processes of silencing and exclusion are clearly gendered: the disembodied job
and gender-neutral organisations are based on the idea of the abstract male worker and
the male body, which is reconstructed in ‘the man’ as the norm of a worker, and
particularly of a manager. In other words, ideas about leadership are often tightly
connected to ideas about masculinity/male, and maleness is still synonymous to
‘gender-neutrality’ and competence. (Wahl 2003, pp. 249-259.) Thus women’s bodies
and sexualities, including their ability to procreate, are ‘suspect, stigmatised, and used
as grounds for control and exclusion’ (Acker 2003, p. 56).
7

See 1.2.3. and 6.1.2.
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During the last decade the amount of women in some parts of management,
particularly in middle human resource management, has increased in Finland (Hearn
et al. 2002; Wuolijoki 2004). However, male dominance in many parts of
management and organisational leadership still continues much the same. According
to a Swedish inquiry on women in leadership in the business sector8, the resistance to
change towards gender equality in work in organisations is (still) present among men
(Wahl 2003, p. 256; see also Cockburn 1991). Also according to the interview data in
this thesis, gender equality efforts and policies are often not promoted or cherished by
many men in organisations. Instead, gender equality work in general and the demands
for clearer and/or stricter policies on the sex trade are often interpreted as a nuisance
and unnecessary fussing by ‘aunties’, e.g. old biddies with buns and flowery hats. The
resistance can take various forms in organisations, such as ridiculing and mocking of
those who are concerned about commercial sex. This kind of pillorying of critics of
the sex trade echoes other, more subtle forms of silencing, such as the deliberate
and/or indeliberate delaying in drafting and implementing policies on sex trade issues
which seems been rife since the expansion of commercial sex in the 1990s in Finland.
Even though the informants’ direct encounters with the sex trade were not the main
focus of this research, their personal and professional intersections with the sex trade
and the emotions these raised for them helped me to better understand and interpret
also the policies, or the lack of policies, on the sex trade more generally. Even in
official organisations that are obliged to monitor the sex trade and ICTs and to prepare
appropriate policies, there are many human, maybe even organisational, elements that
hinder the consistent effective actions that might be needed. These include
safeguarding the reputation of the organisation by being silent on earlier, and even
currently, malpractices and their impacts in the context of the sex trade; ridiculing,
silencing and excluding those who are critical of the sex trade; and safeguarding
‘other’ men’s the consumption of sex trade services. According to Acker (1992 pp.
251-252), gendered processes and practices in organisations can be open and overt as
well as deeply hidden, and they reconstruct and reinforce the persistence of gender
patterns in managements and organisations.
Symbolic expressions of male sexuality, reflected often in organisational metaphors
and language, can be used to increase the coherence and homosociality of male
workers, but can also as mechanisms for control of women in organisations, and even
for control over male workers, too. (Hearn and Parkin 1995; Collinson and Hearn
1994; Acker 2003.) Thus management’s approval of sexist language or pornographic
pictures in workplaces, or tolerance of (other) connections with the sex trade by the
members of the organisation in work-related contexts act as symbolic expressions of
male dominance and significant controls over women in work organisations – women
are excluded from the informal male bonding through the embedded sexist ‘body talk’
as well as through homosociality constructed by the (ab)use of commercial sex
services (Acker 2003, p. 57). There is a strong interconnection between sexual
8
Already in 1993 the Swedish Government set up a commission to collect information about progress
towards an even representation of women and men at the managerial level in companies and industries.
The report, Mäns föreställningar om kvinnor och chefsskap, was published in 1994. In Finland the
Ministry of Education has started to finance ‘Women’s Leadership: A Research and Education
Development Project’ since 2005. The Project is carried out in co-operation between Helsinki School
of Economics, Jyväskylä University and Hanken, the Swedish School of Economics in Helsinki.
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harassment and consumption of commercial sex in work organisations, both of which
can have detrimental effects on the organisation and its members.
The sentiment behind the ‘your own nest shall not be fouled’ was present in many
interviews, and particularly in the talk of male informants within the legal/procedural
and negotiated discourses. In addition, the silences, particularly the silences of male
informants on the sex trade and on the encounters with sex commerce of other
members of the organisations, can be interpreted as an unwritten code of conduct and
a form of male bonding. The embedded homosociality of many male interviewees
seems to be a strong explanatory factor for being silent about personal encounters
with the sex trade or about those of other men, particularly their colleagues, and for
the reluctance to prepare appropriate policies on the sex trade and ICTs, and on the
sex trade more generally.
An additional interesting silence in the interviews concerned boys and young men.
The common worries about minors encountering the sex trade focused on girls and
‘safeguarding’ them from improper material and behaviour, such as a ‘whorish’
dressing style. I assume that young boys were not seen as not so easily harmed by
‘improper’ material, but implicitly, encounters by them with the sex trade can be
understood as acts of ‘boys will be boys’. Thus, for instance, the implicit and/or
explicit acceptance of pornography consumption by boys and young men can be seen
as ‘preparation for manhood’, but at the same time as reproducing stagnant gender
positions in families, schools, and later on in work organisations and their
management and leadership.
Silences, or perhaps silencing, in organisations and management regarding concern
with the sex trade seem to be connected to the view that anything concerning this area
is because of uptight women fussing ‘about nothing’. My doing this research located
me as ‘one of those’ for some informants. From that perspective the only rather mild
resistance against the sex trade in various organisations and more widely in society
becomes more understandable: It is easier to be ‘one of the boys’, both for men and
women, and to conform with so-called liberal, or rather libertarian, views on the sex
trade, than to openly oppose and criticise it and to risk being labelled as a
retrogressive puritan. However, some of the silences of key responsible organisations
and even business organisations have partly been broken after the recognition of some
of the linkages of the sex trade with organised crime. Due to such linkages, resistance
to the sex trade has become more ‘acceptable’, even obligatory, among some official
organisations which have not necessarily been very active in monitoring sex
businesses9.
The (re)contextualisation of the sex trade as a phenomenon within organised crime,
rather than, for example, as an issue of women’s rights, also legitimises maledominated organisations’ concern about such activities. The organised crime context
is a ‘muscular-masculine’, ‘media-sexy’ area to which increasing resources and
controls are currently directed in many societies. The redefinition of (some parts of)
the sex trade as organised and international criminality can mean increased intensity
in combating such crimes. However, this cannot be interpreted as a purely

9

See Niemi-Kiesiläinen 2004a.
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unproblematic framework; instead, it may reconstruct and reinforce the embedded
gender ignorance and racism of and in relation to the sex trade.
In the very final phase of writing this work in early 2005, perpetrators of an
international case of prostitution and procuring were prosecuted in Finland. Russian
and Estonian women had been systematically organised from abroad into prostitution
in Finland, but interestingly, the law enforcement authorities pointed out that there
was ‘no trafficking or forcing involved’ (see Harju 2004). It seems that even the focus
on ‘trafficking’ and ‘organised crime’10 can mean the exclusion of the embedded
linkages of these activities from other forms of the sex trade, such as prostitution
and/or gendered violence (i.e. the sex trade’s substantive, economic, organisational,
temporal, spatial, cultural and technological linkages, and linkages of a legislative and
policy nature). The multidisciplinary approach to the linkages of and within the sex
trade was adopted in this thesis in order to contribute to policy-making processes by
developing an alternative, broad framework with multiple theoretical sources. With
this I approach sought to emphasise the complexities of this highly gendered and
politicised topic with strong, hidden and often contradictory interests embedded.
It was interesting that the two sets of discourses emphasised and analysed in the
interview data, namely the discourses on the sex trade and the discourses on ICTs and
the sex trade, related very tightly to each other11. These complementary discursive
intersections were quite strongly present, and only in seven cases were they more in
tension. However, the policies suggested on ICTs were more diversified than those on
the sex trade in general. Indeed, much of the focus on polices on ICTs and the sex
trade relied on Carrots (co- and self-regulative policies) and Sermons (educational
policies) rather than on Sticks (legislative policies).
In the interviews, international and global perspectives and contexts of the sex trade
are present at least in two ways. As has been the case concerning gender policies in
general, where international commitments have often reinforced pressures to improve
national policies, the international dimension has also been important regarding the
sex trade. International policy instruments, particularly the United Nations
conventions and recently the European Union directives, have pushed officials and
official organisations to strengthen policies on aspects of the sex trade. At the same
time, many (male) informants seemed to be quite concerned about what other
countries would think about ‘us’ if we followed, for instance, the Swedish example
and criminalised the buying of sex. In particular those informants who carried the
legal/procedural discourse held the opinion that Finland should rather follow the
‘liberal’ policies of countries such as Germany or the Netherlands in order to become
a real European country. In this sense, the interpretation of one female informant that
‘Finnish men [decision-makers] listen rather to Brussels than to Finnish women’
seems to be quite accurate. I have interpreted this as meaning that by following
libertarian polices on the sex trade, Finland could claim for itself the status of an
‘international’ and ‘tolerant’ country rather than having an image of an ‘oldfashioned’ state dominated by old biddies and other uptight women (with buns and
flowery hats, i.e. feminists). Neo-liberalist ideology, which can be claimed to have a

10
11

See 2.3. and Chapter 5.
See Chapter 9, particularly Table 9.2.
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strong position in many current Finnish debates, is also present concerning the topic
of the sex trade.
The patriarchal gender order in Finnish organisations and in Finnish society seems to
be quite persistent (see, for instance, Acker 1992) as reflected in questions concerning
the sex trade. The demands for libertarian policies and the resistance to stricter
measures on the sex trade, and on ICTs and the sex trade, and particularly to
resistance of the criminalisation of the buying of sex, function as a uniting front for
many men. In addition, such resistance, represented particularly by men in this data,
refers to symbolic gender processes which ‘explicate, justify, and more rarely, oppose
gender division’ (Acker 1992, p. 253). Traditional sexual freedoms of men to gain
access to sex, even through paid sex services, seem to be a core premise for resistance
to the criminalisation of sex buying. This position advocates a libertarian,
‘(post)modern’ and ‘tolerant’ world-view which would help to promote Finland as
one of the European ‘core countries’. However, in the data there were also
challenging discourses, presented mainly by women, which emphasised the
importance of new legislative policies that would be focused on the reduction of
demand for commercial sex services.
It seems that it is in general easier to understand ‘evil’ as originating from somewhere
else than from Finland and Finnish patriarchal culture. The ‘othering’ of evil it was in
the interview data of this thesis as well as it is currently in general in Finland, often
directed to the ex-Soviet areas, from where many of the foreign sellers of sex in
Finland originate. However, the other side of the coin is that in order for these
activities to be organised and become profitable, Finnish counterparts are also needed
– the facilitators, direct and indirect intermediaries and profiteers, and especially the
sex clients. The intermingled web of sexism, racism and xenophobia is present in
many forms of the sex trade, its conceptualisation(s), monitoring and policy-making.
Often the sex trade is interpreted as originating from ‘outside’ and ‘elsewhere’, which,
at the same time, shifts the focus away from its glocal elements, such as profiteers and
consumers, and thus safeguards its Finnish counterparts from critical views and
critical policies.
Regarding the implications of the thesis for research more broadly, it has already been
noted how multidisciplinarity has been an important aspect in this work. This is
especially so as the whole framework for understanding the commercialisation of
bodies, sex and sexualities is complex, glocal and rapidly changing. Organisations,
whether public or business organisations, do not function in a vacuum, but instead are
increasingly located in a pattern of mutual interconnection with local and global
impact with local and global environments and contexts. Even mainstream
organisations [what might be called non-sex trade organisations] cannot avoid
encountering many aspects of sex commercialisation processes, in spite of the fact
that organisations often do not have adequate policies on these. At the same time, it is
important to address the roles of different organisations in the complex context of sex
businesses. Thus a more holistic view on the sex trade and the powers and structures
embedded is essential for policy-making processes and future research.
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10.2.3. Implications for society: McSexualisation in organisations?
The commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities is strongly present and also
intensified through ICTs’ global diffusion and their technological power, flexibility
and reproducibility. According to the interview data, there are many pressures in
Finnish society towards a libertarian way of life, even and in particularly concerning
commercial sex. These kinds of aims are not, however, accepted by all and everyone.
In this data, there were various dissonances concerning the acceptance of the free flow
of the sex trade. A substantial minority of the interviewees were concerned about the
‘oversexualisation’ of society, particularly worrying about their own children or
grandchildren, their everyday life and the current cultural context.
The pressures towards McSexualisation, including not only the normalisation of the
sex trade but also the increasing commercialisation of bodies, sex and sexualities in
societies, are most clearly present in the current popular culture, particularly youth
culture. In one sense, the concerns of the interviewees about minors and commercial
sex are well grounded. On the other hand, it is far too simplistic to put the blame on
‘(youth) culture’, because many of the underlying structures are created by adults and
indeed for adults. In fact, since ‘the sexual revolution’ in the 1960s, many forms of
the sex trade (for instance, pornography and its consumption) have become, or rather
have been deliberately made, more acceptable forms of ‘adult entertainment’. Thus
the origins of the normalisation of the sex trade are rooted particularly in adult
culture(s) with its embedded patriarchal values. These are embodied in current (sex)
businesses, which market and offer constantly changing and more ‘daring’
commercial sex services for the potential clients and consumers. Globalisation has
intensified the sexual abuses particularly of women and children in poorer areas of the
world. But, the core of such abuses and businesses is thoroughly based on the values
and wants of the sex clients both in wealthier, Western countries and more locally.
The intensive and deliberate international and national marketing of commercial sex
services for new potential clients and consumers, including women and young people,
as harmless activities, and the invitation of others to get involved as sellers, buyers,
consumers or even intermediaries, mirror the increasing economic interests in the sex
trade for the growth and normalisation of such businesses.
ICTs play a crucial role in the intensifying commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities. However, ICTs as such cannot be blamed as the only cause of these
phenomena, because as many interviewees pointed out, there is a lack of appropriate
policies at the societal level. This has given the sex trade and traders quite a free hand
to abuse ICTs. It is obvious that for the intermediaries, such as telecommunication
operators and mobile phone content producers, sex businesses are tempting
possibilities to increase their financial gains. National policies on ICTs are currently
mainly based on the ‘freedoms’ of the market, rather than on control and monitoring.
There is a need for more precise policies on ICTs and the sex trade, which could and
should be negotiated not only from the perspective of liberties, but also with the focus
on women’s and children’s rights, and on gender equality; in other words, not only
from a point of freedom to but also freedom from sex commerce.
Globalisation and the different kinds of organisations that encounter as well impact on
it are by no means embedded with gender equality. On the contrary, globalisation
processes are heavily gendered, and their impacts are radically dependent (also) on
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gender and gender relations. At the same time, gender processes in organisations,
whether be they overt or covert (Acker 1992), are connected to the commercialisation
of bodies, sex and sexualities in societies. Gender processes in organisations and in
their societal context are very important to be aware of in practical policy-making
processes as well as in research and theorising on management and organisations.

10.3. Limitations of the study and recommendations for future
research
This thesis consists of multidisciplinary research on globalisation and its effects,
particularly on the effects of globalisation and ICTs on sex and gender, and (ab)uses
of ICTs in (re)constructing gender and gender-related policies. A multidisciplinary
research approach obviously opens up many possibilities, such as looking at the
research issue from a multifaceted perspective. In this work, this possibility has been
central, and it has provided me as a researcher many opportunities to learn about
issues with which I have not earlier been very familiar, and to move quite freely
between disciplines. At the same time, multidisciplinarity can complicate the research
process, and the focus of the research can become difficult to handle. This kind of a
problem and challenge has been present during this research process. In order to avoid
some of these difficulties, I kept the research focus on national, international and
organisational policies, rather than on the detailed analysis of ICTs as such.
In addition, the technological improvements in ICTs have been rapid during the recent
years, and such changes will probably take place with increasing speed in the future.
In this sense I cannot claim that all the details on ICTs and the sex trade mentioned in
this work are totally up-to-date in 2005 and onwards, but I claim that there are trends
in the sex trade and ICTs that pressure the organisation of policy on these towards coand self- regulation and free markets, and away from regulative monitoring. In many
cases, the monitoring organisations do not have the latest knowledge on ICT use and
abuse of and within the sex trade. This has enabled these businesses to be constantly
ahead of the reach of many responsible authorities. It is obvious that very difficult and
profound questions concerning the freedom of speech, particularly as applied to the
Internet, are not easily solved, and this work cannot offer a solution to many of the
problems in this area. Rather, I have tried to emphasise some of the negative aspects
and impacts which are caused by the linkages between the sex trade and ICTs, and
offer a critical view on such encounters and links.
The interviews and most of the other gathering of the data were completed in 2002
and 2003, and since then plenty of changes have taken place in the area of the sex
trade and ICTs, nationally and globally. Changes also have taken place concerning the
policies on ICTs and the sex trade both nationally in Finland, and internationally,
particularly in the context of the European Union. These should be followed in depth
through future research and by monitoring activities of the appropriate official
organisations.
Another alternative way to look at the data would have been to focus on the codified
policies and policy instruments, such as laws, international conventions and written
organisational policies in depth. This would probably have facilitated a more thorough
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analysis, particularly of legislative measures, national and international, but at the
same it would had shifted this research towards legal studies. There is much important
research to be done in this area, but such a perspective might be more appropriate to
research within national and international law.
In addition, further research is needed in the context of organisation and management
studies on the policies of business organisations on the sex trade. There is also a need
to research the impact on young people of the commercialisation of bodies, sex and
sexualities through ICTs and popular culture, and how official institutions and
business organisations respond to this rapidly developing situation. More generally,
multidisciplinary research approaches – bringing together, amongst other disciplines,
political science, international law, research on technologies, management and
organisation studies, and gender studies – have much to contribute to the investigation
of gender processes in organisations and management.
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Appendix 1.
The interview outline
The focus of the interview on the policies on the sex trade and ICTs in Finland and in
various organisations is explained to the interviewee. Secondly, the request for a
written research contract is explained by the researcher, and discussed and signed by
both the interviewee and the researcher. Thirdly, the structure of the interview is
explained consisting of the main questions concerning the policies and policy
instruments, and that at the end there will be few more opinion-based questions.
Setting the scene
1.

How do you understand the concept commercial sex and/or the sex trade?
What kind of functions and actions are included in that?

2.

Which functions named in the list (separate page, enclosed in the end of this
interview outline) do you consider as part of commercial sex businesses and
markets? (Choose: always-often-sometimes-never)

3.

In what kind of contexts in your work have you faced issues concerning the
sex trade? Have you faced this kind of issues in social occasions during your
work career, for instance at conferences or social events?

Policies on the sex trade
4.

What are the most important policies on commercial sex in Finland? (For
instance, concrete instruments such as laws, international conventions or
regulations?)

5.

What are the newest policies on commercial sex in Finland?

6.

What are the most important policies in your work sector? (The name of the
instrument, when is it drafted, how is best to get access to that, what do you
think about this instrument, how was it ‘born’?)

7.

What are the newest policies in your work sector? (The name of the
instrument, when is it drafted, how is best to get access to that, what do you
think about this instrument, how was it ‘born’?)

8.

What kind of policies on commercial sex are planned to be implementes in
your work sector?

9.

What should these policies be like? What is missing now?
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Policies on ICTs and the sex trade
10.

Have new information and communication technologies (ICTs) had impact on
the sex trade? If yes, how?

11.

How do you see their impact in the future?

12.

What are the most important polices in Finland on ICTs and the sex trade?

13.

What are the newest policies in Finland on ICTs and the sex trade?

14.

What are the most important policies on ICTs and the sex trade in your work
sector? (The name of the instrument, when is it drafted, how is best to get
access to that, what do you think about this instrument, how was it ‘born’?)

15.

What are the newest policies on ICTs and the sex trade in your work sector?
(The name of the instrument, when is it drafted, how is best to get access to
that, what do you think about this instrument, how was it ‘born’?)

16.

Has there been any restrictions in your working place on ICTs and the sex
trade? For instance, concerning the use of Internet or mobile phone in the
context of the sex trade?

17.

What kind of future policies there will be in your work sector in ICTs and the
sex trade?

18.

What should these policies be like? What is missing now?

Opinion questions
19.

What is your opinion on how are the policies and/or general attitudes in
Finland concerning the sex trade? What about amongst citizens or
unofficially?

20.

Is there a need in Finland for restrictive or legalizing measures concerning the
sex trade? If, what kind of measures?

21.

Do you think that the sex trade is normal business, or is it somehow abusive
and/or a part of sexualised violence?

22.

Do you think that the ICTs can and/or should be monitored and regulated
concerning the commercial sex? If yes, then how?

Ending
23.

Is there anything else that you would like to suggest me to consider? Would
you like to suggest other possible interviewees?
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Commercial sex

(Appendix to the research question 2)

Which of the following belong to the fields of commercial sex?
Always
• Sex clubs or bars
• Striptease performances in restaurants
• Strip tease performances in private homes
• Live sex shows
• Telephone sex lines (live, recorded)
• Sex films and videos
• Sex magazines
• Pornography on the Internet
• Child pornography
• Prostitution
• Sex advertising
(newspapers, television, radio)
• Mail order bride catalogues and exhibitions
• Sex tourism
• Trafficking in women and children
• Smuggling of persons
• Sex products marketed through the Internet
• Contacts made through the Internet
• Television chats
• What else?

Often

Sometimes

Never
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Haastattelurunko
Haastateltavalle kerrotaan, että haastattelun tarkoituksena on selvittää kaupallista
seksiä/seksikauppaa ja uusia informaatio- ja kommunikaatioteknologioita koskevia
poliittisia käytäntöjä ja toimintaperiaatteita Suomessa ja organisaatioissa.
Haastateltavalle kerrotaan tutkimussopimuksesta, keskustellaan siitä ja molemmat
osapuolet allekirjoittavat sen. Kerrotaan haastattelun rungon koostuvan varsinaisista
poliittisia käytäntöjä ja toimintaperiaatteita koskevista kysymyksistä ja lopussa
muutamista mielipidekysymyksistä.
Aihepiirin yleinen kartoitus
1.

Miten ymmärrät käsitteen kaupallinen seksi ja/tai seksikauppa? Mitä siihen
kuuluu?

2.

Mitkä listassa (liite haastattelurungon lopussa) olevista asioista ovat mielestäsi
osa kaupallisen seksin liiketoimintaa ja markkinoita? (Valitse: aina, usein,
joskus tai ei koskaan)

3.

Missä tilanteissa olet kohdannut kaupalliseen seksiin liittyviä kysymyksiä
työssäsi tai työuraasi liittyvissä sosiaalisissa tapahtumissa, esimerkiksi
konferensseissa tai illanvietoissa?

Kaupallista seksiä koskevat poliittiset käytännöt ja toimintaperiaatteet
4.

Mitkä ovat tärkeimmät kaupallista seksiä koskevat poliittiset käytännöt ja
toimintaperiaatteet Suomessa? (Esimerkiksi konkreettiset instrumentit kuten
lait, kansainväliset sopimukset, säännökset tai ohjeistukset)

5.

Mitkä ovat uusimmat kaupallista seksiä koskevat poliittiset käytännöt ja
toimintaperiaatteet Suomessa?

6.

Mitkä ovat tärkeimmät poliittiset käytännöt ja toimintaperiaatteet omalla
hallinnonalallanne? (Instrumentin/lain/ohjeistuksen nimi, milloin se on
laadittu, mistä tämän voisi parhaiten löytää, mitä ajattelet tästä
instrumentista/toimintapolitiikasta, kuinka se on syntynyt?)

7.

Mitkä ovat uusimmat poliittiset käytännöt ja toimintaperiaatteet omalla
hallinnonalallanne? (Instrumentin/lain/ohjeistuksen nimi, milloin se on
laadittu, mistä tämän voisi parhaiten löytää, mitä ajattelet tästä
instrumentista/toimintapolitiikasta, kuinka se on syntynyt?)

8.

Millaisia poliittisia käytäntöjä ja toimintaperiaatteita koskien kaupallista seksiä
on suunniteltu toteutettavan tulevaisuudessa hallinnonalallanne?

9.

Millaisia niiden pitäisi olla? Mitä puuttuu?
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Uudet teknologiat ja kaupallinen seksi
10.

Ovatko uudet informaatioteknologiat vaikuttaneet kaupallisen seksin kenttään
ja toimintaan? Jos, niin miten?

11.

Niiden merkitys tulevaisuudessa?

12.

Mitkä ovat tärkeimmät poliittiset käytännöt ja toimintaperiaatteet Suomessa
koskien uusia teknologioita ja seksikauppaa?

13.

Mitkä ovat uusimmat poliittiset käytännöt ja toimintaperiaatteet Suomessa
koskien uusia teknologioita ja seksikauppaa?

14.

Mitkä ovat oman hallinnonalanne tärkeimmät poliittiset käytännöt ja
toimintaperiaatteet? (Instrumentin/lain/ohjeistuksen nimi, milloin se on
laadittu, mistä tämän voisi parhaiten löytää, mitä ajattelet tästä
instrumentista/toimintapolitiikasta, kuinka se on syntynyt?)

15.

Mitkä ovat oman hallinnonalanne uusimmat poliittiset käytännöt ja
toimintaperiaatteet? (Instrumentin/lain/ohjeistuksen nimi, milloin se on
laadittu, mistä tämän voisi parhaiten löytää, mitä ajattelet tästä
instrumentista/toimintapolitiikasta, kuinka se on syntynyt?)

16.

Onko työpaikallanne tehty jonkinlaisia rajoituksia uusien teknologioiden ja
seksikaupan osalta?

17.

Millaisia poliittisia käytäntöjä ja toimintaperiaatteita on suunniteltu
toteutettavan tulevaisuudessa hallinnonalallanne koskien uusia teknologioita ja
kaupallista seksiä?

18.

Millaisia niiden pitäisi olla? Mitä puuttuu?

Mielipidekysymykset
19.

Kuinka mielestäsi Suomessa suhtaudutaan kaupalliseen seksiin valtiovallan
taholta, toisaalta kansalaisten keskuudessa/epävirallisesti?

20.

Tarvitaanko Suomessa toimenpiteitä kaupallisen rajoittamiseksi tai sen
legalisoimiseksi? Jos tarvitaan, niin millaisia?

21.

Onko mielestänne kaupallinen seksi normaalia liiketoimintaa, vai onko se
kokonaan/jossain määrin hyväksikäyttöä tai osa seksuaalista väkivaltaa?

22.

Voidaanko ja/tai pitääkö mielestänne uusia informaatiotekniikoita säädellä
kaupallisen seksin osalta? Jos, niin kuinka?

Lopuksi
23.

Tuleeko mieleenne jotain muuta mikä olisi mielestänne tärkeää ottaa
huomioon, tai kommentteja yleisemmin? Mahdolliset muut haastateltavat?
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Kaupallinen seksi

(Liitteenä kysymykseen 2)

Mitkä seuraavista mielestäsi kuuluvat kaupallisen seksin toiminnan alueeseen?
Aina
• Seksiravintolat
• Strip tease –esitykset ravintoloissa
• Strip tease –esitykset yksityisasunnoissa
• Live seksishow’t
• Seksipuhelinlinjat (live, nauhoitteet)
• Seksifilmit ja –videot
• Seksilehdet
• Pornografia Internetissä
• Lapsipornografia
• Prostituutio
• Seksi-ilmoittelu
(lehdissä, televisiossa, radiossa)
• Vaimokauppakatalogit ja -messut
• Seksimatkailu
• Nais- ja lapsikauppa
• Ihmisten salakuljettaminen
• Internetin kautta markkinoitavat
seksituotteet
• Kontaktien solmiminen Internetin
kautta
• Television chatit
• Mikä muu?

Usein

Joskus

Ei koskaan
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Appendix 2.
Policy instruments and other policy measures referred by the
interviewees
Main policy instruments
* The Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(1979). The United Nations.
* The Convention of the Rights of the Child (1989). The United Nations.
* The Council Directive on the television broadcasting activities (1989). The
European Union.
* The Council Framework Decision on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings
(2002). The Council of the European Union.
* The Council Framework Decision on Combating the Sexual Exploitation of
Children and Child Pornography (2003). The Council of the European Union.
* Decision No 276/1999/EC of the European Parliament and the Council (1999)
adopting a multiannual Community action Plan on promoting safer use of the Internet
by combating illegal and harmful content on global networks. Official journal of the
European Communities.
* Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July
2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the
electronic communications sector.
* Gender Equality Legislation of the European Union
http://europa.eu.int/comm/employment_social/equ_opp/rights_en.html
* Hallituksen esitys laiksi sananvapauden käyttämisestä joukkoviestinnässä ja eräiksi
siihen liittyviksi laeiksi (2002a) [Government Bill on the Freedom of Expression
(Media) Act]. HE 54/2002.
* International Agreement for the White Slave Traffick (1904).
* International Chamber of Commerce International Code of Advertising Practice
(1997). http://www.iccwbo.org/home/statements_rules/rules/1997/advercod.asp
* The Joint Action by the Council (2000) concerning action to combat trafficking in
human beings and sexual exploitation of children
* Järjestyslaki 2003/612 [The Ordinance Act].
* Laki Kuluttajavirastosta (1998/1056) [Act on National Consumer Administration]
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* Laki kuvaohjelmien tarkastamisesta (775/2000) [Act on Classification of
Audiovisual Programmes]
* Laki rajavartiolaitoksesta (1999/320) [Law on Border Guards].
* Laki naisten ja miesten välisestä tasa-arvosta (1986; 206/1995) [The Act on
Equality between Women and Men].
* Laki pakkokeinolain muuttamisesta (2004) [Law on Coersive Means].
* Laki sananvapauden käyttämisestä joukkoviestinnässä (2003/460) [The Freedom of
Expression (Media) Act].
* Laki televisio- ja radiotoiminnasta (1998/744) [Law on Television and Radio]
* Laki ulkomaalaislain muutoksesta (HE 50/98) [Law on Amendment of the Aliens
Act].
* Määräys teleliikenteen estoluokista (2002). Viestintävirasto 35 G/2002 M. [Order
on classification of telecommunication numbers 2002].
* Määräys teleliikenteen estoluokista (2003). Viestintävirasto 35 H/2003 M. [Order
on classification of telecommunication numbers 2003]
* The Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of
children, child prostitution and child pornography (2002). The United Nations.
* Poliisilaki (1995; 2001) 1995/493, muutokset 2001/315 [Police Act and its
amendments].
* The Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially
Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organised Crime (2002).
* Pääministeri Matti Vanhasen hallituksen ohjelma 24.6.2003 (2003) [Governmental
programme by prime minister Matti Vanhanen's cabinet].
http://www.valtioneuvosto.fi/tiedostot/pdf/fi/39357.pdf
* Rikoslaki [The Penal Code of Finland] (39/1889; amendments up to 6540/2003
included). http://www.finlex.fi/pdf/saadkaan/E8890039.PDF
* Suomen kansallinen toimintaohjelma: Lasten kaupallisen seksuaalisen
hyväksikäytön vastaiset toimet [National action plan of Finland on combating
commercial sexual abuse of children] . Työryhmämuistioita 1999:25. Sosiaali- ja
terveysministeriö.
* Suomen perustuslaki (1999) [The Constitution of Finland] 731/1999.
* Ulkomaalaislaki 378/1991 [The Aliens Act].
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* The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (2000).
* United Nations Slavery Convention (1926).
* The United Nations Covenant on Political and Civil Rights (1966).
* The United Nations Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966).
* The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948). The United Nations.
* Viestintämarkkinalaki (2003) [Communications Market Act], 2003/393.

Other potential policy measures referred by the informants
Acts by police and courts
Actions by parents and schools
Anniskelulupien myöntäminen [Licences to dispense alcohol]
Codes of conducts by the organisations (unwritten)
Control of television programmes and advertising
E-business regulations
Education of children to safer Internet use
Education of girls
Equality education and participation of women in decision-making
Equality plans of the organisations
EUROJUST, the European Network of Prosecutors
EUROPOL
Filtering programmes
Finland's active role on relative issues internationally
Hallitusohjelmat [Governmental Programmes]
Hot lines
Information quidance
Internet use code of conduct by organisations
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Internet self-regulation
Internet restrictions
Joint attorney between Finland and Estonia
Maksullisten puhelinpalvelujen eettinen lautakunta [The Self-Regulatory Board for
Premium Rate Services].
Mainonnon eettinen neuvosto [The Council of Ethics in Advertising in Finland].
Media
Multi-agency co-operation between authorities
Nordic-Baltic campaign on combating trafficking in women
Public discussion on values in society
Research and delivery of results through media
UN special rapporteurs
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